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PREFACE 

THE VediZntasara is an easy and concise commentary 
on the Brahmasiilras of Badarayal)a who is believed 
to be identical with Vyasa, the famous auth<Jr of the 
Mahabharata. The Vedilntasilra was written by 
Bhagavad Ramanuja (1017 to 1137 A.D.) in accordance 
with the views of the Vis'i~!advaita school of Vedanta. 
SrJ Rllmztnuja was born at S'riperumbudur near Katici· 
puram as the son of KeS'avasomayajin and Bhudevi. 
He was the pupil of Mahapurl}a and younger con· 
temporary of S'ri Yamunacarya of S'rirangam. His 
other works are: S'ribha~ya, Bhagavadgitabhat?ya, 
Vedarthasarhgraha, Vedantadipa, Gadyatraya and 
Nityagrantha. Regarding the complete biography of 
Sri Rllmilnuja, the attention of the readers is drawn to 
the Ramanujacampu of Ramanujacarya, published 
in the Madras Govt. Oriental MS. Series No.6. His 
doctrine and teaching have been fully dealt with by 
Prof. P. N. Srinivasacarya in his book entitled 1 The 
Philosophy of Vis'i~tadvaita' pubJished in the Adyar 
Library Series No. 39. This system was first expound· 
ed by S'rl ~athamuni, was developed to a great extent 
by S'rl Yamunacarya through his works and was well 
preserved by S'rl R~m:inuja through his works like the 
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S'ribha~ya, and Vedarthasamgraha, after refuting the 
contrary views of the opponents. 

Perhaps this edition of the Ved'lfntas'lfra with 
English translation is unique in its kind and I believe 
it wi11 render great and valuable service to the 
research scholars in their comparative and critical 
study of the Vedanta philosophy. 

The under mentioned MSS. and printed book have 
been used for this edition: 

1. A 1. The palm-leaf MS. of the Adyar Libray. 
Grantha script. Injured. Complete. 
No. 20. H. 38. 

2. A 2. The palm-leaf MS. of the Adyar Library. 
Grantha script. Injured. Incomplete. 
No. 24. L. 3. 

3. M 1. The palm-leaf MS. of the Madras 
Govt. Oriental MSS. Library. Telugu 
script. Slightly injured. Complete. 
D. No. 5022. 

4. M 2. The palm·leaf MS. of the Madras Govt. 
Oriental MSS. Library. Grantha 
script. Injured. Complete D. No. 
5023. 

5. M 3. The palm-leaf MS. of the Madras Govt. 
Oriental MSS. Library. Telugu script. 
Slightly injured. Complete. D. No. 
5024. 

6. Pr. The printed edition of the Sri Venkates
vara and Company, Madras. 
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The translatiOn was written by my friend S'ri 
M. B. Narasirhha Ayyangar of Bangalore. I am glad 
that I had the opportunity to revise and edit it 
with the Sanskrit text in the Adyar Library Series 
No. 83. I am indebted to the translator and to the 
Director of the Adyar Library for the inclusion of 
this publication in the Adyar Library Series. 

Thanks are due to the Curator, Govt. Oriental 
MSS. Library, Madras for lending the MSS. Nos. 3 to 
5 mentioned above, for collation. 

My Colleague Pandit K. Ramachandra Sarma 
rendered valuable assistance in reading the proofs and 
preparing the indexes. I thankfully acknowledge his 
help. 

The Vasanta Press, Adyar, has to be thanked for 
bringing out the volume with attractive neatness and 
promptness. 

9-2-1953 V. KRISHNAMACHARYA 



INTRODUCTION 

AFTER completing the course of study of the Vedas, the 
student should perform the rituals mentioned therein. There 
are rules prescribed for the proper performance of them. 
But in the Vedas proper, these rules are not mentioned at all. 
Therefore the student has to go to other wmks for them. 
Consequently certain subsidiary works on the rules of inter· 
pretation were composed by the sages and the earliest of these 
works \vas the MimdmsasiUras of Jaimini. 

But these Sutras were very short statements and they 
could be interpreted in differPnt ways; consequently a number 
of commentators arose. They interpreted these Sutras 
differently. The performance of the rituals mentioned therein 
grant only limited and transitory results. Hence these vedic 
scholars went in search of other systems that could give the 
unlimited and everlasting results. 

Badaraya~a is the author of the Brohmasutras. He has 
stated therein, on the authority ofthe upanifiads, that the 
knowledge of the Brahman leads to everlasting benefits. 
Badariyat)a mentions the names of As'marathya, A u(lulomi, 
Badari and KifB'akrtsna to show that they also were the 
writers on the subject before him. 

Certain occidental writers have placed the Sutra period 
in the second century B. c. Their one object seems to have 
been to show to the world that the Indians copied everything 
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from the Greek literature. But the Indian writers have not 
mentioned the date of their composition in any of their \\Orks. 
Hence it is not possible to determme exactly when these 
Sutras were composed. But the general impression is that 
Badarayat;ra, who is no other than Vyasa, lived about 3101 
B. c. i.e. the beginning of the Kali age. 

These Siitras, as already stated, are short and cryptic 
statements. They can be interpreted in any way as the 
commentators liked. Hence they had a number of comrnen· 
taton;, namely, S'ri S'amkara, Riimdnuja, Pur!Japrjfia, BhJs

kara, Nimbiirka, Vallabha and others. Each of these 
commentators interpreted the Sutras in his own way diff~rent 
from the others. At times, a Siitra was split into two by 
certain commentators or some of the Sutras are misEing in 
certain commentaries. 

S'ri Riimiinuja has contributed nine works in San~krit on 
the Vis'i$fiidvaita philosophy. None of his Tamil works is 
available so far. The Sanskrit works are (1) Vediintasara, 

(2) Vedii11tadipa, (3) S'ri-Bhd$ya (4) Gitabhti$ya, (5) Vedar· 

thasamgraha, (6) S'arat)iigatigadya, (7) VaikutJthagadya, 

(8) S'ri-rmigagadya and (9) Nityagrantha. Of these, the S'ri· 

Bhii$ya is an elaborate commentary on the BrahmasUtras of 
BadarayatJa. Vedtintasara is a very concise commentary on 
the same and Vedtintadipa is a commentary in between 
these two. 

In the introduction to his Vediint:rdljJa S'ri Ramdnuia 
summarises the teachings of Vedanta to the following effect: 
Of the three ultimate entities known to philosophy, the 
intelligent individual soul is essentially different from the non· 
intelligent matter and the Supreme Brahman. The essential 
differences thus existing between matter, soul and the 
Brahman, are intrinsic and natural. God, who is the same 



ts the Supreme Brahman, is the material and efficient cause 
of the universe; and the universe, which is made up of matter 
and soul, is the effect produced by Him. Matter alld soul 
form the body of God, and this body is capable of existing in a 
subtle, as well as in a gross condition. God with llis s~btle 
body constitutes the universe in His casual condition; and with 
His gross body, He forms the created universe itself. The 
individual souls enter into matter and thereby make it live. 
Similarly God enters into matter and soul and give them 
their powers and their specific characters. The universe 
without God is exactly analogous to matter without soul 
and in the world, as we know it, all things are what they 
are, because God bas penetrated into them and rules and 
guides them all from withi:J, so much so that all things 
are representatives of Him and all words denote Him in the 
main. 

S'tf Ramanuja has based his commentaries on the 
fo1lowing works: (1) Dit1aprabanclha of S'ri S'athakoJa; 
(2) Siddhitraya (3) Agamaprama~Jya and (4) Stotraratna of 
S'rf Y,imuna; and {5) Nyiiyataft'Da and {6) Yogarahasya 
of S'ri Nathamuni. Of these the Di'Dyaprabandha is written 
in Tamil and the rest are all written in Sanskrit. Further 
S'ri Nathmuni's works are not available now. 

Certain special features can be noted in S'ri RJtnanuja's 
works. Of all the Sanskrit commentators of the Brahmasulra, 
R,inriinuja is unique in one respect and that is this namely 
he proved the relation between the Brahman on one side and 
the souls and matter on the other, in the form of soul and 
body (S'arfra·B'arfribhtit•a) so that all the scriptural texts on 
the Bheda and Abheda between them, could be sensibly 
interpreted. In support of this view he mentions Bodluiyana, 
Dratnitja, Guha, and '(arika and others, who h~d lived t>efo~ 
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him and who had written treatises on the Brahmasutras. 
He also states in S'ri·Bha~ya that he bas followed their 
teachings in this work. 

S'ri Ramiinuja has held that the twelve chapters of Pu1va· 
mJmamsa, four chapters of Samllar~akdt.r4a and the four chapters 
of the Brahmasiitras constitute one system of philosophy. 
In support of this view, he has quoted the passage from 
Bodhiiyaua thus: u ij~(f~H.~\cfi ~ftlt=~~it;:r ~li~~~U'r~fa 
~~f6ft: ". The authors of these three works are 

different persons, but these constitute one main work, as they 
deal with one subject. Jaimini begins his work with Atha 
(then). The Brahmasutras also begin with Atha. By this, it 
is not correct to hold that they are d1fferent works. Even in 
Jaimiui's M;m,imsasutras d1fferent chapters begin with the 
word Atka. 

According to S'ri Ramauuja, Bhaktiyoga is the means 
for the realisation of the Self and the attainment of Mok~a 
which constitutes eternal Bliss. It is synonymous with 
Upasatla (meditation). That Bkakti (devotion) results wholly 
from Viveka (discrimination), Vimoka (freedom), .A.bhyiisa 
(practice), Kriyd (work), KalyJ~;ta (auspiciousness), Anava· 
sdda (absence of weakness), and Amtddhar$a (absence of 
excessive merriment}; because it is only so possible, and 
because also there is scriptural authority to that effect. 

Who then is this Bruluna1t? S'ri Ramauuja defines Him 
thus: ' By the word Brahman is denoted tht: Hi&hest Person 
who is, by nature, devoid of all evils and is possessed of a ho~t 
of auspicious qualities, which are innumerable and unc;urpass· 
able in excellence. For, everywhere in the contexts the word 
Brahman is seen to have been derived from the association 
of Brh"tt"a (greatnes!'t) and whatever greatness is, by natnre 
as well as by.qualities, unsurpas5able in excellence, tbat is its 
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primary and natural meaning. And He who possesses such 
greatness, is alone the Lord of all. Hence the word Brahman 
is primarily used to signify Him alone. ln cases where, on 
account of the association of a modicum of that quality, other 
things than the Lord are meant by the word Brahman, it must 
have been used in a secondary sense; because it is improper to 
postulate a variety of meanings for it, as it is improper in the 
ca~e also of the word, Bhagav1.1t. He is the Supreme Self 
known as Niiriiyat;Ja whose abode is S'ri Vaikut;Jtlza and 
whose consort is S'ri or Maha·Lak$mi. 

The Brahmas~itras consist of four Adhyiiyas (chapters) 
and each of the four chapters consists of four Piidas 
(parts). The first chapter is called the Samam:ayiidhyaya 
and it determines that the Brahman is the cause of creation, 
sustenance and destruction of the universe. The second 
chapter is called the Avir~Jdllddhyiiya and it removes any 
inconsistency that may arise for such determination. It estab
lishes firmly what the first chapter has done. The third 
chapter is called Siidhaniidhyciya and it mentions the means 
for attaining the Brahman. The last chapter is called Phaliidh· 
yciya and it treats of the results obtained from that means. 
In the scheme of things, the first two chapters are quite 
distinct from the last two chapters. 

The Vedintasutra begins with this benedictory verse: 
'I bow unto Vi$t,tU \\ ho has for his body all the sentient 

and the nonsentient beings, who is the Self of all objects, who 
is associated with the Goddess S'ri; who is the Ocean of Bliss 
untainted with impurity ', 

By this we learn that the Supreme Being according to 
S'ri Ramiinuja is Vi$t,aU who has for his body all the sentient 
and the non-sentient bemgs. It is also clear that the sentient 
beings, the non-sentient things and the Lord are distinct from 
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each other and that the Lord is possessed of a host of auspi· 
cious qualities bereft of all evils. The Lord could only be 
approached through Bhakti (devotion) or Prapatti which is 
only a form of Bhakti (devotion). 

I Adhyaya. The four SiUras establish in a short compass 
the system of philosophy and religion as enunciated by 
Ramdnuja, thus : 

That the Vediintas establish the Brahman, who is blame· 
less and possessed of good qualities, who is the cause of the 
universe and who has the nature of un:,urpassed bliss. The 
Brahman then is the object of highest pursuit and He is both 
the instrumental and material cause of the universe. 

The Siitras 5 to 12 refute the theory of Sathkhya that 
the Pradhiina or Prakrti causes the world. 

The Sutras 13 to 22 advance another argument, namely: 
the Self mentioned for meditation in the text, 'D1fferent 
from this "hich consists of knowledge, is the still Inner Self, 
the Anandamaya' (Tait. Il·l·l) etc., can only be the Highest 
Self and not the individual self. 

The next two Sutras determine that the Supreme Being 
is denoted by the word AkaS'a and Pratra; bP.cause there are 
the scriptural texts-" All these beings are, indeed, born out 
of AkaS'a " (Chand. Up. 1-9·11) etc. 

The Sutras 25 to 28 raise another point, namely : The 
word Jyotis {or light) occurring in the scripturdl text, ' Now 
that Light, "hich shines beyond this Highest Heaven, etc. 
(Chand. 111-13·7) cannot be the digestive heat in the stomac.h, 
because in the same context, there occurs a reference to the 
Highest Person who is denoted by the word, h'otis (light). 
Further there is nothing wrong if Jyotis is taken as the 
digestive heat ; because the teaching here is a commendation 
enjoining the continued meditation of that Highest Person 
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in the form of that digestive heat for the purpose of attaining 
the fruition of a de!lired result. 

The last fonr Sutras 29 to 32 state that the word Indra, 
used to denote lndra as identified with PrdtJa, refers to the 
Highest Person, whose body is Indra. 

The remaining parts 2 to 4 also deal with certain scrip· 
tural texts and clearly state that the Universal ceuse is the 
Hsghest Self and not the individual selves. (Vide S'ri 
VedantadeS'ika's Adhikara~;~asiiriivali, verse 18 "a51lit~~ 

~rf4~~~§t~:r~lqr~crr:q: ''. 
II Adhyaya. The first two Sutras of the first part of the 

second chapter deal with the topic : Kapila is a great sage, 
who composed the Siimkhyasutras and he states that Pradhana 
is the cause of creation etc., of the universe. As such his 
system has to be accepted. if an argument of this type could 
be accepted it will lead to the result, namely, Manusmrti and 
other works will have no place and have to be discarded as 
useless. The \'edanta texts are in need of supplementary texts 
to establish their meaning. The other Smrti writers have 
contradicted the meaning of the Vedanta tPxts. It is only 
Manu and others that have supported their meaning. Hence 
Manu and others and not Kapila, that have to be accepted as 
the authors of the supplementary texts. 

The next Sutra determines this point, namely: The Yoga· 
sutras were composed by a great person like HiratJyagarblltl. 
Hence it has to be accepted as a supplementary text. Here 
the argumentators have missed one impo~tant point. Hira1J.ya· 
garbha is after all the four-faced Brahman, who is tainted 
with the qualities of Rajas and Tamas, and he has composed 
these Sulras. Therefore it has to be assumed that these 
Yogasutras are contaminated with the qualities of Raias and 
Tamas. Hence they have to be rejected. 
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The next nine Sutras raise an important point : The 
universe is a non-sentient being and the Brahman is a 
sentient being. A sentient being cannot be the material cause 
of a non-sentient being. This is so seen in the world. Hence 
Brahman could not be the cause of the universe. This is 
not correct. We find in the world that the sentient beings 
etc. are born out of the non-sentient ones. Therefore it is 
also appropriate to state that the Brahman is the cause of the 
world. 

The next Siitra state!; thus: Kat_~iida, Ak~aj>iida and the 
Buddha have accepted the atoms to be the cause of the world. 
Therefore their theory has to be accepted. This is not 
correct; because they have established their system on reason· 
ing di~carding the scriptural texts. 

The next Siitra states thus: The Brahman has for his 
body all the sentient and the non· sentient beings. Therefore he 
has to experience all pleasure and pain like any other indi· 
vidual self. This is not correct ; because the pleasure and 
pain are subject to Karman and the Brahman is free from all 
Karmans. 

The next six Siltras state thus: The world which is 
effected by the Brahman is not different from the Brahman, 
because the effects such as pot etc. are perceived to be not 
different from their cnu~es, the clod of clay etc. 

The next three Sutras raise an important point. Suppose 
the universe becomes identically one with the Brahman. Then 
the Brahman becomes tainted with the mistake, namely, that 
He is the creator of the universe that is not beneficial to 
Himself. This is not so; He is distinct from the universe in 
His essential nature as stated in the scriptural text, ' Remain· 
ing within the self' etc. Hence the faults of the world do 
not touch Him.-
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The first nine Siltras of the second part of the second 
chapter state thus : ' The Pradhana of the Samkhyas cannot 
produce the universe; because the Pradllana, which is non• 
sentient cannot produce the effect without the association of 
the sentient agent. 

Then Badardya~a refutes the views of the Sautrantika and 
Vaibha$ika schools of Buddhi[;m thus : The Bauddhas have 
accepted that the aggregates of earth etc. are nothing but 
the atoms. But their argument falls to the ground; because 
they have accepted the momentariness of all objects including 
the atoms that form the aggregate and are destroyed in the 
second moment of their existence. 

The next thrE'e Sutras refute the views of the Yogticdras 
thus : 1 The views held by the school, that establish the 
negation of objects other than cognition, are not correct.' 
What is apprehended in the sentence, ' I know the pot' is the 
object that is used in the objective case. It is not possible 
to say that its negation is apprehended. The forms of 
cognition do ptoduce in men the idea of partic11lar objects 
and not the obj~cts themselves. 

The next SiUra criticises the view of the Madhyamika 
scho0l. 1 The view of universal voidness is not correct, 
because when the proposition is to be proved it should refer 
to the object of existence and not of nothingnes!l.' 

After refuting different views held by the opponents, Bada· 
rifya~a comes to the Paficaratra school. This Adhikarat:ta is 
called as Utpattyasambhavadhikarat:ta or the Paiicaratradlli
kar:l~a. He raises the objection again3t this school in the first 
two Siitras and answers it in the last two Sutras. According 
to him the Pdiicaratra system is entirely correct and it does 
not contradic~ the view of Ve:la11ta. Samkar1a~a, Pradyumna 
and Aniruddha are different incarnations of I,.ord Vclsudc~a, 
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The Caturoyilllopasana is one of the Brahma-oidyls like 
the Sadt1idyd, Daharat1idyd etc. 

In the third part of the second chapter, the author 
determines that the spatial ether (.<l'llaS'a) is a product as 

there are scriptural statements to prove this. Same could be 
said of the V dyu etc. 

Then he explains that the individual self is not pure con• 

sciousness as held by opponents. But he is a knower; and 

he is inseparably connected with another substance known as 
knowledge. With the help of this knowledge he is able to 

find out everything. This knowledge bears to the self the 
relationship of the rays to the object that emanates those rays. 

The next seven Sutras state thus : The self is the doer 
and not the three qualities, t1iz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas; the 
next two Sutras state thus: The actions of the individual self 

are all dependent upon the Highest Self. But it should not be 
said that the Highest Self is responsible for all man's actions, 

because man alone should choose the first action and the 
subsequent actions arise as a corollary to his first action. 

The first three Sutras of the fourth part of the second 
chapter state thus : ' The sense organs are all products in the 
same way as the spatial ether (AkaS'a) etc. because there 

is the scriptnral statement.' The Sat, alone, my dear, was 
in the beginnmg ! 

The next two Sutras state thu~: 'The sense·organs 

are eleven in number and they move with the self.' 
Then the topic of the Prdt,~a is elaborately dealt with in 

this part. 
III Adhyaya. The first seven Sutras of the first part of 

the third chapter determine this point: ''The individual self 

when he moves from one body to another, goes enveloped by 
the rudiments·of the:elements ', 
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The next four Sutras state thus: 'On 'the passing of the 
works, the individual self returns to the world with a rem3.inder 
of the works, whose fruit he has not enjoyed. 

The next ten Sutras state thus: Those who have done 
meritorious works, (Pm;ya-karma11s), reach the moon. But 
those who have done non-meritorious works (Papa-karma11s) 
-do not go to the moon. 

The next SiUra states thus: The individual self on his 
return journey from the moon passes through the ether, the 
wind, the smoke and the cloud in an order. Then he comes 
into the earth in the form of rain. 

The first six Sutras of the second part of the third chapter 
state thus: The objects seen in the dreams are real and not 
created by the individual selves: but they are the creations of 
the Highest Self. 

The next two SiUras state thus:' In the deep state of sleep, 
it is stated that the individual selves sleep in the Niil/is and 
also in pericardium. When they awake they do not know 
that they have slept on the Brahman.' The next Szitra states 
thus: 'The c;ame person, (who was in a deep state of sleep) 
rises from sleep; because there are the works for whirh the 
person of defective knowledge has to undergo retribution; 
because also there is the remembrance. 

The next fifteen Szitras state thus: 'No mistake arises in 
he Highest Brahman, even if He remains as an immanent 

Self in all the four states, such as the waking state etc. In 
the scriptures and in the Smrtis it is stated that Highest 
Brahman possesses twofold characteri!ltics, 11amely, the absence 
of inauspicious qualities and the presence of all auspicious 
on~s. Sins do cling to the individual selves. The individual 
selves and the Highest Self are encased in a body; yet their 
differential characteristics are stated in the scriptures. 
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The third and fourth parts of the third ch11pter deal with 
various Brahmavidyas which lead men to .Jitlok~a and other 
aspirations according to their wishes. 

IV Adhyaya. The first two Sutras of the first part of the 
fourth chapter states thus: 'The knowing that is useful for 
the attainment of the final release, has to be repeatrd more 
than once.' Bhagavan S'ri Kr$1Ja states thus: ' Worship Me, 
with a devotion, directed to nothing else. Whose minds are 
fixed on Me I lift them before long etc.' (Bhag. Gi. 12-7). 
The next Siltra states thus : 'The meditation should be on 
the Highest Self who is the Self of the individual selves. 
The next Sutra state thus: 'The Hrghest Self should not be 
apprehended in the symbol of the mind etc. 

He then states thus : Meditation has to be made every· 
day till death ; because the scriptures say so. The next SzUra 
states thus: When the medrtation on the Brahman is begun 
the earlier sins do not cling to him ; because those meditations 
have that power. The next Sutra states thus: 'As regards 
the wise, the ordinary good deeds obstruct the attainment of 
final release. But as they grant undesierd fruits, they either 
do nothing to the selves or become destroyed. After death 
they do not yield any results. The next Sutra states thus: 
'The good and evil deeds performed before the acquisition of 
knowledge, become destroyed without granting any fru1ts. 
The texts say that they last till death. 

The next three Sutras state:· Agnihot1'a etc. are the 
works to be performed by the As•ramin. The life of an 
AS'ramin is only intended for thP. acqursition of knowledge. 
The good and bad deeds do not chng to a person, v. ho 
has obtained the knov.ledge on the Btahman. Further the 
work:; done with knowledge cau!=e ohstruc.tion to the ~rclnt 

of the fruits after death. The last Sutra states thus: • Having 
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destroyed by enjoyment the two kinds of deeds, the self 
reaches the Brahman '. 

The first two Satra.~ of the second part state thus : 1 The 
organ of speech and other sense-organs .;top working at the 
time of death. Hence it is right to say that the sense-organs 
combine with the mind at death. 

The next Sutra states : At death the mind is combined 
with Lhe breath (Prdtaa) and the Pra~;&a with the self. 

Then it is stated thus : The wise and the unwise follow 
the same path till they reach the path of light, etc. The 
Brahman could be reached only by traversing the path of light. 
A subtle body persists even after death. 

Then the Sutras state thus : The Highest Person remains 
within the heart of the individual selves. Through His grace 
the door of the heart becomes illuminated. Then he leaves 
the body through the Su~ummi N dtJ,i on his head '. 

The next Siltra states thus : ' The wise go upwards 
through the rays. These rays remain at night also. In the 
winter season they are covered with snow. The next Sutra 

states thus: 'Even those, who die at night, reach the Brahman. 

The man must perform his duty, as long as he is encased in 
the body. The works, which have begun to produce the 
results, die with the body. ~rhey do not stand in the way of 
attainment of the Brahman. 

The next two Siltras state thus: The wise reach the 
Brahman even if they die during the southern progress of the 
sun. The Yogins remember both the paths and they will not 
be deluded by doubt. 

The third part begins : 1 The wise traverse by the path 
of right etc'. 

The next two Sutras state thus : The presiding deities of 
light etc. who are directed by the Highest Person are 
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conductors of the wise. After lightning, the self reaches the 
Brahman. The next ten Sutras state thus: Badari thinks 
that those who meditate on the effected Brahman (i.e. 
Hira~yagarbha) traverse the path of light etc. Because the 
self that reaches Hira~yagarbha does not come back to the 
world; because when the world of Hira~yagarbha passes 
away, then the selves go with their ruler to the Highest. Jaimini 
thinks that the Highest alone should be meditated upon 
always. Btidartiya~a states that those who meditate upon the 
Brahman traverse the path of light etc. Some meditate upon 
the Brahman as the Self of their selves. While others meditate 
on their selves as having the Brahman for the Self. 

The first three Sutras of the fourth part state thus: 'The 
self reveals itself in all his glory when he reaches the Highest.' 

The next Siltra states thus: 'The released self experi· 
ences the Highest, who is his Self, as one with him.' 

The next three Satras state thus: Jaimini thinks that the 
nature like that of the Brahma11, such as free from sin, mani· 
fests itself in the individual Self. Au(iulomi thinks that his 
very nature is intelligence. But Badardya~a opines that he 
possesses both of them mentioned above. 

The next two Sutras state thus: 'The Highest Person, 
while in a sportive mood, is born as the son of Vasude'tla and 
DaS'aratha by His mere wills. In the same manner the released 
soul, who is included in the sportive activity of the Highest 
Brahman, can have father, etc. in the world through his will. 
But the released Self is not subject to Karman at anytime. 

The next seven Sutras state thus: Btldari holds that 
released Self does not possess a body and the sense·organs. 
Jaimini opines that he becomes manifold with the help of the 
body and sense-organs. But Btldartiya~a thinks that he 
possesses both these characteristics. The released Self does 
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not possess bodies, that are his own creation. He enjoys the 
sport, created by the Highest Person. The Self enjoys every· 

thing by entering all as in the case of the lamp. The Self 

remains in one place. But he experiences everything through 
knowledge that acts as his light. 

The next five Sutras state thus: The released self 

possesses the character of the Highest Person except creation, 

sustenance, and destruction of the world. 

The la~t Sutra states thus : The released self does not 

come back again to the world. 

S'ri Riimiinuja postulates Personal God. He defines the 

Brahman thus : ' By the word, Brahman, is denoted the 

Highest Person, who is, by nature, devoid of all evil, and is 

pos:.e:;sed of hosts of auspicious qualities, which are innumer· 

able and unsurpas:;able in excellence. He accepts a world that 

is real, as is opposed to the world of illusion of the Advaitins. 
Of the means of attainment be accepts the Bhakti and 

Prapatti wherein the Lord is considered both as a means and 

the object of attainment. Only he attains the Lord whom 

He elects with grace. This is the truth of this system. 
In concludtng I wish to offer my heart felt thanks to Rao 

Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Ayyangar, at whose instance I 

translated into English the text of the Ved,intasiira and to 

Vaidyaratna G. Srinivasa Murti Director Adyar Library for 

undertaking to publish this work in the Adyar Library Series. 

My special thanks are also due to Pandit V. Krishnamacharya 

of the Adyar Library for revising the translation and editing 

it with the text. He also has added some necessary notes 
and a \'aluable introduction in Sanskrit. I request the general 
public to pardon me for any short comings that they may find 

in the work. 

4·2·1953 M. B. NARASIMHA AYYANGAR 



qunl{ ~~~~UJ!lfif: qfa~i!iTSl 11111~ 1 
SJ{H~lffu lit~~: ~tll~1ifqfa~t '31Th~ II 

'0 

~~~~UJ~~: SJtiTC:J~:ii111~a1lt~f'tfi~~~l~: I 

aT~aa~~ll~~ ~~~at fcr~Tif~if~t~: II 

'il~fef~TRTRI q~' ~fa ~fa~~~ll~~ltTiJ. 'Ra~t~f~
!I~"T'~TiJ. ~~ttun~-q{a~~ il~ 1 a~~~ f~aiJ. 1 a~!ltfa: ~~,1~ 
~fa 1 ~~ ij~qur A~et~at~Cf ffif~ff!~a~ur ~llitCft6 --" ~~li 
\llifllif•~ il~ I liT ~~ fiff~ij ~~rlft q{it ~)lliJ. 1 ij)~~~ 
ij'=ilii_ CfilllTiJ. ij( I ii~UfT fqqfitclT" (fa I fir~qTN'ia~Tlt)flr 

fiJ(ltta~~a~n~~TliT{ fsrfcl~qf{~5~{~~ " ;riffij ilill~Cf~!f 
~a~ 1 f(;~lf~~r~~a~Cf!l~Hcti~Tifq~iJ)qtaoi f~afJJt~~'f. 1 

et!lTftCITCfil~~foi~ q{l{q~ ijll~atfl~lf1Uf~Uffqf~l!'Rii!R1~41Cf: q{Jf

!l~'fl~ {RI =if feft:a'f. I a?.IT~ -'' a)s~~ ijCflil_ ttiliiT~ a~ I 
ii~Ufl fclqfit6T " ~liST q~if oliJJff91(lf!llfiCIT~l~~f~ij 'RIIq~
!1~~ 1 ~Sftiiaq~qq~;~q~?.Jtiffef~'fqtftl'{:1cti q{iliRUffaS\UllifT 'I 

'0 

qft'{.UIT~ltCf ~Cf !l~'fl~ ~~~ llCJRI I if =if iliJIUf: q~qq~y~q~~Tif-
fcl~qCfffi~ ~~a: qftf~~iHtCfTq_ f;rfcl~qft~~a:uf~qqfilql~%iJT

if•aq~if fq(t~: ~t'il: 1 if ~ Cfli q{qq~~~(CfCfilift<l. ii~UJ)s;lfsr 

ft'lfa OZIT~~llf:, if.. ~~qft~~~if fcrU\1: ~anq_ ; it ij '' lit ~C( 



.. 
' 'lthtJ!Iitlt~ ~~ !l!llnlQ~~ § )! 'm~ ~e~ 

·ht\_lt 1!: h~~lltltd~l!h~ltbUs l~ ~ 'IU~ ~tij!lh~~ls 
1!: ~&!h\h~~tyllh~ts ttia 'w. ~~~ld :ijh I DLhl~~Yim '~ 
-tpl!h?JJ!: Qj~h lo&l! h~Joti& ~hl!&lhlt~'J&hlh\!!~lb~b~httlt 

~l!ltolilll! ~li ~le I :io~~a $11 ~htl,!t !l!lloti tyl&lli 

·.ltjlblta~l~~~ ll!ttle I lij} "&l~.QJD:& !Jtllolt ~hjh~~~\~~ 

ttttJ ,-:\iiltj.lt~~h I ijhi~~h ~lijl~ ij !!:&lhlijb~ 

-~jlh~HI! !1!11~! I ijl!lt li~lloti ~t~ls 'hlh~ l! lij~tHI!~h !!~ 

-ijS\ln.lll! 'Qn)?lh~ls tt&lijl~ht\lt !l!lJol.tlolitt~I! ~alb~I! ~laf! 

':HrMhltt! ij~ " !h~ ~& :~\bth, Jijhjl!lh& !:t!lBllsS 

·ttolll! hjS~~!htt~jl&ttt\_lt ~mh I 'QUl&lsh!l811sS\lolfll! lija lkQ 

'1ihh~LI:t~\lt lij~ ~l!l:J£ ~l.ltl!li ~!I!& ~a :f!ij& llolll! ~~~_} 
, l~J :f!ul)a 1o~'6, ~ l! 1 :~~.l I!~l:tt& ~lttl!£ ~~& 

~LI!ija lJ.CJ.Ill! I l!hh~jl&ht\lt le~h~ , ~§.tt ~)?l,_le ~& l&hh , 

1!: 111 I 1hlli1~ ~\hll& ~ll!QI~f;h~ " !:;181sS~flll& , ij~& 

llo~l! ~le I :ttte!h~~ I!~l:l!l.l:.tl!Ji ~!~& ~& lto~l! \!li&lh£ & 

I ~h~ ij~l! ~ 1!: ~ll.IS I ~l!lt~l.l:.t!l!ijlls 1!: ~ 

I I!~h~lb~Js JEJt&ij~l~lijl!lt&i 

!Jn~l! .tUlh~lt~& ~ \hi!~ !lblh~ "'lf}/h ~~ !\lnsl~I! " 

"~L~b !J:H£~ hi.l:.t~hJ:a, I :.~sl! ijkij~s~~tyJ!ltH 1!: lh~h~'J&~ 
-~~ lhf!i~jtijll.lilij~.l:.th2~ lUI! hi~tl!: lhQQI!~Q lhf!.b~ll 

·I!!!~& :~&lol.l:.tb :~~~h~ "hi~!J!}/J.)i)Jt~l:}" ":fm~ ~ll~& 

11th, " !~J.tijh&H:lt~& ~~llti lhU.b~, "&I!ll~& ~ij 
~-ld, "L~& !l!Ll!e tf!i~ :1~11 :~tt, "'htaL)fi ~ijij 

AID 
' 
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~'-'T~aff_- a~::'-'t'-" ~ iqilf~~tt'-ll~t~~ ~at;rt \l~hn-
5~'-'~~T'-1Pf~ifl\1T~ Pillllllfa, if ~ilf~l.l:llllU'(j ost ilf&:tCfii~ Cf~fo I 
l{~l~lll~J~qJ~:-

" iqJfua!}U'(J~liT !:IT6Tiftllif~fc;p'-Jf I 

ijJ o~ijig;rl!!llfUT 'll'ifilU;:~Hif~if'l. II " 

~rn 1 :at;:'-~~T fcl~tftl~qqfaf;tlfa'ififaq'-'!!otfcl~rea1.lt'IHI~ 111~ 

qf1'{?l;ffSIT~\1rU 'l ~'-IT(( I q~'l.~;fiRI5ll~ fg ' ~qJ;:r_ Cf.Till;r_ ~~ 
ii!RotT '' ~fa ijlf~aljotfclf~!!;Jiift3~i!f: qfaqJ~a: I ~aT Plfet~q

iliffiqT~~sfq lfi(I,~~T1.lT ;JfR~ot15~clt ;r fcl~~: I lf~fq Sl~'-lllfll?l'

altTqTt~~ ilijJT~~i:l: lfi~~~T'-~T if 9;~lfa ~fa', a?.:ftl rr ; '-lfiT ilfi!U'(: 

Sl~1.1rrf+~?ro'-11~+~!:1 ~!:~ ~(1.11 srfaqp:.r~-;JfRU'(T fqqf~~fa 1 

a~1f&: -- ilfRUtfa 'l ij~~1tr (J.a1lft, ilf~fq?.:~'-T ij&:~rrTllT!:Iltt_ 1 

ij~ffi q~ ijql;r_ 'filiH'f'_ ~~1~3~ ~(l!;:q7;j SITt'-f ~1iqf if.lllt;rf llllt 
~rrq~ qfaql~'-lfa I iiiRUTtlt~'-T ;JfR\{o {~1.1~: I a-qte'ifi: ~!:~~ 
ii\R\{a: ij~ ijCfl"l_ 'fillll'f'_ 9;ll'«f. ~~3~, if g ijeH~~FHflfq 
ijiitlitfa I :atat 'l <it~tll;:l:l ~rn I 

~=stt~ll~- f;lfqifqiiiiRlql~~if 'fi~G.~TTlfl !!OTT~~qqfaqt~~ 
a~~g;;:qyqfqij~y 5:~~~: I \ill~l~ql<it~~1('-ll fqij~qRgH~g; ifT:st 

Sl!fill~ 1 a-qJfijo!!otlfcl~~l'fiT~1::an~~Cf~lf ij+jq~qqf~Cii~~sfq afg:

~~T::fiHT~~cits~lltfcla ~Cf 1 fW~Fii!E~c~if f&: ~fclitq~~ fq~ce'-~~ 1 

ll~fq i!QIUt~q~ iiiR"lrf ~rn fqq~oj, a:st f:q~'-1~-;JiRlitfa q;:ft'-IT

;:aq~~'-T SI~IIT::aaltT 'INII~Cf~'lfJJfa I ~i:IHI!:IT6T ij~'-Jl~ qa1liT g 

qft~lf~ll iltA1{.a {Rt fclif{U'(~~f'l{\~ut ~(~\o~~ut i01liTSTTfii~~fa 



,,'lt~a ~~lb~i!~~ ,, ,, 'lttt~~~h~!hil 1 ~ll11~ lllf~~~ ~~ ,, 
:ijit ~lil!lt l~:ib ~Jtlbltid \.~~~~ ~I! ~lijlh?.~J:l 
I ijJ "~~~I! ~ B:lliUo~~ ~1~~ , ~ " til! ~h ~h~ 

... 
-1~.e ijtt~ ij~ , ! " : J.Jna 'l!lfijm ~ 2 &I! ~tt~~llf~ , 

-)t.l!~~ltl .1: ta.e 1 ~lJ:tli~~tt~ij~Jtl m.e1of! ~1&~ :J.o.tkl! 

\_~r!mW~la ij1 , , ~i ~ .3l , , :ij ~!~&I! 1 ~hU~ts ij~~ 

-ijhHy~tliltlijloah~hlt~ ~ ~lijti}:lij ~tul,_htsi!hlfjl! ~ ~t~l~t~ 

ij~ " Ialbj&l! @tale , ~~ ij~ " 'luh I~H!~li!Jtllil! , 16J:e 

I~ :ttp~j~ I mhi!l.l!alh~B ~I! l,_hhlij hilhi.tM~ I ~~ 

" II :2tij !Bh2~!&ij~la!lfllf!~fillf~ 
I ~lfM.If!h :~~~ :~1~~ ~ ~lfttll}:, 

-:~td:~ I ~tt!hllfliHBh2~~~! ~~ 

-Jellll! ~~h~lhijts : ~ltt?.!i!!~~ Jtll~!:b.l!ala~~lhli~lfa l~lftJ:t 

lh~ I hl.l!lf)jh !l1!J:tijt&li !Jol9~~ ~Jhi.B~h ~lilkh 'l!ll~h~h~ 

-!klh~IlB:ijli~B ~~lill!lf~llohU~le l,!ol:dHI! ~llil!lt \lohlthloli=~ 

~~~~!h2~~1B~ :~1~ ~~lh~fl.e~liH~ ~~~~~li!~ ~~ 

1 !ttt?.~ ij! ~alill! 

16lliillhl)~ :t~.e ~l~...el~l~ t~lhi!2~lli Ill~ " lt.l!lh~~ 
~l~h , , ~.e~11i I : t!li2 ~l1h~h .J!~llfllil~~.l!~ ~I.e 

~Ut~ , '&~h~fi~~ , lk.h-"..le I ~hYijijlll! ~a~~ : h~~le 

I lij\_lflh .li!U!llt:PB ~!ih ij~lflhl.Blb !.t!:8h .J!~llfll1~e~ ~ 

ltt~fabt.~l~!ih I :lilt~ lkB .16~ l! I liji , : .&hl~ijl2~ , lklt 

'~h~lij ~l.Y!I!:lliJol9~ h1.e'l.~~i ij 1.& I ~h~~ l! 161i~ 1a I ~~b 

!AXX 
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"~~ e~ l.J~l.JJIT~'IT" " ~~ iJTiJ1~ ft~WT" f~1fa:cn~~q{Uf: 
«~~ q:~~ af~~1ll~ ~1f~Tl.J eij ~~1~(1~ ~rnt_ ;t~qf'lfij 

«fl~l.J;:~1 ;tiRUf: i~, iJ1WTT¥@ ~rrq_ iJT~fij ~fij I ~~ 

'' fii~SCfi~ fiff'aiji~ ~no:a fif~Cf~ f;J~5'WT~ '' '' ~~ur~ '' ~ZJTta:Cli1: 
~a~) ;tiRUJt fii~CfliCR~ fir~ijil.J~ f.f~ur~ ~ qftlqt~~fpa 1 ~ 
~ftl~ ;til{~~l.J ~rr~1 WTtffif~q~q'~'<=l ii~Rur1 r•~fifta~ZJ. 
~Tta:qftiq'T~iJT:U ilttf fWTfci~fijftr Sf~1ZJa I ~~T~~ ~ ~rra: 
qftlql'.f'll~ ~rrffi" fifq~ q~Cf~~fa, li~T ' ~~R'ICli: eq: , ~T • 
~qcfi ~~all..' ~~l.JSJ ~~61~1~~ ~Rti6T~T~ ~ eq~ili6l!T~~ll'l~ 
etR~a~tffl~ q~Cf~lffa 1 a:ra!tl " ~Cfiiten~~lf~" ~ ~aitcfi
~"~~1ZJ~ ~ fif~~li(;tttJur ~~~nqt6a: q~lfa 1 q{ sx " l.J: e~~: 
e~fei(( l.J~l.J ~TiJJI~ aq: " " ij~Cfi'l'l: «~lleCli~tJ: " " ~T~ 
~~~~~Cf ~lf~ ~T~Tfcl~ ~TiJifeysfiti'-11 ~ '' ~~Tta:flf: ~fftflr: 

~ ~ 

'' a~~~~JI~TCf~{lcfi~~CRZJTta:!);~Uf~: '' '' 6Cfli10:6!);~fq 
lif~ q~lt !);OfT: '' ~lflf~~~~ll iliRUf: «fcl~ff'(C(lCfrr'ITa: 
'fl1~ittti~'~f%~1lf(~ ~ «~~"il'"ur ~~lfCfrr~a 1 atallt~a AA
~fnaa ijfcl~"'~ij~~ij ~Cf ~a ijq~~fff "~ta:~ ~~Slf~ 1 

asr ~rer~: ~ firfci~"~'~a qfijq'r"'a, a-a «fci~lifiltRr. 
~ 

~6fila1~lil1 fci~T~1Cf«~: I 6SJ ~~iJT efci~lifiliRT~6 ~Cf 61~~, 
iJ ~~iliRlaa ~fij q~1ZJa 1 a~1~ ~~r.6t: ~~~~, a~~~~ 
il~a~ ~re a~Cfsr~ !!~~ fir~~l.J a"t a~tWTt qm~~eys~~ 
~ffiijili=~ ~ fcl~a:llfo:a 1 atal ;tqralfeffiJCf f~~~~~ atA iJ 

itiWTttlltJ~ij ~a I 6~1 6~CfSJll~ q{~{6ii~TStllilTflJ6ijJITUf· 
ftli~lttTtJ'ctti: I ~6Pif6UtJf.iliffa:-



.. 
l~h J~~J1~j~ Jtle ~lel!k\hbh!!f!J\It biJ:l~~llt I ~~~ 

lJ:t~-~b:±~hts ~~~eJle 1 :J::t~~~.lilltl~~k: Qj~mtl:!R~ a 
~t;le }~ teM.~ 1 :~tt~eJl~Ll:!U~~ 1 :!l~!~~~~llt!bl~~t:a ~'til~ 
-ll:!~~ I &~ll:r.l1 :ttttt~ ~~~n~jh~.E: I .tfh:tll'tJtl ~l~S~ltf}h~ 

I J: H!!hl:!J :~~11 :~& :~} ~b ~3~~~U;;1h :~~~~~hi~~\ 

"II ~Qj;;~l! ~~!'tll~h ~~ !~!!:~ ~~&Jtl ll:t~Ltf~!l!le 

I l~t~L1tl1t~l!:t 1!:1:~ l.ltM~l~~l!?l.ltel~ ~11& , 

-Hd~ 1 ~tt:Ite~~~~llt bil!lghom~~ !tnilBrl~eJ~~J ~l~l?lt 

t~IH.a~h~& ! ~tt:fin :~th~li a Qjl~l~ ttt ~~~lnm~~~J:;~~ 

!"&~~~Ute~ I ~~ " l~Ei ~!h~!li J;; l! Qtlh:t~j lnJ!.I:t!li !lt l! , 

-h~~tt I =~j.l:tb.B!I!! ~ t~~ I ~~ll! lh~~~ ~ll:lttl~lli~!h~.!h 

H&ltl!:l:~il:tl1Bll!~ l2ii>bH!:t1h I ~h?l!! ~le~it.llt~!±.~~ l2il:lk: 

\~U~~ I ~tt:.l!! l! l:t l?J~I:lt ltd~ I hl:~.!h~!I:~J~j~b~ttijh"!tl!~~~ 

lhQhHlQ!~~ e: }ntlt !b~ I ~tt:fitt~ ~~~fi \~Q~:a~~~~ 

~Q~t~~~~ht;!l:(e ~ t;l£ I ~~ " :}&~ bh~~~lti!!J HI?Jlhh 

-~!:l:l~ t__tt , " ~ltJY \lnlbh~J 'l!fi !Qlt ,-h'~lt-&12 I :¥ht~lti!!J 

.1: ~el::lt ~~ji!J1hHh lRQ ~~t=J ~~J:jlt~e~ ! ~ltl!!j ~~itl}hHb 

~ntt .1: ~~I?J !m.l:t~h~~ h~~EJ.I:t1m ~S~b2 HtH.I:t}h :R~ 

1 ~h:.E: ~eJ?l~ ~~~J:j ~Jtl~h~l.t!te~hSli~'lt ~ll:~~l~ln/19J:e 

1 ~tt:fi.e~~J:Jl.t= ~~~h2 ~ltJ!.I:e .t!Je~ltJlln1Jh t~lt?t~'ht~llt 
-llt'tlh:!t.l:tll:! ~le~~l~ln119 ~12 I Itht;e~Q ij~Rij:t119.tt.H~ I ~~ 

"II :~lh~l1 ~tt::fi ~~ l~l~ ~Lell:t~\lt ~h:.l! l.l:tHtf~U~~ 
I :~lb&lij ~11t ~h~l~h2 l!: !~h:t~ ~l?J;;~t~ , 

lJ!AXX 
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01;:~n ~iifaft~ll~: 1 ~~ a~t~=J{lfa~qf~~~~H~if ij'lTWJ'lfCI ij~~~T
ij~SJ~t~Jts(t~r~fll~'f: q~~·Hfci(};~I1Jt'il~~~: 1 't~'llc'lrt) sr;:~Tlllt~ 
:a"~lfff-a:fWJO:ij~cliT~WJT I felpq~fl~lilSfcl 't{'llt'lT ~H'.:I'!fil'f(Cillt'· 

w:r;:a!ll1ll~ll: ; a:ra q:er frt{~~: I a"J(i) ~Tt~t~t( w:r 'fi(};Tfll{=[f;:~'{J~
Cf.ac~cn;:r__ 1 a:r€1 if a~)rn~c4 qii~ftfa lllt~: 1 ~a~~~'tH't{~(};-

e 

~oqSJFf~ll 'fi(};J:rl~-=J{~ t~~fa 1 fl.i:lt( ~fel~ a~~ q{~q~ft~<"i~ur-

allr lf~T \lflifTfu a~r ;jfR lleJfu ; lHfiailT~:r~qq~rurt(l. Pf~~a-acliCJ

~~: ~~~Cii'l'!fiT~aliT ;jfR{=[~~T ;jfRq~efl~liT W.JaJ(lJ~: 1 Wf.Rtf~ :q 

a~HolfCJ~Tit ;rs~T ~~:, li~T 'f!ts4 ~~f~:' ~fa I rt (CJ;J ;j(Rf~~ 

aHq~~, ~~er 't~ ~~~q crfoiac::{T1,; "'l,lHIT ~lll~~l,{~~cr~" ~fu 
t:lll~il ~G;S}l(IJ'll q~Jlf~~Cili' I ~CI'll~lf: ~aliTSCllf;:a;qr: I 

~ '~ ~ 

" 'l,filnq)sif<"it erp~: ~ Jrrt) ~f~~ef :q 1 

Ol~etil~ ~a~~ it fll~T ttiifa~!~T II 

a'{q~l,{r~a~~qo:G~t ttiiffi fclf~ it qn~ 1 

~lt~'l,at JJ~T;rtit lf~~ \:TT~~ ~ll(l. II " 

aT~ ll:~n~1i~:rf:q~~~ ~'lcrT~~ f:q~(~ CJJ;{): ~fq~a~:r'l~{a~~ ~fa 

a~t~~~ a~(l,~o4 :q frtR!II_ I 01~ fu it ~fa ~ct'll~ctrtl.f): 
~fq~~ifWH~ f-1~~fa lllfCJ11. I a:ra: ~ctrtl~i:lrtlll: qnCJT't~cCIT+liT 
qnq{~~~uq~; ~Cl'll~a'llll: ~Pcl{~ll :q ~tfcCJ~tff~CJl+llt ~g~oq. 
ij~~yqa I a~T-

" lf~iflt( ~HifaJatS&'l~U:(fq =i:ll\fJT: I 

athlsf~q itifi ~~ :q srf~a: ~~tit~JT: 11 " 



,, 11 :~~~lijleijmt~t~t&!=} :al!l~~~l!tals 

1 :mlij~a yott ~lYL~ :~~~J:t)l~~&~i&lij a, 

"11 mJo~ ~~~ u~~ Uita :au~ij~~~a :i&tt?.!lt!i 

1 litm~~~~a ijlltt~a :!lt il~~a :~~ ~, 

-liB~ I :~~ ~Dlhlijls 
:~~ illij~ ! ~tt'k ~ ~ijlh\t!k ~lijlltl~ lllJ!b~ lklijlij 

1Jol:9~~~ !lh ~ ltt~ lJom~~~~!=}~:Q 1~~a !hd!el!l!lllt 

!!lij~ h~ie I ~tt~ .1! ij~j.!l! ~~ .tt~~h~~~ !h~~ I ij} 

,, :J!J:t)lh1h hiS~~ ~~IB~!=}h~~ I!, "l~lt~kijs~~atlt~ 
l~!ills h~~ .1! ,,-)t~\2:11&~ I :~tt~a I! ~ IQJlh~#U~ilb 

~l}~ ~!ills ! ~Diij I! 2: !'t~altJ!ol~ m~ gl~ ~Jta 
'o 

~i~~ ~~h~l lijl " &!&~h !tth !Joll.&lh~ , tti~ I ~~tt~ 

:t1nrt t~~esttt~Itb:~~~~l!Yij~elJ£ l~Jtllltl~ ~1Ptt~n~ 

,, II e: lh~l!l!li: ~Jtllltl~ ~tt1i ~~JU~~ ~llh 
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~~ll1T~~d~~ij: 

~iji~T~~ 

~~Mr:tMl~{t<l~tf<ccel€4i~ 1 

~ f.iqel9t~lr:t·q~ ~~:II 
- -

VEDANT ASARA 
OF 

S'RI-RAMANUJA 

ADHYAYA I, PADA I 

JIJN!SlDHIKARA:t:lA 1 

I BOW unto Vi~Qu/ who has as his body all the sentient and 
non-sentient beings, who is the self of all objects, who is 
associated with S'ri and who is the ocean of bliss untainted 
with impurity. 

1 The Supreme Goilm Vas'i,tldvaJta phalosophy and religion. 



q~ ij~~'fSfijTa:t({ ~a:t;ijijl~ 1 ~f¥llij

'1'1Tm ilil fGi•m~ II ~ II 

[~. 

atSI'TlJij~~iG.: Oll'l;a'ij q~ij, OTCf:~;a:fij~efi~i:fl({ I atcr:

~;a:!EJ 'l~,~~lf ~gifT~ I i~CJ:~ :q Cf;~~l'l~fa ~~tlta-' 
OTtftftijij~lJ ;JiR~l'l~lt ~a:t~fcl:q~~~i:flij_ I OT~1a~a:~ ~ 
~~"~' ct;~qfttqya:~qijiij~Cft~a:t'lt' (Ji~fq:qy~: q~ij q;y~ {fa 
" ~yijy ~:J~f:s~~Jijt " ~~~~ 1 (fi~ort :q Slii~fclire~mort 

Veddntasara or the quintessence of Vedanta is extracted 
and offered to the public by the grace of the Highest Person. 

1. Athato Brahma-jijtrasa. 

Then therefore the inquiry into the Brahman. 

Here the word, then is used in the sense of coming there
after ; because it is followed by the word therefore. The 
word, therefore, is used in the sense of causation of that which 
has been concluded previously. What has been concluded pre
viously, is understood to be the knowledge of ritualistic works; 
because the inquiry into the Brahman, which is desired to be 
commenced here, happens to be a portion of the inquiry into 
the meaning of the Vedas. Indeed, for the person, who has 
completed his study of the Vedas, the first duty is to make an 
inquiry into the ritualistic works, as the Vedas commence to 
deal with them in the beginning. Hence it is stated "Then 
therefore the inquiry into the Dharma" (Mim. 1. 1. 1). Taking 
the topic of Dharma separately, it is determined in the series 
of Sutras ending with "1The priestly function must be common 
for all the castes as all are able to do it" (Mitn. 12-4-40) that 

1 ~RT'i. A 1, M 1. 1 This is the Pfirvapak~aslitra of the last Adbikara~a. 



~JJT~~TJJ~q~~qt~fiT~'fCITR~~: " ~~Cll~tfrr.f\jlf'\" ~~~;:~if 
~3ttfi~l~if ij~Ef111 1 iiCI: I 

~~ ~~~~1~q\~~ ~~111t =if a~~~~ ~qt =if ~cr~t'ft 
f;lcr~q;~~~ f~f~a fire, ~~eti~~\l.a~~t;:alltir ~q~~~IJltJJffi
ft~~lfi~~~ ii~~T~~~ =Tfio:r;:afi~\lfi~~CJJJtr:naffi ~l!T, oro:r;a~ !!!!~)~ • 
\Cl~t~aqftfil~:q~cr~g_~~~~~~;~~~: ~~~n~ il~~~~f!T ~t~a 
~fa ' 3l~Tat iliRf~~TfH ' ~fa ~M~=Tfmif;:a~ a a ~cr ~at~ ill
fq:qt~: tfiij;q ~~~ ~r.ffu I 

the rituals of Prakrti and Vikrti kinds s are only the means to 

attain the three-fold object of human pursuit viz. Dharma 

(i.e. ritualistic works), Artha (i.e. wealth) and Kama (i.e. 

gratification of desire). 
The Vedas naturally imply their meaning. The ritualistic 

works are their meaning. It is also determined that these mere 

works can grant only the three-fold object of human pursuit 

stated above. It is roughly realised in Vedanta, which is a 

portion of the Vedas, that the ritualistic works give only small and 

transitory results and the Brahman-realization only can produce 

infinite and eternal results. Then, in the person, who "'ants 

to attain Mok$a (i.e. final release), and who has determined 

1 ijijcr.~or M 2, M 4; lii<ti~Qt;r M 1, M 3. 

~Cfi~ut au'fif.fut; it~N~~~qijfl:r~~~lli'Q tt.ijf4:qr~~lf ~~!tRot .. 
~~~: I 9}-l~~oj =ii <'!~~ fcl~<'ltllf SIRlQT~ifT~ I Sffi ~<H51 ~'fi~
;r~~: 1 6i';f "l~f<i:qJ~~~ 'l~~Hoi :q il~sr;:~Sifoqrvc<~r~fa ~<'~l>l<lirf~'6T· 
ij"l[~TSClJ1]1ii~ll: I ijcr.~~fa qJ?;st~lfif<fT~: I ijij!fi~otfu q~ ~ifi~f~-q
('l[<filiJ~ij~"i\ijijiq: I 

~The Prakrti 1s that, of which details are fully mentioned m the code. 
The V1krtl is that, of wh1ch deta1ls are not fully mentioned m the code, but 
have to be borrowed from the Prakrh. 



~l"d'Eit(: [~. 

a~a:~JW: ~fij:-'' q~~ ijftfit~ tfiijRat~ iiiNiolt fii~a:-
':1 

lllllT~l~iia: i~if I afa~Tifl~ ij ~~~CITMtt~~ijfJ!m~: 

~)fS!li irt!R~B~ I 6~ ij fci~y~qij~llf ij'lf~ !:i~t•Wr.i~Tlf 

~~~tf;CI6Tlf I ~ifT~{ ~~~ ~a: ij(q !:ITCIT:q at 6~Ciffl iiliRfel~T~ I '' 

~fij I iiTiRUf: ~a:TlQlij~ij: I tfiijf?trat~ tfi~OfT ijqt~at~ ijftfiT~ 

01T~t£lf'fli~if ~lf~~TCilij,_ tfiijiftlilijlll q~1!tlf I ~ii6: Fl~lf: 

that words can denote even the objects that have been already 

in existence, the desire to know the Brahman springs up. 

Therefore, it is stated in the Sutra, "Then therefore the inquiry 

into the Brahman" (Br. S. I-1-1) that after the inquiry of 

Karman, by the very same reason the inquiry into the Brah
matJ is to be made. 

Here is the scriptural statement thus-' Having 

examined the worlds obtained by works, let a Brahmat;ta 
acquire distaste on ritualistic works, as the object which is not 

in the scope of being effected could not be gained by action ; 

to know that object let him approach with sacred fuel in hand 

necessarily a preceptor, who is learned in the Vedas and has a 

steady footing in the Brahman. To him (i.e. to such a pupil) 

who with tranquil mind and restrained senses has thus 

approached, that wise person (the guru) should speak of the 

knowledge about the BrahmatJ by which he (the pupil) can 

know the ever-existing and indestructible Puru~a {person)' 

(MutJ4. 1-2-12 & 13). Here the BrahmatJa is one, who is en

gaged in the study of the Vedas. The word Karmacitan means 

'gained through the works'. The word worlds (lokan) means 

to imply ' those worlds that are de!:.tructible by nature as the 
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deities worshipped are destructible '. He should determine 

thus on inquiry mto Karman-' The Highest Person who is 
eternal can not be attainable by works'. He (i.e. the pup1l) 

then acquires distaste in all worldly objects. To know That 

(Brahman) he should approach the preceptor alone with 

fuel in hand. The word, 's•rotriya ' means, ' one who is 
learned in the Vedas up to the end'. The words 'who has a 
steady footing in the Brahman ' mean ' One who has appre· 
hended the true nature of the Highest Person'. Then 

he (the preceptor) should speak of the knowledge of the 
Brahman to him (the pupil) who approached him properly, 

with which knowledge the pupil can know the Eternal 
Highest Person. The perfect tense in the word Provdca 
should be taken to mean the injunction, because of the 
construction-' The pupil should approach the preceptor alone 

and the learned preceptor should teach him'. More over, the 
teaching by the preceptor is not known ordained otherwise. 

The perfect tense is ordained io the sense of injunction by 

the rule-' In Veda, the aorist, imperfect and perfect tenses 

are used in other senses also'. (Pa~. 3-4·6). 
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2. J anmztdyasya yata~. 

(The Brahman ie He) from whom (proceed) the 
creation, etc. of this Universe. 

The scriptural text is this-' From whom all these 

beings are born; by whom, when born, they are all preserved 

and to whom they go back when they perish-do you 

desire to know that well, that is the Brahman'. (Tait. 
III-1-1}. The meaning of the SiUra is thus-The Vedic text 

declares that it is the Brahman, from whom proceed the 

creation, the sustenance and the destruction of the world

this world is a mixture of various sentient aad non· 

sentient beings whose enjoyment of the pleasure and 

pain, has been settled. In this Siitra, the word, ' from 

whom ' is used in the ablative case to mean the causality in 

general; because it is applied in common to the creation, 

sustenance, and destruction (of the universe). His causal· 

ity • in production includes his being the efficient cause 

as well as the material cause. It is so, because the 

Vedic statement 'From whom etc.' is common to both. 
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To the question-how is it? the reply is this-There is a 

clear reference to Him as being the cause of the creation, 

etc. (of the world) in the expression 'from whom etc.' as if 

He were a well-known celebrated Being. His celebrity in

cludes the twofold causation said above. (Consider) the 

text 'Existence alone, my dear boy, this was in the 

beginning one only, without a second .... It thought ' May 

I become many and be born'. It created Tejas' (Chand. 
VI-2·1 & 3). Here the expression 'Existence alone this was 

in the begnning one only ' proves that He is the material cause 
(of the Universe). The expression' without a second' refutes a 
different substratum. Hence it becomes known that the Brah

man, who is denoted by the word ' existence ' is both the 
efficient cause and the material cause (of the Universe). It is 

known also from the scriptual text "It thought ' May I become 
many and be born " that He did resolve to assume many 
variegated forms of sentient and non-sentient beings and then 
He did create (the Universe). Therefore the expression 
' from whom ' is used in the scripture with the ablative 

case in this sense of causality in general, 
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In this text (Brahmasutra) itself the fact that the Brahman 
is both the material cause and the efficient cause (of the 

Universe) has been objected on the ground of logical con· 

tradiction and of the specific statement in the Vedic text, viz. 

" The magician created the Universe from this " (S'vet. 
IV -1-9} and subsequently maintained after refuting the 

objection in the Szitras I-4-23 to 26. 
How then does the Brahman-who is omniscient and 

omnipotent, who wills the truth and who has discarded all 

things unworthy to be of human pursuit as He himself being 

not tainted with evil-create the Universe, which is a mixture 

of various wonderful sentient and non-sentient beings? The 

author of the Satras 1 himself will raise this objection and 

answer it. He raises the objection in Siltras II-1-8 and 

II-1-21 and answers it in Siltras II-1-9 and Il-1-22. 

The individual self is declared to be distinct from the 

Brahman in the series of scriptural texts and smrti passages 

stated below :-

1 Bidaraya~a is !i:alled the author of the Sutras here. 
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' The destructible is the A vidya or action. The immortal 
is the Vidya or knowledge. He {the Brahman), who com· 
mands the Vidya and the Avidyii is distinct from the soul.' 
(S've. 5-1). 

' He is the cause. He is the lord of the lord of the 
senses (i.e. of the }iva or the individual self). He has neither 
progenitor nor master ' (S've. VI-9). 

' The destructible is the Pradhana or Prakrti ; the 
immortal and the indestructible is the Hara (i.e. the individual 
self) and the Lord alone rules over the destructible Prakrti 
and the individual self' (S've. 1-10). 

The enjoying soul is said Hara because he takes the non· 
sentient things for his enjoyment. 

' These are two Purut;as in the world, the destruc· 
tible and the indestructible. The destructible represents all 
beings, while the indestructible is said to be the unchanging 
one' (Bh. Gita XV -16). ~ut other than these, is the 
Highest Purut}a called the Supreme Soul, who as the 
eternal Lord, supports the three worlds, having entered them. 
(Bh. Gitii XV-17). 

2 
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Because I transcend the destructible beings and am 
also higher than the indestructible Jiva, am I celebrated 
in the world and in the Veda as the Supreme Person 
(Bh. Gitii XV -18). 

The Brahman is Superior than and distinct from 
the individual self, who experiences distress and sorrow 
which are not fit to be the scope of human pursuit. The 
Brahman has for His body the individual selves and He 
is their Self. This fact has been established by hundreds of 
scriptural passages such as {a) " Remaining in the self + has 
the self as His body " (Madhy-) and (b) " He is the inner self 
of all beings; He is devoid of all pains; He is the Divine Lord; 
He is the only one God N araya1Ja (Sub. VII). Though 
the embodied soul assumes the state of an effect, yet he is not 
tainted with evils of the effect, because the good and bad attri
butes are restricted in each case. There are illustrative exam· 
ples for this. Therefore the Brahman is not tainted with eviJs. 
Hence there is no absurdity m the passages of Vedanta. This 

has been asserted in Siitra 2·1·9. The illustrative example is 
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this :-The self, that has a body, is denoted by various words, 
such as god, man etc. It assumes the various states of 
child-hood, youth, old age, etc. Yet the child-hood, 
youth, old age etc. are the faults that are attached to the body. 
They do not touch the self. In the same way the pleasure 
etc. that are closely attached to the self, do not touch the body. 
Therefore, the Brahman, both in the states of effect and cause, 
has the individual souls as His body and is the Self of those 
individual souls. Therefore the Brahman is denoted by the word, 
denoting the individual soul. Then it is right to state that 
the word, soul applies to the Brahman, because the Brahman 
and the individual selves co-exist in the same grammatical equa· 
tion. In order to reason this fact, two other schools that have 
to be refuted have been stated in Sutras I-4·20 and 21 and the 
Siddhinta views of reasoning are advanced in sutra I-4-22. 
In the scriptural text, 'Having created it, He entered into 
it ; having entered into it, He became the sentient and the 
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non-sentient beings.' (Tait. II-6·1), it is seen that He remains 
in the position of the Self to all individual selves. Hence, the 
Brahman is denoted by the word, denoting the individual 
soul. It is also stated that He is mentioned as being co

extensive in the same grammatical equation with the individual 
soul. The inequalities in creation as god, men, etc. are 

caused by the Karmatts done by the individual selves. This is' 
asserted in Sutra, II·1·34. The individual souls and the 
stream of Karmans that is attached to them, have not 
a beginning. This is asserted in Sutra 2·1·35. That they have 
not a beginning has been established in the following scriptural 
texts, "The Eternal among eternals, the Intelligent among the 
intelligents" (S've. Vl-13). "The two, namely, the Intelligent 
and non-intelligent' (S've. 1-9). Though they have not a 
beginning, yet at the time of the deluge i.e. Pralaya, the 

sentient and the non-sentient beings, that assume the form of 

the enjoyer and the enjoyed can not be distinguished by the 
distinct names and forms. The Sutrakara has himself stated 
that the stress of oneness of the Brahman is reasonable. The 

scriptural text quoted here is this-" Indeed the Self alone was 

in the beginning and nothing else" (Ait. 1. 1-1). 
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That the self is eternal and not produced has been proved 
in Sfltra II-3-18. That knowledge is the essential character· 
istic of the self has been proved in Sutra Il-3-19. That the 

self is atomic in size has been proved in Sutra II-3-20. The 
self, who is the knower, has been mentioned by the term knowl
edge; because he has knowledge, as his essential attribute 
and because also he has to be defined and investigated by the 

means of the attribute, knowledge. This has been stated in 
St'Uras 11-3-29 & 30. In the Siltra 11·3-32 are stated the 

defects that arise in the schools that accept knowledge as 

the self, that accept the knowledge produced by other 
means as the self and that accept the self as being present 
everywhere. That the self is the doer of good and bad works 

and not Prakrti has been stated in Sutras II-3-33 to 39. 

1 ffq<l~ A. 1. 
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Suppose the Prakrti is the doer, then this Prakrti happens 
to remain common to all the individual selves. As 
such, all the individual selves must enjoy the fruits thereof. 
In St'Uras 11-3-40 & 41, it is stated that the effert of the self 

has the approval of the Highest Person. 

The inherent property and the natural state of the self 
has been stated to be many. They are-(a) dependent on 
Karman, (b) subject to affliction, (c) not all knowing, (d) his 
Mukti (or final liberation) is dependant upon the means of 
worship. That of the Brahman is stated to be (a) not 

tainted with faults, (b) all knowing, (c) Possessed of true will, 

(d) lord of all beings, The authorities are: 

1. Brahma-Sutras 11·3-42 to 46. 
2. ' The Puru~a i.e. the individual self sits immersed in 

grief, and being ignorant and powerless, he feels sorry; when 

he sees another, the Lord, well worshipped, then he being 
relieved from grief, attains His greatness' (S've. IV -7). 

3. ' The destructible is the A vidyi or Karman and the 
immortal is tbe Vidya or knowledge and He (the Brahman) 

who commands them is distinct' (S've. 5. 1). 
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4. 'Being embraced by the Intelligent Self, he knows 
neither the external thing nor the internal thing.' (Br IV -3-21). 

5. ' One of them eats the sweet Pippala fruit, while the 
other shines in splendour withou teating at all' (Mu~:uj. III-1·1). 

6. 'The two unborn, the Intelligent and the non
intelligent are the lord and non-lord' (S've. I-9). 

7. 'By knowing the individual self and the Impeller 
to be different, he, being blessed by Him attains immortality ' 
(S've. I-6). 

8. • When the seer beholds Him, the golden·coloured, 
the creator, the Lord, the Person and the cause of the Matter, 
then the wise not tainted with evils, becomes entirely 

equal to Him, having discarded Put)ya and Papa (i.e. the 
effects of good and bad deeds) ' (MutJ.4. III-1-3). 

9. 'He is the cause. He is the Lord of the lord of the 
senses (i.e. the individual self). He has neither generator nor 

master' (S've. VI-9). 
10. ' He who understands all and knows all ' (Mut){i. 

1·1-9). 
11. ' His supreme power is proclaimed, indeed, as varied 

and natural and consisting of activity provoked by knowledge 

and strength' (S've. VI-8). 
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12. ' He is without parts, without action, tranquil and 
vithout defect, without taint' (S've. VI-19). 

13. ' He, who is the Eternal among the eternals, the 
ntelligent among the intelligents, fulfils the desires of many, 
leing Himself only one' (S've. VI-13). 

14. 'He is the Lord of the entire world, and the master 
tf one's Self' (Maha. Niir. 1-3). 

The Brahman pervades all the individual souls. There-
Jre He is mentioned as one with them. The authorities are :

(1) ' That thou art' (Chand. VI-8-7). 
(2) 'This self is the Brahman' (Br. VI-4-5). 
(3) 'Therefore whatever that {deity) is, that am I and 

vhatever 1 am, that is that (deity) ' (Ait. Ar. 11-2·46). 
(4) 'And then he, who worships that deity who is 

iistinct, thinking that (that deity) is separate and he (the 
worshipper) is separate, he does not know the truth ' (Br. 
[-4-10). 

(5) ' This (the Jiva) is imperfect+ should worship Him 
~the Brahman) as his self' (Br. 1-4-7). 

1 etftrt~lilrfilfu ~en ~~~~t l<tijll~~. 
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{6) 'The Brahman are the fishermen, .the Brahman are 
the slaves, the Brahman are these gamblers 1 (Brahmasfikta). 

Therefore, it is to be granted that the self is a portion 
of the Brahman, so that the two statements mentioned 
above will not contradict each other. 

This is not established by reasoning alone. The fact 
that the individual souls are part of the Brahman has been 
proved by the following scriptural texts and Smrti passages :-

1. ' His one fourth part constitutes all the worlds' 
(Puru. Su. 3-22). 

2. ' In the word of life, the eternal soul is indeed a 
portion of mine 1 (Bha. Gi. XV -8). 

The objection-a portion of an object means a part 
of a single unit. Therefore logically there is no possibility 
of any distinction between these two-is set aside in 
Sutra 11. 3. 45. 

The luminosity, the species, the attribute and the body 
belong to the fire, the substance, the attributed thing and the 
soul which are distinct from them. Yet they form a 
'portion of the fire etc. In this way the individual souls 

1 ~ifrfcfiN) A 2, M l.~{if~: ~ M 21 3. 
3 
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become a portion of the Brahman, who has them as His 
body. The individual souls which are portions of the 
Brahman, have their own inherent characteristics; but the 
Brahman, of whom the individuals souls are portions, does 
not possess those characteristics because the things and their 
attributes are always found to be distinct from each other 
in regard to their natural state and inherent characteristics. 
Thus no contradiction arises in what is stated in Sutras 
11-3-33 and 40. That the individual souls are portions of the 
Brahman in the same way as luminosity, etc. is stated 
by ParaS'ara and others-

(1) 'The fire remains in one place; but its light spreads 
all round. In this way, all the worlds are the manifestations 
of the power of the Brahman' (Vi$~U 1-22-56). 

(2) ' Oh ! twice-born one, which ever is created 
for its generation by an agent, it forms the body of Hari' 
(Vi$~U 1-22-38). 

(3) 'All these are produced from a portion of Vi$~" who 
appears as all beings' (Vi~u 1-22-20). 
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Otherwise, if it is viewed that the individual souls 
become a portion of the Brahman due to a certain limiting 
conditions, that are either of a true or of untrue nature 
all the faults, intended to be set aside by the Vedanta texts 
do attach themselves to the Brahman. This has been stated 
in Sutra II-3-49. and so on. 

Therefore, the Brahman has always as his body all the sen· 
tient and non-sentient beings and is the Self of all those beings. 
The Brahman is in the state of cause at that time, when His 
body constitutes the sentient and non-sentient beings without 
distinct names and froms. He is in the state of effect at that 
time, when His body constitutes the sentient and non-sentient 

beings with distinct names and forms. Though the sentient 
and the non-sentient beings are the body of the Brahman ; yet 
the sentient and the non-sentient beings, who form the body 
of the Brahman, do undergo changes and are the seat of 

the evils. Even then, the Brahmatt who is the Self of 
these objects, is the ocean of auspicious qual:ties, such as 
knowledge, bliss, etc. which are innumerable, unsurpassable 
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in excellence and opposed to all evils. That Brahman is the 
efficient cause and the material cause of the world is esta· 
blished by the text, ' From whom all these beings are born ' 
Tait. III-1-1). Thus this has been correctly stated-He is 
the Brahman, from whom proceed the creation, etc. of this 

universe. 
Consider the scriptural text-' Existence alone, my 

dear boy, this word was in the beginning one only, without 
a second. It thought may I become many and be born' 
(Chand. Vl-2-1). The meaning of this text is this-That 
Brahman has always all the sentient and the non-sentient 

beings as the body has been proved by the following 
scriptural texts-

(1) ' He, whose body is the self ' (Miidh. Brahmatta), 
(2) ' He, whose body is the indestructible one, He, 

whose body is the earth, He, whose body is the A vyakta, 

He is the inner Self of all beings ; He is devoid of sins, 
He is the Divine Lord, He is the One Narayatta ' (Sub. 
VII-1). 

Now the Existence, that has the sentient and non-sentient 
beings in a gross form as Its body, manifested Itself as having 
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a distinct name and form. It in the beginning i.e. at the 
time of the deluge, remained only one having as Its body all 
the sentient and non-sentient beings in a subtle form, and 
did not manifest Itself as having a distinct name and form. 
The Brahman Himself who is omniscient and omnipotent, 
remained without a second, not requiring any other effiicient 
cause. 

The meaning of the scriptural text, ' It thought-May 
I become many and be born' (Chand. VI-2-1) is this
The Brahman remained only one having as His body, all 
the sentient and non-sentient beings, that had neither name 
nor form in their subtle state. It thought of becoming many 
by assuming a gross form, that has a distinct name and form. 
The words, ' May become ' and ' Be born ' indicate respectively 
the distributive and aggregate forms of creation. All Vedtitttins 
accept this doctrine viz-At the time of deluge, the intelligent 
and the non-intelligent beings do assume a subtle and indes· 
cribable difference from the Highest Person. Other Vedcitttins 
also accept the differP.nce between them produced by ignorance 
or limiting conditions as beginningless. Here the peculiarity 
is this: In the other schools the Brahman becomes ignorant 
and is associated with limiting conditions. This is opposed 
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to what Is stated in all scriptural and Smrti texts and 
reasoning. There will be no such opposition in our school, 
as all these (i.e. ignorance and limiting conditions) are not 
recognised. 

S'KSTRAYONITVADHIKARA:f!lA 3 

3. S"ilstra-yonitvat. 

(That the Brahman is the cause of the creation 
etc. follows altogether from the scripture), because the 
scripture alone forms the source (of the knowledge 
related to Him). 

The Brahman, who has as His body all the sentient and 
non-sentient beings, is the material cause and also the 
efficient cause of the Universe. This fact could not be 
apprehended by reasoning ; but could be proved by scriptures 
alone. Therefore it is established that the scriptural text 
• From whom, all these things are born (Tait. III. 1) discerns 

the Brahma~t, who is the only cause of all the worlds. 
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. 4. Tattu samanvaycU. 

That (viz. the fact that the scriptures form alto
gether the source of the knowledge relating to the 
Brahman) results, however, from (His constituting) the 
true purport (of the scripture). 

His constituting the true purport of the scripture is the 
same as His being the object of human pursuit. Though the 
function of the proof, known as scripture, ends in determining 
the object of human pursuit; Yet the Brahman, who is experi
enced equally by Himself and others in His natural state, 
in His peculiar characteristics and in His great splendour, 
is of unsurpassed bliss and this is intended to be denoted by 
the S1iistra. Therefore it is quite right that Brahman could 
be proved by the S'iistra. Thus there is no any defect. 

iK~ATYADHIKARA~A 5 

It has been previously stated that the Vedantas establish 
the Brahman, as the sole cause of the entire universe. He 

• 
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alone is the efficient cause of the entire universe. At the same 
time He is in the form of the univerliie, as He is its material 
cause also. This fact has to be determined by the Siistras 
only as the inferential reasoning is incapable of proving it. 
He is the highest object of human pursuit; because 
His essential characteristic constitutes the unsurpassable bliss. 
Therefore the Vedantas surely teach about ,Him. This fact 
has been firmly established before. Then in the rest of this 
Pada it is stated that as the Prakrti and the individual selves 
are not fit to be mentioned as the cause of the world. The 
Vediitttas teach about the Brahman only, who is omniscient. 
who possesses a true will, who is hostile to all evils such as 
ignorance etc. and who is the ocean of innumerable noble 

qualities. 
Of these, the author first states that the Prakrti could 

not be mentioned in the Vedanta as the cause of the world. 

5. lktJaternctS'abdam. 

Because the predicative root, lktJ is used (in 
connection with the activity of what constitutes the 
cause of the world) that which is not in the scope 
of the scripture alone (vi.z. the Pradh"{lna or Prakrtt,) 
is not (referred to in the scriptural passage relating 
to the cause of the world). 
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That which is not capable of being revealed by the 

scripture alone, is meant here by the term As'abda i.e. Anu

manika that which is established by the process of logical 

inference, i.e. the Pradhana. The meaning is that the Pra· 

dhiina, is not apprehended by the Vedanta. Why? Because 

the root ik$ (to see, i.e. to think) is used. That is because 

the root, ik$ is used in the scriptural passage 'It thought 

May I become manifold and be born' (Chand. Vl·2-3) to 

denote the activity of the universal cause; closely related 

to what is stated in the text, ' Existence alone, my dear 

boy, was in the beginning, one only without a second' 

(Chand. VI-2-1). 

6. GauttaS'cennatmaS'abdat. 

If it be said that it (viz. the root lk!j), is used here 
in a figurative sense, it cannot be so; because there is 
the word Atman (mentioned in the context). 

In the scriptural statement' That fire thought' (Chand, 

VI-2-3 ) the root ik$ is used in conection with the action 

of the non-intelligent substance also. The root apparently is 

there used in a figurative sense. Likewise in the case 

of the Pradhana also, the root lk$ is used in a figurative 

4 
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sense. This is not intelligible ; because in the context of 
the import of the word Sat, the word Atman denoting the 
intelligent one is used. In the subsequent portion there is 
the passage-' He is the Self.' That thou art, Oh! 

'S'vetaketu' (Chand. VI-8-7). 

In fact as regards fire etc. also the power of seeing is 
not to be explained in a figurative sense, because the words 

fire etc. denote the Brahman only who has them as His 
body. All these objects are distinguishable as having a name 

and form ; because the Brahmatt has entered them, through the 

individual souls which constitute His body. It is because there 
is the statement, ' Indeed entering in the form of the individual 

self, I evolve the differentiation of names and forms' (Chand. 
VI-3-2). The intelligent and the non-intelligent substances are 

separately stated in the text ' Having created it, He entered 

the same ; Having entered it, He became Sat and Tyat 
(intelligent and non-intelligent), describable and not describ· 

able, the support and supported, the animate and inanimate, 
the truth and untruth. Yet he remained truth' (Tait. II-6). 

Having entered the both, He became that and that i.e. He 
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became the meaning of the words denoting that and that. 

Thus the fact has been clearly stated in the same·context. 

7. Tanni~fhasya mok~opadeS'-at. 

Because it is taught that he, who is firmly devoted 
to that (viz. the Sat) obtains final release. 

By the following reason also, the cause of the world 

mentioned by the term Sat is other than the Pradhiina or 

Prakrti. It is taught in the context that he, who is 

firmly devoted to the Truth meant by the term Sat obtains 

final release. It is taught in the scriptural text, 'For him 

so long there is delay, as long as he is not freed from the 

body; then he will reach the Brahman. (Chiind. Vl-14·2) 

that he, who is firmly devoted to Him, obtains final release. 

Consider the school that accepts Pradhiina to be the cause of 

the creation etc. of the world. Even they belonging to that 

school do not accept the fact,-that he, who is firmly devoted 

to Pradhana, obtains final release. 

1 att:~f;at A 1, M 2, M 4. 

a ilrf~f(a: M 1, 2. 

I CIT~ifTfq M 1, 2. 
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8. H eyatvavacanacca. 

Because also it is not declared that it (viz. what is 
denoted by the word sat or existence) deserves to be 
discarded. 

If the PradMna were meant as the cause of the creation 

etc. then it would have been taught that what is denoted 
by the word Sat or existence deserves to be discarded. This 

h~s not been done. In the passage 'That thou art, Oh! 
S'vetakettt (Chand. VI-8-7) it is !Otated that he should be firmly 

devoted to that viz., Sat, as the means of final release. 

9. Pratijnavirodhat. 

Because also there would then be the ·contradiction 
of the proposition (enunciated in the context). 

From the following reason also the Pradhana is 
not the cause of the creation etc; because it contradicts 

the proposition of cognition of all things from the cognition 

of a single thing. From the scriptural text, ' From which the 

1 tllt41(1 M 2, 4. 
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unheard becomes heard, etc.' (Chand. VI-1-3) arises the 
proposition that the knowledge oft hat entity, which is denoted 

by the word Sat, produces the knowledge of all the sentient 

and non•sentient beings as they are its effect. Then there 
is contradiction in the school that accepts the Pradhii11a as 

the cause of the world ; because Pradhiina cannot produce the 

sentient being. Consider the school that accepts Brahman, 
who is different from the Pradhiina, to be the cause of the 

world. Then the Brahman, having as his body all the 

sentient and non-sentient beings, with distinct names and 
forms is the effect and without distinct names and forms is 
the cause. Hence it is correct to say that by the knoY. ledge 

of the Brahman the knowledge of everything is produced. 

10. Sv'llpyay(J,t. 

Because also, there is (mentioned in the context) .. 
the withdrawal (of the individual soul) into its own Self. 

By the following reason also the Pradhiitra is not 

the cause of the creation etc. of the world. The scriptural 

passage-' Know from me, my dear boy, what deep sleep 
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is; when any person is known to be asleep, he is then in 
union with the Sat. He withdraws into his Self. There
fore they say, he sleeps; because he is absorbed into His 
Self (i.e. into the Brahman)' (Chand. VI-8-1)-declares 
that the individual self, who is asleep and is in union with 
the Sat, has withdrawn himself to his Self. Hence it is 
known that what is denoted by the word Sat, is an object 
other than the Pradhiina. The expression, ' Has withdrawn 
himself to his Self ' means becomes merged or absorbed 
into his Self. 

It is declared in the scriptural passage relating to the 
differentiation of names and forms, that the Brahman Himself, 
who has the intelligent and non-intellegent beings for His 
body and forms their selves, is denoted by the word self 
which ordinarily means the individual self. By means of 

"the statement, ' He is then in union with the Sat; He with
draws into his Self' (Chand. VI-8-1), it is taught that 
the Brahman, who is denoted by the word mentioning 
jiva, is free from any association with names and forms at 
the time of deep sleep also, as He is at the time of universal 

1 ~'t<i~ omitted A 1. 
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dissolution and He is hence to be denoted merely by the 
word Sat or Existence. 

To the same effect, it is stated in a similar context 
elsewhere that, owing to his (i.e. the individual self) not 
being associated with names and forms, he is embraced 
by Him who is omniscient; and consequently it is said 
that, ' when he is embraced by the omniscient Self, he 
does not know anything that is external or internal ' 
(Brh. IV -3-21 ). Indeed till his final release the individual 
soul is associated with names and forms; and it is, 
therefore, there is born in him the knowledge of objects other 
than himself. At the time of deep sleep he certainly 
gives up names and forms, and is embraced by the Sat (i.e. 
by the Brahman); and again in waking -state, he becomes 
associated with names and forms and becomes possessed 
with various names and forms. This is clearly stated in 
other scriptural passages, namely,' When he (i.e. the individual 
self) is deeply asleep, he sees no dreams whatsoever, and he be· 
comes one wholly with the PratJa (Brahnza11).' (Kam;. II. 30). 
'From that Self, the PriitJiis (i.e. Jivas) proceed towards 
their own places' (Kau$. 11-34). To the same effect is the 

1 <tifi'<f;:r M 24. 
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following scriptural passage also-' To whatever state these 
beings belonged before the deep sleep, namely of a tiger, or a 
lion, or a wolf, or a boar etc. they co.me again to that state 
when they wake' (Chiind. VI-9-3). 

11. Gatisamany'ilt. 

Because there has to be similarity of import 
(between the passage under reference and the other 
passages relating to the case of the creation etc. of the 

world). 

There has to be similarity of import among all other 
U panishadic pas~ages and the upanishadic passage under 
reference. Hence it is known that the Pradhiina is not the 
cause of the creation, etc. of the world. In all the scriptural 
passages stated below, the Lord of all is made out to be the 

cause of the world-
(1) 'The Self, indeed, this one only was in the begin

ning. Nothing else lived. He thought, May I create the 
worlds. He created these worlds' (Ait. I-1). 

1 31-rPltf A 1, 
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(2) 1 From that same Self, the spatial ether came into 
existence' (Tait. II-1-1). 

(3) ' He is the cause. He is the Lord of the lord of the 
senses. He has neither progenitor nor superior' (S've. VI-9). 

12. S-rutatvllcca 

Because also it is revealed (in the very Upani~ad 
in which the passage under discussion occurs, and in 
other Upani~ads, that the Supreme Self is the cause of 
the universe). 

Indeed, in this Upani$ad (vi;.:. the Chandogya) in the 
following passages, 1 From the Self the PriitJa came into 
existence etc, and from the Self, the spatial ether came into 
existence (chiind. VII-26-1)' it is stated that all are produced 
from the Self only. Therefore that the cause of the universe 
is the Brahman who is all-knowing Highest person and 
distinct from the inanimate Pradhiina, stands firmly. 

1 ~ ~~ii!T~il', ~'afS ~r~q~ifitt~ q10: I ~(fi6)~q10f5181~(1' {fa I 
~ 
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lNANDAMAYADHIKARA~A 6 

13. Anandamayobhy-as-at 

That, which is denoted by the term Anandamaya 
(is the Brahman); because there is (in the context), 
the repetition of various grades (of bliss which 
culminate in the Anandamaya or the Highest Bliss). 

No doubt the individual self, that possesses intelligence and 
that is different from the Pradhiina, has the power of seeing ; 
yet the individual self, neither in the state of bondage nor in 
the state of final release: can be the cause of the universe. 
The scriptural text beginning with 'From the same self, 
the spatial ether came into existence' and ending with 
' Different from this ·vijniinamaya ,8 is the Inner-Self Ananda

maya 4 ' (Tait. II-1-1) declares that the Anandamaya men
tioned as the cause of the univer~:e, is the all-knowing Highest 

1 ~~flJ A 1, M 2. 1 aflJI{RJJiifi~q~: M 1, M 2. 
1 VJJi!llnamaya is the ind1vidual soul whose essential characteristic is 

knowledge. 
' Anandamaya is the Brahman whose Qssent!al characteristic is the 

abundant bliss. 
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Self, who is other than the individual soul. Why ? Because of 
the repetition. Because there is repetition of the bliss in 
various grades which culminates in the Anandamaya and 
which (bliss) forms the summits of unsurpassable condition. 
This Anandamaya of the unsurpassable condition is repeat
edly mentioned in the text, for meditation 'The hundred
fold of the bliss of Prajapati is equal to the single 
bliss of the Brahma11 (Tait. II-8-4}, 'Wherefrom speeches 

together with the mind return not having reached it. He who 
knows the. Brahman's bliss fears not from anything' (Tait. 
11-3-8). 

14. V ik"llra~ abdilnneti cenna pr"llcuryilt 

It may be said that owing to there being the affix 
(Maya) significant of modification, (the Anandamaya 
is) not (the Brahman); but it is not (right to say) so 
because that (affix Maya) signifies abundance. 

The affix Mayat means modification in the context 
'That this person is Annarasamaya (i.e. the modification of 

1 ~lJifl~f A 2, M 1. 
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the essence of food)' (Tait. 11-1-3). Therefore, the term 
Anandamaya also means the modification of bliss. Hence 
Anandamaya is not the Highest Self, that does not undergo 
modification. It is not so. Because there is contradiction of 
the purport, the affix Mayat is understood to mean here 
'abundance'. The scriptural text 'From that very same 
Self, the spatial ether came into existence' (Tait. 11·1-1) 
refers to the Self, that does not undergo modification. The 
notion that the affix Maya! denotes modification, has been given 
up already in the case of Prii~;tamaya. Following this argu
ment, it should be accepted that the A11andamaya is only the 
Highest person; because there is an abundance of bliss in Him. 

15. T addhetuvyapadeB'tlcca 

Because also this Anandamaya is declared (in the 
contex) to be the cause of that (which forms the bliss 
of the individual selves). 

'For, He Himself causes the bliss' (Tait. 11-7·1). In this 
passage it is declared that Inandamaya causes the bliss of 

1 --~f4ifif{ A 1. I a'~litiJ A 1, M I. 
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the individual selves. Therefore the if.uandamaya ts not 
the individual self. 

16. Milntravarrz,ikameva ca g'tyate 

Because also that the same Being, who is denoted 
by the words of the Mantra (in the context), is declared 
(as the Anandamaya). 

That same Brahman, who is described by the words of 
the Mantra, 'The Brahman is Reality, Knowledge, Infinity' 
is spoken of as the Anandamaya in the passage ' Verily 
from this' (Tait. 11-1-1). Hence the Anandamaya is not the 
individual self. 

17. Netaronupapatte~ 

He, who is other (than the Brahman) is not (that 
Being, who is described by the words of the Mantra) 

because (in such a case) there would be inappropriate
ness. 

It should not be doubted that the other (individual self) is 
denoted by the words of the Mantra. The individual self, either 
in his state of bondage or in the state of final release, cannot 
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have such Vipas•eittva or extraordinary intellect mentioned 

in the scriptural text,' He enjoys all desires and the intelligent 

BrahmatJ (Tait. Il-1-2). It is stated in the subsequent text,' It 
thought, may I become many' (Chand. VI-2-1 & 3), that the 

intelligence (Vipas•cittva) is only in the form of the will of the 
lord in assuming many forms of wonderful things including 

movable and immovable beings. Though the liberated soul, 
is all-knowing, yet he cannot create the world. Hence he 
cannot have such VipaS'cittva (intelligence) of the type stated 

above. 

18. Bhedavyapade&lllcca 

Because also there is (in the context) the declara
tion of difference {between the individual self and the 
Brahman). 

That the Anandamaya is d1stinct from the individual 

soul known as Vijiianamaya is declared in the Scriptural 
text, ' Different from this Vijnanamaya (the individual soul) 

is this Inner-self, the Anandamaya (Tait. 11-5). It should not 
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be doubted that the term Vijfiiinamaya means mere intellect 

on the ground that the Vijiianamaya is mentioned as mere 
intellect in the text ' Vijniina (intellect) performs the sacrifice' 
(Tait. II-5-l). The S1itrakara himself will clear this doubt 

in SiUra II-3-35. In the seriptural text 'The intellect per· 
forms the sacrifice ( Tait. II -5 ·1 ), the word intellect denotes the 

individual self who is the agent of the sacrifice. If the word, 
Vijniina means intellect alone and not the individual self, 

then the reading of the text would be in a different way; 

because intellect is only an instrument of action. 

19. K71m71cca ntJnum7Jn71Pek~7J 

Because also His will (is in itself the cause of 
creation) the Pradh7Jna is not needed (by Him in the 
act of creation). 

That the creation of the world is effected by His will 
alone is stated in the scriptural statement, ' He desired may I 

1 ~'fa: A 2, M 1, 
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become manifold and be born' (Tait. Il-6-1). It is seen that 
the individual soul requires the Pradhana for the production of 

something. The Pradltana is A11umiina because it is proved 
by the inferential reasoning. 

20. Asminnasya ca tadyogam B"ilsti 

Because also the scripture declares that the indi
vidual self's acquisition of the bliss takes place when 
he is in association with this (Anandamaya). 

The scriptural text declares that this individual soul gets 
bliss on reaching Him. The scriptural text is this ' Bliss, 
indeed, is He. Having obtained that very same Bliss, he (i.e. 
the individual self) becomes blissful (Tait. 11-7-1). There· 
fore Anandamaya is the all-knowing Highest Person, who is 

the cause of the world and who is other than the individual 

self. 
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21. A ntastaddharmopadeS'llt 

He, who is within the sun and the eye is the 
Brahman; because His attributes are declared in the 
context. 

It should not be doubted that the Anandamaya, who is 
the cause of the world, omniscient and blissful is understood to 
be an individual self endowed with extraordinary merits and 
not the Supreme Self, because he is said to have a body. 
It refers to the Supreme Person and the Highest Self, that is 
denoted by the word, Person, occurring in the scriptural 
statement ' The Person, who is seen within the sun, He is 
brilliant like gold etc.' (Chand. I-6-6). Why? Because 
His attributes are declared in the context. The attributes of 
the Highest Person, who is other than the individual self, are 

(a) His unlimited Lordship over all the worlds and all the 
desires (b) His not being under the influence cf Karman. The 

scriptural authorities are-' He is the lord of all the worlds 
6 
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and also of all desires'' His name is' High'. This same person 

is risen above all sins' (Chand. I-6-7). 
The scriptural text, ' I know this Great Per!on of sun-like 

lustre, who is altogether beyond darkness' (Tait. Ar. III-13-1) 
states that He has an immaterial form, that is peculiar 
to Him and that could not be included among the modifica
tions of the Prakrti of TrigutJa (i.e. Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas) 
in the same way as the quality of knowledge. That knowledge, 
etc. are His attributes is clearly seen in the scriptural texts
(1) 'The Brahman is the Reality, Knowledge' (Tait. 11-1-1). 

(2) 'He, who knows all and understands all' (MutJ{l. I-1-9). 

(3) ' His supreme power is declared, as varied and natural 
as well as His activity with knowledge and strength,' 
(S'vet. VI-8). That He has a divine form peculiar to Him
self has been stated in the scriptural text, ' He is of sun-like 
lustre and altogether beyond darkness' (Tait. Ar. III-13-1). 
Hence He is known to be of that form. 

1 q(IJ~ ~ «¥~'4fu M 1, M 3. q{Jimrwf ~ "til: A 2. 
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The Vakyakara 1 also states thus-' The passage ' The 

Golden Person is beheld ' (Chand. I-6-6) refers to the Wise 
and Inner One, because He is described as the Lord of the 
world and the Lord of desires and also as raised high above evils'. 

Then in the next sentence ' His form is artificial and is assumed 

to bless His devotees because He displays His sovereign power ' 
he {the Vakyakara) introduces for refutation the view that His 

form must be a phase of effect or it must be illusory. Then {he 

himself) replies thus-' His form is indeed beyond the reach 

of the sense-organs ; because it is mentioned to be perceived 

by Anta{1kara~a (or inner sense.' Dramif/,dciirya has com· 
mented upon it thus-' The form of the creator of the universe 
is not illusory; it is real and natural. It cannot be apprehended 

by the eye; but could be apprehended through the mind, which 
must be free from impurity, by one, who has resorted to a 

different means of attaining Him '. The scriptural text is this
' He is not apprehended by the eye, nor by speech' ; 'but can be 
known only by a pure mind' (Mu~(la. III-1-8). It is not taught 

that gods, who have no real form, have a form; because the 

1 The author of the Vii.kya, an explanatory treatise on the Chilndogyopa
ni~ad, 1S Brahmanandin alias 'fadka. 
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'il'(oqQ~I!illl"q: ll '' It 
scripture describes things as they are. This is also because 
in a different context, it is stated about the Universal witness 
thus-' The form of this person is like a saffron coloured robe' 
(Br. II-3-6) ' I know this great Person of sun-like lustre' 
(Tait·Ar. 111-12·7). This passage also is found in the work 
Vii.kya. The phrase He is the Golden Person is to be 
explained on the similarity of colour of both, like in the case 
ot the expression 'moon-face'. Dramiga himself, has com· 
mented upon the passage thus-' The affix, mayat, is not used 
in the sense of modification ; because the Self is not pro
duced'. Thus the Vedanta texts determine the Brahman, 
who is other than the Pradhiina and the individual self. He 
has unlimited omniscience (VipaS'cittva), whose natural 
characteristic is unsurpassed bliss, who possesses a divine 
form that is peculiar to Him, and not made of matter He is 
the Highest Person and the cause of the world. Thus there 
is not any defect. 

22. BhedavyapadeS'iJcc'i1nya~ 
And He is different (from the sun and the other 

individual selves) because also there is the declaration 
of difference (between the Brahman on the one hand 
and the sun and other individual selves on the other). 
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The scriptural text, ' He who dwelling in the sun, is 
within the sun, whom the sun does not know, whose body is 
the sun, who internally rules the sun- He is thy Self, internal 
ruler and immortal,' (Madh. Brh. III-7-9) proves that He is 
greater than the gods. That He is above the individual self 
is stated in the scnptural text, ' He who dwelling in the 
individual self etc.' That, He is above the world, is stated in 
the scriptural text, ' He, who dwelling within all the worlds, 
etc.' The scriptural text, ' He, who dwelling within all 
beings ' proves that He is greater than all beings. That He 
is above all the Vedas is stated in the scriptural text, ' He, 
who dwelling within all the Vedas, etc.' That He is above all 
sacrifices is stated in the text, ' He, who dwelling within all 
the sacrifices.' All these texts are found in Antaryiimi
briihma~;ta. The Subiilopani~ad passage, beginning with 'who 
is moving within the earth ' and proceeding ' who is moving 
within Ayakta, who is moving within Ak~ara (imperish
able), who is moving within Mrtyu (death), whose body 
is Mrtyu, whom Mrtyu does not know. This is the Internal 
Self of all beings. This is free from all sins. He is the Divine 
Lord, He is the one NarayaQa' (Suba. VII-1) points 

tt(ff~Al. 
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out that He is above all gods, all worlds, all beings, all 

Vedas, all sacrifices, and all souls. He possesses them as His 

body. He is their Inner-Self. He is not apprehended by 

them. He is their controller. Thus he is described as different 

from all these. Hence it is proved, that Niiriiya1Ja, who is 

free from all sins, and who is other than the Pradhiina and 

the individual selves, is the sole cause of the world. 

AKA.s'ADHIKARA.t;JA 8 
AND 

PRA.t;JADHIKARA.t;JA 9 

23. Ak(lS'astalling7lt 

24. Ata eva pri1rz,a~ 

That which is denoted by the word AkaS'a, (is the 
Brahman) ; because His peculiar characteristics (are 
mentioned in the context in relation to what is denoted 
by that word). 

For the same reason (which has been given in the 
case of Ak71S'a), He, who is denoted by the word Pr7ltz.a 
(also in the context is the Brahman). 

1 qJqJTf({: M 1. 
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Consider the texts, ' All these beings are, indeed, born 

out of the Akiis'a; they go unto the AkaS'a at the end '. 
(Chiind. 1-9-1). 'All these beings, indeed, enter into the 

Priit}a and are evolved out of the Prii~za' (Chand. 1-11·5). 

The doubt, that arises here, is this :-These passages 

distinctly specify with the terms Akiis'a and Priit;ta, the 

universal cause mentioned in the text ' Existence alone, 

my dear boy, was in the beginning ' with general term 

Sat. Here the terms AkiiS'a and Priit;ta denote the popular 

ether (one of the five elements) and J iva functioning with 
co-operation of vital breath of air. The doubt is cleared 
thus-In the texts quoted above the words Ha vai (indeed) 

point out that the reason for accepting the object as the 
universal cause is well-known. Therefore the cause denoted 
by the terms AkiiS'a and Priit;ta must be the Highest Person 
who is distinct from the popular ether and vital air. Here 

what is well known is this-The Highest Person is the cause 
of the world. He became many as a result of His will. 

He possesses unsurpassed bliss. He grants bliss to the self. 

1 ~stf1Jf~t11irft A 1. 

I q!~~fJT ~~= A 1, M 3. 
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He is other than th€? Vijniinamaya {the individual self). 
He causgs fear and non-fear to the whole world. He is the 
Lord of all worlds. He is the Lord of all desires. He is free 
from all evils. He possegses a divine form, that is peculiar to 
Him. His eyes resemble the lotus, that blossoms forth, 
when it is in contact with the rays of the sun. He is all
knowing and He possesses a true will. He is the Lord of 
the Lord of sense-organs. Therefore, it is right to conclude 
that the words, AkiiS'a and Prii~za refer to Him as the cause 
of the world. 

JYOTIRADHIKARAl;A 10 

25. J yotistcarat~t:lbhidhtznzzt 

That which is denoted by the word, Jyotis, (is the 
Brahman) ; because there is mention of (His) feet (in 
the connected context). 

It is revealed in the scriptures to the effect-' Now that 
light which shines beyond this Heaven, on the backs of all 

1 msrfu~~ A 1. 
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the things, on the backs of everything, in the highest worlds 

than which there is no higher, that is that same as this light, 

indeed, which is here within the Person (Chcind. 111-13-7). 
Here the following doubt arises-The word, ]yotis (light), 

is to be taken as the cause of the creation, etc. of the world; 

because it is denoted as Higher than all objects. It is also 
taught to be the same as digestive heat in the stomach. 

In this passage nothing is seen to prove contradiction 

with the supposition. Therefore, the popular ]yotis (light), 

alone is to be taken as the cause of the creation, etc. of 

the world. 
If it be so doubted, the reply is this-It is true that in 

this passage nothing is seen to prove contradiction with 

the supposition. Yet, in the same context, the passage-' All 

beings make up His one foot; His three feet represent 

the immortal beings in the Highest Heaven ' (Chand. 
111-12-6) occurs wherein all beings are declared to form 

the foot of this Highest Person who is in relation to the 

1 ~1ii A I, 2. 

? 
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Highest Heaven. The same Person is recognized here. 
Hence the word, Jyotis, refers to Him, as the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world and as higher than all objects. And, 
in the teaching that this Jyotis is one with the digestive heat 
of the stomach, there is nothing wrong ; because the oneness 
is enjoined for the purpose of meditation for attaining the 
desired result. The Highest P~rson is the only cause of the 
world. He possesses an extraordinary devine colour, that is 
peculiar to Him and not a modification of the Prakrti. He 
possesses a divine form. He is beyond darkness (i.e. Prakrta 
world). He has unsurpassed lustre. Hence it is right to say that 
He who is denoted by tbe word Jyotis, lives on the back of all 
the worlds, on the back of everything and also in all the 
higher worlds than which there is no higher. 

26. Chandobhidhan-anneti cenna tathct cetorpapamga

m-at; tath-ahi dars'anam 

If it be said that on account of the metre (GayatrJ) 
being mentioned (in the context, the light or Jyotis 
mentioned above is) not the Brahman; it is not 
right to say so; because the teaching here relates 
to the concentration of the mind on the Brahman 
conceived as that same G-ayatrJ; indeed the scripture 
declares it accordingly. 

1 e'f~rliaS omitted A 1, M 2, 3. 
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In a former passage in the same context, the metre 
known as the Gayatri is mentioned in the statement ' The 

Gayatr;,,• indeed, is all this' (Chand. III-12·1). Therefore 
the Highest Person should not be taken to have been 
meant in the passages quoted above. To this question 

we say-This is not so. It is taught there that the 
Highest Person is to be meditated upon as similar to 

Gayatri. The conclusion is that it is impossible for that which 
is merely a metre to be in the form of all beings. Elsewhere, 

also a word, which ordinarily denotes a metre, is used to 

denote other thing in consequence of its similarity with 
it. Vide the passage beginning with-' Now these five and 

the other five' and ending with ' this same is vi raj ' (Chand. 
IV-3-8). 

27. Bhutadipadavyapadegopapattegcaivam 

Because also it is appropriate only thus to declare 
that (intelligent) beings and other objects form the feet 
(of the GczyatrJ). 

1 ~~'{ M 2. • aq\:~~'fr!l A 1. 
1 The metre, Gt21atri ta said to eons1st of four quarters of six syllables 

1neaeh. 
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The declaration that it has four feet namely the beings, 
the earth, the body and the heart is appropriate only in 
relation to the Highest Person who is here denoted by the 
word, Giiyatri. Therefore the above mentioned interpretation 
alone is right. 

I 

28. UpadeS'abhedctnneti cennobhayasminnapyavirodhztt 

If it be said that, on account of there being a 
difference between the teachings (given in the context, 
what is denoted by the wordjyotis) is not the Brahman; 
it cannot be right to say so; because even in both 
those teachings there is nothing that is contradictory 
of each other. 

In a former passage in the same context, namely, ' His 
three immortal feet are in the Highest Heaven' (Chand. 
111-12-6), the Highest Person has been pointed out clearly. 
Here in the scriptural text, ' That jyotis which is beyond 
the Highest Heaven' (Chand. 111-13-7), what is denoted by 
the oblative case is the light that is related to the Highest 
Heaven. Hence what is described in the former passage 
cannot be recognised in this subsequent passage. It is not so; 
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because there is nothing contradicory in the two statements. 
For an analogous example there IS this instance-' The hawk 
is on the top of the tree ' and 'The hawk is above the top 
of the tree'. Therefore the purport in both the passages 
is that He is beyond the Highest Heaven. 

INDRAPR.A~.ADHIKARA~A 11 

29. PriJttastathanugam"itt 

That which is denoted by the word Prczpa {is the 
Brahman) ; because it is undetstood in the context. 

The scriptural text is this:-' Indeed, I am the Prii1Ja 

and the omniscient self; worship and meditate on me as life 
and immortality" (Kau$. III-2). The doubt that arises 
here is this-The above mentioned text teaches that lndra 
who is known as Jiva (individual soul), is the object of 
man's meditation which would give him the Mok~a, most 
beneficial one. He (Indra) alone is the cause of the world; 
because the meditation on universal cause alone is the means 
of Mok11a. The scriptural text in support of this is this-

1 ~ M 2, 3. I q(Q{'!fiR~ A l. 
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'So long as he is not freed from the body, so long there 
is delay; then he will reach the Brahman' (Chand. Vl-14-2). 

To this doubt, the reply is this-This Being, who is 
denoted by the word, lndra mentioned in grammatical 
equation with the word Priit)a is the Highest Self characterised 
above and other than the individual Self. Why ? Because it 
is so understood in the sequal. The particular character
istics of the Highest Self, such as Ananda (bliss), Ajara 
(undecaying) and Amrta (immortal) are found in the Being, 
who is denoted by the words, lndra and Priit)a. This is 
mentioned in the scriptural passage, 'That same Priit)a is 
the omniscient self who is bliss, undecaying and immortal' 
(Kau,. 111-9). 

30. N a vakturiltmopades'ilditi cedadhy'iltmasam
bhandhabh'flmil hyasmin 

If it be said that on account of the speaker lndta 
declaring himself (to be the sujbect of worship) what is 
denoted by the words, lndra and Prava) is not (the 
Brahman; it is replied that it cannot be right to say 
so); because there is here the mention of a multitude 
of attributes belonging to the Self. 
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In the beginning of the topic there is the statement, 
'Know me alone' (Kau$. III-I). Here lndra is denoted 
as an individual self ; because there are statements of 
attributes such as killing Vrtra, etc.' The conclusion should 
also be in consonance with this statement. This is not 
so ; because there is in the context the mention of a 
multitude of attributes belonging to the Self. The phrase 
' the attributes belonging to the self ' means the attributes of 
the Highest Self'. From the beginning to the end of the 
sentence, it is seen that he who is denoted by the word, Indra, 

possesses many attributes belonging to the Highest self. 
The scriptural statements made in the outset, namely, 'You 
yourself choose for me that boon, which you think most 
beneficial to man' (Kau$. III-I) starts with the worship, that 
is most beneficial to man. That this worship is of the 
Highest Self is proved in the text, 'Thus knowing Him one 
becomes immortal here. There is no other path " (Puru$a 
Sukta 20). Similarly, the Supreme Self is the impeller of all 

activities, in accordance with the passage-' He Himself 
induces him to do good work whom He wishes to lead beyond 
these worlds, etc.'' (Kau$. Ill-8). So also lie is the support 
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of all, in accordance with the passage.' ' These subtle 
elements of beings are fixed on the elements of intelligence, 

and the elements of intelligence are fixed on the Pra1Ja' 
Kau§. III-8). In the same way are stated the bliss and other 
attributes. That He is the Lord of all is proved by the 
statements, 'He is the Lord of all the worlds' (/{au§. III-8). 

31. Sctstradrt~tyct tupades'o vctmadevavat 

And the teaching in the context is, in accordance 
with the view found in the scripture, as in the case of 
Vctmadeva. 

All the words denote the Highest Self ; because the 
scriptures state that He transforms Himself into a gross being 
having name and form. In order to make one remember 
this, the Highest Self is mentioned here by the word, 
ltJdra. Vamadeva and others whe realised this truth of the 

scriptures state accordingly. Vide 'After seeing this, the sage 
Vamadeva experienced-! have become MatJu and the sun 

etc.' (Brh. 1·4-10), 
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32. )JvamukhyajJr7lf'aling-anneti cenncJP"ilS"il· 

traividhylld"ilstritattlildiha tadyog"ilt 

If it be said, that on account of the characteristics 
of the individual self and of the principal vital air being 
mentioned in the context, there is no reference to the 
Brahman here at all, it is replied that it cannot be 
(right to say) so ; because the worship of the Brahman 
has a three-fold nature ; because this three-fold nature 
of His worship is taken for granted; and because 
here (i.e. in the present context also) that (same kind 
of worship) may be appropriately referred to. 

The characteristics of the individual self are mentioned 
in the scriptural texts-' I killed the three-headed T'Va~fra.' 
(Kau~. III·l). In the same text are given the characteristics 
of the vital wind ' As long as the Pratta dwells in this body, 
so long surely there is life' (Kau$. III-2). Therefore 
it is presumed that the Brahman is not meant here. 
It is not so. The words referring to the individual 
self and Prana denote the Highest Self; because the worship 
of the Brahman has a three-fold nature. In another 
context also it is meant to serve the object of teachinc of 

a 
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the three kinds of meditation in relation to the Highest Self, 
namely, the meditation of the Highest Self in His own 

essential nature, in His having the enjoyers or the individual 

selves for His body and having the enjoyable things and the 
auxiliary things of enjoyment for His body. In the following 

passage, namely, 'The Brahman is True, Knowledge and 
Infinite' (Tait. II-1), the meditation of the Brahman in His 
own essential nature is taken for granted. In the following 

passages, ' Having entered it, He became the Sat and the 
tyat' and ' while being the unchangeable one (Satya) and the 

changeable one, He has nevertheless remained true to His 

own nature' (Tait. II-6), the meditation of the Highest 
Self as having the enjoyers for His body and also as having 

the enjoyable things and the auxiliaries of enjoyment for His 
body is taken for granted. In the present context also, this 

three-fold meditation of the Highest Se!f is mentioned as it is 

appropriate. In the Siitra 1·1-2, the cause of the world, that 
is denoted by the words, Existence, Brahman and the Self 

is proved to be the Person other than the individual selves 
and Prakrti. In the Siitra 1-1-25, the cause of the world 

has been specifically determined to be the Highest Person 
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described in the Puru~asukta. He Himself is denoted by 
the words Indra etc. which are known to denote the 
individual selves primarily, because He has to be worshipped 
with the body of those things in accordance with the 
scriptures. This fact has been established in Sutras I-1-31 

and 32. 

THUS ENDS THE 1ST PiDA OF THE 1ST ADHYAYA. 
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ADHYAYA I, PADA II 

SARVATRAPRASIDDHYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Sarvatra prasiddhopades'llt 

Everywhere (He is mentioned) ; because there is 
taught (in the scriptures) what is well-known. 

The word Brahman that occurs in grammatical equation 
ith what is mentioned in the text ' All this is indeed ' 

(Chand. III. 14-1) refers to the Highest Self. Why? Because 
in that Upanishat is taught that which is well-known. That 
all this is the Brahman is proved by the reason stated in the 
scriptural text, ' From Him springs the world, in Him it 
merges and by Him it lives.' (Chand. III-14-1). What is 
well-known is said to serve the purpose of a reason. From all 

1 ~~omitted A 1. 
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the Upani~adic passages such as' From whom all these things 
are born' (Tait. 111·1) the Brahman is well-known to be the 

cause of the creation, sustenance and destruction of the world. 

2. V iTJak!Jitagup,opapatteS'ca 

And because the qualities meant to be stated, are 
possible (only in the Brahman). 

The qualities meant to be stated, such as ' being knowable 
by mind alone ' ' true will ' etc. are justifiable only in the 

Brahman. 

3. Anupapattestu na S''llrira~ 

But on account of impossibility, (He is) not the 
embodied self. 

These attributes are not justifiable in the embodied self, 
who enjoys sufferings mixed with a little pleasure. Hence this 
cannot be the embodied self. 

1 """ ttif M 3. 
1 ~ omitted A l. 
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4. KarmakartrvyapadeglJcca 

And because there is separate denotation of both as 
the object and the agent. 

The scriptural statement, ' Departing hence, I shall attain 
Him' (Chand. III-14-4) denotes the Brahman as the object 
to be attained and the individual self as the agent who attains. 

Therefore, the object to be attained is the Brahman, who 
is other than the individual self. 

5. S abdavis'ef}ztt 

(It is so) on account (of the use) of words in 
different manner. 

The scriptural text, ' He is my Self within the heart ' 
(Chand. 111·14-3) designates the embodied self with the word 
in the genitive case and also the Brahman with that in the 

nominative case. 

6. Smrtegca 

And on account of the authority of smrti. 
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It is determined that the Highest Person is exhibited in 

the nominative case here ; because the Smrti reveals thus
• And I dwell within the hearts of all' (Bh. Gita XV-15). 

7. Arbhakaukastvat tadvyapade~"llcca neti cenna, 
nicayyatv"lldevam vyomavacca 

Should it be said that the passage does not refer to 
the Brahman on account of the smallness of the abode 
stated, and on account of denotation of that (i.e. minute
ness of the being); we say no; because the Brahman 
has to be meditated upon thus, and because in the 
same passage He is said to be like ether. 

The scriptural text, ' He is my Self within the heart 

and smaller than a grain of rice' (Chand. III-14-3) declares the 

being as dwelling within the minute abode. He is also de· 
signated as having a minute size. Hence he is not the 

Highest one. It is not so. He has been so designated only 

1 SfSITffi M I, 2, 3. I fifl(lf; M 1. 
1 {ijlf~<fi~!.J~~Tiffc!ff A 2, M 1, 2. 
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for the purpose of meditation and not because of His 
minute size. The illustrative example is the ether. The 

bigness of His size has been stated in the scriptural text, 

'Greater than the earth, greater than the sky etc.' (Chand. 
111-14-3). 

8. Sambhogapnzptiriti cenna, vaiS'eiJy-at 

Should it be said that there is happening of 
fruition (of pleasure and pain in the Highest Person); 
we reply, not so, on account of distinction. 

Suppose the Highest Person lives within the body of the 
individual selves; then He has to enjoy the fruits of 
pleasure and pain, as in the case of the individual selves. 
It is not so, , because the difference of the cause of it. The 
Highest Person lives within the body of the individual selves, 
only on His own will in order to save them. 

~~AI. 

·~~~ M ~. 
1 "" omitted M I, 
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ATTRADHIKARA~A 2 

9. Attzt carztcaragraharz.ztt 

The eater (is the Highest Self}; because (He) 
takes for food, all that is movable and immovable. 

'Who really knows where He is, to whom both Brdhma1Jas 1 

and K$attriyas 1 are food and death is a condiment.' (Kath. 
1-2-25). Here the eater suggested by the words, food and 

condiment, is the Highest Self; because He is said to be 
the eater of all that is movable and immovable, implied 
by the words, the Briihmat,las and K$attriyas using the 
death as condiment. 

10. Prakararz.llcca 

And {also) on account of the context. 

1 ;sqij'liJif omitted A 1. 
1 The Brahmat~as are of the priestly class and the Kfattriya• are of the 

warrior class. 
5I 
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There are scriptural texts-' The wise, who knows 
the Self, the Great and Omnipresent, does not grieve' (Kafh. 
1-2·22). 'This Self is not to be obtained by instruction' 
(Kath. I-2-23). These passages refer to the Highest Person 
only according to the context and therefore He alone is meant 

here. 

11. Guhttm pravi~~ttvtttmttnau hi taddarS'anttt 

The 'two entered into the cave' are the two selves 
on account of this being seen (in the scriptures). 

In the scriptural passage ' The two, drinking the reward 

of the good action in the world, have entered the cave in the 
excellent and highest sphere,' (Kath. 1-3-1) are mentioned the 
individual self and the Supreme Self only as they are connected 
as an impeller and impelled, with the enjoyment of the reward 
of action, as they only are said to have entered the cave in 
this context. Of these, the Highest Self is referred to in the 
text ' Him, who is difficult to see, hidden, entered into 
the beings and set in the cave' (Kath. 1-2-12). The 

ndividual self is referred to in the text, ' Who is together 
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with the vital breath, who is aditi, who functions with the 
senses, and who entering into the cave abides therein.' (Kath. 
II-1-7). Here (what is denoted by the word), aditi is the 
individual self as he eats the fruit of his action. 

12. V iS'e~att'ilcca 

And on account of distinctive qualities (appreM 
hended in the individual selves and the Highest Self). 

Everywhere in the context the distinctive qualities of 
the individual selves and the Highest Self are stated. The 
individual self is referred to in the scriptural text-' The 
wise one (Vipas•cit) is not born nor dies' (Ka!h. l-2-18). 

The Highest Self is referred to in the following texts
(1) 'He is more minute than the minute and more 

huge than the huge' (Katlt. I-2-20). 
{2) 'The Great and All-pervading Soul ' (Kath. l-2-22). 
(3) 'This Self is not to be obtained by teaching' 

(Kath. I-2-23). 

1 "!'~,~~~: M 2. 
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(4) 'But who has understanding for his charioteer, 

and holds the reins of the mind, he reaches the destination 
of his journey that highest place of Vi,~u ' (Katha. 1-3-9). 

The scriptural texts, ' His three immortal feet are in the 
Highest Heaven ' (Chand. 111-12-6) and 'Now that Light, 
which shines beyond this Highest Heaven, beyond all the 
things in the universe, beyond the whole universe, in the 

highest world than which there are no higher worlds,' (Chii~Jd. 
111-13-7) state that the aspirant of Mukti (i.e. final release) 
desires to reach the place of Vi,~u, which is higher than this 
world of Prakrti and which is beyond the reach of the path 
leading to Samsiira.3 This has been established in all the 

Upanishads thus-
(1) 'The wise sages always see the Highest Heaven of 

ViJf.'U' (Tait. Sam. 1-3-6). 
(2) 'He is in the imperishable Highest Heaven' 

(Tait. 11·1·1). 

1 qi M 2. 
1 Sam&iJra means the circuit of mundane existence consisting of frequent 

births and deaths and all their consequences. 
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{3) ' Him who is dwelling in the place which is beyond 
the Rajas' (Tait. Satit, II-2-12-5). 

• 
(4) 'The All-pervading one, ancient, and beyond the 

reach of darkness' (Tait. II-1-1). 
(5) 'Those, who are great, indeed reach the Heaven 

where there are ancient gods known as Sadhyas' (Tait. Ar. 
III ·12·39). 

ANTARADHIKARA~A 3 

13. Antara upapatte~ 

(The person) within (the eye) is the Highest Self; 
because (it is so) apprehended in (scriptural texts). 

' The person, who is seen in the eye, is the Self, said he. 
This is the Immortal and Fearless, This is the Brahmat&' 
(Chand. IV-15-1). Here the Person, who is said to be in 
the eye, is the Highest Person. The qualities such as death· 
lessness, fearlessness and Samyad'f)amatva' etc., that have no 
limiting conditions, can be possible only in the Highflst Self. 

1 .tRf\t~ M 1. • aJ~ia A 1, 2. 
'He is called Samyadvlma as all blessings go towards Htm. 
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14. Sth-antldivyapade&'llcca 

And on account of the statement as to the abode, etc. 

That He dwells within the eye and at the same time He 
rules over the eye is proved in the text, ' He who dwells 
within the eye etc.' (Br~· III-7-18). Therefore this must be 
the Highest Self. 

15. Sukhavi&'ifi~Clbhidhtln7Jdevaca 

And on account of the very same text referring to 
what is characterised by Pleasure. 

The scriptural text, ' Pleasure is the Brahman. Ether is 
the Brahman' (Chand. IV-10-5) refers only to what is 
characterised by Pleasure. ·Hence this must Le the Highest 
Self. 

16. A ta eva ca sa Brahma 

For that very reason that (ether) is the Brahman. 

Here Upakosala being afraid of Samsara, made the 
inquiry about the Btahman. Then he was taught that the 
Pleasure was the Brahman and the Ether was the Brahman. 

1 ~il¥ilJ M 1, 2. 
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Again it has been stated 'That which is denoted by the word 

' Pleasure' is identical with that denoted by the word ' Ether' 
(Chand. IV-10-5). Therefore the Ether identified with the 

Pleasure, is the Highest Brahmatt. 

17. Srutopani~atkagatyabkidh~n~cca 

And on account of the statement of the way of 
him who has heard of the U pani~ads. 

For him who has heard of the Person within the eye, the 
scriptural passage 'They go to light etc.' (Chand. IV-15-5) 

prescribes the same way marked with light etc. as prescribed 

for them who have heard of the true nature of the Brahman. 
Hence this is the Highest Person. 

18. Anavasth#erasambhav~cca netara~ 

(It) cannot (be) any other (than the Highest Self) 
on account of its non-residence (in eye) and of the 
impossibility (of possessing the characteristics des~ 

cribed). 
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The individual selves, etc. who are other than the 
Highest Self, cannot have their residence in the eye. They 
do not always reside in the eye and they do not (possess the 

characteristics) of immortality etc. 

ANTARYAMYADIKARA~A 4 

19. Antary-amyadhidaivadhilok'ildi~u taddharma
vyapadest'ilt 

The Internal Ru1er (referred to) in the texts with 
respect to the Gods, with respect to the worlds, etc. (is 
the Highest Person); because the attributes of Him are 
mentioned. 

The Internal Ruler, mentioned in the various passages in 
respect of the Gods, in respect of the worlds etc., is the 
Highest Person ; because the qualities of the Highest Person, 
such as, being the Internal Ruler, being unknown by all, 
having all as His body, being the All-controller and so on, 

are mentioned there, 
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20. N a ca smzzrtamataddharm'llbhilztpacchztriraS'ca 

This is not the Smarta i.e. Pradh'ilna; on account 
of the declaration of the qualities not belonging to it; 
nor the embodied self. 

Neither the Pradhiina nor the individual self is He; 
because the qualities such as becoming unknown to all which 
are not impossible in them, have been mentioned therein. Just 
as He cannot be the Pradhiina, because these qualities are im
possible in it, for the same reason, He cannot be the individual 
self also. 

21. Ubhayepi ki bhedenainam adhlyate 

For, both (also) speak of Him as something different. 

Both, the Miidhyamdinas and the Kiit,tvas, speak 
of the Inner Ruler as being different from the individual 
self. The scriptural text meant here is this-' He 
who dwelling within' the knowledge ' ' He, who dwelling 
in the individual self, is within the individual self, whom 

1 ~~· A2. 
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the individual self does not know, whose body is the 
individual self, who internally rules the individual self.' 

(Miidh. Br~· III-7). Therefore this is only the Highest One. 

AD~S'YATVADIGUl:lAKADHIKARAl:lA 5 

22. Adrstyatvadigu~ako dharmokte~ 

He who possesses the qualities of invisibility etc. 
(is the Highest Self); on account of the declaration of 
the attributes. 

1 Now, the higher knowledge is that whereby the Im-
perishable One is apprehended' (Mu~;t¢. I-1-5). 

1 Him who is Invisible' (Mu~;t~. 1-1-6). 
1 The wise see Him to be the origin of bei11gs' (Mu~;t~. 1-1-6). 
' The Higher than that which is higher than the im-

perishable (Pradhiina) ' (Mu~;t¢. II-1-2). 
These texts teach about the Hig~est Self, who is other 

than the individual self and the Pradhii11a. His attributes 
have been de~lared in the scriptural text, 'He who under· 

stands all and knows all' (Mu~~· 1-1-9). 
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23. Vi~e~attabhedavyapade~abhyam ca netarau 

He is not the two others (i.e. the Pradhctna and 
the individual self); on account of {the mention of) 
particular attribute and the statement of difference. 

He is not the Pradhiina, because of the particularisation 

of the character, namely the attainment of the knowledge of 
all through the knowledge of one. He is not the individual self, 

because of the difference mentioned in the text' He is different 
from him (Jiva) who is different from Ak$ara' (Mu~;tt;l. II-1-2). 

Here the word Ak$ara means the Pradhana. The individual 

self is different from the Pradhiina. The Brahman is different 

from the individual self. Or the scriptural text quoted above 

may be interpreted thus, taking the two words viz. Ak~arat 
and Parata~ in grammatical equation (Samiiniidhikara~;tya)

The Lord is different from the Ak$ara, the 25th entity i.e. the 

individual self who is altogether distinct from the Pradhana 

and its modifications. 

1 q·~~rct M 2. 
According to S'ri Ramii.nuja 's view, the Tattvas or enhtle3 are o£ 26 kinds. 

'they are-1 Prakrti, 2 Mahat, 3 Ahamkara, 4 to 9 JIIilnendr1yas 6 (organs of 
sense), 10 to 14 Karmendnyas 5 (organs of action), 15 to 19 Tanmatras 5 
(subtle elements), 20 to 24 Bhutas5 (gross elements), 25 the IndiVIdual self 
and 26 the Supreme Self. 
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24. Rupopany"ils7lcca 
• 

And on account of the description of His form. 

He is the Highest Self ; because He is stated to have 
the three worlds for His body in the following text : 1 Fire is 
His head' (Mu~. 11-1-4). 

VAIS'VANARADHIKARA~A 6 

25. Vais'v'ilnara~ s7ldhctrattas'abdaviset{i1t 

Vais'v'ilnara (is the Highest Self); on account of 
the mention of special characteristics (in the context) 
in spite of that (word) being used as general term. 

The word, Vais'Viinara, occurring in the scriptural text, 
1 Now you meditate that Vais''Viinara Self' (Chand. V-11-6) 
refers to the Highest Self. The word, VaiS''Vtinara, applies 
generally to the fire in the stomach etc. also ; but in this 
context it refers to the Highest Self ; because then: is the 
mention of the peculiar characteristics of the Highest Self, 
namely, being the Self of all objects and denoted by the word 

Brahman. 
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26. Smaryamttrzamanumttnam syllditi 

That which is recognised (as stated in other text) 
is an inferential mark. 

·The form of Vais•viinara starts from the heavens and 
ends with the earth. These forms are stated in the text, 
1 Fire is His head etc.' (MuJJ¢. II-1-4). These peculiar 
characteristics of the Highest Self are recognised (as stated in 
other text) and they are the inferential marks. 

27. Sabdczdibhyonta~t pratilithllnctcca neti cenna, 
tathrJ drfityaupades'lldasambhavat purufiamapt 

cainamadhiyate 

Should it be said that it is not so, on account of 
the reasons namely distinguishing word ete. and the 
statement of his abiding with in; we say no; on account 
of the meditation being directed on that way; on 
account (of such a thing) being impossibility and 
because they read of Him as 'Person '. 

Here there is an objection-In the scriptural text, 1 He 

~~~~~A 2 • .. 
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is Agni Vais"viinara' (PraS'. 1-7), the word, Agni is used 

in the same grammatical equation with the word Vais"viinara, 
he is the abode of the Prii~~iihuti {oblation to prana. i.e. 
vital air) and there is the scriptural text, ' Abiding within the 
person'. (S'ata. Br. 10-6-1-11) Hence he is not the Highest 
Self. To this objection, this is answer. It is not so; because 
it is taught that He has to be meditated upon as having the 
fire of the stomach, as His body. Moreover the fire in the 
stomach cannot have the three worlds, as its body. The scrip
tural text of the V iijasaneyins, ' This is the Agni Vais'viinara 
same as the Puru~a' (S'ata. Br. 10-6-1-11) teaches that the 
Vais'viinara is the Person. The word, Person, without 
any limiting conditions attached to it, applies only to the 
Lord Nariiyat;za, the Highest Self. This is said clearly in the 
text, beginning with ' The thousand-headed God ' and 
ending with, 'All this universe is the Person,' (Tait. II-II-1). 

28. Ata eva na devatfJ bh:atam ca 

For the same reason (Vais'vi:lnara) IS not the 
minor deity nor the Bhuta (element). 

1 f~f~: A 1. 
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Because VaiS'vanara mentioned here is known to have 
the three worlds as His body and is denoted by the word, 
Person, He is not the minor deity called Agni (i.e. fire) nor 
is he the third Mahii-Bhuta (gross element i.e. fire). 

29. SllkflZdapyavirodham J aimini~ 

Jaimini opines that there is no inconsistency 
(because the word, Agni) directly (denotes the Highest 
Self). 

It is not necessary to hold that the word 1 Agni ' is 
used here in the same grammatical equation with a view to 
teach that the Brahman should be meditated having the fire as 
His body. The word 1 Agni' directly refers to the Highest Self, 
as He takes the foremost part among gods. Therefore, 
Acarya Jaimini opines that nothing is contradicted here. 

30. Abhivyakteritya&'marathya~ 

On account of revelation ; so AS'marathya opines. 

1 ;r omitted M 1, 2. 
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A S'marathya is of opinion that, for the sake of revelation 
to those who resort to meditation, He is mentioned as 
measured by the heaven and other regions, though He is really 
immeasurable. 

31. Anusmrterbadari~~ 

On account of meditation ; (so) Badari opines. 

The Supreme self is represented having as the limbs 
from the head to the foot, the regions beginning from the 
sky and ending with the earth. What the text enjoins is 
devout meditation in that form for the purpose of reaching 
the Brahman. 

32. Sampatteriti J aiministatha hi darstayati . 
On account of imaginative identification; thus 

Jaimini thinks; for the text declares thus. 

In the scriptural text, 'The chest is the sacrificial 
altar, the hairs are the KuS'a grass, the heart is the 
Garhapatya fire' (Chand. V-18-2), there is the imagina
tive identification of the heart etc. of the devotee with 
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the sacrificial altar etc. So that the PriitJiihuti (oblation to 
PratJa) which forms a helpful part of the Vidya (medi
tation) may serve the purpose of .A.gnihotra. This is the 
opinion of Jaimini. The scriptural text in support of this view 
is this :-' He ""'ho offers the Agnihotra knowing it thus' 
(Chand. V -24·2). These view~ are acceptable. The names 
of Aciiryas are mentioned as a mark of respect. 

33. Amananti cainamasmin 

Moreover, they record Him in this. 

They recite the following scriptural text, Viz. 'The 
brightly shining heaven is the head of the Self' (Chand. 
V-18-2) and opine that the Highest Self should be meditated 
in the body of the devotee at the time of PriitJiihuti (the 
offering of the oblation to PriiQa). The conclusion is that the 
head etc. of the devotee is the head etc. of the Highest Self. 

THUS ENDS THE 2ND PIDA OF THE 1ST ADHY.i.YA 

u 
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ADHYAYA I, PADA III 

DYUBHVA:DYADHIKARAl!lA 1 

1. Dhyubhvzzdyayatanam Svatlabdzzt 

The abode of heaven, earth etc. (is the Highest 
Self), on account of (the use of) the term that refers to 
Him. 

In the Scriptural text-' In whom the heaven, the earth 
and the sky are woven' (Mutz{l. 11-2-5), it is stated that He 
is the abode or support of heaven, etc. Here the Highest Self 
is so meant, because in the same text the word, Atman (Self) 

is used viz.-' Know Him alone as the one Self' (Mut.t<i· 11-2-5). 
The aspect of being the Self without any condition, has to be 
applied only to the Highest-Person. This fact has been 

supported by the scriptural teltt ' He is the Setu (bridge) to 
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Immortality' (Mutz~. II-2-5). The scriptural text, 'Becoming 

many' (Mutz~. II-2-6) does not exclude Him as possessing 
the characteristics of the Highest Self. The S'ruti passage 
1 Though unborn, He is born as many' (Tait. Ar. 111-13-1) 
teaches that He is not born due to His past actions ; but He 
is born as and when He de~ires, on account of the love that 

He bears towards His dependants. 

2. M ukfopasrpyavyapade~'ilcca 

And on account of His being declared that to 

Him the released souls have to resort. 

' Then, the knower shaking off good and evil and free from 

stains, attains the highest equahty' (Mutz~. Ill-1-3). 1 So the 
knower being freed from name and form, goes to the Heavenly 

Person, who is higher than the high ' (Mutz~. III-2-8). Here 
it is declared that He is to be attained by those, who are freed 
from good and evil as well as name and form. Hence the 

Highest Person is to be taken as referred to here. 

1 ~omitted A 1, M 1. 
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3. Nilnumilnamatacchabdat Prllttabhrcca 

It is not the Anumana (Pradh"llna), on account of 
absence of words del'loting it; and so also it is not 
the bearer of the Pr'ilttas (i.e. the individual self). 

The meaning is this :-' Just as this is not the Pradhana, 
because there are no words in the context to indicate it, so 
also this is not the bearer of the Pral)as (i.e. the individual 
self). 

4. BhedavyapadeS'll~ 

On account of the declaration of difference. 

The Highest Person is meant here, because He is men· 
tioned as different from the individual self. This is 
proved in the text, ' The individual self being influenced 
by the impotent Prakrti, becomes ignorant and feels sorry. 
When he sees the other, the Lord, pleased well and His 
greatness then becomes relieved from grief,' (Mut~(l. III-1-2). 

5. Prakarattllt 

On account of the context. 

1 ~~~'r., M 3. 1 it~~nN, M 2. 
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The context treats of the Highest Self. The text is 
this-' Then the higher knowledge is that by which the 
indestructible is apprehended ' (Mu~{l. I-1-5). 

6. Stht~yadanflbhy-am ca 

And on account of abiding and eating. 

' One of them eats the sweet Pippala fruit, while the 
other shines without eating' (Mu~{l. III-1-1.) In this 
scriptural text it is stated that the individual self enjoys 
the fruits of his actions, and the :other shines in splendour 
without eating. Hence, the Highest Self is referred to 
in the context. 

BHOM!DHIKARA~A 2 

7. Bhuma samprasctdadadhyupadest-at 

The Bhuman (is the Highest Self) as the instruc
tion about Him is on His superiority than the indi
vidua] self. 
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The scriptures state-' The pleasure alone is to be inquired 
into' (Chand. VII-22). 'The Bhuman alone is pleasure' 
(Chand. VII-23). Then it narrates the nature of the Bhilman 

thus ' Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, knows 
nothing else, that is the Bhuman' (Chand. Vll-24). That is 
called Bhuman, while experiencing which pleasure one does not 
see anything else as pleasure, does not hear anything else as 

pleasure and does not know anything else as pleasure; because 
there is the scriptural text, ' But where one sees something 

else, hears something else, knows something else, that is the 
little' (Chand. VII-24). In the Maha·Bharatait is stated thus 
-' The celestial heavenly chariots moving unrestrained, halls, 

the pleasure grove of various kinds and the lotus-pools of 
crystal water-All these, Oh dear, are hells when compared 

with that abode of the Highest Self' (S'a. 196-4). 'But he is 
Ati-uadfn who makes a supreme declaration by the means 

of the Truth' (Chand. III-16). The fact that he is Ativadin 
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could be reasonably maintained only on the acceptance of this 

fact. The Ativiidin (i.e. one, who speaks on High) is one, who 

is the object of his devotion, speaks of it as highly beneficial to 

man. The word Bhtiman, that is the counter term of the 

'little' speaks of the abundance of pleasure, possessed by 
Him as stated above. What is denoted by the word 

Bhuman, is the Highest Self ; because the Bhuman is 
said greater than the individual self. The word, Sam
prasiida occuring in the Sfitrp means the individual 
self. The scriptural text is this-' Then this is the 

(Samprasiida) individual self' (Chand. VIII-3-4). Consider 

the text, ' But he is an A tiviidin, who makes a supreme 
declaration by means of the Truth' (Chand. 111-16). What is 
taught here is the Person, who is different from and higher 
than the individual self, who is denoted by the word Priit;a. 

8. DharmopapatfeS'ca 

On account of the attributes being suitable (to 
the Highest Self). 

1 ~~f.~, M 3; 
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' Oh Blessed Sir, In whom does He rest? He rests in 
His own greatness' (Chand. VII-24). From the above 
mentioned and other scriptures, the attributes, such as 
(1) resting in His own greatness (2) being the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the universe and (3) being the Self of all 
objects, are ascertained as belonging to the Highest Person. 
Hence the word Bhtiman, refers to the Highest Person. 

AK?ARADHIKARA~A 3 

9. Ak~ara~ambarantadhrte~t 

The Indestructible (is the Brahman), on account 
of His supporting that which is the end of Ambara 
(ether). 

The scriptural text says thu.:;-' 0 Gii.rgi, Brdhmavas 
call that Indestructible (Ak!?ara). It is not gross, not of 
atomic size ' (Brh. 3-8-8). Here what is denoted by the term 
' Indestructible ' is the Highest Brahman, because He is said 
to be the support of that which is the end (or the place of 
merging) of ether. The scriptural passage beginning with 
'0 Gargi, which is above the sky' (Brh. 3-8·7) mentions the 

1 ~~ ;rrffl ft('f ~RRI' omitted A 1. 
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Akas'a as the support of all changable things. It is again 
questioned ' In whome is this AkaS'a woven crosswise and 
lengthwise? ' (Brh. 3-8-7). In answering the above question 
the text 'This is the Indestructible (Ak;;ara) ' (Brh. 3-8-8) 
says that the Ak;;ara is the support of that which is the end 
of Ambara (ether) contain~>d with wind. The purport of the 
whole topic is this. The Akas•a which is said to be the 
support of all changable things is identical with the Pradhana 
or Avyakta, the primitive cause and merging place of Ambara 

(the ether) pregnant with wind. The Ak~ara {Indestructible 
one) which is said to be the support of the Pradhiina is the 
Supreme Brahman. 

10. Sa ca praS''ilsan'llt 

And this {supporting springs) from command. 

Such kind of support is said to have sprung from the 
supreme command, in the text, ' Oh ! Giirgi I In the supreme 
command of the Indestructible, etc.' (Br~· 3-8-9). Hence 
this Indestructible cannot be the individual self as well. 

lZ 
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11. Anyabhavavy-avrtteS'ca 

And on account of the neg:).tion of being other 
than that (the Highest Self). 

' Being other ' means ' being different '. The further 
portion of the sentence 'The unseen Seer, the unheard Hearer' 
nagates the d1fferenr:e between the Ak~ara and the Highest 
Self. Therefore He is the Highest One only. 

iK~ATIKARMADHIKARA~A 4 

12. lk~a~ikarma vyapadeS''ilt sa~~ 

He (the Highest Self) is the object of seeing, 
because there is declaration of His essential charac

teristics. 

The scriptural passage beginning with ' But he, who 
meditates with this syllable, Om, of three Miitriis on the 
Highest Person,' and ending with ' he sees the Person 
dwelling in .the castle and Higher than the high, greater 
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than mortal living, beings ' (Pras'. V -5). Here the object of 

perception preceeded by meditation, is that Ruler Highest 
Self. In the subsequent passage it is stated thus-' The 
wise, by the means of the syllable Om, reaches Him who is 
calm, not aged immortal and fearless' (Pras'. V -7). Here are 

mentioned the attributes, that are peculiar to the Highest 
Self. It is also because in the scriptural text, ' The wise sages 

know that' (Pras'. V-7), it has been pointed out that the sages 
see His place of resort, (i.e. Heaven). 

DAHARADHIKARA~A 5 

13. Dahara uttarebhya~ 

The subtle (ether) is the Brahman, on account of 

the subsequent statements. 

The scriptural passage ' Now, what is in this city of 
Brahman, is an abode, a small lotus-flower. Whithin that 

is a small space. What is within that, should be searched for. 

Certainly that is what one should de.sire to know ' (Chand. 
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VIII-1·1). mentions the subtle ether. This subtle ether is 
the Highest Self, on account of the special attributes subse· 
quently mentioned. In the subsequent passage, the subtle 
ether is said to be the support of all the worlds and hence 
to be of huge size. It is also subsequently said that the 
city mentioned above is identical with the Brahman who is 
Truth and that in the subtle ether which is Brahman-city 
there are several desires (desirable attributes). Then there are 
inquiries as to what is this subtle ether and what are those 
desirable attributes. Then the following passage in answer 
begins with ' That is the Self, free from evil ' and ends with 
'whose wishes and purposes come true' (Chand. 8-1-5). 
Here the subtle ether is the Highest Self. The desirable 
attributes are His freedom from evil etc. In the passage 
' Within that is a small space. What is within that, should 
be searched for' (Chand. 8-1·1) the subtle ether and the 
contents thereof are clearly l!lentioned to be searched for. This 
fact has been clearly indicated in the scriptural text ' Those 
who reach the Highest Place by meditating upon Him and 
His true qualities' (Chind. 8-1-6). 
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14. Gatistabdabhyatit tathaht dnta1h lingam ca 

On account of the movement above and of the 
word (i.e. the scriptural statements) ; for thus it is 
seen; and there is an inferential sign. 

'Just so, all these people go to this Brahman-world 
everyday, but they do not know Him' (Chfind. VIII-3-2). 
This scriptural text says that every day all the people 

not knowing Him, move above the subtle ether i.e. they 
rest on Him. The word, Brahma-loka is used in the same 
grammatical equation with the ifkas'a of the subtle form. 
The above mentioned two facts help in determining 
that the subtle ether mentioned here, refers to the Highest 
Brahman. In the following scriptural statements also it 
is seen that all people take rest on the Highest Self. 'All 

these worlds hke rest on Him' (Kafh. Il-6-1). 'The people 

take rest on the Highest Indestructible' (Tait. II-1-3). The 
word ' Brahma-loka' is used to mean the Highest Person in the 
scriptural passage 'This is Brahma-loka' (Br~- IV-3-33). We 
need not go for any other external reference to prove this faci ; 

1 s__ • 
lft1+trif~Cf, A 2. 
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these above mentioned evidences alone namely that all 
people rest on the the subtle ether and the usage of the 
word Brahtna-loka will suffice to prove it. 

15. D~rtes'ca makimnosyczsminnupalabdhe~ 

And on account of the fact that the qualities 
supporting etc. that determine the greatness of the 
Brahman, are perceived in It. 

That He is the support of the world is proved in 
scriptural text, ' Now, He, who is the Self, is the bank, a 
limitiary support' (Chand. VIII-4-1). In this AktiS'a of a 
subtle form, are perceived the qualities that determine the 
greatness of the Highest Self, the support of the world. 
The qualities that determine the greatness of the Highest 
Self, are stated in the scriptural text, ' He is the bank and 
support etc' <Br~· IV-4-22). 

16. Prasiddhes'ca 

And on acconnt of its meaning being established 
(in the scriptural texts). 

1 q('ff~~tif: e~~ M. 3. 
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The word, AkaS'a, has been determined to mean the 

Highest Self in the scriptural text, ' This AkaS'a who is the 
Bliss etc.' (Tait. I-7-1). Hence it refers to the Highest Self. 
Therefore the word Akiis'a is more familiar in denoting the 
Highest Self endowed with the qualites such as true will etc. 
than the ether. 

17. I tarapar7tmargltt sa di cenn7tsambhavcU 

If it be said that on account of the reference to 
the other one, he (i.e. the individual self) is meant, we 
say in answer-No, on account of impossibility. 

If it be said-The individual self is referred to in the 
scriptural text, ' Now, he the Samprasiida (i.e. the individual 
self) ' (Chand. VIII-3-4) and hence, this word AkdS'a, refers 
to the individual self ; it is not so. The qualities mentioned 
therein are impossible in the individual self. 

18. U ttarllccedctvirbhutasvarupastu 

If it be said that from a subsequent passage (it 
appears that the individual self is meant); rather (the 
self) in so far as his true nature has become manifest, 

~~~,M.l, 
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In a subsequent passage, occurs the statement, 1 This 

self free from evil' (Chand. VIII-7-1). This passage refers 
to the indivudal self. Hence, impossibility of any kind does 
not here ari:>e. Certainly, what is referred to in the context 
is the individual self, as he undergoes the states of wake
fulness, dream, and deep sleep etc. It is not so. The state· 
ment relates to the individual self of whom the true nature 
has become manifest. The qualities, such as 1 freedom from 
evil, etc.' are concealed by the association of the bodies, that 
are the products of Karman (past actions). When subse
quently they (i.e. the released souls) reach the Highest Light, 
then, their true nature manifest themselves and they 
possess the qualities, such as, ' freedom from evil etc.' Such 
an individual self is mentioned in the text mentioned 
above. But the AkaS'a of the subtle form is mentioned as 
an ocean of many auspicious qualities, that could not be 
ever hidden. Hence, the word, AkiiS'a, does not refer to 
the individual self. 

19. Atzy'llrthaS'ca par'llmarS'a~L 

And what is referred to (here) has a different 
purpose. 

1 ~~otl~f6(tftt~, A 2, M 1. 
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'The individual self, having left this body reaches the 
Highest Light and regaim his own form' (Chiiud. VIII-3-4). 
The above mentioned text states that the individual self 

regains his own nature when he reaches the Daharakii.s-a 

(the subtle ether). Thus the text refers to the Jiva, only for 

the purpose of explaining the power of the Highest Self in 

granting the individual self his essential nature. 

20. Alpagruteriti cet taduktam 

If it be said that the scriptures declare that He is 
small ; this objection has been replied already. 

This is not the Highest Self, because the scriptures state 

that He occupies a small place and that by nature He is very 

small. Here the reply has been given already-' Because 
the Brahman has to be meditated upon in that manner, and 

because in the same passage the Brahman is said to be 
like ether' (Siitra. I-2·7). 

21. Anukrtestasya ca 

And on account of the tmitation of the Highest 
Self by the individual self, 
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The individual self is said to imitate the Highest Light, 

who is the subtle AkaS'a (ether of the subtle kind). Therefore 
the individual self is not the Akcis'a of the subtle kind in 
question. Consider the scriptural text 'There he approaches 
Him eating, playing and rejoicing 1 (Chand. VIII-12·3). It 
is stated here t~at, having approached Him, he imitates Him 
in acting as he desires. 

22. Api smaryate 

The same is declared by smrti also. 

It is stated in the Smrti thus-' Those who, resort to this 
knowledge and attain the possession of qualities that cha· 
racter'ise Me, are neither born at the time of creation, nor 
hurt at the time of dissolution 1 {Bh. Gila XIV -2). 

PRAMITADHIKARA:t:l'A 6 

23. S'abd'ildeva pramita~ 

The measured one is the Highest Self, because of 
the term itself. 

1 'fij'lil(~CIUJI~, A 1. 
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' The person of the size of the thumb, stands in the middle 

of the self, as Lord of the past and the future' (Iiath. 11·4-12). 
Here who is mentioned as measured by the size of the thumb, 
is the Highest Self, because of tne use of the words, on His 
Lordship. ' The Lord of the past and the future '. 

24. Hrdyapek!}aya tu manu~y-adhikaratvat 

But the reference is to the heart, as the men are 
qualified (to meditate upon the Brahman.) 

Even the Infinite One is mentioned as measured by the 
size of the thumb, because He remains in the heart of men, 
who meditate upon Him. Men alone are entitled to meditate 
upon Him. The scriptures are intended for men. Hence this 
is stated with reference to the heart of men. This topic will 
be finally concluded later on. 

DEVATlDHIKARA~A 7 

25. Taduparyap;, Badarayapa~ sambhavctt 

Bttdar-ayap.a thinks that, also those who are above 
men, meditate upon Him, because it is possible. 
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The illustrious Badaraya~za thinks thus-Even the 
gods, who are above men, meditate upon that Brahman, 
because they also are regarded as suppliants. Such a thing 
is possible for them, as they do not lose the memory of the 
knowledge, that they have acquired formerly. In the Mantras 
and Arthavadas of the Veda, the deities are praised as possess· 
ed with body. In order to justify the same, the existence of 
the body of gods should be accepted on the authority of the 
same Vedic passages. 

26. V irodha~ karmattiti cenn'llnekapratipatterdarganctt 

If it be said that it is opposed with reference to 
the ritual performances ; we deny this, on account of the 
observation of the assumption of several bodies. 

Suppose the gods have bodies. Then the individual god 
cannot be present at the same time in all places. Hence, 
there arises the contradiction as regards the ritual works. 
It is not so; because it is seen that Saubhari and others have 
assumed several bodies at the same time. 

1 ·~ Rtt0111 1 A 1, ~ M 1. 
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27. S abda iti cennczta~ prabhavflt 
pratyak~"ilnumflntJbhy"ilm 

If it be said (that a contradiction will occur) with 
regard to the words (i.e. scriptural statements}; we say 
no, since beings originate from them (as appears) from 
perception and inference. 

A contradiction will occur in the scriptural statements. 
Because the bodies of lndra and other gods are effected with 
several parts, they are not permanent. The Vedic words denot
ing lndra, etc. are totally devoid of meaning during the periods, 

which preceed the origination of lndra etc. or follow on their 
destruction. And also the Veda itself will be non-eternal. It is 

not so. The gods lndra etc. are created by the creator with 
the guidance given by the Vedic words Indra etc. The words, 

lndra, etc. do not mean any particular individual. But, as in 

the case of the words cow etc., they represent a class and 
species that bear the same form. Suppose the previous bzdra 
is destroyed, then the four-faced Brahman remembers the 
particular form of lndra, etc. of former time and then 

1 ~,_~ omitted A l. 
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creates new lndra etc. of the same form, like a potter makes 
a new pot. Hence, no contradiction will occur. How is this 
known ? (Reply)-Such a thing is known from the statements 
found in Vedic scriptures and Smrtis. The Vedic scriptural 
authority is this-' The creator created the Sat and Asot (the 
existent a11d non-existent things) by the guidance of Veda' (Tait. 
Br. II-6-2.) ' He said ' Bhii~.' Then he created the earth' 
(Tait. Br. II-2-4). The Smrti text is this-' In the beginning, 
he assigned the several names, actions and conditions, to all 
beings taking them from the words of the Veda' (Manu 
Smrti I, 21) and so on. 

28. Ata eva ca nityat-oam 

And for the same reason, the eternity of the Vedas 
is estab1ished. 

The creator Brahman recollects the meaning of the 
words used in the Vedas. Then he creates the world. 
Vis"Oamitra and other sages are the composers of the Mantras 
as stated in the scriptural texts, ' He gratifies the composers 
of the Mantras', and 'This is the hymn of Vis"Otimitra' 
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(Tait. Sam. 5-2·3). Yet the Vedas, which are full of Mantras, 
etc. retain their eternity. He the creator remembers with the 
help of the words of the Vedas Visviimitra and others of 
the former time, who are capable of repeating the Mantras 
without teaching. Then he creates the persons having the 
same name and ability, who could recite the same Mantras 
assigned to them. This happens after the Naimittika Pralaya. 
These persons r.eveal the very Mantras etc. without any 
fault. Thus it is established that the Vedas are eternal 
and that the various persons mentioned therein are the authors 
of the various MatJtras. 

How could then the eternity of the Vedas be established, 
when the Vedas and the creator are destroyed in the material 
deluge (i.e. Prakrta Pralaya) ? The Sfitrakiira answers this 
question thus : 

29. Samztnan7Jmarupatv7Jcc-nvrttetvapya'Oirodho 
dardanztt smrtedca 

And on account of the sameness of the names and 
forms (in each creation of the world), no contradiction 
arises even in the subsequent creation; as it appears 
from Sruti and Smrti texts. 
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The world, that is going to be created, will have the 
same name and form as it had formely. Hence, no 
contradiction arises, even if the material deluge does take 
place frequently. The Highest Person, who is the first 
creator of the world, recollects the form of the world, as it 
was before the deluge. Then He creates the world of the 
same form. Then He hands over to the creator the 
Vedas, which he remembers in the same order as it was 
before. It is known from S'ruti and Smrti passages that 
the first creator created the world in the same form as it 
was before. The S'ruti passages are these-' The creator 
Brahman created the sun and the moon as they were 
before' (Tait. II-1-38). 'He who created the creator 
in olden time and gave the Vedas to Him ' (S'vet. VI-18). 

The Smrti passage is this:-' As in each rotation, the 
various signs of the seasons are seen very same, so also is the 
case with various things in each Yuga' 1, etc. (Vistzu I-5-65). 

l Yuga means the age of the world. They are four-Krta, Treta, 
DvitfJara, and Kali; the duration of each is said to be respectively, 1,728,000, 
1,296,000, 864,000, and 432,000 yea1s of men. They together constitute a 
Mah41uga. 
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Thus the eternity of the Vedas must be interpreted so 

as to mean that the words and sentences of the Vedas must be 

recited in the same ord€r as found in traditional teaching. 

MADHVADHIKARA~A 8 

30. M adhvzzdisvasambhavctdanadhikl1ram Gaiminih . . 
Jaimini maintains that Vasu and other divine 

beings are not entitled to practise Madhu and other 
meditations (Vidyas) on account of the impossibility. 

In the Madhu and other meditations, Vasu and othet 

gods are to be meditated and they have to be attained, by 

resorting to those meditations. These gods cannot practise 
these meditations; because they cannot play at the same time 
the role of the agent and the object of the same meditation. 
More over Vasu$ cannot be the object of desire; because they 
are Vasus already. Therefore Jaimini maintains that, as they 

have not the necessary qualifications, they cannot resort to 

Madhuvidya etc. 

~~~~A l,M2. 
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31. J yolifi bh'llv'ilcca 

And this is on account of the meditation by the 
gods being directed towards Light. 

'The Det~as meditate upon Him, the Light of Lights, 
immortal and life' (Br. IV-4-16). Here the word Light, 
refers to the Highest Brahman. This passage refers to the 
meditation on the Highest Light by the gods. The medita· 

tion is already known as common to the gods and men. Yet 

this special reference indicates that the gods are entitled to do 

this particular meditation only and not other meditations 

involving Vasu and other gods as the object. 

32. Bh'llvam tu B'lldarczyarzostihi 

B'lldarczyapa opines that (these qualifications) exist; 
for there is possibility (of such a contingency). 

The blessed Badaraya~a opines that Vasu and other 

gods possess the necessary qualifications for resorting to 
Madhu and other similar Vidyas. Vasu and others can 

'earmc M 1. 
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meditate upon the Brahmatt in their own form so that 
they may in future ages also hold the same position of 
their being l' asu. That the sun is the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world is stated in the scriptural text, ' He 
stands in the middle alone' (Chand. III-11-1). That the 
Madhuvidyii represents the knowledge of tht! Brahman is stated 
in the same context of the scriptural text, ' He, who knows thus 
this Brahmopani§ad ' (Chlind. II I -11-3). Therefore, what is to 
be mt>ditated upon there, is the Brahman in both the states of 
cause and effect. Thus no contradiction arises; because in a 
future age, they enjoy the position of Vasu, etc. and at the 
close of their office they attain the Brahman. 

APAS'ODRADHIKARA~A 9 

33. Sugasya tadant:Zdarafravatt'llt tadt:ldra'Ciap'llt 

sucyate hi 

(That) grief in him (arose}, this is intimated by his 
resorting to him on hearing a disrespectful speech about 
himself. 

1 ~qr.({~fl('l M 2. 
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The preceptor calls the disciple as 'S'udra' at the time of 
imparting the knowledge of the Brahman as seen in the scrip· 

tural text, 'You have brought these, Oh S'udra' (Chiiud. IV-2· 
5). It is here indicated that grief arose in the disciple, as he 
did not possess the knowledge of the Brahmau. The word, 
'S'adra' etymologically means, 'one who grieves'. It does 
not mean him who belongs to the S'fidra caste. Why ? It is 
because of hearing a disrespectful speech. The phrase, 
'on hearing a disrespectful speech about himself ' means
on account of hearing a disrespectful speech about himself, 
who did not possess the knowledge of the Bl'ahman. In 
consequence of that, he approached the prec~ptor. The word, 
'hi' used liere refers to the cause that led JiinaS'ruti to 

approach the preceptor. He was called S't1dra, not on account 
his being born in that community. Therefore, it becomes 
clear that those, who are born in S'udra caste, are not entitled 
to practise the Brahmavidya. 

34. K~atriyatt•agateS'ca 

And on account of }llnaS'ruti's Ktatriya-hood being 
recognised. 
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Because the disciple was recognized to be a K$atriya, he 
was not addressed as a member of the S'iidra community. In 
the beginning of the scriptural text, it is stated that he was 
the donor of many valuable things. Thus it becomes dear 
that he was a K$atriya ; because he made gift of many things, 
plentiful cooked rice and many villages. 

35. Uttaratra caitrarathena ling~t 

And on account of the inferential sign (occurring 
in the subsequent passage), namely, 'along with 

Caitraratha '. 

Regarding this Sam:vargavidyii in a later passage it 
is seen that this Vidya should be resorted to by Brah
maQas and K$afriyas only. The scriptural text is this, 'Then 
S'aunaka Kdpeya and Abhipratdrin etc.' (Chand. IV-
3·5). Now Abhipratdrin is Caitraratha and a K$atriya. 
That Abhipratdrin was Caitraratha and also a K$atriya 
is made known by that word being placed in juxtaposi· 
tion with KaPeJ'a. In a different conter.t, the characteriRtics 

1 ~ omitted A 1, M 3. 1 ~~q omitted M 3. 
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of Caitraratha and also of a K!)atriya are found in a 
person, who was associated with Kapeya. The scriptural 
texts run as follow-' The Kapeyas made Caitraratha perform 
the sacrifice' (TatJ4. Br. II-12-5). 'From him there was 
born the Caitraratha of K!)atriya caste'. (S'at. Br. 11-5-3-13.) 
Therefore this disciple does not belong to the fourth caste. 

36. Samsknrapar'l'lmars'l'lt tadabh'l'lv'l'lbhil'l'ljJ'l'lcca 

On account of the reference to the ceremonial 
purifications and on account of the declaration of 
their absence. 

In the beginning of the Sanwarga'Didya, it is stated thus, 
' I will initiate you ' (Chand. IV ·4·5). Here the ceremony of 
initiation called Upanayat~a is referred to. S'Udra is not 
entitled to practise the Brahma'Cidyii or meditation on the 
Brahma,, as there is declared the prohibition of such cere
mony in his case. That he is excluded from the initiation of 
such ceremony is stated in Manu X-126 thus, 'In S'udra 
there is not any sin, and he is not fit for any ceremony '. 

1 ~ifG~M2. 
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3 7. Tadabhllvanirdh'llrave ca pravrtte~~ 

On account of the procedure, on determination of 
its absence. 

The scriptural text-' A non-Br,ihma~a pupil would not 
be able to tell this' (Ciui~td. IV-4-5) determines that the 

desciple was not a S'Udra. The teacher also proceeded to 
impart the Vidya to him only on determination of this fact. 

Hence S'iidras do not possess the necessary qualifications. 

38. S ravarradhyayan'llrthapratifedh'llt 

And on account of the prohibition of hearing, 
studying, and learning the meaning of the Vedas. 

In the case of S'udra, hearing, studying etc. of the 

Vedas are prohibited under the rule-'Therefore the Vedas 
must not be studied in the presence of S'udras ' The 
prohibition of hearing implies the prohibition of study also 

in the case of S'udras. 

1 • omitted M 1, 
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39. SmrteS'ca 

And on account of Smrti text. 

The following Smrti text prescribes the punishment 
for S'Udra if he hears the Veda recited ,'If S'udra hears 
the Vedas his ears have to be filled with lead and lac. If 
he repeats them, his tongue is to be cut. If he preserves 
them, his body is to be cut through' (Gau. Dha. 2-12·3). 

APPENDIX TO THE PRAl\IITADHIKARA~A 

Having concluded the intervening topic, the Sutrakiira 

continues the topic on hand-

40. Kampan'llt 

On account of trembling. 

In the middle of the section dealing with the Person of 
the size of the thumb, it is stated-' whatever there is, 
the whole world, when gone forth, trembles from the Breath • 
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(Kath. II-3-2). The whole world including Agni, Vciyu,Surya, 
Indra and so on, trembles from great fear of Him, who 
is of the size of the thumb and who is denoted by the word, 
PrcitJu, as if the weapon Vajra is raised against it. There· 
fore the Person of the size of the thumb is determined to be 
the Highest Person. 

41. Jyotirdar&'anllt 

On account of the brilliance being seen (used in 
the text). 

The same context begins with, 'The sun does not shine 
there' and ends with, 'By his brilliance all this shines'. 
(Kath. II-2-15). Here what is denoted by the word, brilliance 
is the unc;urpassable Light. Hence, the Person of the size of 
the thumb is the Highest Self. 

ARTHANTARATVADIVYAPADES'ADHIKARA~A 10 

42. Akll&'orthllntaratvadivyapade&'llt 

He is the Akif&'a (i.e. Ether) as He is designated 
as being something different. 

1 et~&l"if. 51C&{iit M 2. 
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1 The Ether is the evolver of names and forms. He who 
is without these names and forms is /Jrohma",' (Chifnd. 
VIII-14-1). This AkiiS'a is the Highest Person, who is other 
than the pure self mentioned in the context, by the scriptural 
text, 'Having shaken off the body,' (Chiilld. VIII-13-1) 
It is because He is designated as the evolver of names and 
forms and unconnected with them. He is also mentioned as 
endowed with the above-said attributes and immortality. 

There is the teaching, 1 That thou art' (Chand. VI-8-7). 
Hence the individual self is not different from the Highest 
Self. This doubt is removed thus-

43. Sut;uptyutkrllntyorbhedena 

On account of differences in deep sleep and 
departing. 

' Embraced by the intelligent Self, he knows nothing 
that is without or within' CBrh. IV-3-21). 'Mounted by 
the intelligent Self' (Brh. IV -3-35). Thus it is seen that 
in the states of deep sleep and departing, the individual 

1 ~('lfd ~~ A 1. 
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self is ignorant of the external and internal world. But here 
the distinction manifests itself because the Highest Self is 
said to be intelligent. Hence this Highest Self is different 
from the individual self. 

44. Patyadis'abdebhya~ 

And on account of the use of the words, ' Lord ' 
and so on. 

The embracing intelligent Self is designated upon by 
the terms, Lord, etc. Hence He is other than the indi· 
vidual self. Subsequently this scriptural text occurs, • He is 
the Lord of all, the overlord of all and the Ruler of all', 
(Brh. IV -4-22). The doubt about the identity of the individual 
self with the Brahman will be set aside in the Sillra 
1-4-22 explaining the oneness due to the fact that He is the 
Self of these individual selves that are His body. 

THUS ENDS THE 3RD PIDA OF TilE 1ST ADHYlYA. 

1 ~: omitted A 1, 2. 
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ADHYAYA I, PADA IV 

ANUMANIKADHIKARA~A 1 

1. if..nmnzuzikamapyeket{i1miti centza, S'arJrarupaka
vinyastagrluterdarS'ayati ca 

If it be said that some (mention) that which is 
proved by infere11ce (as the cause of the creation etc. 
of the world) ; we deny this, because (there is mention 
of the body in metaphor) and (the text) shows this. 

In the scriptural text belonging to some of the Vedic 
seers (i.e. Kathas) the Pradhii11a, that could be proved by 
inference, is stated to be the cause of the world. The text 
is this-' Beyond Mahat is the A vyakta (or unmanifest 
Prakrti' (Kath. 1·3·11). It is not so. The scriptural text, 
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1 Know the self as riding in a chariot ' (Kath. I-3·3) men· 
tions in a metaphorical sense, the various means of meditation 
as the chariot-rider, chariot etc. in order to teach their control. 
There the body which is mentioned as chariot should be taken 
as meant by the word Avyakta. Consider the text, 1 Higher 
than the senses are their objects etc.' (Kath. 1-3-10). Here 
the objects are mentioned as higher in the matter of coPtrol. 
The subsequent pa:.c;age, viz. 1 The intelligent should :.upprss 
his speech and mind' (/{afle. 1-3-13) teaches the same thing. 

2. Suk~mam tu tadarhatv'iJt 

But the subtle is the body ; on account of its 
capacity. 

The A"VYakta (i.e. the unevolved Prakrti), that is of 
subtle state, assumes the state of the body, and is capable of 
entering into activities. Therefore the word, Avyakta, denotes 
the body. 

If the things that are mentioned metaphorically are 
meant here, then why is it stated thus, 1 Higher than the 
Avyakta is the Person' (Kath. 1-3·11)? The Sutrakara says 
in reply thus-
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3. Tadadi&JnattJlldarthatJat 

Matter in its subtle state subserves an end, on 
account of its dependence on Him (tJiz. the Supreme 
Person). 

The individual selves and the body etc. are dependent on 
the Highest Person. Hence they sen•e the purpose of helping 
for the perfection of the meditation. Indeed the Highest 
Person, being Inner Ruler, directs all the individual selves, 
etc. for the meditation. Hence He is one of the means of the 
meditation and occupies the foremost place of those that must 
be brought under influence. He is also reachable by the 
meditators. The scripture states thus, 'He occupies the 
highest place. He is the Highest course' (Ka#h. 1·3·11). 

4. JneyattJWOacan'llcca 

And on account of the absence of statement of its 
being an object of knowledge. 

There ere no statements to prove that the At11altta (i.e. 
unevolved Prakrti) is an object of knowledge. Hence it 
cannot be the A"yakta of Kapila's School. 

l ~ tfilttwt"'"' M 1, M 3. 
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5. VadatJti cenna, pr'iljno hi prakarap'llt 

Should it be said that the text declares it to be 
known; we say, not so, because the Intelligent Self is 
referred to in the context. 

If it be said that the scriptural text beginning with • It 
is without sound, without touch' and ending with • knowing 
it.' {Kath. 1-3-15) declares that Avyakta is the object of 
knowledge, it is not so. The intelligent Self is referred to 
in the scriptural text • Knowing Him ' who is read in the 
context of the passage' That Highest place of Vi~~u' {Kath. 
1·3·9). • This Self is hidden in all beings and does not shine 
forth' {Kath. I-3-12). 

6. Tray'llp'ilmeva caivamupany'llsa~ pra~na~ca 

And of three only, there is the mention in this way 
and also the question. 

In the Upani~ad under discussion there is the mention, 
in the form of questions and answers, of only three things, 
'Vis. the object of the meditation, the nature of the meditation 

' ~omitted M 2. 
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and the person engaged in the meditation. But there is nc 

mention at all of the Pradhiina etc. The mention is this
' They know the Lord through knowledge of the ~:elf, obtai nee 

with concentrated mind' (l{afh. 1·2·12). The question is this 
' Some say that there is something after death; some say no 

(Kath. 1·1·20). 

7. Mahadvacca 

And as in the case of the M a hat. 

'Higher than the intellect is the great self' (Kafh. I-3 
10). Here the word, Mahan, refers not to the Mahat of thE 

S,imkhyas because the usage of the word Atman. Similarly 

their A'Pyakta also should not be taken as meant. 

CAMASADHIKARA~A 2 

8. Camasavadavis'ef"ilt 

On account of there being no mention of th~ 

special characteristic; as in the case of Camasa.1 

1 Camasa is a cup used io the sacrifice for driokios SomtJ juice. 
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The scriptural text 'The unborn one, red, white and 
black who produces many creatures' (S't•et. IV-5) does not 
state that the Prakrti of the Siimkhyas is the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world. It cannot be said, that on comide· 
ration of the derivative meaning, "Viz. the absence of birth, the 
Pmkrti alone is understood here, because in this context, 
the word Ajii has not been used in any particular sensE', as in 
the case of the word Camasa ust>d in the text, 'The Camasa 
with downward mouth' (Brh. 11·2·3). Here the word 
Camasa, is used in a special sen~e. The 5criptural text in 
support of this is this-' It is the head' {Brh. Il-2·3). The 
apprehension of a particular thing by a derivative word is 
due to the mention of its qualifying attributes. 

9. Jyotirupakram'll tu tatlz-nhyadhJyata eke 

It (Prakrti) has the light for its origin, for thus 
some read in their text. 

The word 'light' means' the Brahman'. That mE'ans 
that this Ajii (i.e. Prakrti) has the Brahman for its origin. 

1 ~~SIIIiiiT omitted A 1, M 1. 
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The Taittiriyas read in their text that the Ai,i had the 
Brahman for its cause. The text begins \\ ith 1 smaller 
than the small, greater than the great, etc.' (Taif. 11-10·1) 
and ends with, 'From Him the seas and the mountains 
etc.' (Tait. ll-10-3). This proves that everything is born 
from the Brahman and has the Brahman for its self. In 
the context of the elucidation of this truth they read the 
text 1 The unborn one etc.' (Taif. II-f0-5). Therefore it is 
decided that Brahman is the cause of the Pralqti, because 
of the remembrance of the teaching mentioned above. 

10. K al pano padeftllcca 111 ad/wadi vadavirodha ~l 

And on account of the teaching of the Kalpan"il 
(i.e. creation), there is no contradiction as in the case 
of the M adhuvidy-a. 

1 /{ alpanii' means • creation '. It is so stated in the 
scriptural text,' The creator created the sun and the moon as 
they were before' (Tait. II-1-38). The creation of the Prakrti 
has been taught in the text,' The Lord of wonderful pO\\er 
created this universe out of this' CS'~·et. IV -9). Therefore no 
contradiction arises in Pradht1t1a's being unborn and also 

1 {Rf omitted A 1. M 3. Tait. Grantha edition followed, 
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being produced by the Brahman. The non-sentient beings, 
at the time of the deluge, give up name and form and remam 
as the body of the Bralzman. They are called unborn in 
that stage. At the ttme of creation they take name and form 
and hence they are caused by the Brahman. Constder the 
following example-In the Madhuvidya it is stated that the 
sun, at the ttme of creation, assumes the state of ' honey' 
and also the state of effect, as he becomes the seat of 
those objects, that are pleasing to the taste of \'asu, etc. At 
the time of deluge, he assumes a subtle form, that cannot be 
indtcated as ' honey' and he does not assume the state of 
effect. The scriptural texts in support of this are-

(a) 'Venly the Sun, is the honey of the gods' (Chand, 
111-1-1). 

(b) ' He does not rise, neither does He set. He 
remains alone in the middle' (Chand. 111-11-1). 

SAMKHYOPASAMGHAHADHIKARA~A 3 

11. N a safnkhyopasanzgrakiJdapi nl!nllbhavadatirekllcca 

Not from the mention of £he number even (could 
it be the Prakrti}; because it is stated that He (assumes) 
many forms and that He is other than (the Prakrtt.). 
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• He, on whom the five Five-things etc.' <Brh. IV-4-17). 

Here it may be argued that the Prakrti is meant, because 
there is a reference to its modification into twenty-five kinds; 
ho~ever the Prakrti is not meant here. The words, • On 
Him indicate that He is the support of that Prakrti and is 

different from that Prakrti. He belongs to a different category 
over and above the twenty· five categories. The objects denoted 
by the words, • He ' and ' A kif.~ a ' are different from the twenty· 
five varieties ot Prakrti. The word 'even ' used in ' from the 
mention of the number even ' indicates that the number 
twenty-five is not meant here. The word' Pancaja11a' denotes 
a class of things known by the name of Paiicajana. Pdt.tini 
states-' The words denoting direction and number are 

compounded with nouns provided the compound-word denotes 
the name of a thing' (Pat.tit~i, 11·1·50). This is similar to 

the statement, ' Seven seven-sages.' 

12. Prtzptzdayo vtzkyas'ef'iZt 

The word, Pancajana, refers to the breath, etc. 
on the ground of the complementary paEsage. 
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We see from a complementary passage, viz. 'They who 
know the breath of the breath, the eye of the eye, etc.' 
(.lliidhyandina·S'tiklui) that the five things are the breath, 
etc. Because they are used in juxtaposition with the \\Ords 
eye and the ear, the words ' breath' and ' the food' denote 
the organs of touch etc. 

13. J yoti~aike~71masatyanne 
In the text of some, the word light (i.e. Jyotis) 

indicates the five sense-organs, even though the word, 
food is not (used in their text). 

In the text of the Kat;tt•as, the words, 'food of the food' 
are not used. But they begin with the statement,' Him the 
gods worship as the light of the lights' (Brh. IV-4-16). 
Here the word, 'light' used in the context along with the 
five five-things refers to the sense-organs. The words 
'The light of lights' mean the Brahman who is the Illumi· 
uator of illuminators. Then the words, 'the five tive-things' 
are introduced. Hence, by the word, 'Pmicaja11a' we 
understand the five organs. 

1 {<S~~ A 1, M 1. 
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KlRArjATVADHIKARArjA 4 

14. Kl!raf'atvena c"llk"ils'adi~u yathttvyapadif{okte~b 

And on account of (the Brahman) as described 
being declared tu be the cause of the ether etc. 

In all the Vedanta passages the Pradhii1ta has not been 
declared to be the cause of ether, etc:-' Verily the Asat was 

in the beginning' (Tail. 1-7-1). 'Then, indeed, this remained 

undifferentiated 1 (Brh. 1-4·7). Here the special character· 
istics of the cause are not apprehended. But the special 

characteristics of the cause are apprehended in the !'.criptural 
text, 'The Self alone \\as in the beginning.' It thought, 
'may I creat the worlds 1 (A it. 1·1). Hence it does not arise 

that Prakrti etc. of the Sam!tlrya school, should be the cause 

of the creation. 

15. Sam"ilkartzzt 

On account of bringing down (from another 
passage). 

1 ~U(Ofttl~ M 3. 
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The scriptural text ' He thought may I become many ' 
(Tait. I-6·2) mentions the All-knov. ing Brahmat~o The same 
word denoting the Brahman is brought down in interpreting 
the text' Verily the Asat was in the beginning' {Tait. 1-7-1). 
Therefore He alone is meant here. In the same manner the 
text. 'Then, indeed, this remained Avyiikrta {Undifferentiated)' 
(Brh. 1-4-7) mentioned the Brahman. The same word is 
brought liown in interpreting the text 'He enteredin here, 
even to the fingernail-tips' {Brh. 1-4-7) and' He sees without 
eyes' (S'vet. III-19). The words Asat (non-existing) and 
Avyiilirla {Undifferentiated) have to be explained to mean 
Him, who has neither name nor form at the beginning. 

JAGADVACITVADHIKARA~A .5 

16. J agadv'llcitv71t 

Because it denotes the world. 

The script!!ral text begins with,' Let me tell you about 
the Brahman ' (Kau$. II1-4). and ends with, 'Oh Balaki, He, 

1 tt!UO!l(fa ~fa A 11 M 1. Kauf. Grantha edition followed. 
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who is the maker of these persons and to wl'om this work 
belongs, He, indeed, is to be known' (Kau,. IJI-26). Here 

the word, 'work' which is used in the same grammatical 
equation with the word, 'this' refers to the world, as it is 

said to be the product. Therefore what is taught here is 

that the Highest Brahman should be known. 

17. }Jvamukhyapr'i'ltzalinganneti cet tadvyakhy'i'ttam 

Should it be said that this is not so, on account of 
the distinguishing characteristics of the individual 
selves and of the Chief vital breath (i.e. Przzrza) men
tioned therein; we reply, that this has been explained 
before. 

In the !;Criptural texts, ' He enjoys with the indi\·idual 

selves' (Katt{l. 111·44) and 'Then wtth this Pratla alone, he 
becomes one' (Kau{l. 111·39), the Highest is not referred to; 
because there are stated only the distinguishing characteristics 
of the individual selves and PraQa. This objection has 
already been answered in the chapter dealing with the 

PratartlanaTJidya. In consideration of the context, it has 

1 ~~~~~ M 2, 3. 
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been determined that the Brahman is meant here. Therefore, 

other characteristics should be explained in consonance with 

the fact already established. 

18. Anyzzrthaih tu J aimini~ prS'navyzzkhyzz
nctbhy27mapi caivameke 

But Jaimini thinks that it has another purpose, 
on account of the question and answer; and thus some 
also say. 

That the individual selves are other than the body has 

been stated in the scriptural text, 'They two, approached the 

person, who was asleep' (Brh. II-1-15). This statement is 

intended to teach that the Highest Self is other than the . 
individual selves. This fact bas been proved by the question 

and answer found in other scriptural text. The question 

is this-' \\7here, 0 Balaki, did this person sleep ? ' {]{au~. 

III-35) The answer-' Then he becomes one with this 

Prii~a ', (Kau$. 111-39). This answer bears the same idea 

I 5tfaoUE&(A t.:M 2. 
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as contained in the text 'My dear, then he has reached the 
Being' (Chand. Vl·8·1). Some (i.e. Vajasaneyins) recite the 
passage bearing the same meaning as contained in the question 
and answer given above. It bt:gins with 'where then was 
this person' (Brh. Il·l-16) and closes with, 'He sleeps in 
AkdS'a, that is encased in the heart' (Brh. II-1·17). 

VAKYANVAYADHIKARA~A 6 

19. Va.yant'ayzrt 

On account of the sentences giving a connected 
meaning. 

What is taught in the scriptural passage, beginning with 
'Verily, a husband is dear, not for the love of the husband, 
but for the love of the Self' and ending with 'The Self, 
my dear, is to be seen, etc.' (Brh. 11·4-5) is the Highest 
Self. 

1 $1_, omitted M 1, 2. I G~ A 1, M 3. 
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There is a reference to the Highest Self in the text, 
beginning with ' For immortality, however, there is no hope 
through the wealth.' (Brh. II-4-2) and concluding with 
'when the Self is seen, hearkened, thought on and understood, 

then all this is known ' (Brh. IV -5-6) and' By means of which 

one understands all this' (Brh. IV -5-15). All these sentences 
are with reference to the Highest Self. 

In this context and also in other context the words 
denoting Jiva mean the Highest Self and are used in gramma· 

tical equation with the word denoting Him The Sutrakara 
gives the reason for this according to the different views 

in the following Sutras-

20. PratijnCJsiddherlingam'l1S'm a rat hya ~ 

It is a mark indicating that the proposition under 
discussion is proved. Thus AS'marathya thinks. 

The Highest Self is meant here, in order to estp.blish the 

proposition, namely, 'All this will become known through 
the knowledge of the Highest Self ' as stated in the 
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scriptural text-' when the Self is seen etc.' (Brh. IV -S-6). 
AS'marathya opines that the Highest Self is denoted by 
the words referring to }iva in order to bring to our 

remembrance the fact, that the }ivas are not different from 

the H1ghest Sdf, as they are effected by Him. 

21. U tkramit~ya(a evambhl1vCLdityau4ulomi~ 

Because the individual selves, when they depart, 
post5ess the characteristics of the H1ghest Self; thus 
Au4ulomi thinks. 

Au(lulomi thinks that the word referring to the' self' 
denotes 'the H1ghest Self' ; because the Mukta (i.e. the 
released soul) possesses the char'\cteristics of the Highest Self. 

22. Avasthiteriti KllS'akrtsna~ 

On account of the Brahman's abiding within the 
individual self ; thus KaS'akrtsna thinks. 

The teacher, KiiS'akrtsna, thinks that the Highest Self is 
tbP. self o'f the individual selves as stated in the text-' He, who 

1 ~iiRIIif: A 1, M 3. 
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remaining within the self, controls the self' (Brh. 111·7·22. 
llliidhy.) It is understood that the Sutrakiira has accepted this 
view because after stating the views of the two ~chools mentioned 
above, he introduced this vie"' in refutation of those views. More· 
over he has not stated any other view in refutation of this view. 
Hence it is decided that it must be the view of the Sutrakiira. 

PRAKl}TYADHIKARA~A 7 

23. PrakrtiS'ca pratijnzzdr!i~antilnuparodh"at 

The Brahman is the material cause also on account 
of this truth not being in conflict with the proposition 
under discussion and the illustrative example. 

The Highest Brahman is also the material cause of the 

world. He is not the imtrumental cause alone. The scriptural 

text says thus-' You are proud. Did you ever ask about the 

Ruler (i.e.A des' a) by hearing whom the unheard becomes heard?' 
(Chand. Vl-1·3). It means' By the knowledge of Him, who is 
the Ruler, all this world of sentient and non-sentient beings 

1 q{~l~'IOJ: omitted A 1, M 3. 
1 &Jfq omitted M 1. 
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become known.' The proposition is this-' All this will be

come known, if the Universal Ruler is known'. The illustra· 

tive example here is the clay. The above mentioned truth 

should be accepted so that the said proposition and the example 
may not be contradicted. The word AdeS'a used in the text 

denotes the Ruler; because it means Him by whom the world 
is ruled over. Thus the word, AdeS'a, means the Ruling 
Person. The scriptural text in support of this is thus-' 0 
Girgi, at the command of that imperrshable etc.' (Brit. III-8-9). 

24. Abhidlzyopadef-acca 

Because also of the statement of His thought. 

He thought 'may I become many' (Cha11d. VI-2·3). 
This script11ral text proves that the Person, who possesses the 

character of thinking and who is the instrumental cause, 

transformd Himself into the form of the world, consisting of 

various sentient and non-sentient beings through His will. 
Hence, it is known that He is the material cause also of the 

world. 

~~~A 1, M 1. 
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25. Silkf'llccobhay'llmmzn-nt 

And on account of both being directly declared h 
the scriptures. 

'The Brahman is the wood. That Brahman became th1 
tree. The Brahman stood supporting the worlds' (Tait. Br 
11-8·9). This scriptural text shows that the Brahman i. 
both the instrumental cause and the material cause of th1 

world. This fact has been declared in distinct word in th1 
scriptural text. 

26. Atmakrte~ 

On account of the statements as regards the Sel 
transforming. 

The text, ' He desired' (Ta#. 1-2·6·2) shows that He i: 
the instrumental cause. Again the text 'That Self crcatec 

Himself.' (Ta#. 1-2·7-1) shows that He made Himself in th1 
form of the world. From these statements it is understooc 
that the Highest Self is known to be both the instrumental caus1 
and the material cause of the worJd. 

• 'if omitted M 2. 1 PiftmR A I. 
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The stainlessness and the true will are known to be 

characteri::tics of the Highest Self. He is again said 
to have created Himself into the form of the world, 

which is the seat of endless evils that are opposed to the 

above-mentioned characteristics and unfit to be the ambitions 

of men. How can this contradiction be averted ? The author 

of the Sutras answers this question thus-

27. Pariv-czmczt 

It is so owing to the modification. 

No contradiction arises, as the scriptural text here 

teaches the modification. The Highest Person in the causal 

state has as His body the sentient and non-sentient beings in 
a subtle state, that cannot be distinguished with distinct name 
and form. He wills then that the sentient and non-sentient 

beings, that are His body, should have distinct names and 
forms. Then He separates from Himself all the sentient and 

non-sentient beings, that constitute His body in a subtle state. 
The scriptural authority is this He desired ' May I become 

many' (Tait. 1·2·6·2) 'He created all this' (Ta#. 1·2·6·2). He 

entered the sentient and non-sentient beings that constitute His 
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body in the subtle state also and that are different from Him 
This is stated thus-' Having created it, He entered it ' 
(Taif. I-2-6-2). Then the scriptural text teaches that He ha: 
transformed Himself into many forms ' He became Sat anc 
Tyat, defined and undefined, based and non-based, consciou: 
and unconscious, real and unreal; yet He remained a: 
real' (Taif. 1·2·6·1). The above-mentioned texts teach tha 
He took the modification into many forms. Therefore nc 
contradiction arises. Even in the state of non-distinctior 
the individual selves and their actions are in a subtle state 
So states Brahma·s~Ura II-1-35. 

28. Y oniS'ca hi giyate 

He is sung as constituting the source also. 

He is also called the source in the text-' The wise perceivt 
Him as the source of beings' (Mtt~z~. 1·1·6). Therefore He 
is the material cause also. 

1 8tiJ omitted M 2. 
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SARVAVYAKHYANADHIKARAl:lA 8 

29. Etena sarve vy~khylltll vyllkhy'lltll1~ 

Thus all the texts have been commented upon; 
have been commented upon. 

By these lines of arguments set forth from the second 
Sz'Ura to the end of this chapter, it has been proved that all 
the Vedatlta passages refer to the Highest Brahman. ThE 
repetition indicates that the chapter is closed. 

THUS ENDS THE 4TH Pl.DA OF THE 1ST ADHYAYA. 
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ADHYAYA II, PADA I 

SM~TYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Smrtyanavak~S'ado~aprasanga iti cenna, anya
smrtyanavak'QS'adoqaprasangllt 

If it be said that there would result the fault of 
being no room for certain Smrti; (we reply) 'no' J 

because there would result the fault of want of room 
for other Smrtis. 

There is the desire to look into other texts for support 
in order to determine the meaning of the Vedtfnta passages. 
Accordingly Vedanta passages, by the support of the Kapila· 
Smrti, must determine the Prakrti to be the cause of the 

1 fifffll A 1, M 2. 
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creation, etc. of the world. If this is not accepted this 
Kapila-Smrti cannot be a supporting text. Hence, there can 
be no any purpose of that particular Smrti text. It is not so; 
because it results there being no room for other Smttis, Mantt· 
Smrti, etc., that are not opposed to the Vedanta. It is true 
that the Vedic texts require Smrti works for support 4 ; however 
when there are many other Smrti works agreeable to the 
Vedic texts, the Smrti that is opposed to the Veda, cannot 
be considered as the work for support. 

But Kapila, the greatest of the sages, does not accept 
that doctrine of the other Smrtis. How then is it right to 
say that other Smrtis are the works of support ? The answer 
is this-

2. I tare~ctm cttnupalabdhe~t 

And because the others have not accepted the 
~octrine of Kapila. 

1 ~~)ftli11ilt A 1. • fil~r~~r: A 1. 8 fllij~)~OJ(C(r~~" M 1, z. 
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The greatest of the sages, Manu and others, were 

capable of directly perceiving the meaning of the Vedas. 

They have not apprehended the principle as suggested by 
Kapila. Therefore, what J{apila apprehended was an error. 

YOGAPRATYUKTYADHIKARA~A 2 

3. Etena yoga~t pratyukta~b 

By this line of argument, the Yoga system is 
refuted. 

The Yoga system taught by Hira~tyagarbha is opposed 
to the Vedas, in the same way as the Kapila-Smrti is opposed. 
Hence this also is refuted, by following the same line of 

argument. 
VILAK?A~ATVADHIKARA~A 3 

4. N a vilak~attatv'ltdasya; tathlltvam ca S'abd'ltt 

On account of the difference of character, the 
world cannot be the effect produced by the Brahman 
and that the world being such, appears from scriptures. 

1 ~rr~~ A 1. 
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The world possesses the character of undergoing the 
changes of states. It is ignorant and the seat of evils which 
are not fit to be in the scope of desire of men. Hence on 
account of the difference of character, the world cannot be the 
effect of the Brahman. That there is difference in character 
between the two, is established in the text, ' knowledge and 
non-knowledge etc.' (Ta#. 1-2·6·3). 

5. Abhimanivyapades'astu vis'e~"llnugatibhyam 

But there is the denotation of the superintending 
deities; on account of distinction and entering. 

' To him the earth said ' (Ta#. SaliJ. V -5-2) ' The water 
desired' (Ta#. Br. III-1-5). From these texts it is seen that 
the earth, etc., bad certain functions which were possible only 
for those, endowed with knowledge. However it should 
be explained that the functions were of the presiding 
divinities, because the word, divinities, is used in the text to 
qualify them, • Alas I Let me enter these three divinities' 
(Chand. VI-3-2). The divinities that preside over the 
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non-intelligent substance~, are apprehended in the text, 
'Agni, having become speech, entered the mouth' (A it. Il·4). 

6. Drfyate tu 

But it is seen (that the cause and the effect are 
of different characteristics). 

It does happen that substances of different character, also 
assume the states of being the cause and effect. It is seen 
that insects etc. are produced from honey etc. 

7. Asaditi cenna, prati,edam-atratv'llt 

If it be said that the effect is non-existing; we say 
no, because there being a mere denial. 

Then it is said that the effect is not present in the cause. 
This is not so; because what is denied here is the rule, 
namely, that the cause and the effect must possess the same 
characteristics. But the cause and the effect of the type do 
not renounce the character of being one substance as stated 
above. 
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8. Apitau tadvatprasangadasamanjasam 

On account of similar consequences in absorption, 
the Ved'llnta texts would be inappropriate. 

As the Brahman and the world constitute one substance, 
it happens, that the Braluncm, like the world, must undergo 
modifitation during the absorption of the world in Him. 
Therefore all the Vedti11tic texts become inappropriate. 

9. N a tu, drt~tantabhtJvllt 

Not so ; as there are parallel instances. 

It is not so. That the Brahman has, as his body, all the 
sentient and non-sentient beings has been proved in the 
scriptural texts, ' To whom the self is the body ' (Br~t. V ·7 ·22 
Madhya) 'To whom the Avyakta (the unevolved matter) is 
he body ' (Sub. 7). There are instances to show that good 
and bad qualities exclusively belong to Him and His body, while 
He remains in the state of both the cause and the effect. 
The illustrative example is this:-' The man, in whose body 

1 it~ lfi'f~ M 3. 
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is encased the individual self, undergoes the changes of 
childhood, youth, and old age etc.' The childhood, youth etc. 
are the characteristics of the body. The pleasure, knowledge, 
etc. stick on to the self alone. In the same way the ignorance, 
different modifications etc. belong to the sentient and non· 
sentient beings, that constitute His body. The Brahman, 
who is the self of these sentient and non-sentient beings, is 
faultless and all-knowing. He does not undergo changes and 
possesses true will. 

10. Svapakfadof'llCCa 

And on account of objections to one's own view, 
(i.e. of the S~mkhya system). 

The Vediintic view alone has to be accepted, as there are 
faults in the Samkhya view that accepts the Pradhana as 
the cause of the creation etc. of the world. In the school, 
that accepts Pradhatla to be the cause of the creation, etc. of 
the world, it is stated thus-' The Pradhiina undergoes 
changes in the presence of the Puru{la, who always remain 
immutable'. Hence, it is not possible to explain the 
superimposition of the attributes of one object upon the 

1 ~: added A 1, M 2, Pr. 1 garr: added A 1, M 2. 
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other in this case'. In the case of the immutable Puru{!a, 
the supposition of the attributes, that do not belong to him, 
does not take place. It is utterly impossible to hold the 
superimposition of the attributes of the Puru$a, by the 
Pradltana which is non·intelligent. 

11. 2'arkilj>rati~(h'iJn'iJdapi 

And in consequence of the unfoundedness of the 
reasoning (i.e. the reasoning advanced by the S'iJmkhyas). 

The argument, namely, ' The Pradhiina is the cause of 
the creation, etc. of the world ' is based on wrong reasoning. 
The reasoning has not been firmly founded on good basis. 
Hence, the Pradhiitta should not be held as the cause of the 
:reation etc. of the world. 

12. Anyath'iJnumeyamiti cet, evamapyanirmok~a· 
Prasanga~ 

Should it be said that a different method of 
inference has to be advanced for proving that Pra
dhztna is the cause of the creation, etc. of the world ; 
we reply that thus also it follows that the objection 
raised cannot be got rid of. 

1 1l,Scei~ M 3, 
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If it be said that the Pradhiina is inferred by follow· 
ing a different line of argument, even than the objection 
raised cannot be got rid of; because it cannot have a firm 
foundation as it can be refuted by people more skilful than 
the disputant in_ the art of wrong reasoning. 

Sl$'fAPARIGRAHADHIKARA~A 4 

13. Etena S'i!Jfaparigrah7Z api vy7Zkhy7Zt7Z~b 

Thereby also the remaining systems, which are not 
accepted in scriptures, are explained. 

The rest of the Smrtis written by Kat,uida, Gautama, Jina 
etc. are also revealed as refuted in the same way as in the case 
of Samkhya Smrti by showing that their line of reasoning have 
no firm foundation. 

BHOKTR!PATTYlDHIKARA~A .5 

14. Bhoktr7Zpatteravtbh7ZgaS'cet sy7Zllokavat 

If it be said that from the Brahman becoming 
an enjoyer, there follows non-distinction of the 
Brahman and the individual self; we reply-it is 
as in ordinary worldly affairs. 

1 ~)~~i!frq~: A 1. 
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If it is desired that the Brahman should be the corporeal 
Self, because all the sentient and the non-sentient beings 
constitute His body, then it happens that the Brahman 
enjoys pleasure and pain, just as the individual self; and 
because He has a body, there should not be any distinction 
between the individual self and the Highest Self. It is not 
so. The Brahman is surely distinct from the individual self, 
as He possesses a host of auspicious qualities bereft of in· 
auspicious ones. The experience of unliked things is not 
due to the connection with the body ; but it is due to the fact 
of being dependant on others. In the world it is seen that the 
ruler, who is independent, has a body, but does not enjoy the 
fruits of the violation of his orders as his dependants are 
compelled to undergo the punishment. 

1 erlilm'l: srn ~ftt M 2. • fir(ll~ M 2. 
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ARAMBHA~ADHIKARA~A 6 

15. Tadananyatvamctrambhap,a&' abdctdibhya~ 
The non-difference of the world from that Brah

man follows from the scriptural statement that begins 
with the word, Arambap,a. 

The world which is caused by the Brahman is not 
different from its cause Brahman. This has been understood 
by the scriptural text dealing with His assumption of 
various modifications and having different names for the 
sake of worldly transactions through the verbal references. 
The scriptural texts quoted as authority here are-' A clod of 
clay undergoes changes by assuming different names for the 
worldly activities through the verbal references; Yet clod of 
clay only is true 1 (Chand. VI-1·4.) 'Existence alone, my dear, 
was in the beginning one only without a second.' "It 
thought, 1 may I become many 1 (Chand. VI-2·1). 1 All things 
that exist have Him as the Self; ' and ' That thou art, Oh 
S'vetaketu '1" (Chand. VI-8-7). 

16. Bkctve copalabdhe~ 

And because, the cause is recognised in the state 
of the effect. 
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In the state of the effect, such as pot etc., there is 
recognised its cause, thus, ' This is the same that substance i.e. 
clod of clay'. Therefore the effect is not different from the cause. 

17. Sattv'llcec?Jparasya 
And on accont of the existence of the other (i.e. 

the effect). 
The effect exists in the cause. Hence, it is not different 

from the cause. That the pot or plate had at a former 
moment the shape of a clod of clay is generally experienced. 
Therefore pot, etc. are apprehended to be the modifications of 
a clod of clay. 

18. Asad'VyapadeS'-anneti cenna, dharm'ltntaretta 
'V'ltkyaS'etJ'Ztd yukte~ S'abdlJntarltcca 

If it be said, ' not so, on account of the designation 
of the effect as non·existent, (i.e. Asat) ',we reply, not 
so; on account of such designation being due to another 
attribute, as appears from the supplementary passage, 
from reasoning and from another verbal testimony. 

The effect has been designated as a non-existent being at 
that time, in the scriptural text,' In the beginning, truly, there 
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was not anything whatever' (Taif. Br. II-2-8). Therefore the 

effect does not exist in the cause. If such an objection 

arises, we say-It is not so. The designation as a no.n
existent being is due to the fact that the thing was with 

different attribute, namely, 'with a subtle state which is 

opposed to a gross state.' Why ? It is so apprehended 
from the supplementary text, 'That Non-existent one 

formed the resolve, ' may I be' (Taif. Br. II-28). Indeed 

the resolve can be made by that, which is extant. The 

reasoning also proves that the designation as non-existent is 
due to the association with a different attribute '. Indeed 
the substance, namely, 'The clod of clay', that is known to 

have an existence always, is designated a non-existent being 

etc. The illustrative example is this-The pot undergoes the 
changes and assumes the positive states, such as a clod of 

clay, the pot and the pieces of pot, that are mutually opposed 
to each other. By this reason it is generally said that 'This 

pot was in existence in a former time; it exists in the present 

time and it shall exist in a future time '. Other scriptural 

texts in support of this view are, 'Verily this was then un· 

differentiated' (Brh. 1-4-7) etc. 

1 stEIII"'~: A 1. 1 ~ omitted M 2. 
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19. Pa~avacca 

And like a piece of cloth. 

The very same threads by a particular form of conjunction 
among themselves, assume the different names cloth etc. 
The same is the case with the Brahman also. 

20. Y atka ca pr~~~di~ 

And like the vital wind, etc. 

The one wind, due to the modifications with different 
functions in the body, acquires the names such as Priit,ta and 
A#'tina.l In the same way the Brahman also assumes the 
different names and forms. Therefore, the world is not 
different from the Brahman. 

ITARAVYAPADES'ADHIKARA~A 7 

21. I taravyapadeB'~ddhit-nkara~'ildido~aprasakti~ 

From the designation of the Brahman as the other 
(i.e. individual soul), there result in the Brahman the 

1 The vital winds are five in number. They are Pra\1&, Apilna, Vyana, 
Udina and Samina. Pril)a has its seat in the lungs. The Apina is that which 
goes downwards and out of the anus. Vyilna is diffused through the whole 
body. Udlna rises up the throat and enters into the head. Samina has the 
seat in the cavity of the naval and is easential for the digestion of food. 
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non-creation of what is beneficial and also other imper
fections. 

It is said in the scriptural tf'xt 'That thou art' (Chand. 

VI-8-7). 'This self is Brahman' (Brh. VI-4-5) that the 
individual self, who is an effect, is not different from the 
Brahman. According to this truth, there arise in Him, the 
faults such as 'The Brahman, who is all-knowing and who 
possesses the true will, does not create the world, that is 
beneficial to Himself and He creates those things, which are 

not beneficial.' 

This objection is not correct-

22. Adhikam tu bhedanirdeS'-nt 

But the Brahman. is higher, on account of the 
declaration of difference. 

We admit that the cause is not different from the effect; 
yet the nature of the Brahman is different from that of the 
individuaf selves. This is proved by the scriptural texts, 

1 atflolliT4 M 2, 3. 
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' He is the Lord of what is the lord of the senses (i.e. the 
individual self)' (S'vet. VI-9). 'He who commands the 
Vidyll (the knowledge) and Avidya (the other than the 
knowledge i.e. action) ; is different'. (S1'f.let. V -1). The 
Brahman, who has all the sentient and non-sentient 
beings as His body, has assumed the states of cause 
and effect. Thus the merits and the faults have been res· 
tricted. This has been stated in Brahma-Siltra 11·1·9. 
That He has all the sentient and non·~entient beings as 
body is proved in the scriptural text, 'To whom the earth 
is the body' (Sub. VII). 'To whom the self is the body' 
(Brh. JJIRdhya. V -7 -22.) 

23. As'mifdivacca tadanupapatti~ 

And as in the analogous cases of the stones and 
the like, it is not possible for the self to be identical 
with the Brahman. 

The non-sentient beings, such as stones, wood, the lump 
of clay and the grass, etc. cannot be the same as the BrahmaJJ. 
So also it has been established that the individual selves that 
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are known to be distinct from the Brahman as per the 
scriptural text 'He grieves deluded by the subordinate one 
i.e. Prakrti ' cannot be the s'ame as the Brahman who is 
all·knowing and true in His wiil. 

UPASAMHARADARS'ANADHIKARAJ:lA 8 

24. upasamharadarS'an'llnneti cenna, k~iravadd/,i 

Should it be said that it is not so, because it is 
seen that various instruments have been employed; we 
say, not so; because it is similar to the case of milk. 

It is seen that a number of instruments are employed in 
producing the effect. Hence the Brahman cannot be the single 
cause of the world. It is not so. The Brahman becomes the 
single cause of the creation, etc., of the wodd, in the same 
way as the milk transforming itself into the form of the curd. 

25. Devlldivadapi loke 

And as in the case_ of the divinities etc. in their 

worlds. 
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The divine bemgs, whose powers we know from the 
seriptures, assume many forms in their worlds by mere 
volition. In the same way all these are possible in the case 
of the Brahman also, whose powers we know only from the 
scriptures. ' 

K~TSNAPRASAKTYADHIKARA~A 9 

26. Krtsnaprasaktirniravayavatvas'abdakopo vtt 

It follows as a logical sequel that the entire 
Brahman enters into the effect or the text teaching 
about His being devoid of parts wiil be contradicted. 

It is stated that the Brahmau, who has all the sentient 
and non-sentient beings as His body, assumes the states of 
the cause and the effect. Here the Brahman, who is thus 
embodied has been held as' not having any parts'. Here it 
happens that the Brahman, taken as a whole, is transformed 
into the effect. In the school that accepts that a portion of the 

__ .1 ei~rra~~ifl11~5fJJRt A 1; si~r~~IJ!Tiff~~~fafd6 M 1, 2. 
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Brahman assumes the state of effect, the scriptural state
ment, namely ' The Brahman has no parts ' becomes 
furious i.e. contradicted. Therefore the Brahman is not the 
cause of the creation, etc. of the world. 

This view has been refuted thus-

27. Srutestu S'abdamnlatttat 

But on account of the scnptureal authority it is 
not so; because the Brahman's nature could be appre
hended only by the verbal testimony. 

This objection does not happen as scriptures have been 
accepted to be the proofs. The nature of the Brahman can 
be proved only by the means of scriptures. The Brahman is 
distinct from other objects that could be established by 
other proofs. Therefore no contradiction arises, if the 
Brahman is possessed with powers unseen in other objects. 
Therefore the result is this:-' The Brahman is full in every 
way of all qualities both in the causal state and in the state .. 
of effect.' This is just as the Jati (clas!:!) of those who accept 
it as a separate category, is full in each of the cows with 
broken horn or hornless. 
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28. Atmani caifJam ; vicitr'llS'ca hi 

And thus (also) in the Self; for there are diversi· 
fied powers. 

The individual self possesses attributes, that are opposed 

to those subsisting in the non-sentient beings. This is due to 
the special powers found in him. The non-sentient beings, 
such as fire and water, etc. possess the mutually opposing 
attributes, have the powers specially attached to them and are 

seen distinct from each other. 

29. Svapakt~adofiCZcca 

And on account of the defects of his own views 
also. 

The defects, such as the whole should transform itself 
into the effect, do exist only in the case of the Pradhana, that 
is without parts and is of the same class as non-sentient 
beings. Hence the Brahman is the cause of the creation, 

etc. of the world. 
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30. Sarvopet"ll ca taddrstan"llt 

And the divinity is endowed with all powers i 
because it is so seen in the scriptures. 

The divinity is apprehended as being endowed with all 
powers in the scriptural text, 'His high power is revealed as 
manifold, etc.' (S't'et. VI-8). 

31. V ikarapatv"llnneti cet, taduktam 

It is not so on account of His being devoid of 
organs. This question has been answered before. 

Brahman is not the cause of the creation, etc. of the 
world, as He does not possess organs. This is stated 
in the scriptural text, 'No body or organ of His is found to 
exist' (S'vet. Vl-8). Here the reply is this-In a former 
SOtra 11·1·27, it has been stated that the nature of the 
Brahman can be proved only by the means of scriptures and 
He is distinct from all other objects. 
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PRAYOJANAVATTVADHIKARA:t:iA 10 

32. N a prayojanavatt'V"llt 

The Brahman is not the cause on account of the 
world having the nature of what depends on a motive. 

The Brahman has all His wishes fulfilled. Therefore 
there is no use in creating the world. Hence the Brahman 
is not the cause of the creation, etc. of the world. 

33. Loka'Vattu lJl"llkai'CJalyam 

But it is mere sport, as in ordinary worldly life. 

As regards the creation of the world, sport can be the 
motive, though He has all wishes fulfilled. Hence, it is 
appropriate to say that He does not expect any thing to gain 
by the creation etc. of the world. In ordinary life balls etc. 
are used in games for mere sport. In the case of Him, 
who is self-satisfied, ' fulfilment of all wishes' means ' the 

I ~~:q)aJOff~TCJrf( A 1, M 2. 
1 6larlfT: ~flll~~il~ A 1. 
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readiness of all necessaries that are essential for the enjoy
ment of all pleasures at all times', The satisfaction arrived 
from the enjoyment of pleasures, is distinct from the self· 
satisfaction. The taste in sport is distinct from the twofold 

satisfaction mentioned above. The Pradhilna and the 
individnal self are necessaries essential for His sport. 

34. Vait~amyanairghrvye na, s-apek!Jatv-at; tath-a hi 
dars' ayati 

In the part of the Brahman there is neither the 
inequality nor the cruelty; on account of the conside· 
ration of something; for so the scriptures declare. 

While creating the gods and others of different status in 
life, He is neither partial nor cruel by temperament. The 
inequality in creation by the Highest Self is due to the 
Karmaus or deeds of the individual selves. This is seen in 
th~ scriptural text thus-' He, who does good work, 
becomes good ; he, who does evil work, becomes evil ' 

(Brh. IV-4-S). 
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35. N a karm"llvibh'ltgt:diti cenna, an'ltditvZZd1tjJajJad)'ate 
capyupalabhyate ca 

If it be said, there are no deeds, because of the non· 
diff,m::nce; we say 'not so, on account of beginning· 
lessne::s'; this is reasonable and it is also so observed. 

One· ness is apprehen.;led in the scriptural text,' Existence 
alone, my dear, was in the beginning; One only' (Chii11d. 
Vl-2·1 ). At that time, the individual selves were not extant. 
Hence the J(.mnans or deeds do not attach themselves to 
the individual selves. It is not so; as the indiv1dual selves 
have not a beginning, the stream of their deeds al~o ha\'e 
not a beginning. This i:; re:1.sonable. The individual selves 
have not a beginning; yet the scriptural text that states 
the non-difference, only establishes the nl"n·distinction due 
to the absence of the name and form. The text is this 
• Verily at that time this world wa~ undifferentiated. It 
became differentiated just by nnme and form' (Brlz. 1-4·7). 
The view said above is in harmony with this text. The 
scriptural texts, that establish the beginningJess nature of the 
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individual selves are this-' The two unborn, the intelligent 
and the non-intelligent are the Lord and the non-lord' (S'tet. 
1·9). • He is eternal among eternals '. (S'~et. Vl-13). 

36. Sarvadharmopapatle~ca 

And because all the attributes are proved to be 
present in the Brahman. 

All tho.ie attributes, that are impossible in the Pradh4na 
and the atoms, are found in the Brahman ; because He is 
apprehended as being distinct from all other objects. All 

His powers are proved in the scriptures. Hence, it is 
established that the Brahman only is the cause of the creation, 
etc. of the world. 

THUS ENDS THE ls·r PlDA OF TilE 2ND ADHYiYA. 
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RACANANUPAPATTYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Racan7lnupapatt~~ca nztnumllnam pravrtte~ca 

The At~umztna (Pradltztna) is not the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world, on account of the impossi
bility of construction and on account of activity. 

The construction of chariots, mansions, etc. cannot 
be accomplished by the non-sentient beings, such as wood 
etc. without being employed by a person, who knows how to 
do them. And they could be made when they are employed 
by the person, who knows how to do them. Hence the 
Pradhif1Ja, that is non-sentient being, that could be proved by 
the inference only and that is not guided by an intelligent 
person cannot be the cause of the creation, etc. of the world. 

1 ~tr'lf''f M 3, Pr. 
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2. Payombuvaccet, tatrapi 

If it be said like milk or water ; there also the in· 
telligent guides. 

The milk and the water are not guided by an intelligtnt 
person, when they undergo the changes of curds etc. Same is 
the case with the Pradhalla also. The answer is thus-Even 
in thi~ case the reason of ref•tlation is the same as stated 
already; because these milk and water also are included in the 
minor term. 

3. Vyatirek'ilnavasthiteS'c'i!napekfatvllt 

And because from the independence of the Pradh'il· 

na, there would be never the reverse of the creation of 
the world. 

The Pradhifna is not the cause of the creation, etc. of the 
world ; otherwise the creation would take place always, as the 
guidance of the intellegent is not at all required. 

1 Slliflilll!ftfa A 1, Pr. 
1 ~&n'll{ omitted M 1, 2. 
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4. AnyatrabhlZfJllcca na trpadivae 

Not like grass, etc.; because it does not happen in 
•ther cases. 

It is not right to say that the PradMna is the cause of the 
.reation, etc. of the world in the same \\-ay as grass, etc. are 
:apable of being modified as the milk when they are eaten by 
he cows ; because in the case of bulls, etc., such a transfor· / 
nation is not seen. Therefore the modification of the grass etc, 
nto the milk etc. also is guided by an intelligent agent. 

5. Purufils'mafJaditi cet tathapi 

And if it is said as in the case of the person and the 
tone ; thus also the Pradhzzna cannot be the cause of 
he creation, etc. of the world. 

The self, by his presence, directs the Pradh4ha to 
reate the world. This is similar to the case of a blind man 
:uided by a lame one. Another instance is the case of a 
nagnetic stone towards which the iron moves, Therefore the 

1 ~a~111;t A 1, Pr. f4\'{~rfelq, M 2. 
1 aqqen{ added before. A 1, Pr. 11'1'1 omitted M 2. 
1 ;r omitted A 1. 
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Pradhdna need not be guided by an intelligent £elf. It is not 
so. Even then the Pradhana cannot bP. the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world ; because the intelligent penon 
does not . unaergo any change. The lame man and the 
magnetic stone undergo the occasional changes by advising the 
path and moving from one place to another. 

6. Angitvetnupapattetca 

A11d on account of the impossibility of the 
prominence with relationship as prominent and sub· 
ordinate. 

The origination of the world re~ult~ frrm a certain 
relation between the three Gu1;1as aF- princiral and sul·ordi11ate 
which depends upon the relati\'e infrriority and superiority. 
Bnt, as in the Pralaya state, the three Grtf;tas are in a state of 
eq•11potse, none of them is superior or inferior to the 
others. Hence, the creation, of the world \\ould not take 
place. 

1 ~~\1~: M 1, 3. Pr. 
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7. Anyath"llnumitau ca jnas'akti'Viyogcft 

And if the inference be made in a different way, the 
result remains unchanged, on account of the Pradhi1na 
being destitute of the power of knowing. 

The expression, 1 Being destitute of the power of know· 
ing' means, 1 Being devoid of the power of an intelligent'. 
Suppose Pradlliina is inferred by some reasoning different 
from the one so far refuted by us, even then, as it is devoid 
of the power of knowing the difficulties such as the impossi· 
bility of construction, etc. mentioned in Sutra 11·2·1, do 
firmly stand. 

8. Abhyupagamepyarth-abh-a'Pllt 

On account of the absence of a purpose, even if 
it be admitted, it should not be inferred. 

This is not to be inferred; because no purpose will be 
served by considering Pradhana to be the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world. The intellicent person, who doe.3 
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not undergo any change, does not transform himself into the 
forms that the Pradhiina is capable of asmming. Hence, the 
two things that do not happen are these--(1) the enjoyment 
of pleasures etc., that is caused by the superimposition of 
the attributes of the Ptakrti on the intelligent person and 
(2) the release that could be had by distinguishing himself 
from the Pradhdna. 

9. V ipratil}edhzrcct~samanjasam 

And the whole thing accepted in regard to the Self, 
is not intelligible on account of the contradiction. 

The doctrine of the Kapilas is not intelligible ; because of 
the acceptance of many contradictory terms in the intelligent 
person, such as the powers of sight, enjoyment, and non· 
modification, etc. 

MAHADDiRGHADHIKARAN.A 2 

10. Mahaddhtrgha'Ciad 'Ott hras'Ciaf>arimapt/alzrbh~llm 

And the views of others like the one that accepts 

1 qfdlilllf~R~TEifoft~fil'ft~rrr: M 1, 2. 

• -~~rRd ''~!!1'4i~1J, '~"~" alf~<ti~:1J, 1A:"~" q{llr. 
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the production of big and long from the short and the 
atom, are untenable. 

The word Asamaiijasa (untenable) is brought here from 
the previous SzUra. The word, Va (i.e. or) is used in the 
sense of Ca (i.e. and). Completely unintelligible are the 
views of that school, which hold the doctrine that the Trya1J.uka 
which is big and long is formed from the Dvyai,Jukas {shorts) 
and Paramii~,Jzts (atoms).' As a rule the parts, that possess 
six sides, begin the formation of a bigger object in combination. 
The atoms have no parts. Hence, they cannot have sides. 
Things such as atoms, that are brought together without any 
regard to their sides cannot produce a big object. 

11. Ubhayathapi na karmdtastadabh'll'Va~ 

On both assumptions, motion does not originate in 
the atoms and thence there is no origination of the 
world. 

l f:., M q~(IQ 1, 2. 
1 ll!lll~~!l1i)C1f~~ A 1, Pr. ~'!l<tiii'!!'-Tfq~a:, M 3. 
1 ~"ict{ M 2, Pr. •.: ·~f~~~~~CI: M 3. 
0 Accordmg to the Vail'efika system of the ph1losophy, two Paramlous 

(atoms altas Panmavqalas) form a Dvyaouka (d)'ad) wh1ch 1s Hrasva or short 
in size. Three Dvyavukas (dyad&) form a Tryavuka (Ternary) which is Maba* 
(big) ud Diraba (loog), 
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It is impossible to accept that first motion can originate 
in the atoms. Therefore the conjunction of two or more atoms 
is impossible to accept. Though there may be required the 
matunty of the Adr~ta (i.e. the unseen principle) m the indivi· 
dual selves, even then, the oceasional motion, that is caused 
by the Adr¥1"' cannot have its ongm in the atoms. Suppose the 
maturity is not required, then the motion should have been pro· 
duced in the atoms even before. In fact, maturity is not newly 
produced as a certain attribute in Adr~ta. When regarded as 
commandments, particular actions yield particular results. 
Then at that particular time the md1vidual selves attain that 
fruit. This is called as a maturation. When no particular 
time is fixed for such fruits, the maturation is the state of 
being not obstructed by more powerful deeds. Adf¥ta has 
the nature of granting the results, that are dependant upon 
the nature of the actions. Hence, maturity does not find a 
fixed place in all the individual selves at the same time; 
because the various actions grant various results at various 
times. The Lord can not be proved by the inference. Hence, 

1 v~)~~~A 1. 

'6'"'"111'U M 3, Pr. 

1 etaz added before M 1. '•lllil Pr. 
1 llill(f6(~ft\~w:'l qan~qJfi: M 1, 2, l. 
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it is impossible to argue that the atoms can create the world 
under the direction of the Lord. 

12. Samavayabhyupagamncca sllmyadanavasthite~b 

And because, owing to the acknowledgment of 
Samavczya, there results regressus ad infinitum, on 
account of equality. 

The views of the Vais'e~ikas are also untenable, on account 
of the acknowledgment of Samaviiya; because Samavaya also 
like the Jati (class) and Gul)a (qualities), requires something 
else, to prove the fact of its being inseparably connected. From 
this there arises the falla:y of regressus in infinitum. If it is 
argued that this nature of the Samavaya is such as being 
connected inseparably without requiring other means to prove 
it, let the same principle applied with the cast! of Jiiti and 
Guoa also. 

13. N ityameva ca bhllv'ilt 

And because the part and the whole, would thus be 
eternal on account of its eternity. 

Sama-vdya is considered to be eternal. Such a considera· 
tioo is not possible without that, to which the relation 
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belongs, being accepted as eternal. Hence both the parts and 
the whole which is constituted of such parts, happen to be 
eternal. Hence this Samat?ifya does not exist at all. 

14. Rflpltdimattvacca viparyayo darB'anflt 

And on account of the atoms having colour, etc. 
the reverse (i.e. non-eternity of atoms) takes place ; 
because it is so observed. 

The atoms have colour etc. Hence its characteristics 
would be other than eternity; because such a principle is 
observed in regard to the pots, etc. 

15. Ubhayath-a ca dotat 

And as there are defects in both the cases. 

Suppose the atoms have no colour, because otherwise 
they become non-eternal, then the principle ' The properties 
of the effect are due to the properties of the cause' will have to 
be abandoned. If they have colour, they must be non-eternal. 
Therefore the whole argument is untenable; because faults do 
arise in both the cases. 

1 ~illttA 1. 

I atftfi: M 1, 2. 

1 1RifJ1{'ft omitted A t, M 1, Pr. 
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16. Aparigrahzzcciltyantamanapekf"D 

And as it is not accepted, it is altogether dis· 
regarded. 

Any portion of KaQidas' system has not been accepted 
by the followers of the Vedic doctrine. It is also in lack of 
proof. ·rherefore, it is altogetht:r to be disregarded. 

SAMUDlYlDHIKARA~A 3 

17. Samuclllya ubhayahetukepi tadaprilpti~ 

Even as regards the aggregate effect by its two 
causes, there is non·establishment of the theory of 
aggregates. 

The Buddhists have accepted thus-' The aggregates of 
earth, etc. are caused by atoms. The aggregates of body and 
sense-organs etc. are produced by earth, etc.' The theory of 
aggregate is not provable by following the same line of their 
argument. They have definitely accepted the momentariness 

'~ )I 1. 2. ' ~ omitted Pr. 
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of all things. Suppose the atoms and earth, etc., that 
function in the formation of an aggregate, are destroyed in the 
second moment of their existence, then, what are those 
things, that could be collected together in the form of 
aggregates ? 

18. I taretarapratyayatv'lldupapannamiti cet ; na, 
samgh'iltabh'll'CJ'llnimittatvctt 

And if it be said that this is to be maintained 
through successive causality; we say, 'no ' ; on account 
of their not being the causes of aggregation. 

If it be said that through the successive causality of 
nescience, that produces the knowledge of steadiness in un· 
steady objects, the desire and the aversion etc. all these 
may be accounted for. It is not so. The nescience cannot 
be the cause in the formation of aggregates. As regards 
nescience, where the knowledge of silver is produced in nacre, 
etc. the nacre, etc. cannot produce the purpose served by the 

1 'f~ M 3, Pr. • 11f~}ttr,_ Pr. 
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silver. Here, as the person of Avidya ceased to exist at tha1 
time, there cannot be in him the desire, etc. that are causec 
by nescience. 

19. U tta1'otp'llde ca f>ll1'vani1'odhat 

And on account of tl:e cessation of the preceding 
one, on the origination of the subsequent one. 

When the pot of the subsequent moment is originated, 
the pot of the previous moment becomes destroyed. Henc~ 

as the negation alone has the character of the cause of 
origination, the origination can be had at all times. 

20. Asati f>1'atijnopa1'odho yaugapadyamanyathll 

There not being a cause, there results the con· 
tradiction of the admitted principle; otherwise simul· 
taneity will arise. 

Suppose it is said that the effect may originate when a 

1 ent ~: M 3, Pr. 1 ~1ftr Pr. 

I'""~: M ·1, 2. 
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cause does not exist ; then there results the contradiction to 
the acknow I edged principle, namely 1 Adltipati caus~ and 
Sahakarill cause etc. produce cognition '.1 If the cause exists, 
then it happens that two pots are perceived at the same time. 
If the cause does not exist, it would follow that the contact 
of the sense-organs with the object and the cognition are 
simultaneous. 

21. Pratisamkhyapratisamkhycznirodhet· 
prllPtiravicchedllt 

There is no possibility of Pratisamkhyet (gross 
form) and Apratisamkhyet 3 (subtle form) of the complete 
destruction, on account of the non-interruption. 

1 Nirodha' means 1 complete destruction'. This does 
not assume the state of gross or subtle form. Because what 

1 13foi<fi(O!Cfr~f'lij-,:{tH:i'flrat'fiR!{¥I~~)q~~~)~~: ij~tEfl~JCieiOf
v;~: ~ttW) ~i!T~: 31fi!~~~TfifU'1:, ~~~arit srf6~UJ¥~rift :;ftq~'ilil': 
~~) flfolro)sSJfo~he~rfiiU'l {ffi Rl!i(fs~a ' 

• The opponents hold the pnnciple that there are four_kinds of causes 
bringing about the or1ginalion of a cogmtion. They are the Adh1Pah (Sense
organs) Sahakarm (Associate cause, like the light etc.), Alambana (the 
object) and Samanantarapratya)•a (the immediately prev1ous knowledge). 

• Those who maintain the momentariness of all things accept the two kinds of 
destruction, one of a gross kind which consists in the termmahon of a series of 
similar momentary ex1stences and is capable of being perceived as immediately 
resulting from egencies such as the blow of a hammer etc. ; and the other of a 
subtle kmd not capable of being perceived and taking place in a series of s1m1lar 
momentary existences at every moment. The former is called Pratisafllkhyll
nirodha and the latter Apratisafllkh,ifnirodha. 

23 
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is denoted by the words, ' destruction of the pot ' is ' the 
assumption of the state of the broken pieces.' Because also 

the substance, that has an existence, cannot brook an 

interruption. 

22. Ubhayath"ll ca do~iit 

And on account of the defects presenting them
selves in either case. 

In the doctrine which accepts that the thing originated 
is of the nature of nothingness and the thing is originated 
from that of the nature of nothingness, the following difficulty 

could not be got over, namely-A thing cannot be produced 
from the negation and the thing so produced will be of the 
nature of negation. Hence, nothingness as stated by others 
can not be established. 

23. Ak"llS'e ctztJiB'e~"llt 

And in the case of spatial ether also, on account 
of their being no difference. 

1 a~: added before M 1. 

I ¥1111ftlflli A 1, M 1, 3. 
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And the spatial ether has not the character of nothingness ; 

because there is an unopposed apprehension without any 
exception. Indeed the spatial ether is apprehended as the 
space, where the hawk etc. fly. 

24. Anusmrtes'ca 

And on account of the recognition. 

Moreover the momentariness is not proved, on account 
of the recognition. In the recognition • This is just that ' 
the object is apprehended as being only one; because what is 
apprehended in the past time is the same as that which is 
apprehended in the present time due to the expression used 
in certain grammatical equation. The recognition is due 
to the contact between the substances and sense-organs of 
men who had seen previously the substance and possessed 
the mental impression on it. 

25. Nttsatodr~tatvztt 

The experience could not be of non-entity ; be· 
cause this is not so observed. 

1 ~~'tif\'15~~ti M 2, 3, Pr. 1 ~lJfql M, z. 
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The argument -vi~. 'The object that bas perished after 
imparting its own form to the cognition, is inferred through 
the reason of such !imparted forms of the cognition.' This 
argument is not sound, because, it is not so observed. When 
a thing perished, and ceased to exist, its attributes arc not 
seen to attach themselves to a different object. 

26. U dllsJnttnCJmapi caivane siddil! 

And thus there would be the accomplishment on 
the part of the non-active people also. 

On the theory of universal mementariness, it would 
happen that one is performer of the action and another is 
enjo)'er of . its. benefit. Therefore it would follow that 
persons without making any efforts, may accomplish all their 
ends. 

1 fififiiJ~r{ A 1, M 2. 
2 ttaW(f(~ '~ eftaTQT'tiR aq~8 I 9 ~'12~T9ms~~T'tirU 
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UPALABDHYADHIKAHA:t:l'A 4 

27. Nnblfttva upalabdhe~~ 

Not non-existence; on account of cognition. 

The views held by other school i.e., of Yogacara, which 
hold that there are no objects apart from the knowledge, 
are not correct. What is apprehended in the notion, ' I know 
the pot', is the thing (pot) that is an object of the knowledge 
held by the knower. Therefore it is not possible to say 
that there is no separate thing. The special charactaristic 
of the cognition is only the capacity of production of the idea 
in men with reference to particular objects. 

28. V aidharmyncca na svajm-adivat 

And on account of difference of nature, the waking 
state is not like dream. 

The knowledge found in waking state is not of unreal 
nature like the dream ; because there is difference in their 

s ~t'f( A 1. 1 lliT{Vf Pr. 
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respective natures. In the waking state there are 1'10 defects 
in the sense-organs and the knowledge is not sublated as false. 

29. N a bhiZvonupalabdhe~ 

The existence of mere knowledge is not possible, 
on account of the absence of perception. 

The existence of mere cognition, devoid of correspond· 
ing objects. is not possible; because such things are nowhere 
perceived. That even the dream-cognitions refer to the 
objects will be maintained later on. 

SARVATHANUPAPATTYADHIKARAI!TA 5 

30. Sarvathllnupapattegca 

And on account of its improbability in every way. 

The view of universal voidness of Madhyamikas is not 
correct. When the proposition to be proved is either on 
existence or non-existence, it cannot be nothingness ; because 
it is not so proved. Because the cognitions of existence (i.e. 

1 ~r: 81 M 1. 
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Sat) and non-existence (i.e. Asat) relate to the poc;itive 
states of mutually contradictory natures of the objects. 

EKASMINNASAMBHAV!DHIKARA:t:lA G 

31. N aikasminnasambhav'llt 

Not so, on account of the impossibility in one. 

The views of the Arhat or )ina, are not tenable, because 
it is not possible for an object to assume simultaneously the 
states of existence and non·existence, permanence and non
permanence, and separateness and non-separateness. It is 
also impossible to accept that a substance undergoes different 
states (Paryiiyas) simultaneously, because the states such as 
lumpness, potness, and the state of broken pieces etc. \\ hich 
are said to be the objects of the cognition of existence 
and non-existence, are mutually contradictory. The earth, 
etc. undergo the states of pot, plate, etc. in different parts. It 
is not possible to apprehend in the same substance, imper man
ence and its opposing nature namely, permanence, because 

1 et{a"tsfq A 1, M 1. 
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the former is the object of production and destruction anc 
the latter is on reverse. Therefore these two attributes canno1 
pertain to a single thing. 

32. Evam catmakartsnyclm 

And thus the non-entireness of the self. 

Suppose the self is of the size of the body. When h{ 
enters from a big body to the body of a small one, it happem 
that he does not enter it with his full size but only partly. 
Then it will happen that the soul is not complete in the small 

body. 

33. N a ca paryayadapyavirodho vikaradibhya~ 

Nor also is there non-contradiction from Paryaya; 
on account of change, etc. 

Nor it can be said that the contradiction does not arise, 
as the self assumes a different condition through contraction 
and dilatation; because this would imply that the soul is the 
subject to change, like the pot, etc. 
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34. Antyi1vasthiteS'cobhayamtyatv'ildaviste~a~L 

And on account of the stability of the final size, and 
the resulting permanency of both, there is no speciality. 

'The final size' means 'the size that exists in the state 
of release '. The self then remains with the same size always 
which is his natural size. Therefore the self and his size 
must both be eternal and the soul must be of the same size 
even in his former stages. Hence it will happen that if the 
soul is of the size of the various bodies, then he must be 

imperfect in those bodies. 

PAS'UPATYADHIKARA~A 7 

35. Patyurasi1manjasyi1t 

The system of the school of Pastupati must be 
disregarded on account of its inappropriateness. 

The word • not ' continues from the previous Sutra. 
The view of the school of Pas'upati has to be discarded ; 
because it is objectionable on account of there being 

1 i~snfq i1 ~t~: M 2, Pr. 
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deviations from the principles accepted in the Vedic doctrine! 
It accepts that the Lord Pas•upati is only the instrumenta. 
cause of the world and not the material cause also. This view 
is opposed to the principles of the Vedic doctrine. There are 
also rules of conduct, that are opposed to what are stated in 
the Vedic texts. 

36. Adhitfhztn'llnupapatteS'ca 

And on account of the impossibility of agency. 

Indeed, in the school that proves the existence of the Lord 
by inference, it is stated that the Lord is only the agent. This 
statement is not acceptable. If it were so, it happens that a 
bodiless Lord cannot be the agent of the Pradhana. But 
suppose the Lord has a body; it is nowhere indicated, that 
His body is generated. Suppose He has limbs, and yet is 
eternal; then no contradiction arises in accepting the earth, 
and the mountain etc. as eternal. 

37. Karavavaccenna bhogztdibhya~ 

1 ~~fuTiiCCfl{ M 2. 
1 g omitted M l. 
' '1'(\''l'q:!~~(fq M 1. 

'o• if ij~<Jfa" omitted Pr, 
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If it is said that He is the agent as in the case of 
the organs; we deny this, because it would end in His 
enjoyment, etc. 

The bodiless Lord is the agent of the Pradhana as in the 
case of the individual self that rules the sense-organs and the 
body. It is not so. The activity of the individual selves 
with the rulership over the organs and body is due to the 
effect of their past good and bad deeds and is for the sake of 
enjoyment of pleasure and pain. The samething will happen 
in the Lord's case also. 

38. Anta'Oatt'Oamasart.Jajnatll 'Oll 

Finiteness and absence of omniscience. 

If the Lord is of the type stated above, He becomes 
finite and other than omniscient. 

UTPATTYASAMBHAV!DHIKARA~A 8 

39. Utpattyasambha'Octt 

(The views of the ptzncarcztra system are unten
able) on account of the impossibility of origination. 

s This Is also called the Plllcaritrldhikaraoa. 
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Like the system of the Samkhyas the Pancaratra system 
also is not authoritative, because in that system it is stated 
that the individual selves are created. This is opposed to what 
is stated in the scriptures and hence this is also not possible. 

40. Na ca kartu~• karattam 

And there is not the origination of the instrument 
from the agent. 

The agent is the individual self. The instrument is the 
mind. It is not stated in the scriptures, that the mind is 
produced from the individual self. The scriptural text is 
this-' From Him, is produced the breath, the mind and all 
the sense-organs' (Mutt(~. II-1·3). 

41. V ijntzn'lldibhtzve v'll tadapratifedha~ 

Or,1 if they are held to be the Lord, who is know· 
ledge and the origin, there is no contradiction to that 
system. 

1 Here the tertn • or ' sets aside the view of the opponent, mentioned in the 
previous SQtras. 
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Consider the statement-' From Vasudeva, there origi· 
nates the individual self, called Samkar~at;ta '. Here Sam· 
kar~at;ta and others are said to be Vasudeva whose essential 
characteristic is knowledge, and who is the origin of the world. 
Then there can be no refutation of the authoritativeness of the 
doctrine, that set forth this truth. That the Supreme Brahman 
Vasudeva takes the incarnation on His own will, is said in the 
scriptural text. 'He is unborn; Yet is born as many' (Tait. 
Ar. 111·13·1). The words, Jiva etc.' denote Samkar$at;ta 
and others, who are encased in those particular bodies. 

42. V iprati~edhllcca 

• And on account of the refutation. 

Even in that system occurs this passage-The con· 
nection between her (Prakrti) and the self is in the form of in· 
separability. The self is known truly to be without beginning 

1 eurf6--"t: A 1, M 1. 
1 ~ ~;~r"8R: M 1, Pr. 
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and end '. Thus the origination of the individual selves is 
refuted in that system. Thus there is no contradiction with 
the Vedic teaching. 

THUS ENDS THE 2ND PlDA OF THE 2ND ADHYiYA. 

·~~ Pr. 
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ADHYAYA II, PADA III 

VIYADADHIKARA~A 1 

1. N a vi'Yadastrute~ 

The spatial ether is not produced on account of 
the non-hearing of its production. 

The spatial ether is not generated, because there are not 
heard the scriptural statements on its production. It is not 
possible to hear from the scriptures the origination of it which 
has no parts, just as in the case of the self. 

2. Asti tu 

But there is hearing aboQt the production of the 
spatial ether. 
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It is heard that the spatial ether is a product. Indeed, 
the very same scriptural text, which treats of the objects, that 
are beyond the congnizance of the sense-organs declares 

that the spatial ether is a product-' The Spatial ether 
is produced from the self' (Taif. II-1-2) But the individual 
self is known not produced because the scriptural statement 
'He is not born' (Kath. I-2·18). 

3. Gauttyasambhav-acchabd-acca 

The scriptural text here, has a secondary mean· 
ing, on account of the impossibility and of the verbal 
authority. 

Fire is mentioned as the first product in the text, ' It 
sent forth fire' (Chand. VI-2-3). Hence, the text, ' The 
spatial ether is produced' (Taif. II-1·2), is to be taken in the 
secondary sense. It is so also because there is the text, 'The 
wind and the ~patial ether. This is Immortal' (Brh. 11·3·3). 

1 ¥1'1'~ M 1. 

I f'flll~(f~ M 2. 
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4. Syllccaikasya Brahmas'abdavat 

A word may be used in different senses, as in the 
case of the word, Brahman. 

The word, Sambhiita is used in a secondary sense with 
reference to the spatial ether, and in its original sense with 
reference to other objects. This discrimination is quite 
possible when the same word is referred to in a further text, 
just as in the case of the word which is actually uttered in 
other place. Consider the following for instance-The word, 
Brahman, is used in the secondary sense in the text, ' From 
Him is born this Brahman, name, form and food' (M11~1~. 1-10). 
Here the word Brahman denotes the Prakrti in the secondary 

sense. But in other text it is used in the primary sense; vide 
'The Brahman swells on His thought' (Mu~1~. 1-9). 

This view is refuted thus-

5. Pratijnllhttniravyatirekat 

The non-abandonment of the Pratijfla (proposition) 
results from non-difference. 

1 ~~ omitted M 1 ; f1 omitted Pr. 
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The proposition, mentioned in the scriptural text, ' By 
hearing on whom, the unheard becomes heard ' is this-' The 

knowledge of one produces the knowledge of all'. This 
proposition is not discarded, because the spatial ether etc. 

are the effects produced by the Brahman and they are not 

different from Him. 

6. S abdebhya~ 

This follows from other texts. 

The scriptural text, namely, ' The ether is produced ' 

makes one understand that the spatial ether is created. This 
statement cannot be over.ridden by the absense of the word 

' AkiiS'a' in the text, ' He produced the fire', which declares 
that the fire was the first among the creatures. 

7. YtJvadvik'llram tu vibh?Jgo lokavat 

But the division (i.e. origination) extends over all 
effects as in popular worldly usage. 

1 6l,lr,r: omitted M 2. 1 fir omitted M 1. 
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The spatial ether, etc. undergo modifications, as stated 

in the text, 'All this has Him as the Self' (Chiilld. VI-8-7). 

What has been determined here is this-' The statements 

made as regards the creation of fire, etc. are intended to 
include also the creation of all other creatures. In the popular 

usage, some one has said first, ' All these ten are the sons of 
Devadatta •. Then he mentions some of them as born from 

Devadatta. 

8. Etena M-ataris'v-a vy-akhyzua~~ 

Hereby the wind becomes explained (as an effect). 

The wind is separately mentioned here so that it may be 

referred to in the further Sutras Il-3-10 and so on. 

9. Asambhavastu satonupapatte~ 

The non-origination is for that existence only, 
because of its impossibility in other cases. 

1 ~lfr ~ Pr. 
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The impossibility of the production is only in the case 
of the Brahman. The objects, other than the Brahman, are 
created, because there is in the text • existence only' (Chand. 
Vl-2·2) the word Bva {only) excluding others. 

TEJODHIKARA:t$A 2 

The effects that are sai~ to have been produced with the 

mediation of the ether etc. are produced directly by the 
Brahman •• To establish this truth, the Sf"ltrakeira raises the 
following objections to answer-

1 0. Tejotastath-ahy?Jha 

Fire is produced thence, for thus the scripture 
declares. 

The fire is originated from the wind alone and not 
directly from the Braman, because the scriptural text states 
thus-• From wind the fire is produced' (Ta#. 1·2·1·2). 

1 Pr. omits this introductory passage. 
1 ft omitted M 1. Pr. 

1 tt'f omitted M 1. 
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11. Apa~t 

Water originates from fire. 

Water originates from fire as stated in the text, ' From 
tire the water' (Ta#. I-2·1·2). 

12. Prthi"'' 

The earth originates from water. 

The earth is produced from water. The scriptural text 
in support of this is this-' From water the earth ' (Ta#. 
1·2·1·2). 

13. Adhik'llrarupa&'abdllntarebhya~b 

Earth alone is referred to, on account of the 
context, the colour, and other texts. 

The word ' food ' mentioned in the text, ' They created 
the food' (Chand. Vl·2·4), denotes the earth only; because 
of the context of the creation of the elements. The earth is 

1 111P{a M 3. Pr. 
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stated to have a colour in the scriptural text. 1 That which is 
black is of the food' (Chand. VI-4-1). The word 1 earth,' is 
mentioned in the text, 1 The earth springs forth from water ' 
(Ta#. 1-2-1-2). 

Here the conclusive answer of the objection is this-

14. Tadabhidhyttnttdeva tu tallingttt sa~~ 

But He is the cause of the creation, etc. of the 
world ; because there are indicative marks namely His 
contemplation. 

There is the expression in the phrases, 1 The fire thought' 
(Citdnd. VI-2-3) and 'The water, thought ' (Chand. Vl-2·4) 
which resemble more or less the other text 1 That thought may 
I become many' and furnish the token of the universal cause 
i.e. Highest Self. This text proves that the Highest Self is the 
direct cause of the creation, etc. of the world ; because He has 
fire etc. as His body and is denoted by the words fire etc. 

1 ~rf¥1"~ Pr. 1 ~Pr. 
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15. Viparyayeva ttt kramota upapadyate ca 

The contrariety of the order of succession is 
possible, only if the origination of all effect is from 
Him (the Brahman). 

The order of succession in a different form is stated in 
the scriptural text, ' From Him is produced the vital wind, 
the spatial ether, wind, fire and water' (Kafh. !1·1·3). From 
this statement it is clear that the creation proceeds direct 
from the Brahman. Therefore it follows that the crea· 
tion proceeds from the Brahman, who has fire, etc. as His 
body. 

16. A ntarll vijnllnamanasJ kramerz,a talling-aditi 
cet ; na, avis'e~'llt 

If it be said that knowledge (sense-organs) and 
mind, which are mentioned between the vital wind 
and the elements are stated in order of succession, 

1 3lJ)fif~Tif: omitted M 11 2. •-.:Pr, 
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owing to the particular mark; we say, not so, on 
account of non-difference. 

That between the vital wind (Pra~a) and elements are 
produced the sense-organs and mind, is taught in the text
• The spatial ·ether, the wind, the fire and the water,' (Mu1Xf, 
II-1-3), because the recqgnition of the order mentioned 
in the other S'ruti passage. Therefore this text also 
states the creation in certain order with mediation. It is 
not so ; because the statement, ' From Him is produced ' 
(MufJ4. 11-1·3), is common in regard to the creation of the 
substances beginning with the vital-wind and ending with the 
earth. Therefore the Highest Self only is the direct cause of 

fire, etc. 

In the statements ' The fire thought, etc.' the words, 
Fire, etc., refer to the well-known popular fire etc. They are 
used in secondary sense in the case of the Brahman. To 
this objection the reply is stated thus :-

1 sf851.rRit1ttcetl'llltl. A 1. Pr. 
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17. CaracarafJyapa~rayastu syllt tadfJya.pa

des'obh-aktastadbhttfJabhafJitvat 

But the terms which are connected with tl:e 
things movable and immovable, i.e. denoting those 
things, are non-secondary (i.e. of primary denotative 
power, with regard to the Brahman.) ; since their 
dt>notative power is effected by the being of that 
Brahman. 

Those terms which are connected with things movable and 
immovable, i.e. the terms denoting those things, refer to the 
BrahmatJ in the non-secondary sense, i.e. in the primary 
sense. According to the scriptural text ' Let me enter as 
the soul and separate out name and form ' (Chand. VI-
3-2) the Brahman enters all the things a!l their soul and 
gives them separate names and forms. But the people 
ignorant of this, use the words in a portion of their full 
meaning. 

I '1T'ft ~: M 2. 
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ATM!DHIKARA~A 3 

18. Nlltmll ~ruternityatv'llcca t'llbh)'a~ 

The self is not born ; because he is thus heard from 
the scriptural texts and on account of eternity, which 
results from them. 

The self is not born, because we hear Him unborn from 
the scriptural statement, ' He is neither born nor dead' (Kath. 
1·2·18). He is also apprehended to be eternal; because there 

are the texts, ' Eternal among the eternals' (S't~et. Vl·13) etc. 

J~U.DHIKARAJ:IA 4 

19. }nota e"Va 

For the same reason, the individual self is in· 
variably the knower. 

The self, either in the state of bondage or in the state of 
Mukti (i.e. final release), is invariably the knower. Thus he 
is heard from the scriptural text, 'Now, he who knows, 'Jet 
me smell \his' 'be is the self' (Chand. VUI·12·4). 'He, 
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with the mind, sees these desires and experiences enjoyment 
of them ~that are related to the Brahman-world' (Cirand. 
VIU-12·.51· Here by the word 'mind' is meant the know· 
ledge that is his essential characteristic as stated in the text 
'The mind is his divine eye' (ChatJd. VIII-12-5). 

20. U tkr7Jntigaty'llgatJn"llm 

And on account of his going up, moving and 
returning. 

The individual selves are atomic in size ; because the 
scriptures state that they go up leaving the body, that they 
move and that they return to the body. 

21. S1ratmanCJ cottarayo~ 

And on account of the latter two being effected 
through his very self. 

The moving and the returning must be taken as effected 
by the self himself. Hence the individual selves are deter· 
mined to be atomic in size. 

1 '" added before M 1. 
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22. Natturatacchruteriti cenna, itarctdhikarat 

If it be said that the individual selves 1re not 
atomic in size, on account of the scriptural statement 
of what is not that ; we say no, on account of the other's 
being in the topic. 

The individual selves are not atomic in size; because 
there is the scriptural text, 1 Verily He is infinite, unborn 
Self' (Brh. IV -4 ·22). This is not so, because the context 
refers to the Highest Self. This is seen in the text, • By whom 
this Self is understood and meditated' (Brh. Vl-4·13). 

23. Sva&'abdonmanabhyam ca 

And on account of the use of the word referring to 
him and his measurement. 

The word 1 atomic ' is used in the scriptural text, ' This 
self of atomic size 1 (Mu~~- III-1-9). · In anothe'r text the 
self is described thus-' He is of the size of the point of a 
goad or even subtler than it 1 (S'"e, V ·9). Hence the self is 
atomic in size. 

1 ~ilri'f~oflr. Pr . . .. ·' . . ... . ... 
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The self, who is atomic in size, experiences the sensa· 
tions extending over the whole of the body. In this regard 
the arguments advanced by other school of thought are 
thus-

24. A 'Virodhastcandanavat 

There is no contradiction, taking the case of the 
sandal-ointment for instance. 

A drop of sandal-ointment, although applied to one spot 
of the body, produces the refreshing sensation extending all 
over the body. Same is the case with the self also. Hence 
no contradiction arises. 

25. A'Oasthitivais'efyttditi cenna, abhyupagam7lddhrdi hi 

Should it be said that the case is different on 
account of specialisation of abode ; we say no, on 
account of the acknowledgment (of a place for the self, 
vis. the heart). 

1 -~~ftr.~~lfi\:~~!tt't M 1. 
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If it be said that the case is different, because the drop of 
the sandal-ointment is in contact with a definite part of the 
body ; we say-this is not so; because the self also abides in a 
part of the body. It is an accepted fact that the self abides 
in the heart. In support of this statement, there is the follow· 
ing scriptural passage ' He who is within the heart, among 
the Prl~:~as, the person of light consisting of knowledge' 

(Brh. IV. 3-7). 

The author states his own view thus:-

26. Gut~lldfJ'llloka'CJat 

Or through his quality, like the light. 

The self experiences happiness by pervading the whole 
of the body through knowledge, which is his attribute. This is 
similar to a gem, etc. that enlighten all the space pervading 
through their own light. Thus the scriptural text says 

1 -u omitted A l, ~- omitted Pr. 1 El~ omitted A l, M z. 
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'The elements of being are fixed on the elements of in· 
tellegence' (l(au~. 111·9). 

On the objection that the knowledge and the self are 
not distinct entities from each other, the answer is stated 
thus:-

27. Vyatireko gandhavat ; tathltca dar~ayati 

There is distinction as in the case of the smell ; 
thus scripture declares. 

There is distinction between the knowledge and the self; 
because the knowledge is apprehended as the attribute of the 
self, in the notion, 'I know'. This is similar to the smell, 
which is known as a quality of the earth by the notion 'the 
earth has the smell '. The scriptural text, namely, 'This 
person knows ' also proves this, 

28. Prthagupade~llt 

It is so on account of the scriptural statement a~ 
different. 

a :tl;fl~~;w: M 1. 
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The self is taught to be different from the knowledge in 
the scriptural text, 'There is no cessation of the knowledge of 
the knower' (Brh. IV ·3-30). 

How then is it possible to explain the statement that the 
self is only mere knowledge, as found in the scriptural text, 
' He is the only knowledge' (Brh. IV ·3·7). 

It is replied thus :-

29. Tadguvaszzrat'Vztt tu tad'Vyapades'a~ pr'lljnavat 

But the self is designated as the knowledge ; 
because he has that knowledge for his essential qua1ity; 
as in the case of the intelligent Highest Self (Przzjna). 

The self is designated as knowledge; because he has 
knowledge as his essential quality. As regards the intelligent 
Self (Brahman), it is so stated in the scriptural text, • The 
Brahman is the Truth, knowledge' (Ta#. 1·2·1). 

. 1 ~ omitted M 1. 'lflllft A I, M 2. 
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30. Yi1vadi1tmabh'llvitv'llcca na do~astaddargan'llt 

No mistake arises in such designation, since the 
quality of knowledge exists in the self, as long as the 
self exists; this is so observed in the scriptural text. 

No mistake arises, when the self is designated as the 
knowledge ; because that knowledge is seen through out as the 
essential nature of the self. Indeed, it is seen that a cow with 
broken horns is designated as cow, on account of its particular 
characteristic appearing through out as its essential nature. 

How could it be said that the knowledge is always 
associated with the self as long as he exists, when it is absent 
in him at the state of deep sleep (i.e. Su~upti) ? 

In reply it is stated thus :-

31. Pu mstv'lldivattvasya satobhivyaktiyogi1t 

Since there may be the manifestation of that 
which has been already in existence, as in the case of 
the virile power, etc. 

1 ~M2. 
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The knowledge, that is in existense does not manifest 

itself in the deep sleep (Su~upti) etc. But it manifests itself in 

the waking state etc. Therefore the knowledge is certainly the 

essential nature of the self. This is similar to the virile po"' er, 

which is the seventh of the elementary substances forming 
the body and is peculiar to males.' It manifests itself only in 

the youth though it was in existence even in the boyhood. 

32. NityopalabdhyamtjJalabdhiprasangonycTtaram
yamo vanyatha 

Otherwise there would result permanent conscious
ness or non-consciousness, or else limitative restriction 
to either. 

It has been stated that the self is the knower and is 
atomic in size. Otherwise, if he is viewed as being mere 

knowledge and omnipresent, then consciousness would 

permanently take place always, because there is no reason for 

1 at:~trr omitted M 2, 3, Pr. 1 e~'l6~~<1~ M 2. 
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restnction. By following the same line of argument, the 
non-consciousness also would always take place. When the 
knowledge is apprehended, it cannot be prevented by other 
reasons. The same mistakes arise in the school, that accepts 
the self is identical with knowledge that arises occasionally 
and is omnipresent. All the selves are extant everywhere. 
What is common to all these selves is that the knowledge is 
produced when they are brought in contact with the mind 
(Manas) and so on. Nor it cannot be restricted by Adr$fa, 
because it is produced in all the individual selves. If it is argued 
that consciousness and non-consciousness are opposed to 
each other and therefore it may cause consciousness or non· 
consciousness only. In that case either consciousness or 
non-consciousness only will necessarily take place. 

1\ARTRADHlKARA:t:lA 5 

33. Karta &'iZstr~rthavattv~t 

The self is doer, on account of the scripture 
having a purpose to be served. 

1 enq omitted A 1, M 2. 
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Besides being the knower, the self is also the doer of 
actions. If the self is not the doer the scriptures enjoining 'one 
should do this or should not do this 1 will become meaningless. 

34. Ufiildllnltd vihlirojJades'tzcca 

On account of the declaration of his taking and 
moving about. 

' The self taking with him the senses, moves around 
in his own body, according to his will and pleasure 1 

(Brh. II-1-18). This text teaches that the self is active in 
taking the senses and in moving. Therefore he is the 
doer. 

35. V yajJades''itcca kriyllytztn ; nacennirdes'a· 

wparyaya~ 

And on account of the designation of the self as 
the doer of actions. If not so, the word would have 
been used in different way. 
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The self is doer ; because he is designated as an agent 

performing sacrifice etc. in the scriptural text, ' Knowledge 
(Vijniina) performs the sucrifice, and does the actions also' 
(Tait. 1-2-5). If it is argued that the word, Vijnii11a means 
Buddhi (understanding) and not the self; it is not so. In 
that case the word Vihiiina should have been used with 
different case-affix, namely, Vijniinena (by understanding), 
because Buddhi is only the instrument. 

36. Upalabdivadaniyama~ 

There would be no any definite rule, as in the case 
of consciousness. 

In the case that the Prakrti alone is the cause of the 
creation, etc. of the world, as this is common to all the 
selves, there would be no definite rule, as regards the distribu
tion of results. This is similar to the case of no rule being 
fixed as regards the consciousness as mentioned above. 

3 7. S aktiviparyayat 

On account of the inversion of power. 

1 ~qffUJ etc omitted A 1, M 1, Pr. 1 if A 1, Pr. 
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Suppose the Pradhana is the doer. Then the power of 
enjoyment also must belong to it as there is a rule, namely, 
that the doer only must be enjoyer of the effect. The mean· 
ing is that the Prakrti will enjoy the fruits of the actions. 

38. Sam'lldhyabhtJvilcca 

And on account of the absence of such a medita-
tion. 

Suppose the Prakrti is the doer. Then the meditation 
with the conviction, ' I am other than the Prakrti' would 
not take place. 

39. Yath"a ca tak~obhayath(l 

And then only, both the alternatives are possible 
as in the case of a carpenter. 

Suppose the self is the doer. Then only the fact, 
t~amely, ' He does when he wishes and does not in other 
cq~e ' is possible to accept. This is similar to the case 
of a carpenter, regarding his work. This fact cannot be 
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acceptable in the case that the Buddlzi is doer, because the 

desire is an attribute of sentient beings only. 

PARAYATTADHIKARA~A 6 

40. Parnttu taccltrute1J 

But, from the Highest, the self's action starts, this 
being declared in the scripture. 

The activity of the individual selves proceeds from the 

Highest Self. This is stated in th~ scriptural text, ' He, who 

rules the self dwelling within (Bth. III-7-22 Madh.). The 

Smrti text also teaches the same-' And I am placed in the 
hearts of all. From me come memory, knowledge, and their 

loss also' (Bizag. Gi. XV -15). 

41. K rtaprayatnnpekfiastu vih1'tapratifiiddhrt· 
vaiyarthyildibhya~ 

But, with a view to the efforts made, the Lord 
makes the individual selves act; on account of the non
meaninglessness of injunctions and prohibition and 
so on. 

1 SIT~ omitted M 2. 
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The individual selves do an act or abstain from doing 
it, out of their own will. Then the Highest Self taking 
into account the individual soul's effort resulting the activity 
and abstinence, aids the individual selves in their efferts 
by granting his permission. This fact is known from the 
non-meaninglessness of injunctions and prohibitions, punish
ment and favour of the Lord. A weak person cannot carry a 
heavy load of wood etc. himself. Yet he carries the same with 
the help of a strong man and comes in the scope of the Vidhi 
(injunction) or Ni~edha (prohibition) of the act. In the same 
way the individual selves do an act with the permission of the 
Highest Self. Yet they become parties to the injunctions 
or prohibitions. Hence no contradiction arises. 

AMS'ADHIKARA}!iA 7 

42. Anwo nunu vyapadestudanyathu cupi 
dUS' akitavllditvamadhiyata eke 

The individual self forms a part of the Brahman, 
1 \~ A 1, M 2. 1 ~ ~ A 1, Pr. 8 sr'lll'SI•f~ A 1, Pr. 
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on account of the declaration of difference and other
wise; some also record that the Brahman is the 
fishermen, gamblers, and so on. 

The individual self is a part of the Highest Person. The 
scriptural texts, namely 1 Knowing the individual self and the 
actuator to be different' (S'vet. 1-6), and 1 He is the cause, 
He is the lord of the lords of the senses' (S'vet. Vl-9} 
indicate that the individual selves are different from the 
Brahman. Otherwise also that the Brahman is one with 
the individual self, has been stated in the texts, 'That thou 
art' (Chand. VI-10-3} and' This self is the Brahman' (Brh. 
IV -4-5). Some declare the oneness of the Brahman with the 
individual selves in the text, 1 Brahmatt are these fishermen 
etc.' (Brahma-St1kta) because He is pervading all the individual 
selves. Both these statements (i.e, difference and non-differ
ence between the Brahmau and the individual selves) become 
sensible in primary and original thought, when the individual 
selves are held to form the part of the Brahman. 

43. Mantravarttat 

On account of the wording of the Mantra, the 
individual self must be a part of the Brahman. 

1 q{ijffqff(l: A 1. I ~i5f~)q~~: A 1, M 2. 
1 ~~<iliflij£fitli_ M 2, Pr. • ~~~ ~~~ M 3. 
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The individual selves must be the part of the Brahma11, 

because there is the wording of the mantra, namely, 1 One quar· 
ter of Him is represented by all the beings' (Taif. Ar. 111-12-2). 

44. Api sma1'yate 

Moreover it is so stated in the Smrtis. 

The Smrtis have stated thus ' The individual self is an 
eternal part of .Myself, in the world of life' (Bhag. Gi. XV-7). 

45. P1'akas''l'ldivat tu naivam para~t 

But it is as in the case of the light, etc. Not so is 
the case with the Highest Self. 

Though the individual self is a part of the Highest self, 
the latter is not of the former's characteristics and nature. 
But the Brahman is always free from faults, is all-knowing, 
and is possessed with true will. How? As in the case of the 
light, etc. The light which emanates from the luminous 
gem, etc. is regarded as a part of gem etc, By the word, 

1 ij~f M 2. 
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'etcetera' are apprehended the class, quality and body, 
that are always known as adjectives. The adjectival 
attributes form the portions of the objects. Yet no contra

diction arises, in regard to the difference in the essential 
nature and charactertistics between the objects and their 

adjectives. The scriptural text says thus-' He remains in the 
selves and has the selves for His body' (Brh. III-7-II Madhy). 

46. Smaranti ca 

And the Smrti texts declare thus. 

Pariis'ara and others declare that the world consisting of 
sentient and non-sentient beings is the part of the Brahmatt 
and this is similar to the case of the light. The Smrti texts 
are these-' The fire is stationed in a place, but its light 
spreads all round. Thus is the whole world which is the 
power of the Brahman' {Vi$. Pu. 1-22-56). ' All those are 
Hari's body' (Vi~. Pu. 1-22·38). 'All those are His body' 

(Vi$. Pu. I-22·86). 
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4 7. A nujn:apariharau dehasambhandhctjjyot~rctdwat 

Permission and prohibition result from the connec· 
tion with the body, as in the case of the fire etc. 

Though all the individual selves form the part of the 
Brahman, the permission and exclusion of some of them regard· 
ing the study of the vedas etc., are possible ; because they are 
ordained in consideration of the connection of each individual 
self with a distinct body of Brahmana etc. This discrimination 
is similar to the case of the fire in the S'rotriya's house or 
in the cremation ground. 

48. AsamtateS'cctvyatikaralp 

And on account of the separateness of each self in 
each body, there is no confusion. 

Each of the individual selves is separate in each body 
and is atomic in size. More over in each body he is limited. 
For this reasoa, there is no confuiion in regard to the know
ledge, happiness etc. This fact could not be maintained by 

1 ~ .. 'l'~Tiil M 1. 
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the followers of the two schools, that connect the Brahtnatt 
with ignorance or limiting conditions and hold that the 
Brahman gets the knowledge and happiness etc. 

49. Abhllsct eva ca 

And the arguments also are wholly fallacious. 

The arguments advanced in the other two schools are 

also fallacious. 

50. AdriJfaniyamllt 

And there is no definite rule due to the Adrf~a. 

The Brahman alone becomes the seat of ignorance and 
limiting conditions, when the individual selves are said to 

have been effected by limiting conditions that may be either 
true or false. Hence there is no definite rule due to the 

Adr,ta of the selves. 

51. Abhisamdhylldil}vapi caivam 

And it is thus also in the case of the will, etc. 

1 act~if M 1. 
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For the same reason there can be no definite rule in the 
cases of the will, etc., which may cause the Adr~ta. 

52. PradeS'abedhClditi cennilntarbhilv'llt 

Should it be said that this is possible owing to the 
difference of place ; we deny this on account of the 
inclusion of all places in it. 

Suppose it is stated that this is possible, as the Brahman's 
particular place due to a limiting condition becomes the 
individual self. It is not so; when the limiting adjuncts move 
about, all the places of the Brahman become the subject of 
limitation. 

THUS ENDS THE 3RD PiDA OF THE 2ND ADHYIYA. 
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ADHYAYA II, PADA IV 

PRA:l:lOTPATTYADHIKARA:l:lA 1 

1. T athCt PrllttCl~t, 

Thus the Prllttas (sense-organs) also are not 
created. 

The individual selves are not created ; because there are 
scriptural texts to prove that they are not produced and they 
are eternal. Same is the case with the sense-organs also. It 
is taught in the scriptures that, at the time of the Pralaya 
(the deluge), the PrtttJas did exist. The scriptural text is 
this--' The non-being (Asat) alone was in the beginning. 
Those sages in the beginning were, indeed, the A sat (i.e. 

1 ~cqftff.t~~~~~ja;ifqq~ A 1, M 1. Pr. 
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non-being). The Prci~tas were those sages' (S'atapatha-Bra. 
(MiidJtya), [(a~u;la VI. Prapa. I. HymJt. 1). 

It is not so. 

2. Gouttyasambhavat tatpntkchrute~ca 

The plural number is to be considered in a 
secondary sense; because it cannot be in the primary 
sense and since the Highest Self alone is declared to 
have an existence before the creation. 

There are scriptural texts to show that the Highest Self 
alone was in existence before creation. The words ' sages' and 
'Prti~zas' refer to the Highest Self only. Because He cannot 
be designated with a word in plural number, in the scriptural 
statement the plural number is to be considered as used 
instead of the singular number in a secondary sense. 

~rn 1 511011 'IT ~~t~~a ~c::~u~('s~~'lrfr::~f+l~u;:a: ~~ur aqerf\~~~'~T~~t~: " 
{f'ij1 iili~ ~fq~~T~ ~16: ~Cf~i\''1 fci~011fu-~fr::~rf~r 1 ~~~'~Ti\~'~Ht qft. 
{IP.U:Ilil'Fililo: SU 13:~: '!_~<Iii~ ~~ \ifqf;:_=<:ij'I_ ~01 (lqijf, ilg ~lf'IRJ 
Q<E(iQ~01r~1=t~';tif, iilirR~or_ iili\ilfifJ<L, a~'IT<'L ~q-q ~fer 1 01"1\ij(i!fHI o~~" 
~~~i!'l=i!fil'IJ. 1 ' crq iiliT~=t~it ' ~fu '~ffl rta1 ' ~fa =<~ l:lrgqr~: 1 "~qfift $11'11~
('Cf~TifT~~~ {fa ijf~01: 1 '':f;fq~~·na:' ~rn ~~~)scqr 1 SfSf ~f~~~~
Cfl'flJ~~tTifT~'<~ij-" Sff01~~f;~f.:~lJ1!fT'<I'-t.(Cf~01 'OJ af{fij!jfQffiijtT I Rl:§J;a Si 
Sf5J~5lTUJij~~q q~'fli'ICIT"'~fi~~rurr'f!Xeqffiratrf<Rra: 1 

1 =<1 omitted A I. 1 ~oll~rijltcrT~ M 1. 
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3. Tatpurvakatv'i1d v'i1ca~t 

On account of the speech having for its antecedent 
the creation. 

The objects, other than the Highest Self, could be 
designated by names, only after the creation of the fire etc, 

by the Highest Self. Therefore at that time, the word, Pra~1a 
cannot refer to the sense-organs. 

SAPTAGATYADHIKARA~A 2 

4. Sapta gatervis'e~itatv'i1cca 

They are seven on account of the mentioning of 
movement and of specification. 

The sense-organs are only seven in number. 'The seven 
PriitJCiS come forth from Him ' (Mutz~. II ·1·8). ' When the 
five senses of knowledge stand still together with the mind 

and when the Buddhi does not move' {J{ath. 11-3-10). From 
the above mentioned scriptural texts it is understood that 
only the seven senses move with the individual selves and 
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there are specifi :at ions to show that these seven alone are 
mentioned in connection with the meditation. 

5. Hast-adayastu sthiteto nai'CJam 

But the hands, etc. are also the organs ; since they 
also assist the self when he abides in the body. There
fore it is not so. 

Hands, etc. are also organs ; because they also assist 
the self, when he abides in the body. Therefore the organs 
are not seven only ; but they are eleven. The scriptural 
statement is this-' Ten are these organs in person and 
Atman is the eleventh ' (Brh. 111-9-4). 'The organs are 
ten and one' (Bhag. Gi. XIII-5). Buddhi, etc. are different 
functions of the Manas (mind). The scriptures mention 
the movement of the seven sense-organs and specify them. 
This is due to the fact, that they are prominent among 
the group.' 

PR!~A~UTVADHIKARA~A 3 

6. Apa'CJaB'ca 

And they are atomic in size. 
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These organs are atomic in size. Their movement has 
been stated in the scriptural text, 'All these Pratzas (senses) 
go out, following the Prii~ta (vital breath) when it goes out' 

(Bth. IV ·4·2). 

7. S'refthaS'ca 

And the best. 

By ' the best ' we have to understand the Pra~za (vital 
wind) with its fivefold function. This also is created. This 

is mentioned separately again here, so that this may be dealt 
with in the next Stitra also. 

VXYUKRIYADHIKARA~A 4 

8. N a vilyukriye prthagupadeS'ilt 

Priltt.a is neither the mere wind nor its function ; 
on account of its being stated separately. 

The Prtitza, that has five functions, is neither mere wind 
nor its mere functions ; because it is taught separately in the 
scriptural text 1 From Him are produced Pra~ta, ether and 
wind' (Mu1;1(l. II-1·3). 
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9. Cak~uradivattu tatsahas'if~y-adibhyalf 

But it is like the eye, etc., on account of being 
mentioned along with them and for other reasons. 

The Pra~Ja is distinct from the mere wind ; but it is not 
an element completely different from it, like fire, etc. The 
wind itself has taken the form, that is usetul in sustaining 
the body and is helpful for the functions of the individual 
selves, like the eye, etc. ; because it is mentioned in the 

scriptural text along with the eye, etc. It is also equally help· 
ing the individual selves, like the eye etc. and is important 

among them. 

10. Akarapatvacca nado~astath-ahi dars'ayati 

And no objection arises on account of the absense 
of its function ; for the scriptures declare its function. 

The word, ' KaraiJa ' here means function ; but no 
defect arises on the presumption that it has no any action, 
which may be helpful to the individual selves. Verily the 
scriptural texts declare that it functions so that the body 

·~ Pr. 
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and the sense-organs may not be nullified ; because, it is said 
that when the Priit,Ja leaves the body, the body and the sense· 
organs become nullified or invalidated. 

11. Pancavrttirmanovadvyapadistyate 

It is designated as possessing five-fold function 
like the Manas (mind). 

The Prii~ta alone due to its five function:; has different 
titles as Prat,Ja, A/Jiina, etc. This is similar to the division of 
Manas (mind), that is only one, into a number of varieties, 
such as desire, etc. This is stated in the scriptural text 
beginning with ' Desire, will,' and ending with 'All this is 
truly mind ' (Brh. 1-5-3). 

S'RE~TH!~UTV!DHIKARA~A 5 

12. Af'uB'ca 

And it is atomic in size. 
The PratJa is atomic in size because of its going out. 

This is stated in the text, ' The Priit,Ja goes out behind him ' 
(Brh. IV·4·2). 
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JYOTIRADYADHI~THKNADHIKARAl.'lA 6 

13. }yotir"ildyadhif~h"ilnam tu tadctmanantzt 

prapavat"il,~abdat 

But the ruling over the senses on the part of 
the fire etc, along with the self, is owing to the will 
of that Highest Self ; on account of the scriptural 
statement. 

The fire, etc. along with the individual self, have their 
control over the sense-organs, due to the will of the Highest 
Self. This is stated in the scriptural text, ' Dwelling in 
the fire, He controls the fire from within' (Brh. III-7-5). 

14. Tasya oa nityatv"ilt 

And because of this being invariable. 

It is because of the fact that everything is invariably 
under His control. 

1 UaM :tt A 1. I ~~111"1. M 1. 
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INDRIYADHIKARA~A 7 

I 5. Ta indriy'i'ltz.i tadvyapadeS''i'ldanyatra S'retfh'llt 

With the exception of the best, they are the sense· 
organs ; because they are so designated. 

The Pnit}iis, other than the best (MukhyapriitJ.a) are 
the sense-organs ; because they are so designated. The 
authority here is this 'The sense-organs are ten and one' 
(Bhag. Gi. XIII-5). . 

16. Bhedastrutervailakfatz.y'i'lcca 

On account of the scriptural statement of dif
ference and on account of distinction in characteristics. 

The scriptural text, that states that the Prtif;la is created 
as different from the sense-organs is this-' From Him 
is originated PriitJ.a, mind and all the sense-organs' (Mut;~~. 
11·1·3). It is also thus because the functions of the Prdt;~a do 
not stop, even when the sense-organs cease to function. Hence 
the sense-organs and the Priit;~a possess distinct characteristics. 
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SAMJNAMURTIK~-PTYADHtKARA~A 8 

17. SainjtramurtiklPtistu trivrtkurvata upadeS'at 

But the assignment of the names and forms be
longs to Him, who does Trivrtkararz,a {combining the 
three elements); on account of the scriptural teaching. 

The assignment of the names and forms such as gods etc. 
belongs to the Highest Self alone, who has for His body the 
four-faced god (the creator); and not to the four-faced god 
himself. This is so because the scriptural text teaches that 
the assignment of the names and forms was made by the same 
who did the Trivrtkara1Ja {combining the three elements). 
The scriptural text is this-' Let me differentiate names and 
forms and let me make each of them as combination of the 
three elements' (Chand. VI-3-2). But the four-fac~d god 
cannot do himself the Trivrtkara1Ja. First is created the egg· 
shaped universe out of fire, water, and food combined together. 
Subsequently the four-faced god is created. The Smrti 
text is this-' That egg-shaped universe of golden colour 
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shining like the sun, was created. In that egg was born 

himself the four-faced Brahman the grandfather of the entire 

universe' {.Manu. 1·9). 

18. M'limsczdi bhaumam yathcz&'abdamitarayoS'ca 

Flesh etc. are of earthy nature ; in the case of the 
other two, it has to be considered according to the 
text. 

Consider the scriptural text, ' The food eaten is divided 

into three parts 1 (Chand. VI·S·l). Here is stated the 

mode of modification of the food etc. taken by men living in 

the egg-shaped universe, the modification being different from 

the Tri'Crtkarat;Ja. Otherwise the flesh and the mind (.Manas) 

which are smaller in size than the excavated matters, must have 

the character of fire and water. If it were so, it contra~icts 

the statements, ' Food taken is formed into three 1 (Chand. 
VI-5·1); because the earth alone is said to become into the three 

(i.e. the food, water, and fire). It also contradicts the statement, 

' Oh beloved, ! The mind is Annamaya (the modification, 

1 sr~: omitted M 3. 
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of food}' (Chand. VI-5-4); because the mind has the character 
of earth. In the same way there will be the contradiction in 
respect of the three-fold modification of the other two, namely, 
fire and water. Therefore it is stated thus-' The flesh, etc. 
are of earthy nature. In the case of the other two, it has to be 
considered according to the text.' Indeed it is stated here 
that the flesh and mind, have an earthy nature, like the 
excavated matteri In the same way the blood, and the 
Pra1,1a are of watery nature, as in the case of the urine. In 
the same way the marrow and speech are of fiery nature, as 
in the case of the bones. 

There is the combination of the three made already. 
How then can it be said that the object, that is the combina
tion of the three is mentioned as earth, water and fire ? Here 
the reply is this :-

19. V aiB'qy'ilt tu tad'()ildastad'fJ'llda~, 

But on account of their greater parts, there is that 
designation, that designation. 
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They are called food etc. because there are greater parts 
of food etc. in them. 

THUS ENDS THE 4TH PIDA OF THE 2ND ADHYiYA 
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AnHvAvA III, PADA I 

TADANTARAPRATIPATTYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Tadantarapratipattau ramhati samparifvaktalp, 
pradnani'l'ilpatz.llbhy'llm 

In obtaining another of that, he goes embraced as 
understood from question and explantion. 

The self, when going from one body to another, goes 
embraced by the subtle rudiments of the elements. This is 
known from the question and answer recorded in the Pan· 
cagni-oiclya (Chand. V-3-3). The question is this:-' Do 
you know why in the fifth oblation water becomes to be called 
' person ' ? The reply is this :-' Thus indeed in the fifth 

1 ~omitted M 1. 1 ~fttcl~1 A 1, M 1. 
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oblation water becomes to be called' person' (Chand. V-9-1). 
The purport of the question and answer is indicated in the 
subsequent Sutras. The purport is this-' The individual 
selves enveloped with the bodies of Brahmat.m etc. perform 
the sacrifice, gifts etc. Then in order to enjoy the fruits 
of these actions in other world, he starts from this body for 
other world. Then being embraced with water of the 
subtle state mixed with the redimentary other elements he 
reaches the heaven (dyuloka), that has been mentioned 
figuratively as fire. There he becomes embraced with the 
water that becomes modified into the body of the nature of 
Amrta (deathlessness) and becomes subservient to the gods. 
There he enjoys the fruits of his actions along with the gods. 
When his Karmans are practically exhausted he becomes 
born again in the world of Karman, as Brahmatta, etc. 
along with a portion of his unspent Karmans which effects 

1 aan: omitted M 2, Pr. 
altcU M 1. 
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the birth as Brahmat}a etc. In order to perform Karmaus 
again, being embraced with the water he enters the Parjanya 
(clouds) imagined as fire. In the form of rain he enters the 
earth imagined as fire. Then he becomes united with Vrihi 
(paddy) etc. which is subsequently transformed as food. 
Then along with the food, he enters the person who is 
imagined as fire. There he along with that water which 
is transformed as S'ukla (semen virile) enter the woman 
imagined as fire. There being embraced with that trans· 
formed water that subsequently take the formation of the 
Garbha or womb and will be later known as person (man or 
woman) is born as Brahma~a etc. according to his Karman. 

2. Tryatmakat'O'ilt til bhnyast'O'ilt 

But on account (of water) consisting of the three 
elements: because there is the predominance (of watery 

part in it). 

t ~omitted M 1, 2. 
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All objects consist of the three elements due to Trivrt· 

kara1Ja. But the water, through mixed with other elements is 
called water ; because there is a predominence of watery 
part in it. 

3. Pr'iJtzagateS'ca 

And on account of the going out of the Pr'iJrzas 
(with the individual selves). 

' When the Prii1Ja (the self) departs from (the body) 
all the Pra1Jas pass away following him ' (Brh. IV-4-2) 
The sense-organs pass out the body along with the individual 
self. It is. therefore, apprehended that the sense organs depart 
from the body along with the subtle form of the body 
which is the seat of them. 

4. Agny'iJdigatiS'ruteriti cenna, bh'itktatv'llt 

If it be said that it is not so on account of scriptural 
statement as to their going to Agni (fire) etc; we say 
no ; on account of the secondary nature of the 
statement. 

1 M 2, adds after '~~~~ :cr q;r:ll!lfiftr.~~talmT~itT 1' 
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As the texts, 'when the speech of the dead goes into fire' 
(Brh. III. 2-13) etc. declare that when a person dies, his organs 
go into fire, etc. Hence they do not accompany the individual 
selves. This question is not correct. Here the words, speech 
etc., have the secondary meaning, namely 'the divinities 
(Agtti etc.) who preside over them ; because the text continues 
to say 'The hairs of the body enter into the herbs'. (Brh. 
III. 2-13). The hairs do not enter with the visible form into 

the herbs. 

5. Prathame&'ravattt:tditi cenna, tt:t eva hyupapatte~t 

Should it be said, on account of the absence of 
mention of the water in the first instance the waters do 
not go ; we say no; for just that is meant, on the ground 
of appropriateness. 

The waters do not go with the individual selves, because 
the scriptural texts do not mention waters in the first instance 
(in the fire of heavens). In the scriptural text,' Into that fire, 
the Devas (senses) offer S'raddhii as oblation' (Chand. V. 4-2) 

we understand that only the word, S'raddhii is used. It is not 

l ~{ omitted A 1, Pr. Is~"' M 1. Pr; ''"'m\ M 1. 
8 '{~~ M 1. 
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so. Only water is meant by the word, S'raddha, because 
to the question relating to the water, the reply must be on the 
water itsef. This reply is sensible only if the water is meant 
by the word S'raddhii. There is scriptural text also ' S'raddha, 
indeed, is water' (Tait. Briih. III. 2·4·1). 

6. Astrutatv'llditi cenna, itt'lldik'llritz'llm pratfte~ 

If it be said that the self is not stated in the scrip· 
ture; way say 'it is not so'; because those, who perform 
sacrifice etc, have been understood there. 

If it is said that water alone is understood by the question 
and answer in this context and not the individual selves, that 
are embraced by the subtle rudimentary elemeots; we say it 

is not so; because in a subsequent passage of the text is men
tioned the route taken by those selves who perform the sacrifices 
etc. The text is this-' But those who in the village perform 

sacrifices, dig wells, etc. and grant gifts' (Chand. V. 10-3). 
There is another scriptural text' By that oblation he becomes 
King Soma' (Chand. V. 4·2). Here that, who is denoted by the 
word 'water' connected with the fire of ~uloka (the heavens), 

1 ft omitted M 1, Pr, 
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is mentioned as becoming the King Soma. The same that 
has assumed the state of King Soma is recognised in the 

scriptural text 'King Soma' (Chand. V. 10·4). Therefore 
by the word, water, is meant tl1e individual self, who is 
embraced with the water and has it for his body. This is 
what is understood in the scriptural texts. 

7. Bhczktam vancztmavittr/llt ; tathcz hi darS'ayati 

Or this reference is metaphorical ; because of 
their not knowing the Self. Indeed thus che scripture 
declares. • 

_ ' He becomes Soma King ; Him the gods eat ' (Chand. 
V. 10-4). Here the eating by the gods of the self who has 
become as King Soma, must be taken metaphorically. The 

idea is that he becomes the means of enjoyment of the 
gods; because he is other than the realizer of the Self. Accord
ingly it has been stated in the text ' He is like an animal for 
the gods,' (Brh. 1-4-10). This statement reveals that he 

is the means of enjoyment of the gods. The followin~ 

• 
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Smrti text also says that the realizers of the Self and the non· 
realizers of the Self are means of enjoyment of the Highest 
Person and of the gods respectively-' Those, who worship 
the gods go unto the gods and those, who worship Me, go unto 

Me' (Bha. Gi. VII. 23-7). 

Kij.TATYAYADHIKARA~A 2 

8. Krtlltyayenus'ayavi:Zn drf~asmrtibhy'lltit 
yatketamanevam ca 

On the exhaustion of the Karmans, the selves 
descend with a remainder of Karman, according to the 
Vedic texts and Smrtis. The descent is by the same 
route of the ascent and also not so. 

It is understood by the scriptures and the Smrtis that on 
the exhaustion of Karmans, the self returns to this world with 
a remainder of the Karman whose fruits he has not enjoyed. 
The scriptural text is this-' Those, whose deeds are good, 

are born in good families' (Chand. V. 10·7). The Smrti texts 
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are these-' Afterwards when a man returns to this world, he 

obtains, by virtue of a remainder of Karman, birth, form ' 

(Apa. Dha. Stitra II. 1, 2, 3) and so on. The descent takes 

place partly through the route of ascent and partly by 

a different route. 

~. Carap.aditi cenna, tadupalaktJap.'itrtheti KC%r1Jp.C%jini~h 

Should it be said that it is not so on account 
of the term Carap.a ; not so, since Caratta connotes the 
Karman also: thus K'i%r1Jt'C%jini thinks. 

The word, Caratta, occurring in the passage ' Those, 

whose deeds are good' does not mean the remainder of 

Karman, because it is generally used in the sense of Smartacara 
(i.e., general conduct, described in the Smrtis). Therefore 

the self is not followed by the remainder of his Karman. 
This is not so. In the scriptural text the term CaratJa 
connotes the remainder of Karman also ; because the pleasure 

and grief are the result of such Karman only. 

1 anU,Siifif\'OT Pr. 
1 1:ij: A 1. Pr. 
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10. A.narthakyamiti cenna, tadapektatvat 

Should it be said that there is no purpose ; it is 
not so, on account of the dependence of Karman on 

the conduct. 

No purpose is served as there is no use of the conduct 
mentioned in the Smrtis. It is not so; because all the good 
works are dependent on the conduct. Because it is stated 
thus-' He, who does not worship Sandhya, is always impure, 
and he is unfit for any religious work'. This is the view 

of Kar!}t;lajini. 

11. Sukrtadu~krte eveti tu Bttdaril} 

But Bttdari thinks that the word Caratta means 
good and evil works only. 

The word, Cara1;1-a, occurring in the text ' RamaQiya· 
cara1Ja{~ and ' Kapuya-cara1Ja~ ' means good and evil actions 
as evident from the usage ' he does the works of good nature.' 
This has been opined by Badari. Sutrakara accepts this view 

~~~ M 1. I ~"crlil. ~ft: M 1, 
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only. He also accepts that all the works of meritorious nature 
are based on the conduct, prescribed in the Smrtis. 

ANIHADIKARYADHIKARA:tjA 3 

12. Anit~fildikllrittetmapi ca S'rutam 

Even for those who do not perform the sacrifice, 
etc. the ascent is declared by scriptures. 

Even they, who do not perform the sacrifices and do not 
dig wells etc. reach the moon. This i!ii stated in the scriptural 
text, ' All, who depart from this world, go to the moon' 
(Kau,. 1-9). 

13. Samyamane tvanubhuyetar~flmetroh'ltvarohau, tad
gatidarS'anllt 

But as regards others, after experiencing the results 
in the world of Samyamana (the god of death), there is 
ascent and descent; as such a course has been declared 
in the scriptures. 

1 ~~ q:;r.gfi:(f omitted M 1, Pr. 
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But they, who do not perform the sacrifice, etc., experi· 
ence the results of their Karmans in the kingdom of Yama. 
Then there are for them the ascent and descent; because it has 
been so stated in the text,' The son of Vivasavat, (i.e., Yama) 
is to be reached' (Taif. Ar. VI-1-1). 

14. Sma1'anti ca 

And they declare accordingly. 

There are Smrti texts also-' All these arc in the sway of 
Y ama ' and so on. 

15. Api sapta 
And seven. 

The Smrtis say that there are seven hells Raurava and 

others. 
16. Tat1'llpi tadvyllPll1'"lldavi1'odha~b 

On account of there being of his activity, there is 
no contradiction. 

There is no contradiction to the sway of Y ama ; because 
there also are Yama's activities. 

1 81l~T~;, A 1, M Pr. 1 ~fij MI. Pr. 
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17. V idy~karmattoriti tu prakrtatv~t 

But of the knowledge and the Karman; on account 
of those being in the context. 

The fruits derived from knowledge and Karmcm are the 
attainments of the Brahman and the moon respectively. How 
is this ? This is because of the following scriptural texts
' Those who know thus, reach the light' (Chiil;ld. V-10·1). 
' Those, who perform the sacrifices, dig wells etc. and give 
the gifts, reach the smoke' (Cha~d. V -10·3). Hence, those, 
who do Papakarmans (evil actions) do not traverse that route 
after death. 

18. Na trttye, tathopalabdhe~t 

Not this in the case of the third; because it is so 
apprehended. 

Those, who do Papakarmans (evil actions) need not go to 

1 ' omitted M l, Pr. 1 -"(;atrif !~ifilffl. M 1. 
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the world of the moon, in order to reach Dyuloka (the heavens); 

because it is apprehended that they do not go to the Dyuloka 
at all. The text begins with, ' Then of these two paths, they 

do not go by either' and ends with, 1 This is the third place. 

That world is not filled by this' (Chii~ld. V -10-H). By the 

words 'the third place, are stated the Papakarmans (those 

who commit evil deeds). 

19. Smaryatepi ca loke 

It, moreover, is recorded in the world. 

Smrti texts state that the bodies of some meritorious 

persons, such as Draupadi, etc. were formed independently 

without the help of the fifth oblation. 

20. DerS'an'llcca 

And on account of its being seen. 

'~~ Pr. ~, lrlit~n~fl ~mitm ~ fm&lf: • 
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Thus it has been stated in the scriptures also ' Of all 
beings there are only three origins, that which springs from an 
egg, that which springs from a living being, and that which 
springs from a sprout' (Chand. VI-3-1). Of the sethose, that 
are born from sweat and those that are born from the sprout, 
do originate themselves without the help of the fifth oblation. 

21. TrtiyaS'abdllvarodha~ samS'okajasya 

The third term includes that which springs from 
sweat. 

The meaning is this-' That which springs from sweat, 
is to be included in those denoted by the term Udbhijja (born 
from the sprout). 

TATSVABHAVYAPATTYADHIKARA~A 4 

22. Tatsvllbhllvyctpattirupapatte~l 

There is entering into similarity with those things, 
there being a reason. 

J t'f'fl~ M. 3. 
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It is taught in the following scriptural text, that on the 
return journey the individual selves become similar to the 
ether etc.-' As they went, they return into the ether, etc.' 
(ChiLI;UI. V -10·5) because in those places there will not be the 
experience of pleasure and pain. Indeed, the individual 
selves take various forms in order to experience pleasure 
and pain. 

NATICikADHIKARA~A S 

23. Naticiretta vi&tsqat 

(Duration of stay in ether, etc.) will not be long, 
on account of the special statement. 

The individual selves do not remain long in ether etc., 
before they enter Vrihi etc. because there is special statement 
only as regards the Vrihi etc. The statement is this-'Therefore, 
verily indeed, it is very difficult to emerge ' (ChiLttd. V -10·6). 

1 ~omitted Pr. 
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ANYADHI~THIT!DHIKARA~A 6 

24. Anyadhil}~hite Pil'f'()avadabhilll{illt 

He is connected with rice, grain etc. that are 
animated by other selves, because of the statement 
as in the previous cases. 

As the rice etc., are already animated by other selves, 
the descending selves, only cling to them as stated in the text, 
1 They are born as rice, grain etc. (Chal)d. V-10·6). It is because 
there is no mention of the cause of the birth as rice etc. just 
as in the case of the birth as the ether etc. The word, 1 born ' 
used therein must be taken in a metaphorical sense. Suppose 
they are born as Briihma~ etc., then there is mentioned 
the cause of the birth in the text 'those of good deeds ', 
etc., (Chand. V-10-7). 

25. Astuddhamiti cenna, B'abd-at 

If it be said, it is impure; not so, on account of 
the scriptural statements. 

~~ M 2, •fitta A 1. • ft omitted M 3. 
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While descending, the individual selves descend with 
their impure actions; because when they performed sacrifices 
in former generations, they committed injury to living beings, 
that were offered in Agni~wma and other sacrifices. It is not 
so. Slaughtering the animals in sacrifices is not of an 
injurious kind. This is stated in the text, ' with a golden 
body, it goes up to the heavenly world;' 'By this action 
you do not die, nor you become subject to injury' CTait. 
Bra. 111-7-7). 

26. Reta~sigyogotha 

After that, there is conjunction with hirn, who per· 
forms the act of generation. 

' Whoever eats the food and emits the semen, that being 
he becomes ' (Chand. V -10-6). Thus it is stated that 
after the conjunction with food, the self becomes con• 
junct with him who performs the act of generation. There· 
fore he becomes only :connected with rice etc., even before 

that stage. 
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27. Y ons~ &'aflfam 

From the womb the body. 

r~. 

Only after having reached the womb, the descending soul 
obtains a body. 

THUS ENDS THE 1ST PlDA OF THE 3RD ADHYIYA. 
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ADHYAYA III, PADA II 

SAMDHYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Samdhye srf~irtlha hi 

In sleep, the scriptures state, there is creation. 

The word ' sa1ndhya ' means ' sleep '. The creation 
mentioned in the text, ' Then he creats chariots, horses, roads, 
etc. (Brh. IV. 3·10) is effected by the individual self. It is so, 
because the following scriptural text declares the individual 
self, the experiencer of the dream, as the creator of what he 
sees in the sleep-' He creats the tanks and streams, as he is 
the creator' (Brh. IV. 3-10). 

1 1f'i: ~omitted M 2, Pr. •" omitted M 1, Pr. 
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2. Ninn'lJt~ram caike putraday~ca 

And some state that the individual self is the 
creator and the objects of creation are the sons etc. 

The followers of some S'akha state, in their text, that 
the individual self is the creator of the objects experienced 
in dreams. The text is this-' He is the person, who is awake 
among those that sleep and he is creating various Kamas 
(desired objects)', (Kafh. II. 2·8). What are meant by the word 
Kamas here are the sons etc. that are desired; because in the 
previous passage it is stated thus-' Ask for all Kama."' 
according to your wish '. It is explained further thus ' Choose 
sons and grandsons living for hundred years' (Ka!h. I. 1·23). 

3. M'lZy'iZmfltram tu, k'lJ1'tsnyen'lZnabhi'CJyaktasva11lpatv'l1t 

But it is mere M'lZy'iZ ; on account of his true nature 
not being fully manifested. 

The creation of chariot, etc., in dreams, is effected by the 
Lord and it is His Mifya!only. It is experienced only by the 

1 From ~ to~ omitted M 1, 2. 

• ~ omitted M 1. 
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person who is in dreams and the creation continues only as 
long as the dream lasts. Hence it is wonderful and is 
called Maya. True will etc. are the natural characteristics 
of the individual selves ; however, these do not manifest 
themselves completely when the men are under the influence 
of Samsiira. Therefore the creation in dreams is not possible 
for the selves by their true will. The scriptural texts 1 He is the 

creator' (Brh. IV-3-10) and 1 The person is creating' (Kafh. 
II. 2-8), do not refer to the individual selves, because there is 
the following scriptural text in the same context, 1 On Him all 

the worlds do rest and no one exceeds Him' (Kath. 11-2-8). 
The next Sfltra reveals the cause for the non-manifestation 

of the characteristics though they are natural to the selves: 

4. ParczbkidkyczntJt ta tirokitam; tato hyasya 
bandhaviparyayau 

They are hidden on account of the will of the 

1 ~~~T~ M 1. 1 :ot' omitted M 1, 2. Pr. 
a 6! "11<11'16 !firaif omitted A 1. M 1. Pr . 
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Highest; because from Him start the bondage and its 
opposite state of the selves. 

The characteristics of the individual selves become 
concealed on account of the will of the Highest ; because the 
individual selves have committed a series of wrongs, that has 
not a beginning. On account of the wrongs committed by the 
individual selves, the Lord's will continues. Indeed, the bond· 
age and liberation of the self do follow His will. The scriptural 
authorities are these-' Then there is fear for him' (Taif. I· 
2-7). 'Then he becomes free from fear' (Taif. 1-2·7). 

5. Dehayogfld vfl sopi 

And that is due to the connection with the body. 

The concealment of the natural characteristics of the 
selves at the time of the creation is due to their connection 
with Acit (the non-sentient Prakrti), that has assumed the 
form of the bodies of men, gods, etc. At the time of the 
Pralaya (the deluge), the concealment is due to their con· 
nection with A cit (Prakrti) that has assumed a subtle state 
which cannot be distinguished in name and form. 

1 ~tM~.Pr. 11 'ffq omitted M I, 2. Pr, 
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6. Sacakas'ca hi s'rutel,t ; ctcakfiate ca tadvida~ 

And it is suggestive according to scriptures; thus 
the knowers of the science of the dreams declare. 

Indeed, dreams indicate the future auspicious and 
inauspicious events. This is stated in the text-' Then, if one 
sees the black person in dream.' etc. Thus declare the 
knowers of the science of the dreams. Therefore the individual 
selves are not the creators of the objects seen in dreams. 

TADABHA:VA:DHIKARAI:iA 2 

7. Tadabhtzvo ntll/,Jfit(, tacchrutertztmani ca 

The absence of that dream (i.e. the deep sleep) 
takes place in the N'll41s and in the Self, as stated in 
the scriptures. 

' The absence of dream ' means ' The deep sleep' 
(Su~upti). The scriptures say thus-' Then he lies asleep 
10 these Nii{lis' (Chand. VIII-6-3). 'Oh dear, then he 

1 6'[ omitted M 3, 
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becomes united with the True One' (Chand. VI-8-1). These 
refer to the Nii{lts and the Highest Self respectively. And 
the pericardium (Puritat) is mentioned as the place in the text, 
' He rests in the pericardium ' (Brh. 11-1-19). In mentioning 
thus, no contradiction arises, because the N ii{lis, Puritat 
(Pericardium) and the Highest Self are places of rest in 
combination, like the palatial buildings, cot and sofa. 

8. Ata~ probhodosmllt 

Hence the awaking of the individual selves from 
that Brahman. 

By thi:; reason the awaking of the individual selves, 
is declared in the scriptures to take place from the Brahman. 
The scriptural text in question is this-' Though they have 
come back from the True One, they do not know this fact ' 
(Chand. VI-10-2). 

KARMANUSM!}TIS'ABDAVIDHYADHIKARA~A 3 

9. Sa e't'a tu karmanusmrtiB'abda't'idhibhya~ 

But the same person rises; on account of work, 
remembrance, scriptural text, and injunction. 

'J omit~ed Pr. 
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A person becomes united with the True One in his deep 
sleep. Yet the same person again rises at the time of waking, 
because he has to undergo the retribution of the works done 
previously by want of knowledge. Because also there is the 
remembrance of the incidents that took place previously. 
And because it is stated in the scriptural text, beginning with 
' whatever they are here, whether a tiger, etc.' and ending with 
'whatever they are, thus they become' (Chand. VI-10-2). 
And because otherwise the injunction of the means for attain· 
ing Mok~a (final beatitude) would become meaningless. 

MUGDHADHIKARA:tiiA 4 

10. Mughderdhasampatti~ pariee~at 

In a swooping person there is half-reaching the 
death ; for this is the on!y course remaining. 

In a swooning person a certain state is seen. That state 
is known as half-reaching the death; because its cause and 
the form assumed, are distinct from those of other states. It 

•sa: M 1, 2. Pr. 
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is also because there is no certainty that he will not rise up 
again. 

UBHAYALINGlDHIKARA:l:iA 5 

11. N a sth"anatopi parasyobhayalingam sarvatra hi 

Not, even on account of residing, is there any im
perfection in the Highest Self ; for everywhere He is 
described as having two-fold characteristics. 

No imperfection arises in the Highest Self, even though 
He remains as an inner Ruler in the selves during the four 
states, such as the waking, etc. In the scriptures and in 
the Smrtis it is heard that the Highest Self possesses the two 
fold characteristics, namely, the total absence of all the im· 

perfections and the possession of aU good qualities. The texts 
are-' He is free from evil and possesses true will' (Chand. 
VIII·l-5). 1 Without any stain' (S1'Vet. 6-19). 1 He, who under· 
stands all and knows all' (Mut~<l· 1-1-9). 'He, in nature, is full 
of all the auspicious qualities' (Vi~t~· Pu. VI-5-84). Where 
all evils, sufferings etc. do not exist' (V#t~· Pu. VI-5-85). 

1 ete1~~~6~~r ijq~ f~~(fq M 1, o~i=6~~if A 1. 
1 ~~~~6\(l"'tli'l~ M 2, Pr. 
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12. BhedtZditi cenna, pratyekamatad'{Jacanat 

Should it be said on account of different states, 
the imperfections cling to Him ; it is not so, because 
with reference to each of the states, the texts say that 
the evils are not in Him. 

The imperfections do cling to the individual selves, though 
they are in nature devoid of those imperfections; because the 
selves are connected with different bodies. In the same way 
the imperfections cling to the Highest Self also, as He is 
connected with bodies as stated in the text, ' whose body is the 
earth ' (Brh. V -7 -3) and so on. It is not so. As regards the state· 
ment,' whose body is the earth', there is the counter-statement, 
' He is Your Self, the inner controller and the immortal ' (Brh. 
III-7-3). This statement reveals that He is devoid of 
imperfections. 

13. Api cai'{Jameke 

Some also declare thus. 

The individual selves and the Highest self are encased 
in tile same body. Yet their differential ch11racteristics ar~ 
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stated in the scriptures. Accordingly some texts state in clear 
words beginning with ' Two birds with beautiful wings ' and 
ending with 'One of them eats the sweet Pippala fruit, while 

the other shines in splendour without eating at all ' (Mu~{l. 

III·l·l). 

14. A rtlj>avadeva hi, tatpradhztnatvztt 

The Brahman is altogether like without form, 
since He is the principal agent with regard to that. 

The Brahman behaves like a formless object, though 
He is the Soul, possessed with the bodies of men etc. He is 
the principal, as He gives names and forms for all objects. 
The authoritative scriptural text is thus-He is responsible 
for the name and Form ; yet He remains aloof between them, 
(Chand. VIII·14). 1 He remains aloof between them ' means 
1 He is not connected with the name and form.' The purport 
is ' He is not dependent to others.' 
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15. Prak71S'avacc71vaiyarthy'ltt 

The Brahman is of these characteristics like the 
light, so that the scriptures will not be meaningless. 

The scriptural text, 'Truth, knowledge, etc.' (Tait. 
1·2-1-1) is not devoid of meaning. Hence Brahman poss· 
esses the characteristic of knowledge, as He is self-luminous 

by nature. So also Brahman possesses the two-fold charac· 
teristics, namely, ' being devoid of evils ' and ' being possessed 
of good qualities' ; because the following countless scriptural 
texts are not devoid of meaning-' He is devoid of evils ' 
(S'vet. VI. 19). ' He, who understands all and knows all' 
(Mu~;t{l. 1. 10). ' His supreme power is revealed, indeed, as 
varied and natural. And so are His knowledge, strength and 

activity ' (S'vet. VI. 8). 
16. Aha ca tanm'lttram 

And the text says that only. 

The scriptural text, ' Truth, knowledge etc ' (Tait. 
1·2·1·1) states only that }:lis natural state is knowledge. It 

3't 
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does not exclude anything more, because there is no any reason 
for such a discrimination and there is no any contradiction. 

17. DarS'ayati c"lltho api smaryate 

This is seen in the scriptures and also in the Smrtis. 

The string of the scriptural texts shows that the Brahman 
is devoid of imperfections and is full of good qualities. The 
texts are ' He is without parts, without activity, tranquil' 
(S''Vet. VI. 19). 'He is the Great and Supreme Lord of 
the lords' (S'vet. VI. 7) etc. The Smrti text is this,-' He, 
who knows Me unborn, beginningless etc.' (Bhag. Gi. X. 3). 

18. Ata evacopam"ll snryak'lldivat 

For this very reason, comparisons, such as reflected 
images of the sun and the like, are mentioned in the 
scriptures. 

The Brahman is devoid of evils and He is the mine of 
many good qualities, though He remains everywhere in 
the earth, etc. Hence in the following scriptures the 

1 ~I{ omitted M 3. 1 ~~'l6~rfq A 1, 
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comparisons, such as reflected images of the sun in the water 
etc. are mentioned in the scriptures-' Just as the ether, is 
one and the same without change even it becomes encased in 
the pots etc. and just as the sun reflected in water.' (YaJ"n. 
Smr. Pra. 144.) 

Then puts the following objection-

19. Ambuvadagraharuzt tu na tathzztvam 
But the case is not so, because He is not apprehend· 

ed there like the sun in the water. 
The question here is this-The sun is apprehended as 

reflected in the waters. In the same way the Highest self is 
not apprehended in earth etc. But here He remains actually. 
Therefore He is not devoid of fwils. 

Then refutes the objection-

20. v rddhihr"ttsabhtzktvamantarbh'llvtzdubhaya
stzmanjasyzzdevam darS'antzcca 

The participation of the Bralman in the increase 
and decrease due to His abiding within, is denied ; on 

1 ~El~iifit~r~ct<l. A 1. 1 ~fa omitted M 3. 
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account of the appropriateness of both (comparisons) 
and because it is seen thus. 

The word 'not ' is supplied from the last Sutra. It is not so. 
The Highest Self dwells within the earth, etc. as an immanent 
ruler. The illustrative example only denies the increase and de
crease on His part due to such dwelling. This is understood in 
this way, because then only the two illustrative examples in the 
context could be reconciled. The spatial ether actually remains 

in the pot etc. on the other hand the sun does not actually 
remain in the water. This fact is stated in the scriptural text 

'Indeed, as one and the same spatial ether' (Yiijfi. Smr. Pra. 
144). The purpose of these two examples is to show that 
just as the object actually not present is not stained by 
imperfections, so also the object actually present is not 
stained by imperfections for want of reasons. The examples 
are meant to teach this fact alone. Consider the illustrative 
example ' The boy is like a lion '. This brings to our mind 
the similarity, only in regard to some of the attributes meant 

to refer. 

1 ~3<~ije A 1. 
1 lfe! {!lt:at~)q~rer A 1. 

1 ilr~ omitted M 2, Pr. 
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" 6l"llij 611~~1 ~fa ~fa " ~fu ijtfj(?)~~~~~fu~l-ll~ 
.n~ll~lti«lfcr' atig:-

Or the word ' Dars'anat ' may be interpreted in different 
way as recorded in the scriptural text. ' Like the horse that 
gives up its hair by shaking the body, he gives up the 
sins (Papa)' (Chand. VIII, 13). The horse by shaking 

the body gives up some of the solid substances i.e. hairs 
that are natural to it and constitute part of its body. But 
the self once did evil works which though perished in a 
moment, created displeasure to the Lord. The Lord began 
to give him pains that were effected by His displeasure. But 
these pains could be got rid of through His grace produced by 
affection caused by the meditation. Hence non-attachment of 
evils is what is thought of here. 

Here the following objection arises-The Bralzma1t does 

not possess the two·fold characteristics; because His having 
attributes has been denied in the scriptural text, ' Then this is 
the injunction, namely 'not that, not that ' (Brh. II. 3-6). 

The reply is this-

1 ~1~ A 1. 1 ~<1 A 1. 
4 ~T5l1fuc'6( M 3. 
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21. Prakrtait'llvattvam hi prati~edhati ; tato 
braviti ca bhJJya~ 

For, the text denies His limitedness supposed 
to be apprehended in the context and it declares also 
more than that. 

It has been taught in the scriptural text beginning with 
'There are two-fold forms of the Brahman' (Brh. II. 3-1), 
that the whole world is the form of the Brahman, as this truth 
was not known previously by other means. Therefore this 
truth cannot be denied immedaitely by the subsequent passage 
of the same text. Therefore the statement, ' Not that, not 
that ' denies the so-muchness of the Brahman to purport 
that the Brahtnatt's attributes are not only those mentioned 
in previous passage; but there are more also. Then the 
text also states the host of His qualities not stated above, in 
the passages-' There is none Great' except the Brahman, 
who is denoted by the words, ' not that' (Brh. II. 3·6). Then 
there is the text, 'Then He has the name Real of the Real' 
(Brh. II. 3·6). Then its expl~nation given is this-' Ptat)as 



a"Tit" ij~lft{," ~fa I s:non 1 ~Cfl~'Hifl tiflfa:l~Cf~N~lf~T~~ 
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"qaq'ffi~ ~ II ' ' II 
;fiJI~~ ;r ili;rTfq SfJJTUt;r ~:Slfa I a~T~ ft: ~fallOl:-
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are true. Than them, this (Highest Self) is more true (Brh. 
II. 3-6). Here the word PriitJas denotes the selves. They 
are real because they are not created like the ether etc. 

Than these selves, the Highest Self is the Greater Truth; 

because His knowledge has no shrinking and other changes. 

Hence the Brahman is said to possess the two-fold 
characteristics, because His so·muchness only has been denied 
in the scriptural text. 

By the proof of perception is apprehended the Brahman 
only, who is merely sat (existence). All the rest are illusory. 

This is the meaning of the statement, of denial ' Not that, 

not that'. (Brh. II. 3·6). To this objection the reply is this-

22. Tadavyaktam71ha hi 

That (Brahman) is unmanifested ; for, so the 
scripture declares. 

The essential nature of the Brahman cannot be mani· 

fested by any of the proofs. The scriptural texts state thus-

1 Gr1CIT: M 2. 
1 ""' omitted A 1, M 1, Pr. 
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!f6hltli I ~'1"11-~~ql{; S1Etat(llt tfi~uq-.ql(11~ II~Vll 
' His form is ·not in the scope of perception. No one sees Him 
with eyes' (Tait. II. 1-10) and so on. By the proof of 
perception is apprehended the existence of pot and other 
objects only and not of the Brahman. 

23. Api samrctdhane pratyakfictnumctnctbhyctm 

And in perfect endearment the intuition of Brah
man takes place, according to scriptures and Smrti 
texts. 

There must be the uninterrupted meditation, which gives 
the extreme happiness to the worshipper and by which the 
Brahman becomes pleased. Then will be apprihended the 
essential nature of the Brahman. The scriptural text is this
' This Self is not reached by instruction' (Kath. 1-2-23). The 
Smrti text is this ' Nor can I be seen by the study of the 
vedas, etc.' (Bhag. Gi. XI-53). 

24. Prakcts'ctdivaccctvais'efyam; Prakcts'as'ca 
karmatz,yabkyctsctt 

As in the case of light {knowledge) etc. there is no 
any discrimination among the qualities of the Brahman 

1 ~: M 1, Z, Pr, 
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in respect of their being apprehended. The apprehen
s\on takes place by the means of uninterrupted practice 
of meditation. 

As regards the perfect endearment, the practice of 
Qleditation must be repeated. Then in the devotee is 
produced the apprehension of the essential nature of the 
Brahman. Then what are apprehended here are all the 
attributes of Brahman, such as knowledge, bliss and the wealth 
of the world, without any discrimination. This has been 
stated thus: ' I have become Manu and the Sun' (Brh. 
I-4-10). 

25. Atonantena; tathzzhi ling am 

Hence (Brahman is characterised) with endless 
qualities; thus His characteristics hold good. 

In the Brahman are established the endless auspicious 
qualities taught in the scriptural text, 'There are two-fold 

forms of the Brahman' (Brh. II-3-1). That being the case 
the Brahmat~ invariably possesses the two-fold characteristics. 

1 \lfl~~~~~ A 1, Pr. 
3S 
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26. Ubhayavyapadestczttvahikupcjalavat 

But this is on account of the two-fold designatio9, 
as the coil of the snake. 

He is taught to be both one and different in the scriptural 

texts, 'The Self only is all this' (Chiind. Vll·23-2). 'The 

wonderful maker projects from this' (S've. IV -9). The states 

of being in the form of earth etc. are the essential nature 

of the Brahman in the same way a::; the coils are of the snake. 

This is stated in the text, 'Surely there are two-fold forms 

of the Brahman' (Brh. 11·3·1). 

27. PrakllS'CZS'rayav'lldvll tejast'llt 

Or else like the light and its abode, (both) being light. 

Though their essenllal characteristics appear to be 

different, the brightness and its abode are one because they 
both possess the nature of brightness. Same is the case with 

the non-sentient beings (acit) and the Brahman, as they 

both belong to the same cl~ss. 
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28. Parvava4 va 

Or in the manner stated above. 

The word, ' Or' is used in the sense of discarding the 
two alternative views mentioned above. It has been stated in 

a previous occasion that the individual selves are the parts of 
the Brahman, who is inseparably connected with them. The 

individual selves are of the nature of adjectives to the Brahman 
like the light, class, quality and body are to the respective 

objects. Same is the case with the non-sentient beings also; 

because the sentient and the non-sentient beings nre regarded 
to be one with the Brahman by the use of a common term in 

the text, 'Verily the Self is this whole world' (Chii~d. VII· 

25-2). As regards the other two alternatives, it is not possible 
to set aside the faults, that happen to be in the Brahman. 
It has been proved in the scriptural texts, that the sentient 
and the non-sentient beings have the character of adjectives; 

because they are considered as the body of the Brahman 
'To whom earth is the body' (Brh. 111-7-3). 'To whom the 

self is the body' (Brh. III-7-3. Madhy.). 

1 ('.{ omitted A 1. 
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29. Prati~edhctcca 

And on account of the denial of the characteristics 
of the non-sentient beings in the Brahman. 

The characteristics of the non-sentient beings are denied 
in the Brahman in the scriptural text, ' This Brahman does 

not become old, on account of the body's becoming old ' 
{Chand. VIII-1-5). 

PARADHIKARA:t:l'A 7 

In the SUtras 1-1-2 to III-2-29, the Supreme Brahman 
is stated to be the primeval cause of the universe. Now a 
doubt arises due to some erroneous reasonings that there 

is some thing higher than this Brahmatt. This doubt has 
been introduced in the Szitra-

30. Paramata~ setanm7lnasambandhabheda
vyapadeS'ebhya~ 

There is something higher than this, on account 
of the designations of the bridge, measure, connection 
and difference. 

1 ~~t A 1, M 1, 3. 'q{ omitted M 1. 2. Pr. 1 ~~~ M 2, 3. 
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The scriptures teach that (a) He is the bridge, (b) He is 

to be crossed, (c) He is measured, (d) He leads men for 
attainment of the bliss. The scriptures are-' Now the Self is 

the bridge' (Chand. VIII-4-1). 'Having crossed that bridge' 

(Chand. VIII-4-2). 'The Brahman has four feet' (Chand. 

111-18-2), 'He is the bridge that leads to immortality' (Mu~;~¢. 

11-4-5). There are also other texts-' By this Person this 
whole universe is filled. That which is above this. (S've. 

III and 10). Thus it is understoorl that there is another 
entity which is high~r than the Brahmatt. 

31. Silmanyctt tu 

But on account of the usage on resemblance. 

. The word, 'but' refutes the allegations made in the 
previous Sutra. What is stated above is not correct. Why ? 
Because there are thousands of scriptural texts denying the 
existence of what is highest apart from the Brahman mentioned 

in the words ' not that ' and possessed of the universe with and 
without forms as adjectives. The text is this-' There is none 

1 etJ:Sf M 2. 2 8ff.Jf.6~il~~ M 2. Pr. 1 fo: omitted A 1. 
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Highest except this Self that is mentioned in the words 'not 
that' (Brh. 11-3-6). The Highest Brahman is designated as 
bridge on His resemblance with bridge: because as the ruler, He 
prevents the admixture of the worlds. Accordingly the following 
scripture says-' Now, the Self is the bridge and support, in 
order to prevent confusion in these worlds' (Chand. VIII-4-1). 
The Brahman alone, who is the instrumental cause and the 
material cause of the world is to be attained as the Highest 
object. This is stated in the scriptural text beginning with : 
'All this world is the Brahman. He is its creator, destroyer 
and protector. He is thus to be meditated upon with a calm 
mind' (Chand. 111·14·1) and ending with ' I shall reach Him 
after departing hence' (Chand. III-14-4). The expression 
' He has to be crossed ' means ' He has to be reached '. 

32. Buddhyartha~ Plldavat 

The scriptures speak of the Brahman like this, 
for the purpose of meditation as in the case of the 
quarter. 

1 ~~ omitted M 3. 
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The designation of measure made in the scriptural text, 
'That has four quarters' (Chand. III-18-2) is intended only for 
meditation, as in the case of the text, 'Speech is one quarter 
••. eye is one quarter' (Chand. III-18-2). 

33. Sth'llnaviS'eftlt prak'llstldivat 

Owing to the Brahman being associated with par
ticular places, as in the case of light, etc. 

It is right to meditate upon the immeasurable Brahman 
by connecting Him with particular places. The light and 
the spatial ether, etc. can be apprehended as that which 
passes through the window and that whidh is encased within 
the pot respectively. 

34. upapatteS'ca 

And on account of its possibility. 

It is possible to hold that the Highest Self, who is to be 
attained, is also the means of attainment. The scriptural 
text states thus, 'whomsoever He chooses, by him alone He 
can be reached' (Mu~~. III. 2-3). 

~ RifiT~l~fl A 1, M 1, 
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35. Tath'l1nyaprati~edhctt 

And on account of anything else being denied in 

this context. 

Except Him there is no other Highest Person, because there is 
the denial of a highest person other than Him in the scriptural 
text, ' Except whom there is nothing highest and excedpt 
whom there is nothing smallest or largest' (S'vet. III-9-7). 
But there is another text, 'Tato yaduttarataram ' (S'vet. 
111-10-7). The meaning of this text is this-There is none 
Higest except the Puru~?atattva (the Reality of the Supreme 
Person). Therefore the same Reality that is referred to in 
the beginning of the context, is described in the concluding 
portion of the context thus 'He is without form and without 
evil. Those, who know Him, become Immortal. The others 
suffer pain' (S'vet. III-10). Thus has been concluded 
with reason. The proposition that was made in the beginning 
is this, ' Having known Him thus, the self reaches something 
beyond death. There is no other path ' (S'vet. III -8). Other· 
wise there will be contradiction to what is stated in the beginning. 

1 :,l!l~tl; A 1. 1 ~ l!a: omitted M 1, z. • fi{u~.tt~~t M 3. 
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36. Anena sa'I'VagatatvamayamaS'abdadibhya~ 

Omnipresence of that Brahman, is understood 
from the declaration of His extending etc. 

This Brahman pervades all other objects. This is stated 
in the following scriptural texts-' He is more minute 
than the minute. He is more great than the great.' (Kath. 
1·2-20). 'All these are filled by that Person' (S'vet. 111-9). 
'Narayii~a remains pervading everything' (Tait. 11-7). 'The 
eternal, All-pervading, Omnipresent, and Exceedingly Subtle ' 
(Mu~~- 1-1-6). The above mentioned fact denies the existence 
of higher than Him. 

PHALADHIKARAI!lA 8 

37. P halamata upapatte~~ 

From Him start the rewards of worships ; on 
account of possibility. 

• From Him ' means 'from the Highest Brahman alone.' 
The worldly pleasures and the final release start from Him only 

36 
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who is pleased by the worships and meditation. All the 

works are perishable in a moment. As such they are not 

capable of yielding the fruits in a subsequent time. There
fore it is appropriate to hold that the rewards are the effect of 

the grace of the all knowing Brahman. 

38. S'rutatv-acca 

And it is so heard from the scriptural statement. 

He bestows all rewards because the scriptures alRo declare 

so. ' He is the eater of food and the giver of wealth ' (Brh. 
IV -4-24). and 'Indeed, He alone gives the delight' (Tait. 

1·11·7). 
39. Dharmam J aiminirata e'Va 

For the same reasons Jaimini thinks it to be the 
religious work. 

• For the same reasons ' means ' On account of possibility 

and the scriptural statements '. The religious works alone 

1 f\ added after, A 1. 
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bring about their rewards. Thus jaimini thought. The 
possibility is thus-It is seen that the labour of agriculture and 
trampling bring about their rewards directly or indirectly. 
The scriptural statements are the injunctions that ordain men 
to do certain works. As there is no other way to hold the 
injunctions effective, it must be decided that the works them
selves grant the rewards through what is called Apiirva. 

40. Pnrvam tu Bildar'llyaf'o hetuvyapadest'llt 

But Bhl'ldar'llyaf'a holds the former vtew, on 
account of the designation as the cause. 

The revered Bhadarayatta thinks that the Supreme 
Person alone grants the rewards as stated before. ' Let 
him, who is desirous of getting prosperity, offer a white 
animal to the deity Vii.yu (wind)' (Tait. Sam. 11-1-1). 'He 
alone leads him to prosperity' (Tait. Sam. 11-1-1). These 
scriptural texts themselves in ordaining certain rituals teach 
that the deity Vii.yu and so on, grant the rewards to men, 

because they have the Lord as their Self. There is an established 
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philosophical rule, namely, if anything is wanted to make 
the scriptural ordinance sensible, it should be supplied 
from the other source of a similar scriptural passage. This 
principle has been adopted in respect of the passage 'They 
obtain a good renown'. The other source meant in question 
of the present topic is ' Who remaining in the wind ' (Brh. 
III-7·7). 

THUS ENDS THE 2ND PIDA OF THE 3RD ADHYAYA. 

1 ~ omitted Pr. 2 ~ added after, A 1, M 2, Pr. 
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ADHY!YA III, PADA III 

SARVAVED!NTAPRATYAY!DHIKARAN.A 1 

1. Saroaved-antapratyayam codanadyaviS' et'llt 

What is understood from all Ved-anta texts is one, 
on account of there being no difference in injunc
tions, etc. 

Each of the U{Jasanas {meditations) Dahara etc., though 
taught in different texts, is one and the same; because the 
injunctions, such as 'should know, should meditate', the 
results, the forms and the names are common. This is similar 
to the case of the works ordained in Vedic texts. 

~~ Fcit~r A 1. 
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2. Bhed~nneticedekasy~mapi 

If it be said that the Vidy~s are not one on 
account of different mentioning ; we deny this, since 
it is even in one. 

The Vidytis are not one; because the same matter 

repeated in the texts without difference, proves the object of 
injunction to be different. It is not so. No difference is 
apprehended in the object of injunctions; because the same 

Vidya could be repeated in different S'akhiis for the benefit of 

different cognising agents. 

3. Svttdhyayasya ; tath~tvehi sam~caredhikar~cca 
savavacca tanniyama~ 

Indeed, S'irovrata is a part of the mode of the 
study of the veda; because then only its unavoidability 
could be maintained; moreover this is so mentioned 
in the work called Sam~c~ra. The rule laid down for 
it, is similar to that in the case of the Sava homa. 
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The compulsory rule as regards those, who resort to 
S'irovrata (i.e., vow of the head) has been given in the Atharva· 
Veda thus-' To him alone the knowledge of the Brahman 
must be revealed '. That S'irovrata forms a part of the mode 
of the study of the Vedas, is revealed by the scriptural 
text that connects it with the study of the Vedas, 'This 

should not be studied by one, who has broken the vow'. 
In the work called, Samdcdra it has been stated thus
' This has been commented upon by the Vedavrata' (i.e., the 
vow of the study of Vedas). The word, Brahman, used in the 
expression Brahmavidyd, refers to the Vedas. S'irovrata 
belongs to them only {AtharvaQ.ikas,) just as the Savahoma. 
Hence there is nothing to indicate that they are different 

Vidyas. 
4. DarS'ayatica 

And the scriptures reveal thus. 

1 Slf'l~Uf Pr. 
1 ~~iffq omitted M · 3. 

I ~'IT"'li'U~ A 1' M 2. 

• ftl~tllafi!fu A 1, Pr. 
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The scriptural statements, themselves reveal the oneness 
of the Vidyiis. In the Daharavidyii of Chandogayopani~ad, 
eight qualities of the Brahman are mentioned. But in the 

Taittiriyopani$ad they are merely referred to thus :-' That 
which is within the Brahman'. (Tait. 11-10-23). 

5. U pasamharorthabhedad vidhidefia1Jat 
samaneca 

Meditations thus being one and the same, there 
is combination of qualities; on account of non
difference of the purpose as in the case of what subserves 

injunction. 

Thus the Vidycis with the same titles being the same, the 

qualities mentioned in one text are to be combined with those 
mentioned in another, on account of non-difference of purpose. 
This is as in the case of those which subserve the object of a 

single injunction. 

ANYATH!TV!DHIKARA~A 2 

Having accepted what is stated in Pur'Vakavda (i.e., the 

Pur'Vamimiimsii) the Sutrakara proceeds. 

1 ~'l6t~ M 1, 2. 
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6. Anyathtztvam B'adtzditi cenntzviB'efl'iZt 

~ If it be said that there is difference in the Vidytzs 
on account of the statements; we say no, on account of 
non-difference. 

The meditation on the Udgitha viewed as PriitJa, is 
ordained in the text of the Brhadiira~yaka and Chiit1dogya 
Upani$ads resulting in the defeat of the enemy. Having re· 
tained in the heart, the view namely, The Udgithavidyiis men· 
tioned in the two Upani~ads are one and the same, the Pt1roa· 
pak{lin {the objector) puts forth his view as if held by the 
SidhiitJtin. The meditation on the Udgitha viewed as Priit:~a 
in the Brhadiira~yakopani~ad has as its object that which is the 
agent in the act of singing it out. In another text (i.e., Chando· 
gyopani~ad), it has as its object, that which is the object of 
singing. This has been so understood in the following scriptu
ral texts, 'Then they spoke to Prii~a of the mouth-Please sing 
that for us. Saying ' So be it' this Priit)a sang loudly.' (Brh. 
1·3·7). The statement in the Brhadara~yakopani$ad shows 
that the Udgithavirlya has as its object that which is the agent 

1 ~ added M 1, Pr. 1 " Pr. 
·~ Pr. •t ~A 1, M 2 
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in the act of singing it out. The Udgitha is considered as ... 
having as its object, that which is the object of action of 
singing and it is so stated in the Chiindogyopani$ad thus
' They meditated upon Udgitha, that is viewed as Prii~ux of the 
mouth' (Chand. I-2-7). Thus it is stated in the objection 
that the Vidyiis mentioned in the two Upani$ads are quite 
different from each other. The answer is-It is not so; 
because they have a common beginning. In one text it is 
stated thus-' Let us overcome the Asuras at the sacrifices by 
means of the Udg'itha' (Brh. I-3·1). In another text also this 
line occurs-' The gods took the Udgitha, thinking they 
would, with that, overcome the Asuras' (ChiitJd. 1-2-1). 

7. N a v~ prakararr-abhed~t parovariyastv~divat 

Or on account of the difference of the contexts ; 
as in the case of the attributes of being higher than the 
high etc. 

This is not so. The contexts of the both, are different. 
In the Chandogyopani$ad, the PratJava which is a part of 

1 ;ajl~~l!tli lfT~~Til omitted A 1, M 1. 
1 :q~: A 1, M l. 3 etf~f~l1Tif: M 2, Pr. 4 51'MVI1ffq A 1, 
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the Udgitha is said to be the object of the meditation in the 

text-' Let him meditate on the syllable 'Om' as Udgitha' 
(Chand. 1-1-1). BrhadiiratJ.yakopani~ad begifts with the 
passage, 'Let us overcome the Asttras at the sacrifice by means 
of the Udgitha' (Brh. 1-3-1). Here the meditation refers to 
the whole of the Udgitha as the object. Hence these Vidyds 
are considered to be different from each other due the d1fference 

in their forms. As regards the meditation on the Udgitha, in 

the text of the same S'iikha, the Highest Self is viewed as of 
golden colour and He is also viewed differently as possessing 

the attributes of being higher than the high. 

8. Samjnllta&'cet taduktamasti tu tadapi 

If it be said so on account of the common term ; 
that also is there. 

If the Vidyas mentioned in the two texts are held only 
one, as they possess the common term of Udgitha, the common 
term persists, even where the object of injunction differs. 

Take for instance the term 'Agnihotra ', which applies to 

1 ~~n~oi A 1, M 2; 
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the permanent Agnihotra as well as to the occasional Agni· 
hotra, that belongs to the sacrifice, called, ' KuQQapayinam 
Ayanam' and is to be performed only for a mouth. 

9. Vy~ptedca samanjasam 

This is appropriate, on account of extension. 

Just as in the beginning of the first chapter of the Chdndog· 
'opani~ad, in further portions also there is the mention of 
the Prat.taf)a. Therefore in the middle also the meditation 
mentioned in the text-' They meditated upon the Udgitha' 
(Chand. 1·2·2) should be the meditation on the Pral;'af)a, 

SARVABHEDlDHIKARA~A 3 

10. Sat"CJ'llbhed'lldanyatreme 

Because of the non-difference of everything, these 
attributes are apprehended even in other places. 

' He, who knows the oldest and the best, becomes himself 
the oldest and the best, The Pratt-a is the oldest and best ' 
(Chand. V-1·1; Brh. Vl·l·l and Kauf.). In all these three 
texts, it is stated unanimously that PttitJ,a is the oldest ; 
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because it is the cause for the existence of the sense-organs, 
such as speech, etc., and for their functions. In the two texts, 
namely Chiindogya and Brhadarat;tyaka it is stated that the 

quality of being the richest is mentioned as belonging to Priit;ta, 
though it really pertains to the speech. But this is not stated 
in Kau~itaki text. However there is no difference between 
the Priit,Ja'Vidyiis taught in all the three texts, because the 

Priit,Ja is said to possess the quality of being the oldest in all 
these texts with the same reasonings. Therefore the quality 
of being the richest also must be included in the Priit,Ja'Vidya 
mentioned in the Kau~itaki text. 

ANANDADYADHIKARA!l{A 4 

11. Anandadaya~ pradhanasya 

Bliss, etc. have to be included; on account of the 
non-difference of the chief object. 

The word ' non-difference' is supplied from the last Siitra. 
The attributes, such as stainlessness knowledge and bliss, etc. 

• fl1ffrq A 1. • ~~ta M 1. 
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which are among the essential characteristrics of the Brahman 
and which help in proving Him, have to be included in all the 
Vidytis relating to the Highest Self. Because the Brahman 
remains as the common object to be meditated in all the Vidyas. 

12. Priyas'if'astv'lldyaj>r'llpti~; upacayttj>acayau 
hi bhede 

The qualities, such as, having joy for His head, are 
not to be included ; for if the difference in head, sides etc. 
accepted as qualifying attributes of the Brahman, there 
would be increase and decrease in the Bt'ahman. 

Here the qualities, such as, having joy for His head as 
per the text 'Verily Joy is His head' (Tait. 111-5-2) are not 

to be included; because these cannot be the qualities, that 
could determine the nature of the Brahman. Suppose the 
differences in head, etc. are the attributes of the Brahman. 
Then it happens that there would be the increase and the 

decrease in the Brahman. 

13. ltaf'etvaf'thasttmttnyat 

But the other qualities have to be included as they 
are common to the Brahman. 

1 ~~~r: A 1. 1 • M 1, qitCJiil.qr etc. M 3. 
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Here the conclusion arrived at is this-Bliss, etc. are 

included in those qualities, that help in proving and specifying 
the Brahman. Hence they are common with the Brahman. 

14. Adhy-an-aya prayojaniZbhiZ'Dllt 

Those qualities are intended for meditation ; on 
account of the absence of any other purpose. 

The teachings, Euch as, 'having joy for His head' are 
intended for meditation only ; because there is no any other 
purpose for them. 

15. AtmaS'abdiZcca 

And on account of the use of the term Atman 
in the scriptural texts. 

The word, Atman (Self) occurs in the scriptural text, 
• There is the Inner Self who is different and full of Bliss ' 
(Tait. I, 11-5-2). Therefore the head, sides etc. are n9t ~he; 

~ssential qualities of the Brahtnfln, 
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16. A tmagrhitiritaravaduttartlt 

The Highest Self is referred to by the term Atman 
as in other places; on account of the subsequent 

reference. 

By the word, 'Self' is apprehended the Highest Self. 

This is understood in this way, because there are subsequent 
passages, such as, 'It thought. Let me become many' (Tait. 
I, II-6-2) that reveal the Lord's will to become many. It is 
like in the case of the word Atman (Self) found in the text 

'This world was before, only one Atman ' (Self). 

17. Anvyt1diti cet syt1davadhtZrarz,t1t 

If it be said, the word, Atman (Self) is used in 
connection with other objects also, we say, it is deter
mined that He alone is referred to in other contexts also. 

The word, Atman (Self) used in the preceding occasions, 

refers to PriitJamaya. How then can it be determined that 
He is meant there, with the help of the subsequent passage ? 
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To this objection the answer is this. It has been ascertained 
from the scriptural text, 'From the Highest Self originates 

the spatial ether' (Tait. 1·2·1-2) that Priit,tam;rya refers to 
the Highest Self. Thus the Highest Self alone is determined 
to have been meant here. 

KARYAKHYANADHIKARA~A 6 

18. K ~ry7ZkhyiJn7ZdapilnJam 

The new thing is enjoined in the text, on account 
of the statement of what is to be effected. 

In describing the Priit,tavidyii it is stated 'He, who knows 
the eldest aud best' (Br. Vl·l·l). Then it is stated that water 
constitutes a dress for Prat,ta. The Acamana (sipping of 
water) has been stated thus-' Therefore, having known this in 
thi& manner, one should sip water before and after the meals. 
This makes Prat,ta not naked'. Here it is right to hold that 

the .meditation upon water, that is used for Icamana, as being 

1~ M 2,Pr. ,. ·~r~A 1. 
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the dress for Pra~a is enjoined; because this is not established 
otherwise. Acamana of water could not be enjoined because 
it is already e~tablished by ~ood custom ; but it is mentioned 
for enjoining the dress of Pra~a. It is an accepted rules that 
that alone should be enjoined which is not established other· 
WlSe. 

SAMANADHIKARA~A 6 

19. Sam'llna et1am c'llbhed'llt 

When Rome thing is common, there is no difference 
in other qualities also. 

In the AgnirahaB)'a, and the Brhadarat)yakopani,ad 
there are statements on the S'at;ujilyuvidyii. In one text it 
is stated thus-' He should meditate on the s~lf, who is con· 
ceivable in mind, who is in the form of Priit)a and light, who 
has a true will and who is in the form of the spatial ether' (Vaja. 
S'at. P. Br. 10·4·6·2). In the other text (Brhadarat)yako· 
;ani1ad) it is stated thus-' This person who is conceivable in 
the mind is in the form of light and truth, shines forth in the 
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interior of the heart, like the grain of rice and the grain of 
wheat. He is the Controller of all. He is the ~ord of all. He is 
the Chief of all. He rules eve'rything' (Brh. V -6-1 ). In both 
the texts, He is mentioned as Manomaya (conceivable in 
mind). Hence the statement of H1s controllership, does not 
contradict the statement of His possession of true w11l 
which is the expansion of the former. Therefore the S'a~ilya· 
vidyd of the two texts is one and the same, as there is no 
difference in their characteristics. 

SAMBANDHADHIKARA~A 7 

, 20. Sambandhildevamanyatrilpi 

On account of the connection (of the same 
in both) the qualities are common to both. 

The passage begins with, 'This person, who is seen 
inside the orb of the sun and also within the right eye' (Brh. 
V -5-2). Then the passage states that the true Brahman is 
to be meditated upon as present in the orb of the sun and in 
the right eye. Then two secret names of the Brahman are 
mentioned in the scriptural texts, ' His secret name 1s Ahar, 

1 q~l{ M 1, Pr. 
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He is above all gods.' (Brh. V -5-3). ' His secret name is 
Allam, He is above all selves' (Brh. V -S-4). In both the 
texts, is mentioned only one object, to be meditated upon. 
Therefore the two texts mention the same Vidya and both 

the names have to be meditated upon. 

21. Na va 'UiB'etat 

This is not so; on account of the difference. 

This is not correct. The Vidyas are different; because 
there is difference in the places with which the Brahman 
is said to be connected, the places being the orb of the sun 

and the right eye. Therefore each name is restricted in regard 

to each place. 
22. DarB'ayati ca 

The text also declares this. 

The Vidyiia mentioned in the two texts are distinct from 
each 9ther. This is because the text 'His form mentioned 

1 ftft omitted A 1. 
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here is the same as that mentioned in the other context • 
(Chiind. 1·7·5), mentions the application of the form described 
in one place, to the other place also. 

SAMBH~TYADHIKARA~A 8 

23. Satitbhrtidyuvy71ptyapi cctta1f 

And for the same reason the two virtues namely 
the holding together the powers and pervading the 
spatial ether, do not apply to all Vidy71s. 

1 Gathered together are these greatest powers, in the 
Brahman. The Greatest Brahmatt in the beginning pervaded 
the sky (Tait. Br. 11·4·7·10). In the Greatest Brahman are 
seen together all these powers. The Brahman pervaded the 
sky. These attributes are not stated with reference to any 
special meditation. However they cannot be included in 
all meditations. Therefore the quality of pervading the 
sky is connected with such meditation in which the place 
other than small is mentioned. In this text His holding of the 
powers is mentioned along with the pervasion of the spatial 
ether. Hence this quality also is applicable only in that 
case. 
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PURU~.WIDYADHIKARAf:lA 9 

24. Puru~avidyczyamapi cetareqilmanctm1,'llnllt 

There is difference among the PurutJavidyas also ; 
because what is stated in one, is not stated in the 
other. 

The Puru~avidyiis described in the Taittiriyaka and the 
Chdndogya Upani~ads are dtfferent from each other. In one 
of them are stated the agent of the sacrifice and his wife 
as the limbs of the sacrifice and the three libations. 
These have not been recorded in the other text. There is 
also difference in respect of the fruits. In the Taittiriyaka 
text the self of the meditator is mentioned as Yajamana lthe 
agent of the sacrifice). The evenings, mornings and middays 
are mentioned as the three Sa-oanas (libations). The fruit 
is the attainment of the greatness of the Brahman. In this 

1 atrft\ omitted M 1, Pr. • EIT~SJ16~~ilij~OJ(i1'6~ri A 1. 
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text the fruit is not mentioned and hence this Purufa'Vidya 
is held as Atiga'Vidytl (subordinate One) to the Brahma· 
'llidyd which is mentioned together w.ith the fruit in the 
previous portion. In the Chatzdogya text it is stated thus
The hunger etc. are Dik,a (consecration). The life divided 
into three parts assumes the forms of the three Sa'Oanas 
(libations). The fruit is stated ' He lives for hundred years ' 
(Chand. 111-16-7). 

VEDHADYADHIKARA~A 10 

25. Vedh'lldyarthabhed'ilt 

On account of the difference of purpose, such as 
piercing etc. 

In the beginning of the Upanisad (of the Atharoa1J.ika~) 
are recited the Mantras 1 pierce the S'ukra, pierce the heart', 
In the beginning of the Upani,ad (of the Aitareyins) are 
recited the Mantras dealing with the Mahtf'Vrata. Similarly the 
Mantras recited by the Taittiriyakas-' May Mitra be propitious 
to us • (Tait. 1·1·1). 1 May He protect us together' (Tait. 

1 -iMUiti Pr. Is~~~~~ A 1. 
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I-2-1). These Mantras of the Taittiriyakas have certain 
power and lead to different results. Thus they form parts 
of the study of the Vedas. They are not parts of the Vidya. 

26. Hnnan tfljJ"i1yanas'abdas'efatv"ilt kus'"ilcchanda~

stutyupag'ifnavat t'ilduktam 

The statement of getting rid of something has 
another supplementary statement regarding its reaching 
another, as in the case of Kus'as, metres, praise and 
singing. This has been stated. 

In one S'akha it is stated that the wise, who attain 
the Brahman, get rid of the Pu~ya and Papa. This 
is said to be meditated upon. In another S'dkha are 
mentioned the places of entry of them. The Ptt~yakarmaus 
attach themselves to his friends and Papakarmans enter his 
enemies. In one S'iiklla are mentioned both the release 
from them and the places of entry of them. All these are 

1 ~:Al, 
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intended for the meditation by the wise. The statement 
getting rid of them means both the getting rid of them 
and also their reaching other places. The word, • getting 

rid of ' means • leaving ' and the word, 1 reaching ' means 
1 entry'. It is right to hold that when the leaving alone 
or the entry alone is mentioned, both of them are 
intended. It is not right to hold the alternative course of 
them. The statement of the entry is only supplement to 
what is stated in the words • getting rid of'. This is becauee 
it declares the places to which the good and evil works, got 
rid of by the wise, are transferred. Hence it follows that one 
should be the supplement to the other. In one place this 
statement occurs-' The KuS'as relating to the tree'. This is 
supplemented by another statement occurring in a different 
place, namely, 'The KuS'tis relating to the UcJambara tree'. 
The statement, ' The metres of the gods and Asuras ' has 
the supplementary text, 'The metres of the gods are prior.' 
The clause, ' He begins with gold the Stotra of the $o~aB'in ' 

1 sA~WI'{ M 2, Pr. 
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ha~ for its supplementary clause, 'He begins the stotra of the 
$or;laS'in, when the sun has half risen' (Tait. Sam. Vl-6·11). 
The statement, 'All the prie!'lts join in the singing' has fur its 
supplementary statement, • The Adllvarytt priest does not sing.' 
(Tait. Sam. Vi-3-1). Thus the statement as regards the 
getting rid of has the supplementary statement of reaching. 
Therefore it is proper that the alternative course should not 
arise here when the other one is available. Therefore it is 
stated thus-' One statement will supplement another as the 
alternative course is not proper' (Pt7r. Mi. X-8-15). 

SAMPARAYADHIKARA~A 12 

27. Sllmpar'i!ye tartavyabh'llvllt; tath"llhyanye 

At death the Puttya and Papa Karmans leave the 
person: because there is nothing to be enjoyed there· 
after. For, thus certain texts declare. 

That there will be getting rid of the good and bad deeds 
at the time of death is stated in the text, 'Shaking off the 
sin<; as a horse his hairs, and shaking off the body' (Chand. 
VIII-13-1). In a different S'cikhd, the giving up of the good 

and the bad deeds on the way has been stated thus, 'The self 
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reaches the river l'iraia and shakes off his good and bad deeds' 
(«au§. l-j7). Though it has been stated so differently, it 
should be meditated upon only at the time of death. After 
the separation from the body, the self ought not to enjoy 

pleasure or pain, without attaining the Brahman. Accordingly 

in another S'akhii it is stated that the self reaches the Brahman 
immediately after the deilth. The relevant passage is thts
• For him there is delay only so long as he is not freed from 

the body; then he will reach the Brahma~t I (Cha~td. VI-14-2). 

28. Chandata Ubhayavirodh"llt 

As it is desired; on account of there being no 
contradiction of either. 

There are scriptural statements to prove that the good 

and evil deeds leave the_ self at the time of death. There are 

also statements to show that the Brahman ought to be attained 
immediately after death. There should be no contradiction 

between these two statements. Theaefore the scriptural 

statement,' He gives up good and evil deeds' (Kau~.I-37) bas 

1 .:ttrrli'ITfq M 2. 
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to be considered so as to suit the convenience. This means 
that this passage must be taken as coming before the 
earlier passage ' Having reached that path of the gods' 

(Kau1. 1-21). 

Then the following objection is put-

29. Gaterarthavatvamubhayath7Z; anyath-a hi virodah 

There is a meaning in the soul's going, on1y on the 
two-fold hypothesis ; for otherwise there is contradic· 
tion. 

The scriptural text referring to the journey through the 
path of gods, will be sensible only when the leaving of the deeds 
is accepted to take place on two different occasions. Otherwise 
if it is considered to take place at the time of death, then all 
his deeds must perish at that time. Then as be has no body, 
he cannot proceed by any path. Hence there will be contradic· 
tion regarding the journey, as stated in the scriptural texts. 

1 etf~511Al M 2, 3. I""'" M 2. 
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This objection is refuted thus-

30. U papannastallakfatt"i1rthopalabdherlokavat 

That assumption is justified; on account of per· 
ception of the things, that are caused by that. This' 
is as in ordinary experience. 

At the time of the separation from the body, all his 
deeds become destroyed. Yet it is possible for him to 
proceed through the path ; because those, who meditate 
upon the Brahman, can achieve their objects even without 
deeds, as stated in the scriptural text. ' He becomes a 
self-ruler, he moves about in all worlds according to his 
will' (Chand. VII-25-2). This is juS~t as in the world, those, 
who serve the kings obtain all their desires, that could not be 
got by other persons. 

31. Yzt't1adadhik7Jrama'Oasthitir7Jdhik'llrik"lltz'llm 

Of those, who are entrusted with certain office, 
there is subsistence of their Karmans, as long as they 
are in that office. 
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Even the wise sages, Vasi,fha and others, enjoy the 
various fruits of their works, after giving up the body ; because 
the Karmatrs, that lead to their holding a particular office, are 
not destroyed. As long as their office lasts, they remain there 
in order to enjoy the fruits of their deeds. They do not proceed 
by the path of light, etc. It will be stated that even of those 
who obtained the knowledge of Brahman, the de!ds which 

actually began to yield the fruits, will perish only after their 
fruits have been fully enjoyed. 

ANIYAMADHIKARAN.A 13 

32. Aniyama~ sarvef"llmavirodha~ sabdilnumcznczbhyczm 

There is no restriction, in regard to the path since 
all have to go on that. Thus the.re is non-contradiction 
of scriptural texts and Smrtis~ 

In the texts dealing with the meditations such as Upa· 
kosala, it has been stated that those who meditate upon the 
Brahman as stated therein, proceed along the path of light, etc. 
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But there is no restriction that those alone who meditate upon 
the Brahman as stated in those Vidyas attain the Bral1man 
by that path and hence they alone should meditate on that 
path. But all the meditators engaged in various ViJyas also 
attain the Brahman, and go by that path. Then only the 

contradiction bE:tween the teachings of the scriptures and 
the Smrtis can be averted. The scriptural text mentioned 
in the Pancagnividyii (i.e., the meditation on the five fires) 
is this-' Those, who in the forest meditate on faith and 

truth, they reach the path of light'. (Brh. Vl-2·15). Smrti 
text is this-' Fire, light, day, the bright-fortnight etc.' 

(Bhag. Gi. VIII-24). 

AKSARADHYADHIKARA~A 14 

33. Ak~aradhiyam tvavarodha~ s'ilm"ilnyatadbhavzz
bhy'ilmaupasadavattadukt,Jm 

The conceptions of the Imperishable, have to be 
included in all the meditations; on account of the 
sameness of the object of meditation and of the 
possibility of the meditation, as in the case of tfiose 
belonging to the Uf>asad. This has b~en thus stated 
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The scriptural texts begin with, 1 This is indeed Imperi· 
shable' (Brh. III-8-8), 1 Then the higher knowledge is that 
whereby that Imperishable is apprehended' (Mu{J(l. 1·1·5) and 
end respectively with, 'It is neither gross nor minute, neither 
short nor long, it is not red' (Brh. Ill-8-8), 'That which is not 
visible and not knowable' (Mu1J(l. I-1-6). Here in the 
Paravidyas (the higher meditations) all the attributes of the 
Imperishable Brahman (such as), neither gross nor visible etc. 
have to be included; because the Brahman, the possessor of 
these attributes, is apprehended to be a single object. And 
because without these attributes, it is not possible to meditate 
upon Him, as distinct from all other objects. The characteris· 
tics that distinguish the Brahman from the individual souls, are 
the bliss etc. that do not tolerate the connection with evils. In· 
deed it is natural that the Gut;tas (subordinates) are in harmony 
with the Pradhiina (principal). Consider the following for in· 
stance-The Mantta that stands in a subordinate relation to 
the Upasad offerings in the Caturatra (the four days' function) 

1 {tcfiV~'t~~~(~~~~ A 1, M 1. 1 ~ omitteli A 1, M 1, 
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of the J amadagnya sacrifice, is recited in a low voice (U plirh&u) 

according to the rules prescribed for the Mantras of Yajurveda 

to which the principal thing Upasad belongs. This principle 

has been explained in the Pz7r. Mim. Sit., III-3-9. 

That following this argument, it could not be objected 
that all the attributes stated in different Vidyas, have to be 

included in all the Vidyiis, is proved in the following Sutra-

34. Iyad'iZmanan'iZt 

Only so much qualities have to be included for 
the sake of meditation. 

The word' A manana' means' the consecrated meditation.' 

Only so much of the qualities have to be included in all 

meditations, as are useful in distinguishing the Brahman from 

other objects. 
ANTARATVlDHIKARA~A 15 

35. Antara Bhutagr'Ztmavatsvatmanonyatha bhed'llnu· 
papa ttiriti cennopade~ a vat 

Should it be said that the enquiry about the inner 

1 olJrf8f\~T~ Pr, 
otO 
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self, refers to that self to whom the aggregate form of 
material things belongs; since otherwise the difference 
of the two replies could not be accounted for; we say 
-no; as in the case of the instruction. 

The question put by U$asta about the self (in Brh. III-

4·1) refers to the individual self to whom the aggregate form of 

material things belongs. Otherwise the object mentioned in the 

reply 'The self is he, who breathes through the vital wind (i.e., 
Pra~a}' could not be differentiated from the one, mentioned in 

the reply given to the question of Kahola, as freed from hunger 

thirst etc. It is not so. In both the places the questions are in 

only one form, namely, 'The Self, who is the inner self of all' 

(Brh.III-4-1). Hence in both the places the Highest Self is 
ref~rred to. Causing the breath and the absence of thirst 

and hunger mentioned in the reply could be justified only in the 
Highest self. That the Highest self is the cause of breathing, 
has been mentioned in the text, ' who could breathe and live if 

there were not this blissful AkaS'a (Brahman)?' (Tait. 1-2-7). 

As in the case of the Sadvidyii, the repeated questions and 

answers refer to the same object (Brahman), 
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Though there is a difference of persons putting the ques· 
tions, yet that will not cause the difference in the Vidyii. 
This fact is explained in the next Smra-

36. Vyatih7lro vistim~anti hitaravat 

There is the combination of ideas ; for the attributes 
specify the same object, as in other cases. 

When the subj€ct matter is decided to be same, there 
should be the combination of ideas of those who put the 
que&tions. The combination should be thus-U~asta should 
know Him, also as free from hunger and thirst; Kahola also 
should bear the idea, that He causes the breath etc. because these 
two statements distinguish the Highest self. The same is the 
case in another context, namely, sadvidyti also. 

How is it that the same thing is meant in the Sad'Oidya, 
even there is the repetition in question etc.? The reply is this-

1 tmijf omitted M 1. I a¥Jq5f M 1, Pr. 
8 ~f[~rliTJ{ omitted M 1, Pr. 
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3 7. Sa iva hi satyadaya~ 

Indeed the same Highest God and The Truth etc. 

The questions asked in different contexts are about the 
same Divinity mentioned in the text-' This Divinity thought' 
(Chand. VI-3-1). The replies also mean the same thing, namely, 

'That is Reality. That is the Self etc' (Chand. VI-8-7). 

KAMADYADHIKARA:t;i!A 16 

38. Kctmllditaratra tatra cctyatan'lldibhya~b 

Desire, etc. are common here and there, as known 
from the abode etc. 

In the Chat)doyof>an#ad occur the following passages:
' In it there is the subtle Akiis'a (Brahman) This and what is 
within that, both should be meditated upon. (Chand. VIII-1-1). 
'This is the Self devoid of evils' (Chand. VIII-1-5). 'With 
true desire and true will' (Chand. VIII-1-5). In the Brha

darat)yakopani~ad it is stated thus-' In the space within the 
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heart lies the Ruler of all and the Lord of all ' (Brh. IV -4-22). 

In both these texts, it is stated that He has heart as His abode, 

He has true will and He is the controller of all. These 

references indicate that the Daharavidyii is meant in both the 

contexts. Therefore the qualities, beginning with being devoid 

of evil and ending with the possession of true desire along 

with the possession of true will have to be included in both 

the contexts. 

39. Adaradalopah 

On account of the purposeful statement, there 

cannot be omission. 

'There is not any diversity here' (Brh. IV ·4-19). 'He is 

the Self, said ' not this, not this' (Brh. IV -4-22). These 

negative statements do not negate the attributes, namely, 

being the controller of all etc, because they are purposely 

taught in the following text, as they are not otherwise 

known. ' He is the controller of all, He is the Lord of 

all' (Brh. IV-14-22). Hence there could not be any omission. 
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All these worlds are one with the Brahman, as they are 

the production of him. The statement, namely, ' There 
is not any diversity here' means to deny the existence of the 
things separately without having the Brahman as their Self. 

The clause, ' not so, not so' declares that the Brahman is 
not of material nature. 

40. upasthitetastadvacan"llt 

The self, who has reached the Brahman, on the 
very same account (moves about in all the worlds as he 
likes); for it is so declared by the text. 

The word, Upasthita, means, ' one who has reached the 

Brahman! The word ' Ata~ ' means' on the very same account ' 
namely ' reaching '. He approaches his relatives as and 
when he likes as stated in the text, ' He moves about there 
eating, playing and enjoying' (Chand. VIII-12-2). This is 
the fruit of his attainment of the final release. It is not 

the fruit connected with Samsara. Therefore the Vidya 
covering His qualities is also the Paravidya. 

~~~ M 1. 
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41. T annirdhllratz.71tz.iyamastaddr~te~ ; Prthagghya
pratibandha~ phalam 

There is no necessity of undertaking of the medita
tion on the Udgitha; because it is so seen in the 
scriptures. The non-obstruction is the separate fruit 
for it. 

It is not necessary that the meditation on the Udgitha 
should be adopted in the sacrifices, as in the case of the 

Godohana (milk-pail), because even those, who do not 

meditate on the Udgitha are seen to perform the sacri

fices. The scriptural text in support of this view is this. 

'Therefore those who meditate on this and those who do 
not meditate on this both perform the sacrifices' (Chand. 

I-1-10). The present tense is used in the text,' That which 
is performed with the knowledge, will have powerful effect ' 

(Chiind. I-1-10). Even then, the meditation is assumed to be 

an object of the injunction, as it grants powerful effect to 

1 atl't.t omitted M 1. ·~IT" M 1. 1 ~M2. 
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the sacrifice. 'The vigorous effect' means 'the power of 
granting the fruits without delay, as no obstruction is caused 

by other more powerful deeds'. Therefore the meditation 
on the Udgitha gives fruit, other than that which is obtained 

by the performance of sacrifice and hence there is no insis
tence on the meditation in this case. 

PRADANADHIKARA~A 18 

42. Pradllnavadeva taduktam 

Just as in the case of the offerings. This has been 

explained. 

In the Daharavidya, there is the mention of the medita

tion on the Brahman, as possessed of attributes, such as ' being 

devoid of evil, etc.' There will be the repetition of the medita

tions on the Brahman when He is viewed to possess various 
qualities one after another ; because in each case He is con
sidered to be varied on account of the connection with each of 

the qualities. This case is analogous to that of the sacrifical 

offerings. There is the text, ' He is to offer a Puror;liis'a 
to Indra the ruler, etc.' (Tait. Sam. II-3-6). The essential 

nature of lndra changes, as his attributes are mentioned one 
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after another. At each time the oblation of the Puro4a8'a 
has to be repeated. This has been stated thus-' As the 
divinities are different, the oblations are different ' (Sam. 
Kat,ttja. I-13-15). 

LINGABHUYASTVADHIRARA};I'A 19 

43. Lingabhilyastvilt taddhi balJyastadapi 

On account of a good number of indicatory marks; 
because that proof is stronger. This is so stated 
elsewhere. 

The word, Nardyat,ta, occurs in tile text, 'The thousand

headed God etc.' (Tait. II-11·1). This is not a specification 
of the object of the meditation of the Daharavidya alone 

mentioned therein. It has to be taken as a specification of 
the objects of all the Vidyds mentioned in different texts; 
because there are many statements containing particular 
significances in favour of this decision. Indeed, these state· 
ments while referring the objects of the meditations with the 
words Ak$ara, S'anibhu, S'iva, Supreme Brahman etc. specify 
that these objects are nothing but Narayat,ta. The sentences, 

1 amf omitted A 1, M 3. 
n 
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which contain specific indications, have a greater proving 
power, than the context. This also has been stated in the 
Pilr. Mim. Sii. III-3-14). 

PURVAVIKALPADHIKARA~A. 20 

44. Pilrvavikalpa~ prakarap:at sytzt kriy"il ml'Znasavat 

There is option with regard to what precedes, on 
account of the context; and hence it is an action, as 
in the case of the Mllnasagraha. 

In the text, 'Built of mind, built of speech, built of 
Prat)a ' 8(Agnirahasya of Vii.jasaneyins), are mentioned the 
metaphorical representations of the fire. These have to 
be connected with the sacrifices, which are of the nature 

1 qorllft1.(a ~~q ' •~=4ltii'-H1.(11J. ' ~(f flifq f.\'sqtrr ""flllf(rf(~ 
ltlil(J: I atffl q;rfr4a ~~~~) ili<f=ifil~f •fd ill'~JJ. I 

• ~f'qr~lfillftilrfi:tfa ; ijqr~rsftilr~tt: ' ijq"'"'*"ij ~ftf of.ti: 
~filftf q)l!lJIJ_ I 

3 Agnwahasya is represented by the 10th chapter of the ffata~atha
brcthma~;~a of the Vajasaneya school following the Mctdhyamdine recension 
(Printed and published by Dr. A. Weber, Berlin 1855). The Agnirahas· 
1/0~aai~ad printed and pubhshed 1n Grantha character w1tb Raiigariminuja's 
commentary at Kumbakonam, is a summary of the 4 th section of *he 10 til 
chapter, said above. 
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of the principal ones having the fire in the alter built with 
bricks as a subordinate; which fire is referred to in the text, 
'Or non-existent (A.sat) alone was in the beginning •. Here 
the doubt is that these are alternative ones to the fire seated 
in the altar made of bricks. This is similar to the case of the 
Soma cup imagined by mind in the sacrifice of 12 days. 
No contradiction arises; because they may conveniently be 
auxiliary elements in sacrificial performances though they are 
imagined by mind. 

45. AtideS'1Jcca 

And on account of the transfer. 

The text 'Of these each one is as great as the previous one • 
(Miidh. S'. Br. 10-4-1-3) transfers the power of the fire seated 
in the altar of bricks, to the fire of mind. Therefore the fire of 
mind, etc. become auxiliaries to the sacrificial performances. 

46. V idyaiva tu nirdhnrapad darS'an'llcca 

But it is Vidya (meditation) only; on account of 
determination and what is seen in the texts, 
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These fires of the mind etc. belong to the class of 
meditation only. The meaning is that these fires are auxili· 

aries to the sacrifices of meditation. They are determined to 
be of meditation, as there is in them the metaphorical 
representation of fires as stated in the text 1 Indeed, they are 
verily made of thought' (Madh. S'. Br. 10·4·1·12). They 

have been determined in that way in order to reveal that they 
belong to the class of meditation, as they are connected with 
the sacrifice of meditation. Here it is seen that there are 

scriptural texts to prove that the sacrifices could be of the 
mind. 1 By the mind, the cups were taken' (Miidh. S'. Br. 
10·4·1·3) and so on. 

47. Sruty7ldibalJyastfJ'ifcca na b'ifdha~ 

And there cannot be annulment, on account of 
the scriptural text etc. being more powerful than other 
proofs. 

There cannot be refutation as regards the connection 

of these with the sacrifice of the meditation by the context 
that is weaker. Because this fact is understood by the statements 

~~~A 1. 
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with the association of clear terms and also by the scriptural 

text, 'Indeed, they are made by the thought only. For thought 
alone they are made for him who knows this' (Madh. 
S'. Br. 10-4-1-12). 

48. A.nubandl~-adibhya~ Prajn-antaraPrthaktvavad 
drt~faS'ca taduktam 

On account of the statement of the connected 
things, this is different as in the case of other medita
tions. This has been seen in other texts, and it has 
been so declared. 

The statement of the things connected with the sacrifice 
is seen in the text, ' By the mind the sacrificial cups have been 
taken' (Madh. S'. Br. 10-4-1-3). There are also scriptural 
texts to show that there are sacrifices of meditation

' By thought alone are they made ' (Madh. S'. B. 10-4· 
1-12). It is understood that the sacrifice of meditation 
is ordained in the above mentioned texts. This is known 

l tt'lflli'lrtt(~Cfflfl.i 51'1ff~tf:. 
1 lfflq omitted A 1, M 2, 3. 

1 tRfrafqrq~ etc. A 1, Pr. 
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different from the sacrifice of action as in the case of medita· 
tions Daharavidyii etc. It is seen that the injunctions are 
meant in the texts that are Anuviida-' He, who does it 
through the knowledge' (Chiind. I-1·10). This has been 
stated in Piir. Mim. St"e. III-5-21. 

49. N a samanyadapyupalabdhermrtyuvannahi 
lokapatti~ · 

Not so. The transfer is only in respect of some 
common attributas; as in the case of God of death. 
It does not mean that the person reaches the region of 
the god of death. 

The text ' Each of these fires has the same effect as seen 
in that' (Miidh. S'. Br. 10·4·1·3) say:> that whatever fruit is 
obtained by the means of the fire of the brick-made altar, 
the ~arne can be obtained by the means of them. It means 
whatever fruit the fire of brick·made altar can give through 
the sacrificial action, the same fruit can be got by the 
means of each of these fires through the sacrifice of the 
meditation. It does not mean that each of them occupies the 
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place of the fire of the brick-altar; because the transfer is 
apprehended in regard to some common fact. Take for 
example the passage 'The person in the orb is the God 
of death, indeed' (Madh. S'. Br. 10-3-6-23). Here it is 
meant that the person causes death to all objects and not 
that he occupies the world of God of death. 

50. Parepa ca S'abdasya tzzdvidhyam bkuyastvattva
nubandka~ 

And by the subsequent text is proved that the 
'word is used in such a meaning. But on atcount of 
plurality of the auxiliaries it is found in that context. 

The subsequent Briihma~;~a text also proves that the 
passages relating to the fire of mind, etc., refer to the sacrifice 
of the meditation only. The text reads thus, 'This fire 
is this world and the water around it is the sea (Madh. 
S'. Br. 10·4·2·1). From this, it appears that what is enjoined 
here is the meditation with a special result of its own. 
In the Agnirahasya, under the section of 'sacrificial rites', 
is included the portion dealing with the fires of mind, etc., as 
many auxiliaries have to be applied to them from that context, 

1 'fit~l~ A 1, Pr. 1 ~JtJ~srf6qrf\et~t{ Pr, 
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51. Eka atmana~ ~arJre bhavat 

Some state that He has to be meditated upon as the 
Self of the meditator in his meditating stage, on account 
of the existence of the meditating soul within the body. 

When meditating, the self remains within the body 
and bas the character of being the doer and the enjoyer• 
Therefore some think that in all the meditations upon the 
Highest, the Highest Self has to be meditated upon as being 

the self of those embodied souls. 

52. V 'Yatirekastadbhavabhctvitvctnnatflpalabdhivat 

It is not so; but rather the difference; since it is 
of the being of that state; as in the case of intuition. 

It is not correct to hold that the meditatior should 
meditate upon the Highest as the Self of him in the present 
state comprising the worldly action etc, But in medita· 
ting the Highest as his Self, he should realize his state 

~~~Al. 
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of virtues comprising the freedom from evils etc., which 
virtues become manifest themselves when he is released from 
the bondage of Samsara (wordly life). His essential nature 
could be apprehended in future, only if he is in such a medi· 
tation here. Indeed the meditation upon the Brahman in His 
true nature, has for its object the apprehension of the essential 
nature of the Brahman. Same is the case with the individual 
self also. The scriptural text is this-' According to the 
purpose which a person has in this world' (Chiind. III-14-1). 

ANGAVABADDHADHIKARA~A 22 

53. Ang'ltvabaddhastu na S'ctkhasu hi prativedam 

But those meditations, which are connected with 
the limbs of the sacrifices, are not restricted to particular 
S'akhcts only; but rather belong to all Sakhcts. 

The meditations, which are connected with the limbs of 
the sacrifices, such as, Udgitha, etc., are mentioned in 
certain S'iikhas. But there is no rule, that they should be 
restricted to those particular S'akhiis only. They belong to all 
the S'akhiis, as they are connected with the Udgitha. 

1 ~r<f'ITflfc<l'ri'l M 1, 3. • it~ M 1. 
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54. M ant1''lldivadvtzvi1'odha~ 

Or surely there is no contradiction, as in the case 
of the Mantras, etc. 

The word, 'or' is used in the sense of emphasis. The 
Mantras, that are mentioned in each S'akhii as being the 
limbs of the sacrifices, can be applied to all the S'iikhas. 
Just as there is no contradiction in the case of Mantras, here 
also there is no contradiction. 

BHOMAJYAYASTVADHJKARAI!lA 23 

55. Bhilmna~t kratutJajjyayastvam; tathilhi darB'ayati 

There is the pre-eminence in the meditation of the 
Bhuman (the collective aspect of the Brahman) as in, 
the case of the sacrifices; for, thus the scripture declares. 

In the VaiS"Viinara"idyii it is stated that there should 
be the meditation of Him, who has three worlds as His body. 
All the worlds beginning from the heavens and ending with 
the earth, constitute His limbs, from the head to the legs etc. 
The fruit derived from this Vidyil is the enjoyment of the 

1 IR'Iiii~~Uii1: Pr. 1 ~~ql~l~l~ A 1, 
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Brahman as stated in the text, ' He, who meditates upon Him, 
Immeasurable, the leader of all men (Vais'vanara), as con· 
nected with these places, eats (enjoys) the food (namely the 
Brahman) in all the worlds, etc.' (Chand. V-18-1). Here is 
mentioned the meditation on Him with the aggregate form with 
the limbs, such as head etc. Suppose there is the meditation 
on Him with each of the limbs separately. Then there 
will be only the limited enjoyment. Therefore in order to 
have unlimited enjoyment, He should be meditated up on in the 
aggregate form, because this course only is reasonable and the 
enjoyment on the Brahman has been declared in that case 
only. But the statement of the fruit on the meditation on 
the limbs separately, is as in the case of the performance of 
the sacrifices as stated in the text-' When a son is born, one 
should offer on twelve potsherds to V ais'vtinara ', and again 
a separate fruit is stated thus 'There is an offering on eight 
potsherds,' (Tait. Sam. II-2-5). The scriptural text points out 
the greatness of the meditation on the aggregate form of the 
Brahman. The meditation on the limbs has been mentioned in 
the text, • Oh I King I the possessor of the auspicious qualities 
(the Bhagavan), 1 meditate upon Him as heavens' (Chand. 
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V-18-1). But it speaks of the evil consequences of that thus, 

'Your head would have fallen off, if you had not come to me' 

(Chand. V-12·2). 

s'ABDADIBHEDADHIKARA~A 24 

56. N'lln'll sabd'lldibhed'llt 

The meditations are different ; because they are 
called by different names etc. 

In Sadvidya, Bhilmavidyii, etc., the Brahman alone is to 
be meditated upon and the fruit thereof is His attainment alone. 

But these Vidyiis are different from each other; because the 

modes of the chief object (Brahman) of meditations are 
distinct from each other. That the modes are different has 
been determined by their denotation by different words etc. 
This topic was once dealt with in the Pf"irvakiit,tf!a of the 

M~miimsa with reference to the sacrifices, yet it is dealt with 

again here to dispel the mistaken idea of certain groups of 
philosophers namely, that the Vedanta texts do not enjoin the 

knowledge (meditation). 

VIKALPADHIKARAJ::lA 25 

57. V ikalPorJiB'iflaphalatv'llt 
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·~:~~~~~~ 
There is option; on account of there being no 

difference in fruits. 

There is option as regards the meditation, that is to 

be resorted to by the meditators ; because there is no difference 
in the fruits, namely, the experience of the Brahman in the 

form of Bliss, without least diminution. 

58. KctmyllStu yathakctmam samucciyeran nava, 
Purvahetvabhc:vat 

But meditations aiming other object::; of desires, 
may, according to one's desire, be cumulated or not; 
on account of the absence of the former reason. 

The meditations on objects other than the Brahman, grant 
only limited fruits. They are cumulated, as there is the 
desire to acquire greater fruits. Hence the meditations are 

either to be cumulated or left to the option of such meditators. 

YATHAS'RAYABHAVADHIKARA.t;A 26 

59. Angqu yathas'rayabhctva~ 

They belong to the limbs, as the bases. 
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'Meditate on the Udgitha' (Chand. 1-1·1). Here the 
meditations upon the Udgitha etc. that constitute the limbs of 
the sacrifices, form the part of the sacrifices ; because different 
fruits have not been mentioned in the scriptural text, as in the 
case of the Godohana (milk-pail). Hence no contradiction 
arises, in holding the meditations as the parts of the sacrifices 
as they are connected with the Udgitha, etc. 

60. S'i~fes'ca 

And on account of injunction. 
Because there is an injunction-' Meditate on the Udgitha' 

(Chand. 1-1·1). There is no injunction in the text, 'That 
which is acquired through meditation' (Chand. 1-1-10). 
Hence no contradiction arises, if they are considered as parts 
of the sacrifices. 

61. Sam'llhctrat 

On account of the rectification. 
' He sets right the Udgttha' (Chand. 1·4·5). Here it is 

1 &lritit omitted M l, M 2, 3. 
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stated that the Udgitha must be rectified by another priest if 
it is sung without the meditation. Therefore it proves that 
the meditation is a constituent element of the sacrificial 
performance. 

62. Guvas'lldh'llravyastrutestca 

And on account of there being the scriptural texts, 
in which the secondary thing is stated to be common 
in all the cases. 

• With Om induces, with Om recites, with Om sings 
loudly 1 (Chand. 1-1-9). Thus the Pratz,ava is used in all 
the cases. Therefore the Upasana also must continue in all 
the cases invariably. Therefore it is not proper to hold that 
there is no necessity to connect the meditation with the 
sacrifices as state above. 

63. N a v'il tatsahabh'llvllS'rute~ 

It is not that ; because the text does not declare 
their going together. 

This is not so; because there are no texts to show that 
they constitute the limbs. Indeed the term ' going-together 1, 

means • being the limbs '. From the following text it is 
understood that the meditation bas a separate fruit-' What 
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he does with the knowledge, that is more powerful' (Chand. 
1-1-10). Therefore it cannot be a part. The text, 'Meditate 
on the Udgitha' (Chand. 1-1-1) states merely that the 
meditation should be on Udgitha. 

64. DarB'an'llcca 

And because the scripture declares it. 

'The Brahman-priest, who knows this, saves the sacri
fice, the sacrificer, and all the officiating priests' (Chand. IV-
17-10). This text declares that all are saved through the 
knowledge of the Brahman-priest and that the knowledge on 
the part of the priests Udgatr etc. is not auxiliary of the 
sacrifice. Therefore there is no necessity to connect the 
meditations with the sacrifices. 

THUS ENDS THE 3RD PIDA OF THE 3RD ADHYIYA. 
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ADHYAYA III, PADA IV 

PURU?ARTHADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Purufllrtkota~ S'abd7Zditi Blldartzyatta~ 

The cardinal benefit of life starts from thence, 
on account of the scriptural text: thus Badartzyatta 
opined. 

The illustrious Badaraya~a thinks that the cardinal 
benefit of life results from knowledge. The scriptural 
authorities are these: 'The knower of the Brahman reaches 
the Highest' (Ta#. I-2·1). 'He, who knows Him set down 
in the secret abode, enjoys in the highest heaven, all desires 

as well as the Brahman' (Taif. I-2-1). 
+3 
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2. S e11atvczt puruf'llrthavtzdo yathcznyefviti J aimini~ 

On account of its being subordinate, the state
ment of the benefit in its case is only Arthav'llda as in 
other cases ; so J aimini thinks. 

In the text, 'That thou art' (Chand. VI-8-7) the agent 
of the action is apprehended to be Brahman, on account of the 

grammatical equation (Samanadhikarl}ya). The knowledge 

on him is subservient to the works performed, so far as it 
produces certain consecration in the agent. The texts, that 

mention the fruits of the knowledge are only Artha"'ddtis, 
(exaggeration) as in the case of the sacrificial things, etc. 

3. AcaradarS'antzt 

On account of such Ac'il1'a (practice) being seen. 

AS'"'apati Kekaya, the knower of the Brahman, said, 
'Verily, 0 illustrious ones, I am about to perform a sacrifice' 

(Chand. V-11-5). Hence it is seen in this and other scriptural 

texts that the conduct of those, who know the Brahman, is 

1 ~ ~fltr.t(l .. l4fl ~~~& omitted A 1. M 2. Pr. 
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guided by the performance of works. Hence knowledge is an 

auxiliary part of works. 

4. Tacchrute~t 

It is so, on account of that being stated m the 
scriptures. 

The knowledge is an auxiliary part of the works as it 
has to be utilised for the performance of works. This is 
stated in the text, 'whatever one does, with knowledge' (Chand. 

I-1-10). The meaning of this text is this-Whatever one 

does, he does with knowledge. Or it means-That work, 
which one does with knowledge, is more powerful. 

5. Samanvttrambhatttzt 

On account of taking hold together . . 
The knowledge is an auxiliary part of works; because both 

are seen to go together in one person, as stated in the 
text, 'Then both knowledge and work take hold of him' 

(Brh. VI-4·4). 

1 f'N!' ~ omitted. A 1. Pr. 
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6. T advato vidh"llnltt 

On account of injunctions for him who has it. 

'He, having learnt the Veda from the house of teachers 
and having come back, must set up himself in the family life ' 
(Chand. VIII-15·1). Here the injunction is that the works 
must be performed by him who has learnt the Vedas together 
with meaning. The Study of the Vedas naturally includes 
the knowledge of their meaning also. 

7. N iyam"llcca 

And on account of a definite rule. 

The life of the self, who knows the Self, has to be 
spent in doing the works. The relevant text is this: 'Verily 
doing works here, let a man desire to live a hundred years' 
(18'a. II). 

8. Adhikopades'"llttu BtZdar"llyatz.asyaivam taddar&'an"llt 

But, on the ground of the teaching about the 
Highest One, BiZdariZyapa stands firm in his view; 
because this is seen in the scriptures. 

1 'il omitted in A 1. M 1. Pr. 1 •"'~liffillfil~: M 3. 
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The view of the Biidaraya1Ja, is this-Knowledge is 
not an auxiliary part of works, 'But the cardinal benefit of 
life is the result produced by knowledge.' Because the 
teaching is that the knowledge of One, who is other than 
the individual self, is to be obtained. How could this 
be? Because in the following scriptural text, the Highest One 
is mentioned to be known-' May I become many ' (Chand. 
VI-2-3.). ' He is the cause, He is the Lord of the lords of 
the senses (i. e., the individual selves), (S've. I. 19). 

9. Tttlyam tu darB'anam 

But the declarations are of equal wight. 

The practice is of equal wight even regarding the im· 
portance of knowledge. Even those, who knew the Brah· 
man, are known to have abandoned all works. The relevant 
text is this-' The sages, who are the descendants of Ka'Oa,a 
said, 'For what purpose should we study the Veda? But 

l ~I{ M 2. 1 " omitied M 3. 
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the works, that are performed without any special desire, 
stand in a subordinate relation to the knowlege. The works 
that are attached with certain special desires, have to be 
abandoned. Hence no contradiction arises. 

10. As'llrvatrikJ 

It does not comprehend all knowledge. 

1 Whatever he does with knowledge' (Chand. 1-1·10). 
This does not comprehend all knowledge. The knowledge 
mentioned in the above scriptural text, stands for the well· 
known knowledge, on the Udgitha. 1 Whatever he does with 
knowledge that is more powerful' (Chand. 1-1-10). Here the 
injunction is that the work done with knowledge of the 
Udgitha becomes more powerful. 

11. V ibh'llga~ ~atavat 

There is distribution, as in the case of the 
hundred. 

1 Then both knowledge and work take hold of him ' (Brh. 
IV ·4·2). The knowledge and work have different results and 
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the distribution is that each of them yields its own result. 
For example consider the following : When a man is said 
to have received two hundred coins for selling a field and a 
gem, it is naturally understood that he received one hundred 
for the field and one hundred for the gem. 

12. Adhyayanam'lJtravata~t 

Of him, who has made merely the verbal study of 
the Veda. 

The injunction is that works have to be performed by 
those, who had studied the Vedas. Therefore the knowledge 
is not an integral part of works. It is already stated that the 
study of the Veda means injunction on the to refer to the 
mere textual recitation. Or granting that the study of the 
Veilas includes knowing the meaning also, the knowledge, that 
is different from knowing the meaning of the Vedas, is 
stated to be one of the meditations to be repeated again and 

again. 

1 qt6ff~ Pr. 
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13. NllTJiS'e~ctt 

Not so, on acconnt of non-specification. 

The text, 'Necessarily doing works here' (1S'a. 2) does 

not mean that the wise should devote whole of his life in doing 
independent works not being in the subordinate relation 
with the knowledge, because there are no specific reasons 
to hold that view. The context, 'All this is pervaded by 
the Lord' (IS'a. 1) also proves this. Therefore the works are 

known to form an integral part of knowledge. Hence knowl· 
edge is not an integral part of works. 

14. StutayenumatirfJ'lt 

Or the permission is for the purpose of glorifica
tion of knowledge. 

Or the permission is granted for the performance of 
works, in order to glorify the knowledge. Indeed the knowl· 
edge is glorified by saying that the wise, even by doing works, 

is not stained, because, the knowledge has such a power, 
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The concluding portion of the hymn says accordingly : • The 
work does not adheres on the wise', (l:ra. 2). 

15. K'lfmak'lfretta caike 

Some also state that the works are to be given up 
in ten tionall y. 

• What shall we do with the offspring?' (Brh. IV-4-22). 
Here some state that the life of an householder is to be renounc· 
ed intentionally. Hence the knowledge alone is the chief. 

16. Upamardam ca 

The destruction of works through knowledge is 
also stated. 

There are the scriptural texts to show that all works are 
destroyed through knowledge. • All his works vanish, when 
the Highest is beheld' ( Mut;J(l. II-2-8). 

17. 01'dhvaretassu ca &'abde hi. 

And in them, who live in perpetual celibacy, for in 
scripture this is declared. 

1 ~ omitted M 1, 2. Pr. 
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It is seen that those, who live a life of perpetual celibacy, 

possess knowledge, even in that particular stage of life. They 

do not perform A gnihotra etc. in that stage. Therefore know· 
ledge cannot be an integral part of works. This stage of 
life is mentioned in the text, ' The three branches of Dharma 
(i.e., the three states of life, namely, the life of the Brahma· 
oarin the married life and the life in the forest)' (Chand. 

11·23·1). 

18. ParltmarB'am jaiminiracodanltcctz/>a'fJadati hi 

A subsequent reference only,}aimini holds them to 
be; on account of absence of injunction; for scripture 
forbids that. 

Consider the text: 'The three branches of Dharma' 
(Chand. II-23-1). Here Jaimini thinks that this is only a 
subsequent referense (Anut~ada) and that it is intended to 
glorify the meditation ; because there is no injunction in the 
text. Moreover, the life other than that of householder has 

1 111 omitted Pr. 
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been forbidden in the text, ' Now he, who gives up the fire is 

the slayer of the hero of the gods ' (Ta#. Sam. 1·5·2). 

19. Anu~(heyant B~d~rayatta~b s~myas'rute~~ 

It is to be accomplished, Btzdar'ilyatta holds, on 
account of the scriptural statement in par. 

Biidariiyatta holds that the other stages of life also 

should be accomplished in the same way as the life of house· 
holder ; because the scriptural text, 'The three branches of 
Dharma' (Chand. 11-23-1) points out that the three stages of 

life are in par with each other. 

20. V idhif'V'lt dharattavat 

Or it is an injunction, as in the case of 'carrying •. 

' For, above he carries it for the gods '. This text should 

be interpreted as an injunction. So also is the case with 

the text under reference. 

1 ~fl~ omitted M 1, Pr. 
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STUTIMATRADHIKARA}:lA 2 

21. Stutim7:ltramujradanaditi cennapurvatvat. 

If it be paid that they are mere glorification, on 
account of their reference; not so, on account of the 
newness. 

The text, that mentions the meditation on the Udgitha, as 
the best of the essences, cannot mean an injunction. This is 
similar to the text, 1 The ladle (Juhu) is the earth, the 
Aha'Oaniya is the heavenly world', Udgitha has been men· 
tioned as a constituent element of works. Then to state 
that as the best of essences is mere glorification on the 
Udgitha and is not an injunction, as in the case of the text, 
1 The ladle, etc.' It is not so, because there is no injunc· 
~on of the Udgitha in the context as in the case of the 
ladle. Hence the meditation as the best of essences is to be 
taken an injunction as it is not establishad by any other proof. 

22. Bh:tt'OaB'abdncca 

And on account of the word denoting the 
injunction. 
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The text, 'Meditate on the Udgitha' (Chand. 1-1-1) has 
the grammatical suffix indicating the injunction . 

PlRIPLAVADHIKARA~A 3 

23. PariplavtJrthtJ iti cenna virfetitatvat 

Should it be said that they are for the purpose of 
Pltriplava (the narration of the stories); not so, since 
some are specified. 

We study in the texts of Vedanta in the beginning of the 
Vidyas certain stories, such as that of Pratardana, son of 
Di-oodasa. (Kau~. 111-1). These stories are connected with 
Paripla-oa (the narration of the stories); because it is stated 

, therein thus: 'They tell the stories'. It is not so. Certain stories 
such as • King Manu, son of Vivastfn ' are specified for the pur• 
pose. Therefore they only have to be applied for that purpose. 

24. T atk-a caikav-akyopabamlhllt 

And this iR so, because they constitute as one 
sentence. 

1 11!1' ~~~~Uilll'f: I 
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These passages narrating the stories constitute one sentence 

with the injunction. Therefore these are intended to glorify 
the knowledge, as in the case of the text, ' He cried' (Ta#. 
Sam. 1-5-1.) 

AGNiNDHANADHIKARA!:lA 4 

25. Ata evacZlgnJndhant1dyanapek~lt 

For this very reason, there is no need of the 
lighting of the fire etc. 

Those, who live in perpetual celibacy, possess knowledge. 
This is stated in the text, 'Those, who want to reach this 
world, become Salimyiisius' (Br. IV -4-22). Hence knowledge 
does not require the works Adhana etc. 

SARVAPEK~ADHIKARA~A 5 

26. Sat'fillPekt{ll ca yajnctdis't'utet'a&'vavat 

And there is need of all works, on account of the 
scriptural statement of sacrifices etc. as in the case of 
the horse. 

~~At. 
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The house-holders have to perform the works. In their 
case the knowledge presupposes the performance of all the 
works, such as Agnihotra. This is stated in the text-' The 
Brahmat)as seek to know Him by sacrifices, by gifts, by 
penance etc.' (Br. IV-4-22). The horse, which is a means 
of locomotion for men, requires saddle etc. So also is with 
their case. Those, who lead a permanently celebate life, have 
to perform the works, that his state of life requires him to do. 

S'AMADAMADYADHIKARA}!lA 6 

27. S'amadam'lldyupeta~ sy7lt tath'llpi tu tad'Vidhesta
dangatayiJ te~'llmapyavas'y"llnUftheyatv'llt 

However one must be possessed of calmness, 
control of the senses, etc. ; since these are enjoined 
as auxiliaries to that, and they must necessarily be 
accomplished. 

An house-holder must perform the works, that he has to 
do according to the injunctions. At the same time he must be 
calm and must keep the senses under control as enjoined in 
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the scriptural text 1 Becoming calm, subdued' (Br. IV-4-23). 
In order to acquire the knowledge, one must necessarily 
possess the calmness etc. because it is not possible to acquire 
knowledge without the help of these qualities. 

SARVANNANUMATYADHIKARA~A 7 

28. Sar'CJ'D.nnilnumitis'ca p'rUtJ"iltyaye taddars'anat 

The permission to take all kinds of food, is only in 
the case of danger to life; on account of this being seen. 

Referring to the meditator on Priit)a (i.e., the vital 
wind) the scriptural text says 1 Verily in the case of him 
who knows thus, there is nothing that is not eatable' (Chand. 
V-2-1). This doe:; not mean that he may take all foods at all 
times. But it is only when there is danger to life, because we 
see that even the knowers of Brahman, who possessed ex
traordinary powers, ate the impure food, when there was 
danger to life. 

29. Abrzdhrzcca 

And on account of this not being sublated. 

1 ~~)(Q~q~: M 2, 
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There is injunction as regards the taking of pure food. 
In the text 1 If the food is pure, the mind becomes pure ' 
(Chand. VII-26 2). This injunction cannot be sublated. 
Therefore food of any kind can be taken only when there is 
danger to life. 

30. Api smaryate 

This is said in Smrtis also. 

That any kind of food can be taken only when there is 
danger to life has been establi&hed in the Smrti text 1 He, who 
is in danger of life, eats any food that he gets'. 

31. S'abdaS'cittokitmakitre 

Therefore there are scriptural statements prevent· 
ing a person from doing things as he likes. 

The text, • Therefore the Briihmana should not drink 
Sura (i.e., intoxicating drink)' (Kdfh. Sam.) prevents a person 
from doing things as he likes. Therefore all kinds of food 
may be taken, only when there is danger to life • . , 
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VIHITATVADHIKARAN.A 8 

32. V ihitatv~cc~S'ramakarm~pi 

The works are also attached to various AS'ramifs 
on account of these being enjoined. 

The works, such as sacrifices, etc. have to be performed hy 
those, who had entered the stages of life (i.e., AS'ramtis), though 
they do not engage themselves in the meditation. The text 
is this: 'Agniltotra has to be performed all through the life' 
(AjJa. S'r. 111-24-8). 

33. Sahak~ritvena ca 

And also on account of their being helpful in 
acquiring knowledge. 

The works form an integral part of knowledge. This 
is stated in the text, 'Brahmat;~as desire to know Him by the 
recitation of Vedas' (Br. IV-4-22). The works are helpful in 
getting knowledge. Therefore the wise also should perform 
the works. 

34. Sa1'Vath~pi ta evobhayaling~t 

In any case the works are the same, on account of 
the signs found in both the cases, 
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The works sacrifices, etc. are the same even though they are 
viewed either as duties or auxiliaries to knowledge because they 
are recognized to be the same in both the cases. These works 

are the same in their essential nature. Yet they are performed 
with different views. Hence no contradiction arises. 

35. Anabhibhavam ca dar~ayati 

And scriptures declare knowledge not be over· 
powered by works. 

All evil works, that stand in the way of the rise of know· 
ledge, are removed. This is stated in the te"t, ' By works of 
sacred duty, he drives away evil deeds' (Tait. 11-50). Thus 
the text shows that the works have to be performed so that 
the knowledge is not over-powered, by evil deeds. 

VIDHURADHIKARAI!lA 9 

36. A ntar~ cczpi tu taddrfte~ 

But also in the case of those who are without 
the As'rama life; because this is seen. 
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Those, who are connected wilh the AS'ramas, such as the 
widowers, are without AS'rama life. They al~o are qualified 
to do the meditatiou. Because Raikva and others, who do 
not follow any stage of AS'rama life, were seen to have been 
qualified for the meditation upon the Brahman. 

3 7. .A pi smaryate 

This is said in the Smrtis also. 

The Smrti text, 'through the silent recitation also a man 
becomes successful ' (Manu. II-87) proves that the knowledge 
of the Brahman could be had through the silent recitation etc. 
by one who is not within the AS'rama life. 

38. V·iS'ef'i1nugrahaS'ca 

And the knowledge is benefited through some special 
works. 

The text, ' By penance, abstinence, faith, and knowledge, 
one has to seek the Self' (Pra. 1-10) proves that the knowledge 
is acquired through some special works not exclusively 
connected with the AB'ramas alone. 
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39. Atastvitarajjyllyo ling7lcca 

But better than this is the other (i.e., the A~rama 
life) ; on account of an inferential reason also. 

The life of an AS'ramin is better than that of him, who 
is not so; becau:;e the AS'ramin has been assigned more 

dnties. The smrti text says, ' A twice-born should not remain 
without the AS'rama life even for a minute.' 

TADBHOTADHIKARA~A 10 

40. Tadbhutasyatu natadbhavo jaiminerapi 
niyamat tadnlpi1bh7lvebhya~ 

But of him, who has become that (NaitJ#hika etc.) 
there is no becoming not that, according to Jaimini 
also ; on account of the scripture restraining from the 
absence of the forms of that. 

Those, who have entered once the life of Nai1lhika, 
etc., must not live without that life ; because as a rule 

1 ~A1. 
1 K~a~ M 1. 

1 ~q~~~Ml. 
• a~IJllll~: A 1. 
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men are prohibited from discontinuing the special duties of 
those AS'ramas after they have once entered on the condi· 
tion of Nai~thika, etc. The relevant scriptural texts are
• Completely surrendering himself to the service in the house 
of the teacher' (Chand. 2·23-1). 1 He is to go to forest, and 
should not return from thence', 1 Having renounced the fire 
he should not return', Hence the persons, who have lapsed 
from those conditions are not qualified for the knowledge. 
This is the opinion of Jaimini also. 

41. N a c~dhik~rikamapi patan~num~n~t tadayog~t 

Nor the expiatory ceremonies d_escribed in the 
chapter treating of qualifications; that being impossible 
on account of the Smrtis referring to the apostasy. 

The expiatory ceremonies, which are described in the 
chapter treating of qualifications are not applicable in the case 
of him, who is apostate by transgressing the rules of the 
Nai1lhika etc. The relevant text is this-' Like that, the 
sacrifice with AvakiroipaS'u (donkey) should be performed 
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in the ordinary fire' (Mi. Sii. VI-8-22). There are Smrti 
texts to show that they are not entitled to perform the 
expiatory ceremonies. The texts are-' If one having once 
entered the duties of a Nai$fhika, lapses from them, etc, I do 
not see any expiatory ceremony for him' (Agni. Pttr. 165-23). 

42. UpaprJ:rvamapJtyeke bh'iJvamastana'Uat taduktam 

A minor offence : thus some think; and the exis
tence of expiatory ceremonies, as in the case of eating. 
This has been explained. 

Some think that there are expiatory ceremonies for them; 
as the offences are minor. This is similar to the case of 
performin~ expiatory ceremonies when forbidden food, such as 
honey etc. is consumed by them. Hence it has been stated 
thus-' This should be applied in the case of the others also 
m so far as not opposed to their AS'ramas (Gau. Dh. 1-3-4). 

43. Ba!Jistubkayath'iJjJi smrter'iJc'iJrllcca 

But in either case, such men stand outside, on 
account of the Smrti text and custom. 

1 SJ!~flt~lci 1 2, Pr. 1 ~~~t M 2. 
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They are excluded from performing religious works, even 
when these offences are considered minor or otherwise. The 
Smrti text in support of this view is this: 'I do not see the 
expiatory ceremonies, by which the killers of the self can 
purify themselves' (Agn. Pur. 165-23). The good men reject 
them from their society. 

SVAMYADHIKARA~A 11 

44. Svllmina~ Phala&'ruteritylltreya~ 

Atreya thinks that the master of the sacrifice must 
do the meditations ; because the fruits derived therefrom 
go to him. 

The master of the sacrifice must do the meditations on 
the Udgitha, etc.; because he gets the fruits "iz., more power of 
the sacrifices. Thus Atreya thinks. 

45. Artvijyamityouqulomistasmai hi parikrlyate 

They are the ~tvik's (i.e., the priests) for the 
works. Thus AuQ.ulomi thinks; since for that purpose 
ther have bee.n engaged, 
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The works related to the main as well as those that 
are related to the integral parts, must be performed by the 
priest i.e., ljltvik. Indeed the priest is engaged to perform 
the works till they yield their results. 

SAHAKARYANTARAVIDHYADHIKARA~A 12 

46. Sahakczryantaravidhi~ pak~etta trtiyam tadvato 
vidhyczdivat 

There is injunction of the third auxiliary means 
for him who possesses that, as in the case of injunctions 
of other objects ; the term, Muni is alternatively used 
to donote the sound meditator. 

• Therefore let the Brahmat;~a, after obtaining the learning, 
wish to stand in a child-like state and after obtaining the 
child-like state and learning, he must be a Muni.' (Brh. 111·5·1). 
Here the text enjoins the Muni-hood as the third auxiliary the 
other two being the child-hood and learnin~. This injunctioQ 

1~: omitted A 11 ... 
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is like that of sacrifice etc. The word, Muni is used to 

denote him who meditates exclusively and persistently upon 
the Brahman. This kind of meditation which is in the form 

of the repeated practice of the intuition is not something 

previousely established. 

4 7. K rtsnabh'i11/ilttu grhittCJPasamh'iJra~ 

But on account of the existence of knowledge 
m all; the scriptural texts wind up with the house

holder. 

The knowledge belongs to the members of all the 

AS'ramas. But the following text winds up with the duties of 

the house-holder-' He, living in this way, throughout his 

life,' (Chand. VIII·l5-l). This must be taken as an illustra
tion. Here the word, ' but ' is used to refute the notion 
that this applies to the house-holder only. 

48. M aunavaditaret~'iJmapyupadeS'nt 

On account of the others also being taught, in the 
same way as the condition of Muni. 

~~~M~. 
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'Then Muni ', 'He lives the life of ascetics' (Br. III-5-1). 
Here the text closes with the life of ascetics as an illustration ; 
because there is the teaching of the sacrifices, etc. that have 
to be performed in other Asramas, as in the case of the 

Mauna and asceticism. 

ANAVIs'KARADHIKARA~A H 

49. Anctvifku"'annanvayczt 

Not manifesting his nature; on account of the 
propriety. 

' After obtaining the learning, let him wish to stand by a 
child·like state' (Brh. III-5-1). The clause, 'child-like state 1 

though means in general the action of a child, it should be 
taken to mean, the injunction that he should remain, with· 
out manifesting his greatness, because this meaning only is 

suitable for the context of the meditation. 
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AIHIKADHIKARA~A 14 

50. Aihikamaprastutapratibandhe taddar&'anilt 

What belongs to this world, there being no obstruc
tion at hand, as this is seen in the scriptures. 

There is no rule that meditations, that grant worldly 
pleasures, take place immediately after the performance of 
meritorious deeds, that are capable of yielding those results. 
They take place immediately, provided there are no powerful 
works that stand in the way. But when there is obstruction. 
they take place after the disappearance of such obstruction, 
This is stated in the scriptural text-' That only becomes 
more powerful' (Chdnd. 1·1·10). 

MUKTIPHALADHIKARA~A 15 

51. Et~am mukti{Jhalilniyamastadavasthilvadhrtes
tadavasthavadhrte~ 

In the same way there is no rule with regard to 

1 ~r¥flli Pr. 
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what has the final Release for its result; that condition 
being ascertained, that condition being ascertained. 

Likewise there is no definite rule regarding the medita
tions, that result in Mukti. This means that those medita· 
tions take place depending upon the existence of obstruction 
or the absence of the same. It is determined that the fruits 
are obtained, only when there is no obstruction. 

THUS ENDS THE 4TH PIDA OF THE 3RD ADHYAYA. 
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ADHYAYA IV, PADA I 

AV~TTYADHlKARA~Al 

1. A 'l)rttirasakrdupadestat 

Repetition again and again ; on account of the 
teaching. 

1 The knower of the Brahman attains the Highest 1 (Tait. 
1-2·1). Here the knowledge, (i.e., Vedana) that is mentioned as 
useful for the attainment of the final release, means the 
knowledge repeated again and again ; because there is the 
interchange of words, 1 Knowing 1 and 1 Meditating 1 in the 
beginning and the end of the text. 

2. Lihg'lZcca 

And on account of the inferential mark. 
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' Inferential mark' means Smrti texts. • Who, with uninter· 
rupted thought, meditate upon me. I lift them up 1 (Bhag. GJ. 
,XII-7). • The meditation is the peerless and continued repre
sentation of that Form without least desire in anything else 1 

(Vi,. Pu. VI·7·91). 

lTMATVOPASANADHIKARA~A 2 

3. AtmetitQ,pagacchanti gf'ilhayanti ca 

But as the Self; thus the wise approach Him 
and the texts make them apprehend in that way. 

In the StUras 11-1·22 & III-4-8 is explained that the 
Brahman, is other than the individual Self. Even then the 
person, engaged in the meditation should meditate upon Him 
as, • I am the Brahman 1• Because the wise of olden times ack
nowledged thus-• Then I am, indeed, thou, holy divinity and 
thou art me '. Thus the devotees acknowledged Him as their 
Self. The Brahman is no doubt other than the individual 

sct'lves, Bqt the scriptures rev~~~ Iiirn ~s bein' the S~lf 
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of the meditating individual selves. ' Remaining within the 
self. He is different from the self, whom the self does not know, 
of whom the self is the body, who rules the self from withln, 
he is thy Self' (Br. 111·7-22. Madhy.) In the usage, 'I 
am the man ' the word ' man ' which naturally indicates the 
human body refers to the self and the thought arrived at 
from the word finally takes the self as the object, because the 
body is always an adjunct to the self. In a similar way the 
word, 'I ' refers to the Highest self, and the thought arrived 
at from the word, finally takes the Highest Self as the object 
who has as His body the individual selves. Therefore the 
form of the meditation is only as 'I am the Brahman'. 

PRATlKIDHIKARAf:lA 3 

4. N a pratJke na hi sa~ 

In the symboL there is no apprehension as the 
self; for the Highest self is not meditated upon there. 

'~M~, 
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• Let one meditate on the mind as Brahman ' (Chand. 
111·18·1). Here the symbol (i.e. mind) is not to be meditated 
as the Self of the meditator. In that meditation the Highest 
Self is not to be meditated upon. But the mind, etc. have to 
be viewed as the Highest Self and meditated. 

5. Brahmadr~~i'I'Utkar~-at 

The view of the Brahman (in the mind, etc.); is 
on account of superiority. 

The Brahman is superior to mind, etc. The meditation 
on the mind, etc. viewed as the Brahman is for the good of 
the meditator. 

.XDITYADIMATYADHIKARAI';tA 4 

6. Adity7JdimatayaS'clZnga upapatte~ 

And the auxiliaries have to be viewed as Adit1a 
etc. on account of this being rational. 

~~~~~M3. 
1 MtiiictM 1. 
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1 Let a man meditate upon the Udgitha, as the sun who 
shines up' (Chand. 1-3-1); Because Aditya etc. are the beings 
of an higher status, the Udgitha, etc., have to be viewed as 
Aditya etc. 

XsiNXDHIKARA~A s 
7. AsJna~ sambhavctt 

Meditation is to be made in a sitting posture; on 
account of possibility. 

The meditation is to be made in a sitting posture ; because 
in that state only it is possible for a man to concentrate 
his mind on single object. 

8. Dhyctnctcca 

And because of its being in the form of deep thinking. 

The meditation is to be made in a sitting posture; because 
the meditation is of the form of deep thinking. This is 
stated in the text, 1 The self is to be thought of deeply '• 
(Brh. VI-5-6). 

~~rqq Pr. 
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9. Acalatvam capek~ya 

And as there is the reference to for immobility. 

The mind could be steady only in a sitting posture; 

because the steadiness of mind can be acqired only by 
immobility ; this stated in the text 'The earth meditates as it 
were' (Chand. VII-6-1). 

10. Smaranti ca 

And smrti texts teach the same. 

' One should practise meditation sitting on a seat ' 

(Bhag. G. VI-12) and so on. 

11. Y atraikagrat'a tatravis'e!Jllt 

Where concentration of mind is possible, there the 
meditation has to be made without regard to any place 
or time. 

Suppose the concentration of mind is possible. Then 

meditation is to be made at that time and in that place i 

~~~Ml. 1 ~qJijt~f6 M 1 Pr. 
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because there are no texts to show that meditation, should be 
made at fixed time and fixed places. 

APRAYA~ADHIKARA~A 6 

12. A.praytttz,czt tatrczpihi drq~am 

Meditation has to be done till death ; for there 
also it is seen. 

The meditation has to be done every day till death; 
because it is so seen in the text, ' He indeed, who lives thus 
throughout his life' (Chand. VIII-15-1). 

TADADHIGAMADHIKARAij'A 7 

13. Tadadhigama uttarajfuf'Oczghayorastlqav inCZS'au 
tadvyapadestczt 

On the attainment of that, there result the non• 
clinging and the destruction of the future and past 
sins respectively; this being so declared. 

~~Ml. 
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When the meditation on the Brahma~J is begun, the 
past sins become destroyed and the future sins do not cling 
to him ; because the meditations have such a power. The 
texts that support this are these-' Thus, indeed, all his sins 
are burnt' (Chand. V-24-3). 'No evil deed clings to him who 
knows this' (Chand. IV-14-3). 

ITARADHIKARA~A 8 

14. I tarasyfljJyevamasa'lhs'let~a/:l jJ7ltetu 

Of the other also (i.e., the good deeds) there is thus 
non-clinging and destruction ; but after death they do 
not grant any results. 

As regards the wise, the good deeds also are obstructive to 
the attainment of Final Release and they grant undesir· 
able fruits. They either do not cling to the selves or become 
destroyed. The works that have to give the results of rain, 
food, life and health etc. for the help of Vidyi, do not yield 
any result after death. 

~~,_ M 1. 
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ANARABDHAKARYADHIKARA~A 9 

15. Ant:Zrabdhakt:Zrye evatu purtJe tada'Vadhe~ 

But only those former works, the effects of which 
are not yet begun (become destroyed) ; on account of 
that being the limit. 

Only those good and evil deeds performed before the 
acquisition of knowledge perish, the effects of which have not 
begun to operate; because of the texts-' For him there is 

delay only as long as he is not delivered from the body ' 
(Chand. VI-14-2) say that they last till death. 

AGNIHOTRADYADHIKARA~A 10 

16. Agnihotrlldi tu tatkt:Ztyt:lyaiva taddar~an'llt 

But the Agnihotra, etc. are for that effect only (i.e., 
the production of knowledge) ; this being seen in the 
scriptural texts. 

Agnihotra, etc. that are prescribed with reference of 

AS'ramas, have to be performed till death, as they produce 
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the effect, namely, the production of knowledge. 'Brahtnat)as 
seek to know Him by the study of the Vedas' (Brh. IV-4-22). 
From this it is understood that the works prescribed with 
reference to the AS'ramas are intended for the production of 
knowledge. 

17. Atonyapi hyeke~llmubhayo~ 

According to some, a class of good works, other 
than these of both kinds. 

Consider the texts-' His sons get a share of properties'. 
' His evil deeds cling to his enemy. His good·deeds attach 
themselves to his friends', Some good works, other than 
the Agnihotra etc. are performed from time immemorial. They 
are obstructed from granting fruits by other works of greater 
strength. The strong works obstruct also the grant of fruits, 
such as rain, food, life and health etc., of the subsequent 
works. Hence the scriptural texts mentioned above refer to 
these both kinds of deeds. 

18. Yadeva "'idyayeti hi 

For there is the text, 'Whatever he does with 
knowledge' (C~nd. 1·1·10). 
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For there is the text, 'whatever he does with knowledge' 
(Chand. 1·1·10). 

ITARAK~APA~ADHIKARA~A 11 

19. Bhogenatvitare kfapayitvzztha sampadyate 

But having destroyed the two kinds of deeds, by 
the enjoyment of their fruits he reaches the Brahman. 

Some good and bad deeds begin to yield fruits. These 
fruits have to be enjoyed in one life or in many lives. Then 
he attains the Brahman. 

THUS ENDS THE 1ST PIDA OF THE 4TH ADHYlYA. 
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ADHYAYA IV, PXDA II 
VAGADHIKARA1!lA 1 

1. Van manasi dars'antlcchabdllcca 

Speech reaches the mind, on account of this being 
seen and of scriptural statement. 

The scriptural statement is this: ' 0 dear, when a man 
departs from hence, his speech is combined with . mind ' 
(Chand. VI-8·6). Suppose a person departs from this world. 
In his case the organ of speech stops working even before his 
mind ceases to function. Hence it is right to say that speech 
reaches the with mind. 

2. A ta e'()a saf'()?lfi-Yanu 

And for the same reason all follow after it. 

1 e~3~(f ~nt' omitted, M 1, 2 Pr. 
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The clause ' For the same reason ' means because there 
is the text-' All sense-organs are combined with mind,' and 
because also they stop working before the mind ceases to 
function. Subiequent to the organ of speech, all the sense· 
organs are combined with the mind. 

MANODHIKARA~A 2 

3. Tanmanab Prlltta uttar'llt 

That mind combines with Pr'lltta (i.e., breath) 
owing to the subsequent statement. 

There is a subsequent statement in the scripture namely, 
' Mind combines with breath ' (Chand. VI-8-6). The mind 
together with all the sense-organs reaches the breath. 

ADHYAK~ADHIKARA'A 3 

4. Sodhyakte tadupagam-adibhya~ 

That breath is united with the chief on account 
of going to it etc. 

1 t~ omitted M 3, Pr. 1 1i( added after Pr. 
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That breath then reaches the individual self. This is 
stated in the scriptural text-' At the end all the breaths go 
to the self 1 (Brh. IV-3-38). 

BHUTADHIKARA~A 4 

5. Bhu.tel}u tacchrutec~, 

The PraQa joins with elements, this being stated. 

In the scriptural text-' The Pra1;1-a joins with fire 1 

(Chand. VI-8-6) the word fire denotes the fire combined with 
other elements. Therefore the PriitJ.a joins with elements. 

6. Naikasmin dar~ayato hi 

Not with one element; ~or both statements declare 
this. 

'The PriitJ.a combines with fire 1 (Chand. VI-8-6). Here 

the word, 'fire 1 does not refer to the fire only; because 

1 swrrr ~9 ijs:t~;~ M 2, Pr. 
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fire cannot remain lonely, as there are scriptural and Smrti 
texts to show that there is trinity of the elements. 

Xs~TYUPAKRAMXDHIKARA~A s 
7. SamtJni! ctJsrtyupakramadamrtatvam c-anupo.-ya 

It is common before the beginning of the way; and 
the immortality (is that which is obtained) without 
having burned. 

Both the knower and the other follow the common 
route till the path begins with light, etc. because the scripture 
says that the knower reaches the Brahman by traversing 
the path of light etc. 'When all desires, which once dwelt 
in his heart are undone, then the mortal becomes immortal, 
then he obtains the Brahman' (Kath. 11·3·14). Here the 
statements, such as the immortality and the attainment of 
the Brahman refer to the starting of meditation without 
breaking the connection, that the self bears to the body and 
the sense organs. 
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8. T adilj>Jte~ samsilravyapadeS'ilt 

It is so; since upto the union with that Brahman 
is stated the continuance of SamS'ilra. 

The self is connected with the body until he reaches the 
Brahman by traversing the path of light, etc. Therefore the 
statements on immortality etc. should be explained in the 
way mentioned above. 

9. Snk~mam pramilflataS'ca tathopalabdhe~ 

And the subtle body persists, on account of it be· 
ing so observed in the scriptures. 

A subtle body persists even after his departure from the 
gross body; otherwise he cannot traverse by the path. A 
subtle body is accepted not only by this reason but also because 
the other proofs, are observed in the scriptures such as the 
conversation with the moon etc. that establish the ex
istence of a subtle body after departure. The scriptural text 
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is this :-• He should reply to him, (Kau$. 1·13). Speak as 
the truth ' (Kau,. 1-56). 

10. Nopamardenata~ 

Therefore not in the way of the destruction of 
bondage. 

For the above reason, the statement of immortality, 
such as 'Then he becomes immortal' (Kafh. 11·3-14) does 
not mean the destruction of the connection of the self with the 
body. 

11. Asyaiva copapattefllfm'lJ 

And to that very subtle body there belongs the 
warmth, this only being reasonable. 

There is reason to hold that the subtle body persists even 
at the time of the departure of the self, as the warmth is 
apprehended in certain part as the quality of the subtle body, 

1 1\~ ~~WJ(:, i1 ~QIJf: I et~!i!fiqlfi~: I ata) ~IT'l: 
41.~~~~(6 I M 2. 
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when he departs leaving the gross body. As the warmth is 
not apprehended in other parts of the body, it is not the 
quality of the gross body. 

12. Pratiqedhaditi cenna silrJrilt spafto hyeke11ilm 

If it be said that it is not so on account of the 
denial of his going up, we deny this for it is meant 
there the departure of the breath from the soul. 
This is clear according to some. 

1 He, who has no desire, his Prtf~Jas do not pass forth ' 
(Brh. IV-4-6). That means the Prd~Jas do not leave the wise. 
Hence the wise attain the Brahman here alone. This is not 
so. The wise, that leave the gross body, pass through the 
path of light, etc. and for that purpose the PrdtJaS do not 
leave him. Hence it is stated thus 1 His Prd(Jas do not pass 
forth ' (Brh, IV -4-6). This fact has been clearly stated in 
the version of the Madyandinas thus : 1 But of him, who 
has no desire, who is free from desire, whose desire is 
satisfied, whose desire is the self only, the PrtftJas do not pass 

forth.' (Brh. IV·4·6)• 
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13. Smaryate ca 

Smrtis also declare this. 

The Smrti texts also show that the wise depart by means 
of an artery of the head. • Of those arteries one is situated 
above ; by which the soul reaches the Highest goal piercing 
the disk of the sun and passing beyond the world of the 
Brahman (HiraQyagarbha)' (Yijn. Smr. III-167). 

PARASAMPATTYADHIKARA~A 6 

14. T-ani pare tath-a hy-aha 

They unite with the Highest; for thus the scripture 
says. 

The scripture says-• The fire unites with the Highest 
God' (Chtlnd. Vl·8·6). That means those, that leave the 

1 ~ omitted M 3. 
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body, have their place of rest in the Highest God with the 
elements associated with them. 

AVIBHAGADHIKARA~A 7 

15. Avibhctgo vacanctt 

Non-division according to the statement. 

The statement of their attaining the Highest Self, means 
that they are not divisible from the Highest Self, because 
there is no reason to hold a meaning different from that 
accepted in previous passage of the text-' The speech reaches 
the mind' (Chand. Vl·8·6). The speach etc. do not merge 
in the mind and dh;appear completely. Hence it is stated 
that they are not divisible from the Highest. 

TADOKODHIKARA~A 8 

16. Tadokograjvalanam tatprak'iJ~itadvctro vidy"ll· 
s'ltmarthyat tacchetagatyanusmrtiyogacca 

h"llrdctnugrhJta~ ~atctdhikayiZ 

The point of the abode of that Self, (i.e., the heart) 

1 'lf'flt~ll. Pr. 
+9 
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becomes illuminated and the path of exit becomes 
clear by the grace of the Lord, who abides within the 
heart and who is pleased with the knowledge and the 
application of the remembrance of the way, which is an 
auxiliary element of that (knowledge). Then the solll 
passes out by the way of the hundred and first artery. 

The self possesses the knowledge (meditation) that acts 
the worship of the Highest Self encased in the heart. He 
receives the blessings of the Highest Self through the power 
of the knowledge and thinking the way of the departure, an 
auxiliary element of the knowledge. Through the Lord's grace 
the door of the path becomes clear to him. Then he passes 
out by the way of the hundred and first artery. By His grace 
the point of the heart becomes illuminated. Here the Person 
said to have lived in the heart is the Highest Person. Thus 
say the scriptural and Smrti texts-' The Highest Self 
is seated in the centre of the flame' (Tait. 11·11·26), 'I am 
placed in the hearts of all' (Bhag. Gi. XV·l5). 

RAs'MYANUSARADHIKARAI:lA 9 

17. RaB'myanuB''411 

Following the rays (he goes). 
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'He goes upwards following these rays only' (Chilnd. 
VIII-6-5). Here it is said that the wise go through the rays 
only. The rays are at night also as their warmth is apprehended 
there in the summer etc. But the warmth is not apprehended 
in dewy season; because it has been overpowered by snow. 

NIS'ADHIKARA~A 10 

18. Nis'i neti cenna sainbandhasya yctvaddeha
bhctvitvctd dars'ayati ca 

Should it be said, not in the night, we say no; 
because the connection persists only as long as the body 
does. Scripture also declares this. 

Death at night has been treated contemptuously in the 
text, beginning with, ' The day and the bright half of the 
month etc. ' and ending with ' The contrary is condemned '. 
Therefore the wise who die at night do not reach the 
Brahman. It is not so. The works have the connection with 

I r.tt\1 M 2. 1 f~'f: omitted Pr. 
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him, only as long as he is connected with the body. Even 
those works, which have begun to pl'Oduce the results, are with 
him, only as long as he is connected with the final body. Hence 
they do not stand in the way of the attainment of the 
Brahman. The scriptural text shows thus-' For him there is 
delay only as long as he is not frP.ed from the body, then he will 
be united' (Chand. VI-14-2). The contemptuous treatment 
about the death at night refers only to other persons (i.e. 
persons other than the wise). 

DAK~I~AYANADHIKARA~A 11 

19. Ata~c'llyanepi dakfitte 

For the same reason, also the death during the 
southern progress or' the sun. 

For the same reason i.e., because there is nothing to keep 
the self any longer in the bondage of Samsara, the wise reach 
the Brahman even if they die during the southern progress of 
the sun. 

1 l'a): added after M 2. 
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20. Y ogina~ prati smaryete smztrte caite 

And these two paths are, with reference to the 
Yogins, mentioned in the Smrtis as to be remembered. 

' Oh ! Arjuna, I shall tell you (now) the Kala, by which 
after departing from this life, Yogins do not come back, 
or do come back' (Bhag. Gi. VIJI-23). This passage does 
not mention the time of death. But it mentions the two paths 
one beginning with light etc. and the other in contrary, for the 
sake of thinking by the Yogins. The Smrti text is this-' Oh! 
Arjuna, on knowing these two paths, no wise become 
deluded' (Bhag. Gi. VIII-27). 

THUS ENDS THE 2ND PIDA OF THE 4TH ADHYlYA, 
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ADHYAYA IV, PADA III 

ARCIRADYADHIKARA~A 1 

1. A rcirtzdintz tatprathite~~ 

On the path beginning with light, that being known. 

The wise traverse on one and the same path of light etc .• 
' because this path is referred to in all the texts with the same 

mark. 
VAYVADHIKAR~A 2 

2. Vltyumabdlldavis'efavi&'ettzbhy?lm 

From the year to Vifyu (i.e., the wind) ; on account 
of non-specification and specification. 

' From the months into the year, from the year into the 
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sun' (Chand. JV-15-5). In one text, the Devaloka (world of 
the gods) is mentioned between the year and the sun. In 
another text V ayu (i.e., the wind) is introduced between the 
year and the sun. The word De'Valoka (the world of the gods) 
refers to Vayu (i.e., the· wind) without any specification. 
The word V dyu (i.e., the wind) refers to the same with 
specification. Therefore Vifyu (i.e., the wind) alone is referred 
to by the words, Devaloka (the world of gods) and' Vdyu •. 
Therefore Vdyu is to be placed after 1 the year' and before 
1 the sun.' 

VARU~ADHIKARA~A 3 

3. Ta~itodhi varuf'a~ sambhandhat 

Beyond lightning, there is V aruf'a ; on account of 
connection. 

After lightning comes Varu~a. The lightning is within 
the clouds. Varutra is the presiding divinity of water contained 

1 iiiJS@~: Pr. 
1 '"6:_ A l, Pr. 
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in the clouds. Hence it has been apprehended in the world 
and S'ruti that Varu~a is connected with lightning. Then 
lndra and Prajapati occur in the order as stated in the 
scripture. There are no other powerful special reasons for 
changing this order. 

lTIVAHIKADHIKARA:t;iA 4 

4. Ativahikastallingat 

They are conductors, this being indicated. 

It is understood that the presiding deities of light, etc., 
are directed by the Highest Person, as the conductors of the 
wise. There are indications to show that they direct the 
selves to the Brahman because one of them is seen to be the 
conductor as per the scriptural text. ' He takes them to the 
Brahmau' (Chand. IV-15·5). 

5. V aidyutenaiva tatastacchrute~ 

By lightning alone the wise conducted, because 
the text states that. 

The scripture states thus-• From moon they proeeed to 
lightning. That person is non-human. He takes them to the 
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Brahman' (Chand. IV -15-5). Therefore after reaching the 
person of lightning the wise are taken by him alone. Varu~a, 

lndra and Prajapati take part in the work so far only as they 
may assist the person of lightning in his task. 

KARYADHIKARA~A 5 

6. KZ'lryam B'ildarirasya gatyupapatte~ 

They conduct him who meditates upon the effected 
Brahman (i.e., Hirattyagarbha) ; thus B'ildari thinks, 
because for him alone going is reasonable. 

Him, who meditates upon the effected Brahman (i.e., 
Hira~yagarbha) lead the light, etc. ; because in his case only 
the journey is reasonable. The journey is not reasonable for 
those who meditate on the Highest Brahmatt, because He is 
everywhere. 

7. V iS'efitatvZ'lcca 

And on account of that being specified. 

1 q~a: M 1. 
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'The person born from His mind comes there and leads 
him to the Brahman-worlds' (Br~. VI. 2-15). 'I go to the 

residential hall of Prajapati' (Chand. VIII-14-1). On account 

of these specifications, they lead the wise who meditate upon 
Hirat.tyagarbha alone. 

8. S'llmJpyCJttu tadvyapadesta~t 

But on account of the nearness, there is such 
designation. 

On account of nearness, there is the designation of the 
Brahman in the text ' He leads them to the Brahman ' (Chand. 
IV-15-5). There is nearness as stated in the text. 'He who 
creates Brahman (Hiranyagarbha) first' (S'v. VI-18). 

9. Kt'lry'lltyaye tadadhyak,etJa sah'llta~ paramabhi
dh'lln'llt 

On passing away of the effected world together 
with its ruler, they go to what is higher than that ; on 
account of scriptural declaration. 

1 ft omitted A 1. 
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No contradiction arises in the text that establishes thP
non·return of the self, though he reaches HiratJyagarbha. 
When the world of Hira~J.yagarbha passes away, then the souls 
with its ruler go to what is higher than that. ' After living in 
the world of Brahman (HiratJyagarbha), at the time of deluge 
they reach the indestructible One and are released from the 
bondage' (Tait. 11-10-22). 

10. Smrte&'ca 

And on account of the Smrti text. 

Accordingly the Smrti begins with, "All these along with 
Brahman" and ends with 'They enter the Highest Heaven'. 
(Kurm. 1-12·269). 

11. Param J aiminirmukhyat'U?lt 

They lead those who meditate upon the Highest 
on account primariness; thus jaimini thinks. 

On account of the primariness of the meaning of the 
1 ~(~omitted Pr. 1 il"~~M omitted Pr. 
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word Brahman, J aimini thinks that the light etc., lead only 
those who meditate upon the Highest Self. The word 
Brahman in the text 1 He leads to the Brahman' (Chand. 
IV-15-6) is used in the primary sense. 

12. DarB'anczcca 

And it is seen declared in the scripture. 

The scripture declares thus : 1 Having risen from the body, 
and having reached the Highest Light' (Chand. VIII-3·4). 

13. Na ca k7Jrye pratyabhisamdhi~ 

There is no aiming at the effected Brahman. 

The aim meant in the text 1 I go to the residential hall 

of the Prajapati' is not the reaching the effected Brahman. 
The word, Prajapati, according to the text 'The lord of the 
worlds' (Tait. II·ll-3) refers to the Highest Self only in the 

primary sense. The word, Brahmaloka refers to the Brahman· 
world, by considering it as a compound of Karmadarya 
variety. The scriptural text 1 They in the Brahman-world' 
refers to the Supreme Brahman only. The Smrti text 1 All 

1 ..... omitted Pr. 
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they along with the Brahman' (Kurm. 1-12-269) refers to 
those who are the residents of the world of effected Brahman 
and resort to the meditation on the Highest as taught in the 
Brahmasutra I-3-25. 

14. ApratJkalamban'lln nayatiti Blldarllyatza 
ubhayath'll, ca do~llt tatkratus'ca 

They lead them whose objects of meditation are 
not symbols, thus Blldarilyatz,a thinks, because there is 
defect in both cases ; and on conformity with the law 
of Tatkratu. 

The clause 'The meditation on the symbols' means the 
meditation upon all the sentient and non-sentient beings 

mentioned with the series of terms beginning from name and 
ending with Prat:ra that means the self, viewing them as the 
Brahman or in their essential nature. The clause 'The 

meditation upon things other than the symbols' means the 

1 i!lll~"qr M 1. 
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meditation on other than those said above. Badariiyat;ta thinks, 
that the light etc., lead them who know the five-fold fires and 
meditate upon the Highest Self following the latter class of 
the meditations said above. The contradiction with the 
statements made in all the Upanishadic passages arise, when 
the object of meditation is taken to be the effected Brahman 
or the Highest Self alone. If the object of meditation is taken 
to be the effected Brahman then the scriptural texts, 1 They 
lead to the Brahman'. (Chand. IV-15-6). and 'Having 
reached the Highest Light' (Chand. VIII-3-4) will oppose this 
view. If the Highest Self alone is held to be the object of 
meditation, then the text,' Those, who know this (i.e., as stated 
in the Pancagnividyii) and those too who in the forest medi· 
tate with faith upon the Truth, go to light' (Brh. VI-2-15) will 
oppose the view. If the object of meditation is held to be the 
effected Brahman then the law of Tatkratu will also be contra· 
dieted. It is stated in the scriptures that those, who traverse 
through the path of light, etc., reach the Brahman and do not 
come back. The knowers of the five fires meditate on the self 
bereft of the Prakrti, and having for his Self the Brahman as 
stated in the text, 1 He, who remains in the self' (Brh. 111·7·22 
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Mdhy.). Hence they do not meditate on the symbols. There 
is no contradiction with Jaw of Tatkratu. Both of them 
meditate upon the Brahman in different ways. Some meditate 
upon the Brahman who has themselves for His body. Others 
meditate upon themselves having the Brahman for their Soul. 

15. V is'e~am ca darS'ayati 

And scripture declares the difference. 

The meditation on the effected Brahman grants fruits in 
limited places and limited times, that are different from the 
attainment of the Brahman. This is stated in the text, ' He, 
who meditates upon name as Brahmat1, for him there is 
movement as he wishes as far as name extends' (Chand. 
VII-1-5). 

THUS ENDS THE 3RD PA.DA OF THE 4TH ADHY1YA. 
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ADHYAYA IV, PADA IV 

SAMPADYAVIRBHAVADHIKARA~A 1 

1. Sampadyttvirbhava~ svena&'abd'iZt 

On the self, on reaching the Highest Self, there is 
manifestation ; as we infer from the word, 'own'. 

' Thus that serene self, having risen from the body and 
having reached the Highest Light, becomes manifest in his 
own form' (Chand. VIII·12·2). This scriptural text states 
that the self has been already in possession of his essential 
nature and it has been concealed by the beginningless Karman. 
When he reaches the Highest Light, it manifests itself; because 
thus has been stated in the scriptural text by the specific 
words, ' With his own form '. 
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2. Mukta~b pratijn-nnnt 

The released one ; on account of the promise. 

The essential nature of the self has been already in him. 

But this nature including 'unlimited knowledge 'etc., manifests 
itself only in Mukti because he is freed from bondage of Karman 
at that stage. The promise made in the text. ' I will explain 

further to you ' (Chand. VIII-9-3) is to explain that, whose 

concealment in the waking state etc. has been removed. 

3. Atmn prakarap:nt 

The self; on account of the subject matter.· 

It is understood from the context that the scriptural text 
' I will explain this further to you' (Chand. VIII-9-3) refers 

to the self as endowed with good qualities such as freedom 

from evil. The text mentioned above begins to describe thus 
1 511~6 M 1 Pr. 
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1 The self is free from evil ' and goes on to say, 1 His desires 
are true. His Will is true. He should be searched for' 
(Chand. VIII-7-1). 

AVIBHAGENAD~gATVADIKARAf:l'A 2 

4. AvibhClgena drf~atvClt 

(The released self is conscious of himself) as being 
non-separate (from the Highest self); because this is 
seen. 

The essential nature of this released self has manifested 
itself. Then he experiences the Highest Brahman, who is his 
Self, as non-separate from himself in the manner 1 I am the 
Brahman.' By meditating upon Him in the way mentioned 
in the Brahma-Sutriis IV ·1·3 His essential nature is to be ex· 
perienced only in that form. The object of meditation is only 
what is established by the scriptures-' He who dwells within 
the self, of whom the self is the body ' 'That thou art' 
(Chand. VI·B-7) etc. 

1 ~lfl•tftqr~ M 2, Pr, 
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BRAHMADHIKARA~A 3 

5. Bf'"il hmeva jaiminirupany'lls'ildibhya~ 

Jaimini thinks that a nature like that of the 
Bf'ahman, manifests itself on the self; on account of 
the declaration etc. 

A nature like that of the Brahman, consisting of the 
qualities such as ' Freedom from evils' manifests itself in the 
individual self. These are the qualities of the Brahman ; Yet 
they belong to the individual self also. This has been under· 
stood from the declaration found in the text, 'The self is free 
from evils etc.' (Chand. VIII-7-1). Same thing has been 
stated in the text, ' He is eating, playing, rejoicing ' (Chand. 
VIII-12-3). This is the view of Jaimini. 

6. Cititanm'lltreva tadt:ttmakattJltdityoutJulomi~ 

The intelligence alone manifests, as the self is of 
that nature. Thus Au4ulomi thinks. 

It is apprehended in the scriptures that he is only a mass 

1 9'1~ omitted M 3. 
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of knowledge. Therefore Autjulomi thinks tha.t he is of the 

nature of intelligence alone. 

7. E'Oamapyupanyasflt pnrvabhflv'ltdavirodham 

Blldarflyapa~ 

Even it is thus; on account of the declaration of 
the existence of former qualities, B'ildartzyatta holds 
absence of contradiction. 

It has been understood that the mass of knowledge is the 
nature of the individual self. Yet the former qualities, such 
as 'Freedom from evils ' etc. are apprehended in him. This is 
stated in the text, 'The self is free from evils.' (Chand. VIII· 
7·1). The two groups of natures apprehended in the two texts 
are not contradictory each other. Therefore of these two forms 
one does not exclude the other. Therefore the illustrious Bada· 
r4.)'ataa thinks there is a collection of both the natures in 
the self. 

SAMKALPADHIKARAJ:lA 4 

8. Samkal/illdtwa tacchrute~ 

By the mere will i the scriptures declare that. 
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The ancestors etc., that are mentioned in the scriptural 
text 1 should he desires to be with his ancestors' (Chand. 

VIII·2·1) are present at his mere will according to the text 
1 By his mere will' (Citii~td. VIII-2-1). The Highest Person, 
while in a sportive mood is born as the son of Das•aratlza 
etc. Vasudeva, by His mere will; In the same manner the 
released self, that is included in the sportive action of the 
Highest Person can have his ancestors in this world through 

his own will. 

9. Ata eva cananyadhipati~ 

For the S'lme reason he has no other ruler. 

The clause 1 For the same reason' means by the scriptural 
authorities viz., 1 Freedom from sin, true will etc.' (Chand. 

VIII-7-1). The released self is not subject to Karman at any 

time. 

1 ~~: A 1, M 1, 2. 
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ABHAVADHIKARA~A 5 

10. Abhavam Bada1'iraha hye"'am 

The absence of body, etc. B'lldari opined; for thus 
scripture says. 

Badari opined that the Released souls do not have the 
instruments, such as body and sense-organs. It is because 
the text ' Verily there is no freedom from pleasure and pain 
for him while he is incorporate 1 (Chand. VIII-12·1) declares 

thus. 
11. Bh'llvam J aiminiroikalpamananat 

The presence of body etc. jaimini opines, because 
the text declares manifoldness. 

There are texts, such as, 'He is one-fold 1 (Chand. VII· 
26·2) that prove that he becomes manifold with the help of 
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the body and the sense·organs. Jaimini opines that the 
instruments, such·as, body etc., are present in the Released 

soul. 

12. DvtJdagczhavadubhaya'CJidham Bilda,czyatwta~ 

For the same reason, Bildar'ltyatuJ holds that he is 
of both kinds; as in the case of the twelve-days' 
sacrifice. 

There are texts to show that, as and when he desires, he 

can have body or not. The analogous case is the twelve-days' 
sacrifice, which according to the texts, belongs either to the 
Sattra or the Ahiua class of sacrifices. 

13. Tanvabh'llve samdhyavadujJapatte~ 

In the absence of the body, the Released soul ex
periences pleasure etc. as in the state of dream ; that 
being possible. 

The Released soul docs not possess body that is his own 
creation. In that case he enjoys the sport, with the instru
ments created by the Highest Person. This is analogous 

1 ~I¥1Pr~ A 1, M 3. 
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to the creation effected in dreams by the Highest Person. 

This is stated in the text, ' Then He creates chariots, horses, 

roads ' (Brh. IV -3-10). 

14. Bh'llve jagrad'fJat 

When there is the body, he experiences as in the 
state of waking. 

Suppose he creates the instruments, such as body etc. 

Then he enjoys the pleasures with them as one does in his 

waking state. 

15. Pradipavad"iJveS'astath'llhi darS'ayati 

His entering is as in the case of a lamp ; for thus 
the scripture declares. 

The self remains in one place. But it is proved that he 
experiences everything through the pervasion of his knowledge, 

that acts as his brilliance. The scriptures state thus: 'That 
self is to be known as a portion of the hundredth part of a 

point of a hair divided into hundred parts, and ret he is 
capable of infinity ' (S'oe. V -9). 
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16. Sv'i1pyayasampattyoranyatan:zpek!Jam'llvi!Jkrtam hi 

It refers either to the sound sleep or to union 
(Sampatti) ; for this is declared. 

'The self being embraced by the Intelligent Self docs not 

experience either the exterior or the interior.' (Brh. IV-3-21). 

It is stated that this :.-tatement of non-experience refers to 

either to the state of sound sleep or death. 'Alas! in fact 
now, he does not know himself, that 'I am he' (Chand. VIII-
11-1). Thus it is seen that in the state of sound sleep, etc. he 

knows nothing. 

JAGADVYAPARAVARJA.DHIKARA~A 6 

17. J agdvy'llpllra'Varjam prakara1J'l1dasa1nnihitatvCtcca 

With the exception of the activity for the sake of 
the world, he posc;esses the other qualities; on account 
of the context and of non-proximity. 

The Released self possesses all the qualities mentioned in 

the texts beginning from 'freedom from sin' and ending with 
52 
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'True will', He does not possess the character of being the 
cause in the creation etc., of the world. From the conte~t. 

it is apprehended that the Highest Brahman alone possesses 

the power of the creation etc., of the world. The text begins 

with 1 From Him are born all the~e beings' and concludes 
1 That is the BrahmatJ' (Tait. 1·2·1}. Moreover in texts 
dealing ,-.·ith creation, etc., the Released self does not find a 

place. The Released self possesses greatness, that has not 
been concealed by anything. He experiences the Brah· 
man in His complete nature, possessed of unsurpassed bliss. 
The creation etc., conducted by the Brahman are only 

the sport for Him. This has been stated in the Brahma· 
sutra 11-1-33. 

18. Pratyakfo/Jadesilditi cenn'ildhikczrika· 
marzqalasthokte~ 

If it be said that this is not so; on account of the 
scriptua] text; not so, because it refers to the state of 
him who resides within the spheres of those entrusted 
with special duties. 

1 ~ftt omitted M 2, M 3. 
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This is the teaching of the text: 'He moves through 

thej:e worlds, eating what he desires, and assuming any shape 

what he desires' (Tait. 1-10-5). Hence the Released self 

creates the worlds. It is not so ; because they are the 
pleasures of those who are in the region of Hirat;zyngarbha 
etc., who are entrusted with special duties. Indeed the text 
does not say that he controld those worlds. 

19. V ikllr'iZvarti ca tathahi sthitim'iZha 

The Released self experiences the Unchangeable 
one; the scriptures state his condition thus. 

His pleasure consists of only the enjoyment of the 

Brahman in His real and entire nature, that does not undergo 

any changes. His condition has been stated in the text thus : 
' Bliss indeed is He ; having obtained that Bliss, he b~comes 

blissful' (Tait. I· 7 ·1 ). 

20. DarS'ayataS'caivam pratykf7Jntemane 

And thus perception and inference show. 

1 awr1~ A 1. 
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This fact has been stated in the texts of S'ruti and Smrti 
'From this Self mentioned above, verily, the spatial ether 
came into existence' (Tait. I-2-2). 'Oh! Gtirgi! verily, 
under the ruhng of this Imperishable One' (Brh. lll-8-9). 
There is also the Smrti. 'I am the source of all ; everything 
proceeds from Me' (Bhag. G;;. X-8). 

21. Bhogamlltrasllmyalingllcca 

And on account of the indication, namely, 'equality 
in enjoyment only'. 

1 He enjoy~ all desires and the omniscient Brahman ' 
(Tait. 1-2-2). This scriptural text says that the Released self 
is equal to the Highest Self, only in so far as enjoyment of the 
true nature of the Brahman. 

22. An-avrtti~ s'abd-at anllvrti~ s'abd-at 

No returning; according to the scriptures. No 
returning; according to the scriptures. 

Consider the scriptural text 1 He, who lives thus all the 
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life through, reaches the world of the B1·ahman and he does 
not return' (Chiind. VIII·lS·l). The Released self becomes 
free from all, that has concealed his true nature. The host 
of qualities such as, ' Freedom from sin ' manifests themselves 
in him. He experiences the Highest Brahman, "'ho is 
unsurpassable Bliss. He does not return again to this world. 

This has been so determined. Thus the entire truth of the 
doctrine is perfect and faultless. 

THUS ENDS THE 4T~ PIDA OF THE 4TH ADHYIYA. 
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